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This   book   is   dedicated   to   anyone   who   has   the   patience   to   
read   it.   
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0.0   Introduction   
  

  
0.1   The   Guidebook   
  

WELCOME   to   the   first-ever   edition   of   the   Thinking   Method   
Guidebook   for   Course   Writers—which   cannot   help   but   be   a   first   
edition   in   every   sense   of   the   word!     

Creating   this   book,   retracing   my   own   steps   in   course   writing   
in   order   to   reproduce   them   here,   has   been   no   small   challenge.   I   
thought   it   would   be   easy,   or   at   least   easier   than   making   another   
groundbreaking   course   in   a   language   I   don’t   speak,   but   I   was   
wrong.   Documenting   such   an   organic   process   in   reverse   so   that   it   
might   be   replicated   organically   (rather   than   superficially,   which   
would   lead   to   quite   some   clumsy   courses!)   is   a   process   that   will   
require   much   trial   and   error.   This   guidebook,   then,   which   is   intended   
to   culminate   in   the   real-life   training   of   new   teachers   and   the   creation   
of   new   courses,   can   only   represent   but   a   first   attempt   and   will   
necessarily   contain   much   room   for   improvement.   A   second   and   
reworked   edition   of   this   guidebook   will   be   inevitable   once   
collaborations   with   new   writers   come   to   fruition.   Meanwhile,   we   
need   to   think   of   the   guidebook   as   an   ongoing   project,   and   of   its   first   
users   as   its   pioneers—and   I   am   extremely   grateful   for   their   
participation   in   this   endeavour   and   for   their   patience   in   wading   
through   something   which   could   inevitably   be   better   written.   In   the   
same   way   that   making   Thinking   Method   courses   is   a   constant   work   
in   progress   requiring   feedback   from   real-life   applications,   the   same   
goes   for   creating   this   guidebook,   and   we   have   to   begin   somewhere!   

I   must   also   remind   readers   of   the   limiting   factors   pertaining   to   
this   edition   which   are   the   same   as   those   which   have   limited   me   
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generally   in   this   project.   As   with   the   rest   of   the   Language   Transfer   
(LT)   project,   I   have   worked   alone   on   the   guidebook,   with   the   
exception   of   the   volunteer-sourced   proofing.   I’m   no   expert   at   writing   
books,   and   so   there   are   a   hundred   apologies   I   must   make   in   that   
respect.   I   am   also   yet   to   possess   all   of   the   transcripts   for   existing   
courses,   which   has   inevitably   limited   the   content   of   this   edition.   I   
have   been   trying   for   some   years   to   get   a   complete   set   of   transcripts   
done   for   existing   courses,   but   unfortunately   most   people   who   get   in   
touch   to   offer   their   help   tend   to   generate   much   more   admin   work   
than   they   do   transcripts.   For   this   reason,   I   had   to   decide   that   not   
being   in   possession   of   the   transcripts   could   no   longer   be   an   
obstacle   to   releasing   this   first   edition.   Future   editions   will   hopefully   
enjoy   both   the   inspiration   and   examples   those   transcripts   provide,   
once   made   available   by   future   volunteers—who   may   very   well   be   
readers   of   this   current   edition!   

The   lack   of   transcripts,   as   well   as   the   general   lack   of   
volunteer   involvement   in   LT   (despite   various   calls,   responded   to   en   
masse   with   what   would   become   unfulfilled   promises),   goes   to   show   
the   necessity   of   this   publication   as   part   of   a   wider   project;   Language   
Transfer    needs    to   remove   its   reliance   on   volunteers   if   it   is   to   
continue   to   grow   as   a   project.   The   volunteer   model   cannot   work   
without   an   inhuman   and   unsustainable   effort   on   the   part   of   the   
project   creator,   and—due   to   the   unmanageable   stress   that   I   make   
reference   to   occasionally   in   this   edition—that   option   is   no   longer   on   
the   table.   Whilst   this   guidebook   is   aimed   at   anyone   wanting   to   
understand   more   about   the   Thinking   Method   for   whatever   
application   they   may   wish,   the   main   motivation   for   the   immense   
effort   invested   in   this   edition   has   been   to   offer   initial   training   to   a   
new   Language   Transfer   team,   whilst   also   sourcing   that   team   
through   the   ongoing   competition   which   launches   with   this   book   
release   (see   Part   5).   
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Prospective   new   Language   Transfer   course   writers   should   

experience   as   learners,   while   analysing   as   teachers,   current   
Language   Transfer   courses   as   an   ongoing   part   of   their   training.   This   
guidebook   can   never   be   enough   in   and   of   itself,   and   probably   
makes   little   sense   without   the   context   of   those   courses.   A   
read-through   focused   on   analysing   existing   courses   and   thinking   
about   the   new   target   language,   followed   by   a   second   read-through   
during   training   to   slowly   accompany   one’s   own   course   writing,   will   
probably   be   the   surest   way   to   go!     

But,   what   is   it   that   we   need   to   know   in   order   to   write   a   
Thinking   Method   course?   Is   it   the   method   format   in   itself,   the   
question   and   answer   system?   Most   definitely   not!   (More   on   that   in   a   
bit.)   Can   it   be   a   list   of   tasks   to   work   through   in   order   to   produce   a   
course   for   any   language?   It   can’t   be,   when   both   the   language   of   
instruction   (base   language)   and   the   target   language   dictate   so   
heavily   what   a   course   does.   So   what    is    it   that   needs   to   be   imparted   
here?   It   is,   more   than   anything   else,   a   general   way   of   thinking   about   
and   reconstructing   ideas.   

Most   animals   teach   by   showing,   such   that   in   some   languages   
‘to   show’   and   ‘to   teach’   are   even   the   same   verb   (as   in   Spanish:   
enseñar ).   We   are   animals,   after   all,   and   when   it   comes   to   physical   
activities   such   as   running,   grooming   ourselves   or   hunting,   showing   
is    quite   an   effective   way   of   teaching.   In   fact,   when   we   observe   
someone   else   doing   an   action   such   as   combing   their   hair   or   even   
vocalising   a   sound,   we   have   mirror   neurons   that   fire   as   if   we   were   
performing   that   action   ourselves!   When   it   comes   to   mental   
processes   though,   simply    showing    someone   what   they   need   to   
know   (in   our   case,   language   content)   rather   than    how    to   know   it,   is   
a   little   like   teaching   to   hunt   with   the   carcass   rather   than   with   the   
chase.   Simply    showing    content   wouldn’t   work   for   the   Language   
Transfer   courses,   and   it   can’t   work   for   this   guidebook,   either.   In   this   
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way,   the   main   theme   of   the   guidebook   is   the   mental   wrestling   that   
leads   to   exceptional   courses,   rather   than   attempting   to   directly    show   
how   to   make   one   of   those   courses   through   the   use   of   templates   or   
preset   methods,   which   would—amongst   other   things—invalidate   the   
unique   way   the   Thinking   Method   responds   to   the   base   and   target   
languages   in   question.   Therefore,   whilst   I   have   tried   to   make   this   
guidebook   as   coherent   as   possible,   I   have   taken   few   steps   to   
simplify   its   content,   deeming   any   simplification   a   complication   in   
waiting.     

As   with   the   Language   Transfer   courses   themselves,   readers   
are   not   expected   to   memorise   what   is   written   here   or   even   to   
studiously   take   notes,   but   to    think    as   they   read—to   stop   and   think   
about   what   this   all   might   mean   for   the   language   they   want   to   teach.   

One   must   be   prepared   to   dedicate   all   the   concentration,   
curiosity,   time,   and   love   that   they   can   to   this   endeavour;   I   cannot   
imagine   it   being   pulled   off   any   other   way!   Many   people   to   whom   I   
have   offered   training   over   the   years   have   expected   that   writing   a   
Thinking   Method   course   would   be   as   easy   as   taking   one,   but   the   
polar   opposite   holds   true:   the   Thinking   Method   courses   are   such   a   
joy   to   ride   precisely   because   all   the   difficulty   has   already   been   had   
by   someone   else—and   now   that   someone   else   is   you!   And   so,   we   
should   begin   this   endeavour   really   expecting   to   give   it   our   all.   That   
said,   no   one   should   feel   incapable   of   course   writing   either,   because   
the   writing   of   a   Thinking   Method   course   is   a   process   of   constant   trial   
and   error—or   at   least   it   is   insofar   as   my   own   experience   is   
concerned.   What   I   do   is   write,   go   through   my   material,   edit,   get   new   
ideas,   find   new   problems;   new   mechanisms   come   to   light,   new   
ideas   wrestle   with   old   ones.   I   test   the   material   and   unexpected   
things   happen,   I   return   to   editing,   and   on   and   on   it   goes   until   I’m   
happy   to   record.   I   don’t   have   some   secret   template   I’m   hiding   from   
you   all   and   I   have   never,   as   I   enjoy   saying,   just   farted   out   a   course!   
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New   writers   should   not   expect   to,   either.   The   upside   to   all   of   this   is   
the   very   same   point   being   made   here:   we   learn   by   doing,   and   in   
order   to    do ,   we   don’t   have   to   be   expert   at   anything.     

Even   though   I   ‘wrote   the   book’   on   this,   I   still   need   to   make   
most   of   the   same   mistakes   every   time   I   write.   My   latest   course,   
Introduction   to   Music   (Theory),   is   being   created   in   the   same   messy   
way   described   in   this   guidebook.   I   have   reworked   the   first   class   
countless   times,   every   time   I   rework   it   I   think   it’s   great,   then   I   come   
back   to   it   and   decide   otherwise.   I   find   myself   saving   for   later   much   
of   the   information   I   was   to   originally   include   earlier,   and   bringing   
forward   ideas   I   had   planned   to   address   later.   In   that   process   of   
constant   rewriting,   pages   and   pages   of   material   accumulate   whilst   I   
am   still   focused   on   perfecting   the   first   ones.   It   is   in   this   tangled   way   
that   I   eventually   find   the   weaving   I   want   for   a   course.   We   shouldn’t   
feel   disheartened   if   we   write   what   we   think   is   a   perfect   class   only   to   
find   endless   problems   with   it   when   we   come   to   read   through   it   
again.   If   we   find   those   problems,   it’s   because   all   of   this   is   actually   
working!   

  
  

0.2   The   Ghost   of   Michel   Thomas   
  

I   have   to   admit,   it   more   than   slightly   bothers   me   to   hear   that   
the   Thinking   Method   is   ‘just   the   Michel   Thomas   Method’,   and   that   I   
am   hoping   nobody   notices   how   I   have   made   a   carbon   copy   of   his   
work   and   had   the   cheek   to   call   it   my   own.   Some   folks   don’t   think   it’s   
necessarily   a   bad   thing   that   I   am   using   the   Michel   Thomas   Method,   
calling   it   something   else,   and   making   it   free   for   all   the   world   like   
some   digital   Robin   Hood.   That   might   not   be   the   worst   of   evils   either,   
but   neither   is   it   what   I   am   doing.   
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For   those   of   you   who   aren’t   familiar   with   the   late   Michel   

Thomas   (MT),   he   employed   the   Socratic   method   (the   basic   Q&A   
system   that   is   also   used   in   the   LT   courses)   for   language   learning,   to   
international   acclaim.   I   was   exposed   to   his   material   through   my   
Materials   Development   course   at   the   University   of   Essex,   and   not   
only   did   MT’s   course   help   me   learn   Spanish,   but   it   also   showed   me   
that   with   my   own   material   I   didn’t   have   to   continue   in   the   line   of   all   
that   rancidly   traditional   stuff   from   which   I   had   learnt   so   little   myself.   I   
thought   MT’s   famous   use   of   cognates   (word   conversions)   was   cool,   
but   that’s   not   what   excited   me   from   my   exposure   to   his   courses.   
What   most   excited   me   was   the   freedom   one   could   exercise   within   
the   general   Q&A   approach   that   MT   was   using;   language   content   
could   be   taught   in   any   order   we   wanted,   with   any   explanation   that   
we   saw   fit.   

I   worked   excitedly   and   passionately   in   my   language   and   
teaching   degree   (it   was   like   a   field   of   flowers   after   studying   my   first   
year   in   Law),   such   that   I   was   fluent   in   and   even   teaching   Spanish   by   
just   my   second   year   of   study.   As   soon   as   I   began   teaching   (elected   
as   the   Mexican   Society’s   first   non-native   Spanish   teacher)   I   began   
experimenting   with   this   freedom   that   had   so   quickly   occupied   my   
imagination.   It   would   be   years   before   I   had   done   so   much   of   that   
experimentation   that   I   felt   I   had   created   my   own   method,   or   before   I   
even   cared,   for   that   matter;   I   would   be   learning   to   dance   tango   and   
play   the   violin   in   between,   using   language   classes   to   pay   for   all   of   
that.   I   had   no   idea   the   side   hustle   I   was   running   would   ever   end   up   
being   LT,   but   I   did   want   to   be   good   at   it.   During   this   ongoing   
experiment   in   teaching   I   began   to   make   ever   more   diverse   
decisions   about   the   learning   experience   I   wanted   to   impart.   As   my   
aims   evolved,   my   techniques   also   had   to   keep   up;   the   Socratic   
approach   in   itself   was   not   going   to   allow   me   to   create   the   
complicated   and   multifaceted   structures   that   I   wanted   in   my   
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courses—the   general   approach   in   itself   had   as   much   potential   to   
contribute   chaos   as   it   did   clarity.   The   wildly   complicated   course   
structures   I   have   managed   to   weave   with   the   Thinking   Method   are   
not   a   natural   product   of   the   Socratic   approach;   they   are   a   product   of   
my   own   experiments   and   investigations.   They   are   a   product   of   the   
Thinking   Method.   This   should   be   clear   to   anyone   who   takes   the   time   
to    analyse    both   LT   and   MT   courses,   and   it   is   not   hard   to   find   learner   
reviews   which   have   done   just   that,   sometimes   even   scathingly   
criticising   MT   and   yet   celebrating   LT.   Seeing   then,   that   the   genius   of   
the   LT   courses   is   not   inherent   in   the   Q&A   approach   in   itself,   I’d   have   
little   motivation   to   try   to   pretend   that   the   general   approach   was   my   
own,   neither   have   I   been   shy   to   talk   about   my   exposure   to   MT.     

Not   long   after   I   announced   this   guidebook   project,   I   received   
a   cease   and   desist   letter   from   the   lawyers   of   Hodder   &   Stoughton   
publishing   house,   the   publishers   of   the   late   Michel   Thomas.   The   
letter   demanded   that   I   remove   access   to   my   free   courses   from   the   
US   and   that   I   not   publish   this   guidebook.   They   stated   that   the   
guidebook   may   encourage   others   to   infringe—as   I   had   supposedly   
done—upon   a   patent   owned   by   them…   for   the   use   of   the   pause   
button!   The   pause   button   patent   is   so   absurd   that   Hodder   &   
Stoughton’s   threats   actually   made   mainstream   international   news,   
and   the   Electronic   Frontier   Foundation   took   on   Language   Transfer’s   
case   free   of   charge.   A   quick   internet   search   can   dig   up   more   on   
that,   as   well   as   EFF’s   entertaining   response   letter   to   Hodder   &   
Stoughton.   

What   fascinated   me   about   the   whole   situation   was   how   the   
pause   button   patent   made   no   reference   to   what   the   Michel   Thomas   
Method   might   actually   be,   so   I   couldn’t   even   argue   a   logical   
response   to   it.   I   always   knew   this   ‘day   of   reckoning’   might   come,   
and   I   was   looking   forward   to   hashing   out   the   differences   in   
methodology   publicly,   but   by   patenting   the   pause   button,   the   
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publishers   had   moved   to   make   all   of   that   discussion   irrelevant.   Was   
that   deliberate?   How   could   I   explain   how   what   I   was   doing   was   
different   to   MT,   or   how   MT   did   things   I   wouldn’t   do   in   my   own   
courses,   when   nobody   was   asking?     

I   suspect   that   the   fact   MT   did   not   represent   some   
unsurpassable   peak   in   language   teaching,   but   was   simply   just   
another   step   along   the   path   like   the   rest   of   us   mortals,   went   
vehemently   against   all   the   hubbub   that   helped   (and   helps)   prop   up   
the   extortionate   price   of   the   brand’s   CDs,   let   alone   the   vast   fortunes   
MT   charged   for   private   tuition.   MT   taught   the   likes   of   Marilyn   
Monroe   and   Woody   Allen,   he   was   marketed   as   an   unsurpassable   
legend,   a   mysterious   and   secretive   mastermind   capable   of   teaching   
a   language   in   a   week.   Maybe   patenting   the   Socratic   approach   
through   hijacking   the   pause   button   would   help   keep   that   legend   
intact,   stifling   any   progress   in   similar   directions.   This   way,   MT   might   
never   cease   to   be   the   undisputed   master   of   language   learning.   
That’s   all   just   conjecture   of   course,   but   it’s   probably   the   least   
creative   explanation   for   something   so   absurd   as   patenting   the   use   
of   a   button.   

I’ve   never   made   a   big   fuss   of   it—creating   this   project   by   
myself   has   been   challenge   and   distraction   enough—but   over   the   
years   I’ve   been   accused   of   plagiarism,   of   being   a   nobody   stealing   
someone   else’s   fame   for   himself   (as   if   I   weren’t   making   a   concerted   
effort   to    not    become   a   public   figure),   of   being   a   fake,   a   fraud,   an   
impersonator.   I   had   to   remove   the   contact   box   on   the   LT   website   so   
that   folk   cannot   write   to   me   anonymously,   pretending   to   be   the   ghost   
of   Michel   Thomas   (seriously!).   Even   the   writer   of   MT   Mandarin   got   
in   contact   with   me   to   accuse   me   of   copying   MT’s   method,   urging   me   
to   credit   him   with   my   courses,   and   in   the   process   made   some   quite   
absurd   arguments   which   I   guess   I   don’t   need   to   air   publicly.   There   
appears   to   be   an   obsession   in   some   circles   with   making   the   general   
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Socratic   approach   for   language   learning   an   untouchable   product   of   
Michel   Thomas.   When   it   comes   to   his   fans   and   friends,   it   is   arguably   
a   combination   of   MT’s   charismatic   persona   and   interesting   life   story   
that   encourages   this,   but   when   it   comes   to   the   publisher,   it   is   a   
clearcut   case   of   patent   trolling   which   does   an   active   disservice   to   
learners   everywhere.     

  
Surrounding   this   whole   discussion   about   what   makes   a   

method   is   the   inevitable   truth   that   how   we   name   
‘methods’—especially   when   it   comes   to   language   learning—is   a   
quasi-commercial   phenomenon   in   any   case,   and   insufficiently   
differentiates   between   ‘methods’,   ‘techniques’   and   ‘approaches’.   
Either   way,   a   method   needs   a   name   and   rather   than   naming   it   after   
myself,   I   chose   ‘(The)   Thinking   Method’   as   an   ironic   jab   at   how   not   a   
lot   of   thought   goes   into   teaching   and   learning   nowadays.   Such   is   
the   state   of   acceptance   of   this   paradigm,   though,   that   the   ironic   
nuance   seems   to   have   remained   all   but   undetected,   and   the   method   
name   has   been   taken   quite   seriously,   such   that   even   I   forget   it   was   
once   a   joke!   

Much   like   the   name   of   the   method,   the   project   name   
‘Language   Transfer’   might   not   mean   what   most   people   are   likely   to   
infer   either.   Of   course,   ‘Language   Transfer’   does   allude   to   how   we   
often   transfer/convert   vocabulary   into   the   target   language   from   the   
base   language   when   we   can,   and   how   we   transfer   other   linguistic   
knowledge,   too.   But   it   is,   in   fact,   a   pre-existing   term   referring   to   the   
(often   erroneous)   transfer   of   linguistic   knowledge   from   one   
language   to   another—like   when   a   Spanish   speaker   might   say   ‘I   
think   to   go’   rather   than   ‘I   plan   on   going’,   mirroring   the   Spanish   
structure   in   English.   Whilst   negative   language   transfer   is   something   
we   have   to   account   for   and   counter   when   we’re   teaching   or   learning   
a   new   language,   it   is   also   one   of   the   natural   processes   by   which   our   
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languages   ended   up   the   way   that   they   are,   and   how   they   continue   
to   change.   What   is   in   one   generation   an   error   resulting   from   
language   transfer,   might   in   the   next   generation   become   an   accepted   
mutation   of   the   language   organism,   and   we   can   even   observe   this   
during   our   own   lifetimes.   Language   transfer   is   the   means   by   which   
languages   breed,   and   Language   Transfer   (capitalised   for   the   project   
title)   is   an   ode   to   this   cross-pollination,   and   to   the   new   way   of   
understanding   ourselves   culturally   and   historically   that   it   both   
permits   and   promotes.   
  
  

0.3   What   is   Language?   
  

I   know   that   I   used   to   feel   inseparable   from   my   own   language;   
I   never   thought   about   how   to   speak,   I   just   spoke,   and   asking   
bilingual   folk   what   language   they   thought   in   used   to   seem   like   an   
entirely   reasonable   question.   Who   doesn’t   mentally   dialogue   with   
themselves?   And   is   it   not   when   we   are   dialoguing   with   ourselves   
that   we   are   most   conscious   of   thought?   I   never   imagined   that   I   
would   come   to   feel   so   separated   from   my   first   language—which   
people   are   often   surprised   to   hear   is   English—or   even   that   it   was   
possible   to   unlearn   or   confuse   it,   or   in   other   words,   be   something   
apart   from   that   language.   Today   (apart   from   my   forever   morphing  
accent),   I   cannot   avoid   sounding   laboured   in   English   if   I   try   to   truly   
express   the   thoughts   I’m   having,   and   I   often   can’t   remember   how   a   
particular   thought   or   feeling   is   expressed   in   a   natural   and   native   way   
in   English   anyway.   In   this   way   I   have   understood,   in   very   practical   
terms,   the   difference   between   thought   and   the   language   that   I   used   
to   believe    was    thought.   

When   it   comes   to   language   learning,   how   well   we   speak   
another   language   often   has   to   do   with   how   willing   we   are   to   submit   
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to   the   ways   in   which   it   interprets   the   world,   in   much   the   same   way   
that   answering   a   question   often   implies   submitting   to   the   premises   
of   it.   Personally,   the   more   languages   I   learn   the   more   this   
willingness   decreases,   or   maybe   I   just   can’t   help   but   draw   on   what   
all   the   languages   offer   in   some   multi-tasked   negative   language   
transfer.   Either   way,   my   suspicion   is   confirmed   daily   that   language   
and   thought—although   almost   inseparable—were   never   quite   one   
and   the   same   to   begin   with.   

It   is   no   coincidence   that   a   spell,   in   the   magical   sense,   and   ‘to   
spell’   are   in   fact   the   same   word   (rather   than   unrelated   homonyms   
like   ‘a   fine’   and   ‘to   be   fine’).   Language   is   a   type   of   magic.   We   can   
share   or   cause   complex   and   life-changing   thoughts,   ideas   and   
feelings   through—superficially   speaking—the   use   of   sound   or   
symbols.   Language   is   a   mechanism   of   transcribing   and   
communicating   thought,   and   so   we   don’t   strictly   think   in   any   
language.   ‘What   language   do   you   think   in?’,   then,   just   means   ‘what   
language   do   you   most   often   use   when   you   dialogue   with   yourself?’.   
Whilst   much   thought   has   come   to   rely   on   language   to   get   to   the   
complicated   place   it   has,   thought    is    still   its   own   thing.   Deaf   people   
don’t   think   exclusively   in   signs,   and   those   people   who   have   no   
language   (‘wolf-children’,   deaf   children   with   no   language   exposure,   
and   indeed   other   animals)   still   think,   calculate,   and   make   decisions.   
Language   doesn’t   cease   to   be   but   a   transcription   of   something   else   
(of   thought),   and   so   we   approach   a   new   language   in   this   way—as   a   
transcription   in   and   of   itself.   Whilst   we   constantly   use   the   base   
language   to   increase   our   consciousness   of   the   thoughts   we   have   
and   how   we’re   already   transcribing   them,   it’s   not   the   base   language   
itself   we   are   actually   transcribing,   but   the   thoughts   
(ideas/concepts/feelings/perceptions)   we   use   it   to   express.   

It   is   entirely   possible   that   language   teaching   has   been   done   
so   notoriously   badly   (and   for   so   long!)   simply   because,   on   a   
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mainstream   cultural   level,   we   don’t   know—or   invest   much   thought   
into—what   language    is .   We   still   equate   language   to   thought   or   to   
our   innermost   beings;   we   still   seem   to   believe   or   at   least   behave   as   
though   we    are    our   languages.   In   this   way,   not   really   knowing    what   
we   are   teaching,   we   just   find   ways   to   expose   our   students   to   
language   (with   varying   degrees   of   meaningfulness),   and   we   seem   
to   expect   the   learner’s   mind   to   intuitively   fill   in   the   gaps   that   a   lack   of   
real   teaching   leaves.   We   then   judge   our   students’   talent   by   how   well   
a   fundamentally   flawed   teaching   process   results   in   their   proficiency.   
The   talent   though,   should   of   course   lie   in   the   teaching.   

To   understand   a   new   language,   we   need   to   simply   look   at   the   
thoughts   we   express,   and   what   the   target   language   offers   us   for   
expressing   those   ideas.   We’ll   also   need   to   think   about   if   there   are   
ideas   we   can   or   are   required   to   express   in   the   new   language   which   
we   don’t   in   the   base   language.   For   example,   Spanish   has   two   main   
verbs   for   ‘to   be’.   When   we   say   ‘it   is   red’   in   Spanish,   we   need   to   think   
about   whether   we   are   referring   to   redness   as   a   state   or   as   a   
characteristic   of   something.    Está   rojo    is   what   we   might   say   when   
referring   to   the   state   of   a   glowing   hot   piece   of   metal,   while    es   rojo ,   
as   a   characteristic,   would   be   used   to   describe   a   painted   piece   of   
metal.   In   different   dialects   of   Spanish,   there   is   even   some   
disagreement   about   how   we   understand   certain   things   in   life,   as   
states   or   as   characteristics.   ‘I   am   married’   is   a   fun   example   visited   in   
Complete   Spanish.   Depending   on   where   you   are   in   the   Spanish   
speaking   world,   being   married   is   in   some   places   a   characteristic   
and   in   others   a   state   ( estoy   casado/a    vs.    soy   casado/a ).   So,   whilst   
language’s   impact   on   thought   (and   vice   versa)   is   undeniable,   we   
must   be   careful   to   not   give   them   the   same   name!   A   learner   of   
Spanish   needs   to   regularly   think   about   something   they   may   have   
never   considered   before   in   order   to   form   a   correct   sentence:   
whether   being   yellow,   tall   or   cold   is   a   characteristic   or   a   state.   And   a   
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Spanish   speaker   learning   English   needs   to   understand   that   ‘to   be’   
represents   both   the   ideas   that   they   usually   produce   with    ser    and   
estar .   Thus   we   clearly   see   how   it   is   this   thought   that   we   must   
transcribe   into   our   new   language,   rather   than   the   base   language   
itself.   

Most   languages   represent—on   the   macro   level—the   same   
thoughts   or   ideas.   Most   languages   represent   the   present,   the   past   
and   the   future.   They   have   nouns   which   usually   have   singulars   and   
plurals,   and   they   have   adjectives   to   express   things   interpreted   by   
our   senses   such   as   colour   or   feelings.   But   whilst   languages   overlap   
in   the   majority   of   what   they   do,   we   find   that   different   languages   
require   us   to   perceive,   interpret   and   express   elements   of   reality   in   
their   own   ways.   We’ve   already   seen   the   example   of   the   two   Spanish   
‘to   be’s.   What’s   more   though,   is   that   different   languages   often   use   
comparable   forms   to   refer   to   different   ideas!   ‘You’re   coming’   in   
English   can   mean   ‘you’re   coming   right   now’   (present),   or   ‘you’re   
coming   later/on   Tuesday/next   year’   (future).    Estás   viniendo ,   the   
Spanish   equivalent   form   of   ‘you’re   coming’,   only   means   ‘you’re   
coming   right   now’,   and   cannot   be   used   to   refer   to   the   future.   
Nevertheless,   Spanish   does   create   the   very   same   feeling   or   idea   of   
‘you’re   coming   later’,   with   a   different   structure;   we   can   say   ‘you   
come   later’,    vienes   más   tarde .   The   thoughts/ideas   behind   both   the   
English   ‘you’re   coming   later’   and   the   Spanish    vienes   más   tarde    are   
the   same,   even   though   the   forms   are   not   comparable.   We   are   
saying   the   same   thing   although   we   are   literally   saying   something   
different.   Here,   we   can   again   appreciate   that   what   we   must   
transcribe   in   language   learning   is   thought   rather   than   words   or   
indeed   structures.   

We   need   a   consistent   focus   during   our   course   building   on   
thoughts   and   the   forms   they   inhabit,   rather   than   on   simply   equating   
forms   to   one   another   across   languages.   This   prevents   the   learner   
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from   translating   directly   as   a   habit,   allowing   them   to   focus   on   the   
thought   they   want   to   express,   rather   than   getting   muddled   between   
which   forms   tend   to   translate   to   which.   I’ve   done   various   tests   while   
developing   material   to   see   what   happens   when   we   don’t   create   this   
focus   on   thought   over   language,   and   it   isn’t   good.   Students   get   lost   
in   and   confused   by   their   own   literal   interpretations,   they   focus   on   
memorising   rather   than   understanding,   and   they   also   tend   to   think   
more   often   about   stuff   they   really   don’t   need   to   in   order   to   produce   
their   sentences.   Confusion   becomes   much   more   commonplace   
when   our   language   expression   doesn’t   stem   from   the   impulse   of   our   
own   thoughts,   but   from   a   focus   on   the   transliteration   of   language   
itself.   The   clarity   of   knowing   what   we   want   to   say,   focused   more   on   
the   idea   than   on   which   words   are   which,   is   gone.   

So,   thought   is   thought,   its   own   thing,   and   language   is   what   
we   use   to   transcribe   and   communicate   some   of   that   thought.   I   say   
‘some’   because   the   truth   is   we   don’t   transcribe   the   entirety   of   a   
mental   event;   we   whittle   it   down   for   language.   This   is   obvious   if   we   
are   asked   to   remember   and   describe   something   that   happened;   we   
would   be   unlikely   to   describe   everything   we   see   in   our   mind’s   eye.   
With   language,   we   tend   to   share   only   part   of   what   we   think.   So   if   
language   isn’t   thought,   what   is   it?   Most   people,   when   they   think   
about   language,   think   of   words   or   sounds.   Words   are,   of   course,   the   
most   tangible   element   of   language.   But   language   is   much   more   
than   just   that.   It   is   also   structure,   or   word   order,   that   carries   
meaning.   If   we   say   ‘I   can’,   it   is   not   just   the   words   ‘I’   and   ‘can’   which   
communicate   that   meaning,   but   also   the   order   they   arrive   in;   the   fact   
that   ‘I’   comes   first,   carries   meaning.   This   is   made   obvious   when   we   
think   of   the   alternative   ‘can   I’,   which   carries   a   different   meaning.   
This   is   the   crudest   way   we   can   think   about   language:   words   (or   
sounds—many   important   sounds   in   language   are   not   words)   and   
structures.   So   language   is,   simply   put,   a   shared   imagination   about   
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the   meanings   carried   in   sounds   and   the   order   we   put   them   in,   which   
we   use   to   express   mental   events.   It   is   not   thought   in   itself,   but   
something   we   transcribe   (some   of)   thought   into.   

If   we   wanted   to   think   about   the   idea   ‘he   ran   to   the   park   really   
fast   on   Tuesday   because   he   was   racing   with   his   dog’   and   how   that   
is   transcribed   into   language,   we   might   represent   it   visually   around   
the   verb   ‘to   run’   in   the   following   manner:   

  
An   idea   or   thought   is   somewhat   multidimensional,   it   happens   

all   at   once   like   the   diagram   does…   but   language   doesn’t.   After   all,   
we   have   only   one   mouth   and   this   means   that   when   it   comes   to   
language,   our   concern   is   simply   ‘which   part   of   this   idea   comes   first,   
and   which   bit   next?’.   For   this   reason,   much   of   our   work   during   
course   time   is   in   separating   and   identifying   the   different   elements   of   
an   idea   before   we   even   come   to   representing   that   idea   in   another   
language.   This   frees   us   up   to   then   apply   all   of   our   mental   energy   to   
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simply   working   out   how   to   represent   just   one   bit   of   that   at   a   time   in   
the   new   language,   before   moving   on   to   the   next   bit.   These   are   skills   
developed   over   the   entirety   of   a   course,   but   they   are   essentially   an   
ongoing   result   of   the   conscious   differentiation   between   thought   and   
language.     

When   in   Swahili   we   want   to   say   ‘I   already   gave   him   it’,   the   
first   thing   we   need   to   do   is   identify   the   constituent   elements   of   the   
idea,   and   think   about   which   of   those   comes   first.   In   the   case   of   
Swahili,   this   means   making   sure   we   have   come   to   understand   
‘gave’   as   two   ideas:   the   idea   of   the   past,   and   the   idea   of   
giving—both   of   which   are   represented   separately.   It   also   means    not   
representing   ‘it’   in   the   case   of   this   sentence,   as   Swahili   never   
represents   two   objects   in   this   way.   

  
As   can   be   appreciated   above,   Swahili   would   be   an   

unforgiving   language   if   we   were   focused   on   transferring   linguistic   
form   from   one   language   to   another   rather   than   focused   on   
transcribing   ideas   into   language.   When   we   focus   on   the   
thought/idea   being   transcribed,   the   very   complicated   ways   
languages   differ—as   can   be   appreciated   in   these   
diagrams—ceases   to   be   such   a   complicating   factor.   We   need   only   
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identify   the   ideas   present   and   transcribe   them   in   the   order   in   which   
they   occur   in   the   target   language.   

German   also   requires   us   to   excel   at   the   skill   of   breaking   up   
an   idea   due   to   the   language’s   often   very   different   way   of   ordering   
information   compared   to   English,   as   can   be   appreciated   more   
towards   the   right-hand   side   of   the   image   below.   

  
  

It   would   be   unforgivable   to   conclude   this   brief   discussion   
about   what   language   is   and   isn’t,   without   talking   about   how   
language   isn’t   really   language   at   all...bear   with   me!   There   really   are   
no   ‘languages’   in   the   natural   sense   that   we   tend   to   imagine   there   
are.   The   concept   of   a   language,   as   opposed   to   a   dialect,   is   very   
much   a   man-made   or   political   one.   A   modern   ‘language’   is   born   
when   a   dialect—or   a   modification   of   a   dialect—is   chosen   as   an   
administrative   language   to   unite   peoples   who   speak   a   spectrum   of   
tongues   and   dialects   (here   we   can   use   ‘tongue’   to   refer   to   dialects   
which   are   unrelated   to   those   from   which   the   language   was   chosen,   
as   is   the   case   of   Basque   in   Spain   and   France).   The   dialect   that   is   
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chosen   to   become   the   language   is   set   as   a   standard,   and   if   you   
want   to   get   into   the   national   current—you   learn   it.     

The   Mediterranean   gives   us   a   wonderful   example   of   the   
baseless   way   we   tend   to   speak   about   languages   and   dialects.   North   
of   the   Mediterranean   we   have   (amongst   other   languages)   what   are   
essentially   various   Latin   dialects:   French,   Portuguese,   Romanian,   
Catalan,   etc.   These   names   have   to   do   with   national   and   regional   
identities   but   they   could   also   be   named   ‘Latin’   in   much   the   same   
way   that   we   call   the   dialects   of   the   south   of   the   Mediterranean   
‘Arabic’.   For   some   reason,   we   don’t   call   these   ‘Moroccan’,   ‘Tunisian’   
and   ‘Egyptian’   but   just   ‘Arabic’,   even   though   they   differ   in   much   the   
same   way   as   the   Latin   dialects   north   of   the   Mediterranean   do.   The   
linguistic   situation   north   and   south   of   the   Mediterranean   Sea   is   
remarkably   similar,   only   in   one   case   we   speak   of   ‘languages’,   and   in   
the   other   we   speak   of   ‘dialects’.   There   are   in   fact   only   dialects   in   the   
world,   and   when   a   dialect   gets   promoted   to   language   status,   it   is   
generally   an   entirely   political   event.   

So,   I   hope   to   have   blown   out   of   the   water   some   common   
misconceptions   about   language.   I   have   found   that   such   erroneous   
ideas   shouldn’t   be   underestimated,   and   it   is   easy   to   see    why    if   we   
imagine   a   mind   strongly   influenced   by   them,   and   how   that   would   
make   certain   things   we   teach   infinitely   harder   to   grasp.   The   clearer   
we   are   as   teachers   on   what   language   is   and   isn’t,   the   more   of   that   
we’ll   transmit   to   our   learners   quite   naturally.   The   more   this   happens,   
the   more   that   manipulating   language   purposefully   as   a   tool   rather   
than   suffering   it   as   an   impulse   becomes   second   nature   to   our   
learners.   
  

And   finally,   before   we   dive   in:   being   desperately   low   on   
resources,   high   on   pressure   and   having   not   had   a   conversation   in   
half   of   the   languages   I   taught,   no   course   can   be   said   to   be   perfect   
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or   always   representative   of   all   the   ideas   contained   herein.   The   
mounting   and   eventually   unmanageable   stress   of   bringing   
Language   Transfer   into   the   world   on   my   own,   and   teaching   
languages   that   I   do   not   speak   with   minimal   native   speaker   
involvement,   has   of   course   taken   its   toll   on   my   work.   Even   though   
the   Language   Transfer   courses   might   just   be   the   best   thing   since   
sliced   bread,   new   writers   should   be   able   to   find   fault   in   them   and   
improve   on   them,   too   (if   this   book   has   the   desired   effect,   that   is!).   In   
this   way,   this   guidebook   is   expected   to   raise   the   bar   even   higher,   
and   new   teachers   should   not   be   aiming   to   emulate   me,   but   to   
surpass   me   entirely!   
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1.0   Ten   Things   We   Do   in   the   Thinking   Method   
  
  

As   is   generally   the   case   with   this   guidebook,   reading   should   
be   accompanied   by   listening   to   and   analysing   current   courses   to   get   
a   real   feel   for   what   is   discussed   here.   

As   already   discussed   in   the   introduction,   the   Thinking   
Method   isn’t   a   fixed   format   or   even   a   fixed   set   of   rules   or   decisions.   
Any   given   moment   in   any   Language   Transfer   course   marries   a   
number   of   considerations   regarding   language,   teaching,   and   maybe   
even   more   so,   common   sense.   The   result   of   such   marriages   will   
depend   on   the   specific   case   at   hand,   and   it   will   be   the   course   writer   
who   decides   what   goes   where   in   a   course,   why   and   how,   rather   
than   the   method   itself.   Therefore,   this   guidebook   cannot   pertain   to   
direct   instructions   on   how   to   write   a   Thinking   Method   course,   but   
rather   on   how   to    think    about   course   writing.   However,   the   writer’s   
justifications   for   whatever   they   do   and   don’t   do   will   be   anchored   in   
what   is   discussed   in   this   guidebook.   

As   the   method   has   developed   somewhat   organically   (which   
is   not   to   say   without   a   lot   of   thought),   it   is   with   this   guidebook   that   I   
am   having   to   dissect   it   and   identify   its   constituent   parts   for   the   first   
time.   And   it   does   feel   somewhat   artificial   to   de-   and   re-construct   the   
thoughts   I   have   during   course   writing   into   individually   digestible   
ideas,   techniques   and   processes.   So   whilst   the   headings   below   will   
grant   us   some   form   to   begin   dissecting   what   the    Language   Transfer   
courses   do,   what   actually   happens   in   a   course   is   not   as   easily   
definable;   it   is   often   informed   by   many   ideas   at   once,   or   indeed   may   
be   the   result   of   two   seemingly   contradictory   ideas   battling   it   out   
head-on.   Whichever   way   you   look   at   it,   there   really   is   no   
one-size-fits-all   solution   when   it   comes   to   course   writing   with   the   
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Thinking   Method.   This   is   necessarily   a   large   part   of   what   makes   the   
method   what   it   is;   the   Thinking   Method   is   extremely   
language-specific,   both   in   terms   of   the   target   language   and   the   
language   of   instruction   (also   referred   to   as   the   ‘base   language’).   

In   Part   3,   we’ll   analyse   course   transcripts   so   that   we   can   see   
how   we   might   describe   practically   what   is   happening   in   a   course   
using—and   at   the   same   time,   not   limited   by—the   ideas   and   
techniques   described   below.   

  
  

1.1   We   Inhabit   the   Learner’s   Mental   Theatre   
  

Whenever   we   teach   or   write,   we   need   to   be   very   deeply   
rooted   in   our   learner’s   mind,   or   in   other   words,   we   need   to   be   
reliving   their   experience   as   it   happens.   A   key   component   of   
inhabiting   our   learner’s   mental   theatre   is   to   not   assume   knowledge.   
This   is   less   intuitive   than   it   might   first   appear,   and   teachers   tend   to   
gradually   forget   that   what   is   obvious   to   them   may   not   be   so   obvious   
to   the   learner,   down   to   the   most   fundamental   things.   

Most   people   with   specialised   knowledge—not   just   
teachers—can   find   themselves   committing   this   sin!   Musicians   might   
talk   about   ‘chords’   to   layfolk,   assuming   that   they   know   what   a   chord   
is,   such   that   the   layperson   might   also   then   believe   that   they   must   
know   what   a   chord   is   too,   which   might   lead   them   to   equate   ‘chord’   
with   ‘note’,   for   example,   in   the   absence   of   any   further   clarification.   
With   this   example   we   can   appreciate   how   easily   misinformation   can   
occur   when   we   are   not   conscious   of   the   potential   for   
misunderstanding   in   any   given   case,   as   often   occurs   when   we   
assume   knowledge.   We   may   find   ourselves   assuming,   for   example,   
that   our   learner   knows   what   a   verb   or   a   noun   is   (I   didn’t   until   I   learnt   
a   language),   or   that   something   the   target   language   does   is   
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somehow   obvious,   even   though   the   language   of   instruction   doesn’t   
function   in   the   same   way   or   we   haven’t   made   conscious   what   the   
base   language   does   where   we   need   to.   Compare   the   English   ‘I   ate   
a   sandwich’   and   ‘I   ate   it’   with   the   Spanish    comí   un   bocadillo    and    lo   
comí ,   where   the   noun   information   ( un   bocadillo )   changes   position   
when   represented   by   a   pronoun   ( lo ).   This   is   quite   an   important   
change   but   still,   we   might   not   notice   it   (as   I   didn’t   in   my   very   first   
attempts   at   course   writing)   if   we   are   focused   on   something   else   
when   we   weave   that   sentence   into   a   course.   We’ll   only   notice   we’ve   
left   that   point   unaddressed   when   our   learner   produces   the   incorrect   
comí   lo *.   But,   if   we   have   an   imaginary   learner   to   interact   with   in   our   
minds,   we’re   more   likely   to   spot   that   discrepancy   before   our   class   
gets   to   the   testing   stage.   Inhabiting   the   learner’s   mental   theatre   
helps   us   avoid   confusion   about   the   knowledge   we   have   and   haven’t   
transferred   from   our   own,   more   complete   panorama   of   the   
language,   to   the   learner’s   partially   constructed   panorama.   

We   must   never   cease   to   be   conscious   of   how,   as   we   
reconstruct   our   target   language,   our   student   only   knows   what   we   tell   
them,   when   we   tell   it   to   them.   If   we   don’t   remain   in   our   learner’s   
mental   theatre   with   them,   it   is   easy   to   forget   how   our   learners   are   
not   conscious   of   the   panorama   from   which   we   are   drawing,   and   that   
we   must   constantly   shape   reality   around   and   with   what   has   been   
learnt   so   far.   This   is   complicated,   but   it’s   also   wildly   rewarding   when   
it   all   clicks   together.   It   will   click   together   more   often   than   it   all   falls   
apart   if   we   are   firmly   rooted   in   our   learner’s   mental   theatre.   

In   addition   to   the   information   we   are   imparting,   we   are   also   
imparting   cognitive   skills.   Some   learners   may   come   to   us   with   these   
skills   already   well   developed   but,   just   like   we   don't   assume   a   
learner's   knowledge,   we   can’t   assume   a   learner   has   certain   skills   
either.   In   this   way,   we   accompany   our   learner   through   a   
development   in   cognition   step   by   step.   We   first   work   with   simpler   
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mental   processes   and   then   move   on   to   more   complex   ones   as   our   
thinking   develops.   In   other   words,   we   don’t   require   the   same   mental   
acrobatics   in   track   5   as   we   might   in   track   50.   We   need   to   be   present   
in   our   learner’s   mental   theatre   not   only   to   make   sure   that   they   know   
everything   required   for   the   task   at   hand,   but   also   to   ensure   that   they   
possess   the   skills   to   manage   the   cognitive   tasks   required   of   them.   

We   must   take   great   care   to   not   blur   the   lines   which   separate   
what   we   know   from   what   our   learner   knows,   especially   as   we   move   
bits   around   in   our   course   during   editing!   This   can   lead   to   many   a   
careless   mistake,   which   might   then   be   fatal   when   judging   the   overall   
structure   of   a   course.   Every   time   we   revise   our   course   from   the   
beginning,   we   need   to   generate   a   new   fresh   mental   theatre   to   
construct   within!   

As   discussed   in   greater   detail   throughout   this   guidebook,   with   
the   Thinking   Method   we   maintain   an   emphasis   on   transcribing   
thought,   rather   than   the   base   language   itself.   Inhabiting   the   mental   
theatre   of   the   learner   makes   this   much   more   intuitive.   Whilst   
superficially   it   might   look   like   we   are   transcribing   and   sometimes   
transferring   words,   structures   and   grammar   from   one   language   to   
another,   what   we   are   in   fact   doing—or   where   our   focus   lies—is   
transcribing   the   thought   we   have   already   transcribed   to   the   base   
language,   into   the   target   language.   We   are   not   strictly   translating  
one   language   to   another;   we   are   learning   to   transcribe   thought   into   
the   target   language,   with   the   help   of   the   base   language.     

Transcribing   thought   is   much   more   intuitive   when   we   are   
inhabiting   the   learner’s   mental   theatre,   so   that   it   becomes   an   almost   
effortless   and   natural   consequence   of   living   through   the   learner.   For   
example,   we   can   think   of   the   English   present   tense   as   ‘I   come,   you   
come,   he   comes’   etc.   but   as   we   are   not   as   interested   in   the    forms   
themselves   as   we   are   in   the    thoughts    they   represent,   we   need   to   
think   about   the   ideas/contexts   these   forms   transcribe.   If   we   
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compare   the   English   present   of   ‘to   come’   to   the   Spanish   ( vengo,   
vienes,   viene    etc.)   we   see   we   have   a   correspondence   in   form—i.e.,   
the   words   are   translations   of   one   another—but   not   always   in   terms   
of   thoughts/ideas.    Vengo    also   carries   the   meaning   of   ‘I   am   coming’,   
whereas   in   English   ‘I   come’   (the   comparable   form)   does   not;   ‘I   come   
now’   is   incorrect   English.   If   we   focus   on   the   thoughts   we   are   
translating   rather   than   on   the   forms,   we   can   avoid   tripping   over   
ourselves   when   there   is   indeed   no   direct   correlation   between   forms   
and   use   (which   there   often   isn’t   between   different   languages).   We   
should   have   most   things   sussed   out   already   in   the   base   and   target   
languages   in   question   before   we   begin   writing,   but   whenever   we   
don’t,   remaining   in   the   mental   theatre   will   help   us   spot   such   
problems   as   and   when   they   arise,   so   that   we   can   incorporate   them   
into   our   course,   and   sooner   rather   than   later!  

These   are   not   the   only   reasons   we   want   to   inhabit   our   
learner’s   mental   theatre,   but   they   might   be   the   most   starkly   obvious   
ones.   Further   reasons   why   we   need   to   do   this   will   be   made   
apparent   in   the   following   subsections,   as   inhabiting   the   learner’s   
mental   theatre   is   an   all-encompassing   idea   which   is   relevant   to   
whatever   we   are   discussing.   

Inhabiting   this   mental   theatre   is   problematic   in   that   one   
needs   teaching   experience   in   the   method   in   order   to   accurately   
imagine   how   learners   interact   with   the   courses,   but   if   one   is   actively   
trying   to   learn   a   language   with   a   Language   Transfer   course   whilst   
course   writing,   the   activated   learner   in   one’s   own   mind   can   provide   
a   great   head   start   in   this.   However,   that   won’t   be   enough,   and   
practising   our   scripts   live   constitutes   an   essential   part   of   course   
writing,   and   every   practice   run   is   real-life   experience   to   be   brought   
back   to   the   mental   theatre.   As   students   tend   to   react   remarkably   
similarly   (with   remarkable   exceptions),   we   can   surprise   ourselves   
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with   just   how   much   we   are   able   to   learn   about   learners   as   soon   as   
we   begin   practising   our   new   course.   

In   the   same   way   that   I   advise   learners   to   take   a   break   from   
the   audio   courses   when   they   find   they   are   no   longer   consciously   
engaged,   the   same   goes   for   the   course   writer.   When   you   are   no   
longer   inhabiting   the   mental   theatre   of   your   imaginary   student,   it’s   
time   to   take   a   break.   Whatever   you   write   in   that   stage   will   later   take   
a   king’s   share   of   your   brain   juice   when   you   struggle   over   what   you   
have   written   and   what   exactly   you   were   going   for.   In   much   the   same   
way   as   when   learners   do   not   take   the   time   to   think   through   their   
sentences—and   would   then   need   to   think   their   way    out    of   an   
incorrect   sentence   constructed   without   much   thought—it   is   often   
preferable   to   scrap   what   we   have   built   and   start   afresh   when   we   err   
in   this   way.   

Finally,   it   is   worth   mentioning   that   playing   our   learner’s   mind   
out   in   our   own   (inhabiting   their   mental   theatre),   also   improves   the   
enjoyability   and   productivity   of   course   writing   sessions;   it   engages   
and   motivates   us   as   writers   and   keeps   us   constantly   aware   of   what   
it   is   we   are   creating.   We   need   to   love   what   we   are   doing   in   order   to   
dedicate   to   it   all   the   concentration   it   deserves,   and   playing   out   the   
course   in   our   own   minds   keeps   us   very   conscious   of   what   we   are   
doing   and   achieving.   

At   each   stage   of   course   creation   (writing,   revising,   practising   
and   editing)   we   are   asking   ourselves   what   exactly   we   are   doing   in   
the   learner’s   mental   theatre.   What   is   the   raison   d’être   of   each   
utterance,   and   what   is   the   trace   it   leaves   behind?   This,   of   course,   
can   only   be   truly   appreciated   in   the   context   of   everything   else   we   
are   aiming   to   do   in   a   course.   
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1.2   We   Teach   Everything,   One   Thought   at   a   Time   
  

In   a   ‘Complete’     course,   we   aim   to   teach   every   structure   that   
might   arise   in   the   spoken   target   language.   This   doesn’t   necessarily   
mean   that   we   visit   the   structure   directly,   only   that   we   need   to   have   
covered   everything   necessary   so   that   the   learner   can   arrive   at   any   
sentence   themselves   (vocabulary   permitting),   even   if   we   haven’t   
addressed   a   directly   comparable   sentence   in   the   course.   

As   we   make   our   way   through   this   content,   we   make   sure   to   
teach   one   thing   at   a   time,   and   one    thing    at   a   time   really   means   one   
thought    at   a   time,   rather   than   one   form   or   structure.   We’ll   find   that   
what   feels   to   us   like   one   idea   or   thought   (or   ‘thing’)   is   in   fact   very   
often   four   or   five.   To   realise   how   true   this   is,   one   only   needs   to   start   
writing   a   course,   and   then   test   it.   If   the   new   writer’s   experience   is   
anything   like   my   own,   they’ll   begin   sure   that   they   have   given   all   the   
information   necessary   to   solicit   a   sentence,   only   to   realise   once   they   
solicit   it   that   there   are   gaping   holes   in   the   knowledge   they've   
transferred   to   the   learner.     

When   making   my   very   initial   attempts   at   Complete   Spanish,   I   
began   by   writing   for   the   present   tense   right   off   the   bat.   For   the   first   
person,   I   thought   only   about   the   idea   of   removing   the   verb   infinitive   
ending   and   adding   an   -O   ( hablar ,   to   speak   →    hablo ,   I   speak),   which   
felt   straightforward   enough.   I   didn’t   realise   until   trying   to   teach   it   that   
these   are   in   fact   separate   ideas   or   elements   of   knowledge   that   need   
their   own   moments,   explanations   and   justifications.   Before   we   
remove   the   verb   ending   to   add   an   -O,   first   we   want   to   feel   
comfortable   with   the    idea    of   the   verb   infinitive   (the    ‘to    form’)   and   
how   it   is   achieved   in   Spanish.   Once   this   was   addressed,   I   was   very   
soon   forced   to   realise   that   there   was   yet   another   element   at   play   for   
the   present   tense:   the   word   stress!   Infinitives   in   Spanish   are   
stressed   at   the   word’s   end,   whilst   the   present   tense   is   stressed   on   
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the   penultimate   syllable   ( habl ar    /    ha blo ).   In   order   to   address   all   of   
these   elements   separately   before   requiring   them   to   conspire   to   
produce   the   present   tense,   we   have   to   teach   each   of   them   in   its   
own   right.   There   are   a   number   of   interesting   ways   we   could   do   this.   
In   Complete   Spanish,   the   only   unscripted   (but   not   unplanned)   
course   which   is   currently   online,   we   first   learn   some   useful   verbs   
like    quiero    (I   want)   and    intento    (I   try/am   trying),   and   connect   them   to   
infinitives   which   we   access   through   vocabulary   conversion   
(exploration   →    explorar )   to   reproduce   sentences   like   ‘I   want   to   
explore’.   Our   vocabulary   conversion   rule   allows   us   to   highlight   the   
infinitive   which   is   done   mainly   with   intonation   in   Complete   Spanish,   
emphasising   the   ‘to’   in   English.   The   use   of    quiero    and    intento    allows   
us   to   digest   the   use   of   -O   for   the   first   person   present.   Most   of   the   
essential   elements   needed   to   reproduce   the   present   tense   have   
been   seen   in   their   own   contexts.   The   teacher   can   then   weave   them   
together   when   it’s   time   to   build   the   present   tense   from   infinitives,   
introducing   just   one   new   piece   of   information:   that   of   the   shifting   
word   stress.   Whilst   our   ‘superficial   focus’   is   on   the   vocabulary   
conversions   and   the   cool   and   random   things   we   get   to   say   with   
them,   our   learner   is   unaware   that   we   are   building   up   to   something   
else,   and   this   is   often   largely   a   result   of   our   focus   being   on   one   thing   
at   a   time.   Thus,   we   can   appreciate   with   this   example   how   one   idea   
like   moving   from   ‘to   speak’   to   ‘I   speak’   is   rarely   just    one    idea,   and   
we’ll   spot   such   things   all   the   more   easily   if   we   are   making   an   effort   
to   inhabit   the   mental   theatre   of   our   learner.   The   more   we   do   that,   
the   more   efficient   our   entire   writing   process   will   be.   Spotting   how   
and   when   to   break   down   ideas   before   and   during   course   writing   will   
save   us   from   spending   time   on   unsuccessful   test   classes.   Whilst   I   
began   my   first   drafts   of   a   Spanish   course   with   the   present   tense   
processes   right   in   the   opening,   it   ended   up—after   the   
aforementioned   pre-weaving—coming   much   later.     
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The   general   idea   of   breaking   ideas   up   into   their   constituent   

parts,   or   processes   into   individual   movements,   hugely   overlaps   with   
‘We   Weave’   (below).   To   realise   we   have   something   to   weave,   
though,   we   must   first   identify   all   the   individual   movements   behind   
our   mental   processes.   Simply,   we   must   ask   ourselves   if   we   are   
really   doing   just   one   thing   at   a   time.   

A   new   writer   can   avoid   a   meltdown   when   thinking   about   how   
to   begin   to   teach   something   with   various   interacting   elements,   by   
simply   listing   all   the   separable   ideas   or   movements   which   lead   to   
the   new   linguistic   form.   Once   we   are   aware   of   each   limb   of   the   idea,   
we   can   then   see   how   we   might   be   able   to   begin   with   teaching   just   
one   of   those,   and   it   is   usually   clear   which   should   come   first.   In   
Swahili,   to   make   a   verb   negative   we   must   put   both   the   subject   and   
the   temporal   sound   in   the   negative.   The   negative   temporal   sound   is   
quite   an   incoherent   thing.   For   the   negative   subject   we   add    ha-    to   the   
verb   subject—which   may   interact   with   it   to   render   alternatives   like   
hu- ,   for   example.   As   alluded   to,   the   changes   we   witness   to   temporal   
sounds   in   the   negative   don’t   lend   themselves   to   any   type   of   sense;   
we   have    -li-    for   the   past,   but    -ku-    for   the   negative   past   (and   the   
infinitive!).   The   perfect   past    -me-   becomes   -ja- ,   the   present    -na-   
disappears   in   the   negative   but   the   final    -a    of   its   verb   changes   to    -e !   
There   is   a   lot   going   on   there,   and   we   want   to   see   if   the   language   
might   allow   us   to   begin   with   just    one    of   those   elements.   In   the   case   
of   Swahili,   the   language   does   allow   such   a   thing,   and   if   we’re   
looking,   languages   generally   do!   In   Swahili,   we   can   learn   ‘there   
is/isn’t’,    kuna    and    hakuna,    with   the   help   of   the   famous    hakuna   
matata    (‘there’s   no   matter’)!   This   permits   us   to   begin   by   digesting   
the   meaning   of    ha-,    before   looking   at   applying   it   to   verb   subjects   
( hakuna    has   no   subject).   For   the   negative    future    tense   in   Swahili,   
we   don’t   need   to   (necessarily)   change   the   temporal   sound     ( -ta- )   in   
the   same   way   that   other   temporal   sounds   change   (it   can    optionally   
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become    -to-    in   the   negative).   And   so,   omitting   that   last   detail   for   now   
and   beginning   with   the   negative   future   allows   us   to   focus   on   
applying    ha-    to   our   verbal   subjects,   before   having   to   face   changing   
temporal   sounds.   This   and   comparable   pathways   can   almost   write   
themselves   if   we   are   oriented   by   this   central   idea   of   ‘one   thought   at   
a   time’   and   ‘which   thought   should   come   first?’.   

Not   only   do   we   need   to   make   a   conscious   effort   to   identify   
the   often   numerous   elements   of   what   might   feel   to   the   course   writer   
like   just   one   thought,   but   once   we   have   identified   those   thoughts   or   
movements,   we   must   also   resist   the   temptation   to   offload   too   much   
of   that   all   at   once.   We   might   feel   a   strong   pull   to   do   this,   as   the   
sooner   we   offload   it   all,   the   more   resolved   our   course   will   feel—but   
that   feeling   applies   exclusively   to   us   as   writers,   not   to   our   learners!   
From   the   perspective   of   the   learner,   they   are   simply   learning   
something   and   then   applying   it,   and   that   feels   complete   and   
resolved   enough.   If   our   course   is   designed   well   and   the   learner’s   
focus   is   directed   towards   where   we   want   it   to   be,   the   learner   should   
rarely   feel   like   there   is   some   information   missing   that   needs   to   come   
(unless   we   mean   them   to);   that   feeling   is   reserved   for   the   course   
writer!   
  
  

1.3   We   Manage   Cognitive   Load   and   Tension   Contours   
  

We   are   constantly   gauging   our   students’   cognitive   load   from   
the   aforementioned   mental   theatre   that   we   inhabit,   and   respond   to   it   
in   the   structure   of   our   course.   Most   learning   material   does   this   to   
some   degree   or   another;   most   courses   in   anything   tend   to   start   with   
easier   material   (or   what   is   believed   to   be   easier   material)   and   
become   progressively   more   complicated.   But   that   represents   a  
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gradually   rising   gradient,   rather   than   contours   (peaks   and   troughs)   
of   intensity   that   we   can   and   should   play   with,   to   a   number   of   ends.   

Whilst   most   of   our   energy   as   course   writers   goes   into   
cracking   and   hacking   a   language   to   make   it   more   sensible   and   
coherent   (representing   overall   a   much   reduced   cognitive   load   
compared   with   what   might   otherwise   be   required   to   learn   the   
language),   we   will   also   need   to   make   an   effort   to   keep   our   student   
challenged.   This   means   we’ll   sometimes   take   steps   to   increase   the   
cognitive   load   requirement   over   and   above   what   is   strictly   
necessary!   This   might   be   termed   ‘artificial   friction’   as   it   often   means   
making   or   leaving   something   a   little   more   challenging   than   we   could   
otherwise   have   made   it,   in   order   to   shape   the   learning   experience   
with   the   tension   contours   that   cognitive   load   generates.   Various   
examples   of   artificial   friction   appear   in   our   analysis   of   the   
beginnings   of   current   courses   (Part   3),   where   artificial   friction   is   
used   to   cue   to   learners   as   to   how   they   are   expected   to   participate   in   
the   courses   (i.e.,   that   they   need   to   stop   and   think!).   

We   can   think   of   an   ‘optimum   cognitive   load’   that   we   depart   
from   and   return   to.   In   this   optimal   state,   we   don’t   want   our   learners   
to   be   awash   with   thoughts,   with   their   chins   just   far   enough   above   
water   to   continue   on.   Nor   do   we   want   the   material   to   be   so   easy   that   
it   removes   the   sense   of   challenge   and   progress   or,   worst   of   all,   
allows   our   student   to   be   thinking   about   something   else   and   be   
getting   everything   right   all   the   same!   Rather   than   aiming   to   keep   
cognitive   load   at   some   ideal   level,   we   want   to   play   with   this   tension   
contour   which   should   rise   and   fall   or   stretch   and   contract   throughout   
the   course,   much   like   the   tension   contours   of   music,   film,   dance   or   
even   comedy.   This   has   been   quite   intuitive   for   my   own   part,   yet   it   is   
starkly   recognisable   in   all   courses.     

These   contours   work   something   like   digestion;   when   our   
cognitive   load   drops,   we   get   to   digest   what   we   bit   off   and   chewed   
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during   moments   of   higher   cognitive   load.   After   we’ve   swallowed   and   
our   belly   begins   to   rumble   for   another   piece,   we   get   to   bite   off   
something   else.   This   dance   of   contours   helps   create   an   engaging   
and   memorable   experience,   and   this   constant   flexing   and   relaxing   is   
a   great   workout   for   the   brain.   

Techniques   that   are   used   to   lower   or   reset   cognitive   load   
include,   for   example,   a   change   of   subject   and   total   abandonment   of  
the   current   focus,   masked   repetition   (see   ‘We   Mask   Repetition’),   or   
an   interesting   and   relevant   offshoot   about   language   (again,   there   
are   many   examples   in   the   analyses   of   Part   3).   

Whilst   we   play   with   the   cognitive   load   contours   in   this   way,   
we   don’t   want   to   reach   too   high   or   stoop   too   low.   When   cognitive   
load   is   too   high   because,   for   example,   we   have   given   or   called   upon   
too   much   information   at   once,   or   have   not   done   the   necessary   
pre-work   to   reconjure   previous   elements   which   will   now   be   relevant   
(see   ‘We   Weave’),   we   oblige   our   learner   to   enter   a   kind   of   panic   
mode   or   mental   stress   in   which   they   tightly   hold   on   to   the   
information   they   deem   key   (often   incorrectly),   in   detriment   to   all   
other   thought   processes.   This   instant   abandonment   of   wisdom   
violently   interrupts   the   learning   experience   and   thought   processes   
we   aim   to   guide   our   student   through,   and   makes   our   method   
impossible.   We   cannot   call   on   all   the   cognitive   resources   we   do   with   
the   Thinking   Method   in   order   to   teach   so   much   in   so   little   time,   if   our   
student   is   half   with   us   and   half   repeating   a   mantra   to   themselves:   
‘ hablar ,   to   speak,    hablar ,   to   speak’,   as   they   might   be   when   we   
overwhelm   them   (or   indeed   when   they   come   to   us   overwhelmed,   
see   Part   2,   ‘Teaching’).     

When   learners   become   overwhelmed   with   tension,   it   is   as   
though   they   are   no   longer   in   the   room   with   us,   and   their   eyes   often   
betray   their   exit   before   their   jumbled   target   sentence   does.   Students   
have   often   looked   at   me   wide-eyed   like   I’m   a   witch   when   I’ve   asked   
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them   to   stop   thinking   about   ‘to   throw’,   or   whatever   it   was.   ‘How   did   
you   know   that?!’   they   can   ask   with   genuine   fear,   especially   when   ‘to   
throw’   was   from   five   minutes   before.   When   the   learner   is   not   entirely   
with   us,   their   eyes   quite   literally   change   in   a   way   which   is   difficult   to   
describe   but   easy   to   spot,   and   they   have   an   especially   absent   
quality   when   holding   on   to   a   ‘mental   object’,   like   a   word   or   a   rule.   It   
can   become   clear   to   the   teacher   what   the   element   the   learner   is   
holding   on   to   might   be,   by   how   it   interferes   with   the   target   
sentences.   For   example,   if   our   learner   renders    comgo*,    rather   than   
como    (I   eat)   from    comer    (to   eat),   this   might   be   because   they   haven’t   
completely   let   go   of    tengo    (I   have)   and   its   irregularity   (forming   the   
first   person   with    -go    rather   than    -o ).   All   kinds   of   wacky   things   might   
happen   when   learners   hold   on   to   things   they   should   have   let   go   of   
and   which   then   interfere   where   they   shouldn’t,   and   the   best   way   to   
get   a   feel   for   this   is   through   ample   real-life   teaching   experience.   

Much   of   the   way   we   manage   cognitive   load   is   to   prevent   and   
snap   learners   out   of   such   fatal   ‘panic-mode’   habits,   and   whilst   some   
learners   will   fall   into   this   trap   more   easily   than   others,   we   should   
write   our   course   with   a   panic-mode-prone   student   in   mind!   

We   might   feel   like   a   simple   solution   to   the   management   of   
cognitive   overload   is   to   just   go   really   slowly   and   make   sure   
everything   is   as   solid   as   stone   before   we   think   about   moving   on   or   
opening   up   a   new   pathway   to   something   else.   This   would   cause   the   
problem   of   cognitive   under-load;   we   would   find   our   student   
becoming   more   absent   and   confused,   and   not   because   they   are   
panicked   or   memorising   or   obsessing   over   things   they   should   have   
let   go   of,   but   because   they   find   themselves   abandoning   class   to   
think   about   something   else   entirely:   they   are   bored!   
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1.4   We   Import   Knowledge   
  

Whatever   we   learn,   we   aren’t   learning   it   from   scratch.   A   new   
student   of   music,   math,   psychology   or   chemistry   should   be   able   to   
build   upon   what   they   have   experienced   in   the   natural   world   to   
assimilate   new   knowledge   into   their   subject   area.   Or   in   other   words,   
the   teacher   should   be   masterfully   employing   students’   pre-existing   
knowledge   to   their   arsenal   of   teaching   tools   and   reference   points.   
But   with   language   consciousness,   we   are   dealing   with   a   knowledge   
quite   unlike   that   which   we   might   import   into   a   chemistry   class.   We   
are   all   language   experts,   but   language   is   an   almost   entirely   
subconscious   feat   (and   nobody   is   a   subconscious   chemist).   

Knowledge   can   be   imported   both   consciously   and   
unconsciously   (through   omission),   and   the   latter   might   also   be   
referred   to   simply   as   not   reinventing   the   wheel.   

As   language   methods   often   completely   ignore   the   language   
of   instruction,   they   tend   to   have   an   irritating   habit   of   describing   
absolutely   everything   a   language   does.   Learners   are   often   forced   to   
spend   too   much   time   trying   to   make   heads   or   tails   of   grammatical   
descriptions   provided   to   them   for   a   new   language,   without   ever   
realising   that   the   target   language   functions   in   the   same   way   as   the   
base   language,   or   indeed   realising   it   when   it’s   too   late   and   the   
knowledge   can   do   little   to   spare   the   learner   any   effort.   What’s   
worse,   is   that   superfluous   descriptions   run   the   risk   of   becoming   
mental   debris   that   the   learner   is   unsure   how   to   apply.   They   may   lurk   
in   the   shadows   and   raise   their   ugly   heads   later   on,   interfering   with   
other   thought   processes   (often   in   fascinating   ways,   mind!).     

In   short,   we   don’t   need   to   describe   everything   the   target   
language   does,   and   what   should   remain   unsaid   will   have   much   to   
do   with   the   structure   of   the   language   of   instruction.   To   describe   
certain   things   in   the   target   language   which   are   indeed   the   same   in   
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the   base   language   (without   a   particular   reason   for   doing   so)   would   
serve   to   make   our   learner   feel   less   in   control   than   they   would   have   
with   less   information.   We   will   avoid   burdening   our   learners   with   
irrelevant   observations   they’re   not   sure   what   to   do   with,   and   in   this   
way   we   also   cue   that   what   we   do   tell   our   learners    is    important.   

To   give   the   simplest   of   examples   of   such   superfluous   
information,   consider   moving   from   the   English   ‘I   want   it’   to   the   
German    ich   will   es    and   explaining   how   we   have   a   
‘subject-verb-object’   word   order   in   German.   Such   an   explanation   
would   clearly   be   unnecessary   coming   from   English   and,   worst   of   all,   
it   could   confuse   and   distract   a   student   who   is   unsure   of   what   to   do   
with   the   unnecessary   information.   

Often,   there   is   only   a   partial   overlap   between   the   base   and   
target   languages,   which   means   we   have   to   juggle   leaving   some   
things   unsaid   whilst   paying   other   things   much   more   attention.   A   
common   example   can   be   seen   with   the   English   conditional   ‘would’.   
If   most   people   were   to   read   a   description   of   the   conditional,   they   
would   probably   be   hard-pressed   to   understand   what   it   means   for   
the   new   language   or   indeed   that   we   achieve   it   with   ‘would’   in   
English.   Rather   than   getting   into   complicated   descriptions   of   the   
conditional,   we   only   need   to   reference   how   we   use   ‘would’   in   
context   in   English,   and   give   similar   contexts   for   the   target   language.   
Later   on,   we   would   also   need   to   look   at   how   the   use   of   these   forms   
diverge   between   the   base   and   target   languages;   'would'   has   a   use   
in   English   which   is   not   conditional   (‘I   would   go   every   Saturday   when   
I   was   a   kid’,   for   example).   This   use   is   unlikely   to   be   reproduced   in   
the   target   language   in   the   same   way   as   it   is   in   English.   We   import   
what   we   can,   and   later   on   we   can   build   on   that   to   address   what   is   
not   importable.   

Of   course,   we   might   also   have   uses   of   the   conditional   in   the   
target   language   which   are   not   replicated   in   the   base   language.   In   
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Greek,   we   get   an   additional   meaning   with   our   structure   of   ‘would’   
which   we   don't   get   in   English:   the   meaning   of   ‘was   going   to’   
referring   to   intention,   as   in   'I   was   going   to   eat'.   Thus   in   Greek,    tha   
éfaga    can   mean   both   ‘I   was   going   to   eat’   and   ‘I   would   eat’,   
depending   on   the   context.   Thus,   in   Complete   Greek,   we   first   work   
with   what   is   the   same   in   English   (the   conditional   idea   of   ‘would’),   
before   later   giving   the   aforementioned   additional   meaning,   strongly   
supported   by   imaginary   contexts,   so   that   the   learner   can   ‘import’   the   
semantic   space   occupied   by   ‘was/were   going   to’   in   English,   to   the   
‘would’   structure   in   Greek.   

Even   though   there   might   be   much   that   the   base   and   target   
languages   do   differently,   we   can   still   begin   with   what   is   the   same,   
and   later   focus   on   what   is   different   between   the   languages.   In   this   
way,   we   can   appreciate   the   interplay   between   negative   and   positive   
language   transfer   in   our   course   building.   What   is   the   same   in   the   
base   and   target   language   is   positive   language   transfer,   and   what   is   
different—and   runs   the   risk   of   being   assumed   to   be   the   
same—would   be   negative   language   transfer.   

The   above   discussion   pertains   mainly   to   importing   
knowledge   unconsciously,   or   in   other   words,   avoiding   describing   
things   which   are   best   left   unsaid   (not   reinventing   the   wheel).   But   we   
also   consciously   import   knowledge.   In   any   learning   journey,   and   
more   so   in   the   case   of   language,   we   often   already   know   something   
or   how   to   do   something,   but   we   just   don’t    know    we   know   it.   
Importing   knowledge   consciously   serves   to   show   learners   how   they   
already   do   (to   varying   degrees)   what   the   target   language   is   asking   
of   them,   even   though   they   may   have   never   imagined   so.   

There   are   any   number   of   ways   in   which   we   might   consciously   
import   knowledge   from   the   base   language   into   the   target   language.   
Here   are   some   notable   examples   taken   from   existing   courses:   
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When   we   introduce   the   Spanish   subjunctive   (or   ‘mood   tense’)   

in   Complete   Spanish,   we   do   so   by   showing   the   learner   how   English   
also   has   a   subjunctive.   This   makes   the   new   idea   no   longer   
intangibly   alien,   and   this   reduces   resistance   to   it   (resistance   which   
often   comes   in   the   form   of   ‘I’ll   never   get    this !’).   Such   resistance   
might   prevent   our   learner   from   participating   fully   in   the   learning   
experience.   Uncovering   the   English   subjunctive   also   has   the   
potential   to   surprise   our   learners,   which   is   necessarily   engaging   and   
should   serve   to   perk   up   their   attention   in   preparation   for   increased   
cognitive   load.   Although   the   subjunctive   works   somewhat   differently   
in   English,   showing   the   learner   the   difference   between   sentences   
like   ‘it   is   important   that   you   are   here’     and   ‘it   is   important   that   you   be   
here’,   directly   demonstrates   the   kind   of   change   in   feeling   that   the   
subjunctive   is   liable   to   achieve.   We   will   later   shape   this   into   
Spanish,   but   for   now   we   are   making   the   new   idea   digestible,   
precisely   by   showing   that   it   is   not   exactly   new.   We   also   do   this   by   
contrasting   sentences   like   ‘I   had   gone’   and   ‘had   I   gone   (I   would   
know) ’.    We   are   not   importing   anything   other   than   the   general    idea    of   
the   subjunctive   for   now;   we   aren’t   looking   in   much   detail   about   how   
English   achieves   it,   because   Spanish   achieves   it   in   a   different   way.   
In   fact,   we   jump   from   English’s   use   of   the   infinitive   for   the   
subjunctive   to   the   use   of   the   inversion   for   the   subjunctive,   in   order   to   
prevent   our   learner   from   making   premature   conclusions   about   how   
the   subjunctive   is   formed   in   Spanish   based   on   the   English   
examples.   Whilst   showing   how   we   have   a   mood   tense   in   English   
doesn’t   have   too   many   direct   practical   benefits   for   looking   at   the   
Spanish   subjunctive   forms—since   the   two   languages   achieve   the   
subjunctive   in   starkly   different   ways—it   does   offer   a   wealth   of   
psychological   or   pedagogical   benefits.   Seeing   how   English   also   has   
a   subjunctive   is   hugely   demystifying,   and,   in   the   case   of   the   Spanish   
subjunctive,   identifying   this   subjunctive   ‘feeling’   will   be   especially   
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important   for   learning   non-obligatory   uses   of   the   mood   tense.   With   
this   loose   importation   from   English,   we   have   begun   dealing   with   the   
most   difficult   obstacle   that   most   learners   experience   with   the   
subjunctive,   and   that   is   how   it   most   often   represents   a   change   of   
feeling   rather   than   of   meaning.   Without   this   initial   importation   from   
what   English   does,   our   journey   deciphering   the   Spanish   subjunctive   
would   be   greatly   impoverished.   

We   can   do   a   similar   thing   when   we   have   to   address   the   
phenomenon   of   grammatical   case,   such   as   in   German   or   Greek.   In   
such   languages,   how   a   noun   is   behaving   (if   it   is   a   subject,   object   
etc.)   will   dictate   the   noun’s   forms   (or   as   is   more   often   the   case,   the   
form   of   its   article).   Again,   the   notion   of   case   feels   like   a   big   
headache   when   we   come   from   a   base   language   that   doesn’t   (seem   
to)   bother   with   such   things,   such   as   English.   One   of   the   first   things   
we   can   do,   then,   is   to   show   our   learners   how   English    does    employ   
grammatical   case.   The   English   speaker   is   already   managing   case   
every   time   they   decide   between   using   ‘she’   and   ‘her’   or   ‘he’   and   
‘him’   (or   even   ‘who’   and   ‘whom’).   Not   only   does   this   serve   to   
achieve   something   very   similar   as   in   the   discussion   of   the   Spanish   
subjunctive   above—relaxing   our   student   by   showing   them   that   this   
isn’t   as   alien   as   it   seems—we   also   directly   import   this   knowledge   
from   English   to   create   a   test   for   making   decisions   about   case   in   the   
target   language.   In   both   Greek   and   German,   we   learn   to   replace   the   
noun   in   a   sentence   with   ‘he/him,’   ‘she/her’   or   ‘they/them’   in   order   to   
see   which   fits   best.   If   we   are   unsure   of   the   correct   case   of   ‘the   
kitchen’   in   ‘can   you   clean   the   kitchen?’,   we   only   need   to   think   about   
whether   ‘can   you   clean   she?’   or   ‘can   you   clean   her?’   fits   best.   
Likewise,   if   we   need   to   decide   on   the   case   of   ‘the   children’   in   ‘we   
baked   it   for   the   children’,   we   need   to   compare   and   contrast   ‘I   baked   
it   for   they/them’.   In   this   way,   we   are   importing   knowledge   of   case   
from   English;   if   one   speaks   English   correctly,   one   already   
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understands   case!   Of   course,   if   the   base   language   didn’t   employ   
case,   we   wouldn’t   have   recourse   to   this   knowledge.   When   it   comes   
to   ‘you’   or   ‘it’,   English   indeed   doesn’t   employ   case   (compare:   ‘I   see   
you/it’   with   ‘It/you   see/s   me’),   which   is   why   we   need   to   develop   the   
idea   with   ‘he’   vs.   ‘him’   or   ‘they’   vs.   ‘them’,   for   example.   

Sometimes   we   might   (almost)   be   importing    misinformation    to   
fit   into   the   new   language!   English,   having   many   influences,   has   a   lot   
of   grammatical   quirks   and   exceptions,   and   sometimes   something  
that   is   exceptional   in   English   (or   indeed   in   another   language   of   
instruction)   but   does   still   occur,   might   be   the   norm   in   the   target   
language.   If   so,   clever   weaving   can   allow   us   to   import   the   base   
language’s   exception   as   the   norm   in   the   target   language.   The   most   
prolific   example   pertains   to   the   word   inversion   for   a   question   in   the   
English   present   tense   (I   can/Can   I?).   This   is   not   the   norm   for   the   
present   tense   interrogative   since   English   prefers   to   use   the   auxiliary   
‘do’   (I   want/Do   I   want?),   but   many   languages   use   the   inversion.   In   
such   cases,   we   can   take   advantage   of   the   occasional   English   
structure   to   introduce   how   the   target   language   does   things.   

We   can   even   import   knowledge   when   it   comes   to   new   
sounds.   Often   ‘new’   sounds   are   not   new   at   all,   but   are   familiar   
sounds   behaving   slightly   differently.   For   example,   it   might   just   be   the   
case   that   the   target   language   differentiates   sounds   into   two   
separate   letters   where   English   doesn’t.   This   is   the   case   with   the   two   
TH   sounds   we   get   in   Greek,   which   are   represented   by   two   different   
letters.   We   can   import   these   two   different   sounds   from   English   (as   in   
the   words   ‘then’   and   ‘think’)   so   that   the   only   really   new   information   is   
that   in   Greek   these   sounds   happen   to   be   two   separate   letters.   
Reinventing   the   wheel   in   such   a   case   would   mean   learning   to   
differentiate   between   producing   those   two   Greek   sounds,   without   
ever   noting   that   we   already   do   such   a   thing   in   the   base   language.   
The   same   can   be   said   for   the   two   Arabic   Ss,   which   both   exist   in   
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English   represented   simply   by   S   (as   in   ‘see’   and   ‘saw’).   Even   the   
Arabic   ‘breathy   H’   sound,   which   is   quintessentially   Arabic,   is   still   
(though   rarely)   produced   in   English   such   as   in   the   name   ‘Harry’.   
Only   in   Arabic   (unlike   English),   the   sound   might   end   a   word   such   as   
in    raayeh ,   ‘going’.   Only   approximations   of   these   sounds   exist   in   
English,   but   that   is   true   for   most   sounds   to   varying   degrees.   A   
Greek   or   Spanish   T   or   K   or   P   doesn’t   sound   exactly   like   an   English   
one,   and   that’s   what   we   call   ‘accent’.   Importing   knowledge   when   it   
comes   to   ‘new’   sounds   helps   us   reduce   the   cognitive   load   that   such   
sounds   demand,   so   that   we   might   direct   that   cognitive   power   
elsewhere,   giving   us   more   freedom   in   the   course   structures   we   
build.   The   active   importation   of   vocabulary   achieves   this   very   well   
too.   

In   current   LT   courses,   vocabulary   is   imported   in   creative   
ways   into   the   target   language   from   the   base   language   of   English.   
As   is   the   case   with   structure,   English   gives   us   numerous   
opportunities   to   import   vocabulary   into   various   languages   thanks   to   
its   colourful   history.   There’s   not   much   more   to   be   said   about   this   
other   than   what   can   be   gathered   from   listening   to   current   courses;   
we   import   vocabulary   using   word   endings,   word   beginnings,   
consonant   shifts,   and   some   creative   storytelling   too   (such   as   the   
onomatopoeia   examples   from   Complete   Swahili   in   Part   3.2).   When   
it   comes   to   importing   vocabulary,   we   are   almost   always   using   the   
vocabulary   for   something   other   than   learning   a   word.   When   
Complete   Spanish   opens   with    -al    words,   it   is   not   so   we   can   learn   
legal,   normal    and    metal ,   but   so   that   we   can   begin   dissecting   what   
vowels   sound   and   look   like   in   Spanish,   whilst   raising   the   learner’s  
consciousness   of   word   stress,   too.   In   the   same   course,   when   we   
access   verbs   through   the   pattern   ‘cancelation   →    cancelar ’,   we   do   
so   to   highlight   the   infinitive   and   its   function,   to   then   begin   
establishing   the   infinitive   as   a   launchpad   for   building   other   tenses.   
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The   vocabulary   conversion   itself   is   secondary   to   these   goals.   Our   
learner   will   be   taken   aback   by   all   the   free   words,   of   course,   but   our   
own   focus   as   writers   is   elsewhere!   When   in   Greek   we   open   with   ‘to   
stay,   to   wait’   and   ‘to   insist’   ( meno,    peri meno,    epi meno ),   importing   
the   prefixes   from   English   ( peri meter,    epi sode),   we   learn   how   Greek   
words   are   built.   We   also   begin   establishing   the   habit   of   dividing   
Greek   words   up   in   order   to   help   us   digest   the   lengthy   words   that   we   
will   come   across   in   Greek.   The   new   vocabulary   is,   again,   secondary   
to   these   aims.   The   importation   of   vocabulary   is   a   further   example   of   
how   importing   knowledge   frees   up   cognitive   load   which   can   then   be   
redirected   elsewhere.   

The   prolific   use   of   direct   translations   might   also   be   
considered   a   conscious   importation   of   knowledge,   but   in   this   case,   it   
is   what   we   might   term   a   negative   or   reversed   import.   For   example,   if   
we   say   something   like   ‘In   Spanish,   you’ll   say   ‘I   want   that   you   go’   
rather   than   ‘I   want   you   to   go’’,   the   fact   that   the   direct   translation   
sounds   wrong   is   based   on   a   knowledge   of   English.   Thus,   it   is   
through   the   strange-sounding   direct   translation   that   knowledge   
about   the   target   language   is   imported,   in   reverse!   The   direct   
translation   represents   a   negative   importation   of   that   knowledge.   For   
Turkish,   we   could   explain   to   our   learner   that   we   have   a   
‘subject-object-verb’   language,   but   most   people   new   to   language   
learning   do   not   know   what   a   ‘subject’   or   ‘object’   is.   This   means   we   
would   have   to   explain   what   all   of   that   meant   and/or   find   more   
intuitive   terms   for   ‘subject’   and   ‘object’,   before   we   got   around   to   
explaining   anything   else.   Comparing   that   option   with   using   a   
negative   import   (a   direct   translation)   instead,   and   saying   something   
like   ‘in   Turkish   we’ll   say   ‘I   an   ice   cream   want’   rather   than   ‘I   want   an   
ice   cream’’,   we   can   appreciate   the   mechanism   all   the   more.   Direct   
translations   can   have   varying   levels   of   directness,   too.   Our   direct   
translation   above   would   be   more   direct   if   we   had   said   ‘I   ice   cream   
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want’,   as   Turkish   is   unlikely   to   include   the   indefinite   article   here.   I   
have   found   that   only   being   direct   in   the   translation   about   what   we   
are   drawing   attention   to,   allows   us   to   concentrate   our   focus   there,   
and   tends   to   carry   no   negative   secondary   effects.   Thus   ‘I   an   ice   
cream   want’   is   unlikely   to   make   a   learner   think   they   have   to   include   
‘an’   (if   they   already   know   they   don’t   have   to),   as   our   focus   is   on   
word   order   rather   than   on   the   indefinite   article.   Such   techniques   are   
often   vilified   by   more   traditional   methods,   and   this   is   probably   simply   
due   to   how   wrong   those   direct   translations   look,   especially   in   print.   
Nevertheless,   with   a   direct   translation   we   have   been   able   to   simply   
show   what   Turkish   does   through   English,   and   we   are   able   to   do   that   
precisely    because    it   sounds   wrong   in   English.   In   the   same   way,   
instead   of   describing   how   the   complicated   (coming   from   an   English   
perspective)   verb    gustar ,   ‘to   like’   works   in   Spanish,   we   can   rely   on   
direct   translations.   Rather   than   describing   the   difference   in   terms   of   
‘what   is   in   English   the   subject,   is   in   Spanish   the   indirect   object’,   we’ll   
just   say   that   ‘I   like   it’   is   ‘it   is   pleasing   to   me’   in   Spanish,   and   we’ll   
translate    gustar    as   ‘to   be   pleasing’.   ‘I   like   them’   is   ‘they   are   pleasing   
to   me’.   Apart   from   representing   how   this   structure   works   ‘in   reverse’   
through   the   direct   translation,   we   are   also   bypassing   the   tedious   
and   ill-fitting   explanation   about   how   we   must   employ   the   indirect   
object   in   Spanish   with    gustar .   The   information   about   the   object   
being   indirect   is   simply   contained   in   ‘to’,   and   thus   ‘it   pleases   me’   
would   be   nowhere   near   as   effective   a   direct   translation   as   ‘it   is   
pleasing    to    me’.   In   this   way,   when   we   translate   a   sentence   such   as   
‘they   like   it’   we   will   be   looking   for   ‘to   them’   (‘it   is   pleasing    to    them’),   
which   is    les    (to   them),   rather   than    los    (them).   When   we   require   our   
learner   to   take   this   step   in   their   thought   process,   that   is,   to   first   find   
the   ‘Spanglish’,   as   I   like   to   say   in   Complete   Spanish,   we   can   really   
appreciate   how   we   are   relying   on   an   importation   of   knowledge.   At   
no   stage   do   we   describe   what   we   are   doing   to   arrive   at   the   strange   
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direct   translations   from   the   correct   ones   in   the   language   of   
instruction;   this   is   made   intuitive   precisely   by   negative   importation.  
The   learner   is   almost   miraculously   able   to   move   between   ‘she   likes   
me’   and   ‘I   am   pleasing   to   her’,   ‘we   like   them’   and   ‘they   are   pleasing   
to   us’.   
  
  

1.5   We   Reframe   
  

Any   time   in   a   course   where   we   are   describing   or   explaining   a   
language’s   behaviour   in   a   way   which   breaks   with   established   
norms,   we   are   reframing.   We   never   want   to   try   to   be   alternative   just   
for   the   sake   of   it,   but   we   are   not   tied   to   the   pre-existing   norms   of   
how   a   language   tends   to   be   described,   either.   We   are   free   to   
describe   the   target   language   however   we   see   fit,   and   so   we   must   
also   be   careful   to   not   transfer   pre-existing   conventions   to   our   own   
teaching   without   first   having   thought   about   those   conventions,   and  
whether   the   most   sensible   thing   to   do   is   to   employ   them   or   not.   
Thus,   we   must   notice   when   we   are   reproducing   conventions   without   
first   considering   our   agency   over   them.   

For   example,   Arabic   uses   root   sounds   which   are   sound   sets   
relating   to   specific   meanings.   For   instance,   /s/f/r/   relates   to   
‘travelling’   and   gives   us   words   like   ‘embassy’   or   ‘traveller’.   In   Arabic   
teaching,   these   roots   are   usually   pronounced   with   an   A   after   the   
root   lette r.   So,   discussing   the   /s/f/r/   root   set,   one   tends   to   pronounce   
/sa/fa/ra/.   This   is   a   convention,   and   like   many   conventions,   it   may   
have   never   been   actively   decided   upon,   and   is   easily   adopted   
passively   and   unconsciously,   without   question.   The   convention,   
though,   is   in   direct   contradiction   with   how   we   understand   Arabic,   or   
at   least   it   might   feel   that   way   from   the   perspective   of   our   learner.   
This   is   because   we   understand   Arabic   as   an   interplay   between   
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consonant   root   sets   (like   /s/f/r/)   and   patterns,   which   are   mostly   
centred   around   vowels.   The   patterns   are   word   templates   with   
spaces   to   insert   our   roots,   such   as:   ‘1st   root- i -2nd   root- aa -3rd   
root- a ’.   Inserting   /s/f/r/   into   that   pattern   gives   us    sifaara ,   meaning   
‘embassy’.   And   so,   naming   the   roots   with   vowel   sounds   (/sa/fa/ra/),   
as   is   convention,   rather   than   just   sounding   the   consonants,   has   
great   potential   to   interfere   with   our   learners’   mental   processes   when   
it   comes   to   manipulating   roots   and   patterns.   It   makes   much   more  
sense   for   us   to   pronounce   just   the   consonant   sound   when   we   
discuss   roots,   in   order   to   not   conflict   or   interfere   with   the   idea   that   
vowels   form   part   of   the   word    pattern    in   Arabic.   Here   we   have   
reframed   what   the   roots   are   (i.e.,   /s/   and   not   /sa/)   in   order   to   
accommodate   the   focus   the   course   will   have   around   the   roots’   
interaction   with   the   pattern   system.   This   is   a   good   example   of   a   
reframe   that   might   slip   us   by   as   course   writers   if   we   are   not   
inhabiting   the   learner’s   mental   theatre.   It   is   thinking   from   the   
learner’s   perspective   that   allows   us   to   spot   the   incongruence   
caused   by   referring   to   roots   in   the   traditional   manner.   

When   I   began   reading   for   Mandarin   Chinese,   the   book   at   
hand   opened   with   a   discussion   on   stative   verbs   which   contain   the   
meaning   of   ‘to   be’   within   them.   So   rather   than   saying   ‘she   is   
beautiful’   with   a   verb   and   an   adjective   as   we   do   in   English,   
Mandarin   uses   a   verb   which   means   ‘is   beautiful’,   according   to   the   
book.   My   notes   on   the   subject   didn’t   consist   of   only   reproducing   
what   I   read,   but   doubts   and   possible   alternatives   to   those   
explanations,   too.   Were   they   really   stative   verbs   or   were   we   just   
omitting   ‘to   be’   in   certain   circumstances,   as   Arabic   does?   I   couldn’t   
possibly   have   decided,   I   was   only   just   dipping   a   toe   into   the   
proverbial   waters   of   Mandarin   and   would   need   to   read   a   lot   more   
before   I   could   reframe   how   the   language   works,   but   it   is   never   too   
early   to   start    thinking    about   such   possibilities!   Whilst   we   think   or   
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read   about   a   target   language,   we   should   be   searching   for   all   kinds   
of   alternative   ways   to   explain   it,   testing   them   for   coherence   across   
the   language   as   a   whole,   as   we   go.   Having   experience   of   how   other   
wildly   different   languages   work   (ideally   through   existing   and   future   
LT   courses)   will   be   essential   to   opening   up   our   minds   in   this   respect;   
I   was   able   to   think   about   what   Mandarin    might    be   doing   in   the   case   
described   above,   precisely   because   of   what   Arabic   does.   
Furthermore,   the   traditions   behind   how   particular   languages   are   
described   often   evolve   somewhat   in   isolation,   so   that   the   very   same   
grammatical   terms   such   as   ‘subjunctive’   (which   one   might   think   to   
be   universal)   often   mean   starkly   different   things   for   different   
languages!   For   this   reason   and   others,   it   is   not   far-fetched   to   find   
two   languages   which   are   doing   the   same   thing,   but   which   are   
traditionally   described   in   totally   different   ways   (such   as   stative   verbs   
in   Mandarin,   and   an   absent   ‘to   be’   in   Arabic).   If   we   are   to   make   
breakthroughs   in   how   we   frame   and   explain   a   language,   we   must   
be   careful   to   not   submit   too   easily   to   how   the   target   language   is   
traditionally   or   commonly   described,   even   if   it   has   been   described   
as   such   for   hundreds   of   years.   Conventions   are   stubborn.   

In   Complete   German,   rather   than   learning   a   thousand   and   
one   complicated   rules   about   word   order,   we   manage   to   base   fewer   
rules   around   the   central   idea   that   German   structure   is   concerned   
with   avoiding   interruption!   When   we   have   two   verbs   in   a   German   
sentence,   they   make   something   like   a   sandwich,   with   one   verb   at   
the   beginning   of   the   sentence,   the   other   at   the   end,   and   everything   
else   thrown   in-between.   Thus,   in   German,   we   might   say   something   
like   ‘ I   want    tomorrow   with   you    to   go ’.   The   main   reframe   in   this   case   
has   to   do   with   the   justification   we   give   as   to    why    German   does   this;   
bunching   together   much   of   the   language’s   behaviour   under   the   
central   idea   of   German’s   ‘desire’   to   avoid   interruption.   We   identify   a   
tendency   in   the   language   to   save   the   key   information   (the   second   
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verb   in   this   case)   until   last.   Without   the   last   verb,   we’d   have   no   idea   
what   these   sentences   were   about:   ‘I   want   tomorrow   with   you...   to   
play,   to   fight,   to   cook!’,   it   could   be   anything,   and   thus   we   must   await   
the   completion   of   such   sentences,   rather   than   prematurely   
interrupting   them.   Within   the   context   of   the   sandwich   reframe,   we   
can   also   explain   further   variations   we   encounter   in   this   structure   
which   would   otherwise   require   independent   explanation.   For   
example,   for   the   inversion   of   the   subject   and   verb   when   a   piece   of   
information   comes   upfront   in   a   sentence   (‘ tomorrow   want   I    with   
you     to   go’),   we   show   that   when   we   want   to   make   something    else   
important   (other   than   the   key   information   we   save   until   last),   we   can   
pull   it   out   of   the   sandwich   structure,   and   from   there   it   is   a   small   step   
to   explain   that   when   we   take   something   out   of   the   sandwich,   we   
must   put   something   back   in,   thereby   justifying   the   inversion.   When   
we   come   to   the   very   peculiar   structures   we   get   when   we   use   words   
like   ‘because’   in   German,   we   can   highlight   the   increased   probability   
of   interruption   when   we   use   such   words   to   connect   clauses,   and   
justify   the   word   order   which   occurs   there   in   that   way.   We   keep   
returning   to   the   same   fundamental   idea.     

Complete   German   (which   is   yet   incomplete)   hasn’t   yet   got   
around   to   pulling   bits   out   of   our   verbal   sandwiches   or   joining   
clauses   in   the   described   way,   but   the   interruption   idea    was   
conceived   with   these   future   explanations   in   mind.   Of   course,   the   
general   idea   under   discussion   had   to   be   tested   for   how   it   would   hold   
up   in   other   situations,   which   is   when   these   explanations   were   
conceived,   though   this   remains   unrecorded.     

The   current   tracks   do   get   around   to   phrasal   verbs   though,   
which   also   experience   a   slight   reframe   in   order   to   fit   them   into   this   
wider   sandwich   idea.   When   we   have   a   single   splittable   verb   like   
aufmachen ,   ‘to   open’   (which   is   created   from    auf ,   ‘on’   and    machen ,   
‘to   make’,   and   will   often   split   into   these   constituent   parts),   we   get   
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sentences   like    ich   mache   es   auf    for   ‘I   open   it’.   We   could   have   
compared   the   German   word   order   to   a   literal   English   order   (direct   
translation)   like   ‘I   make   it   on’,   or   sourced   comparable   English   
phrasal   verbs,   like   in   how   we   say   ‘I’ll   look   it   up’   (‘to   look   up’   has   
been   interrupted   by   ‘it’,   just   like   in   German).   Instead,   we   do   
something   which   means   these   verbs   don’t   need   an   alternative   
explanation   of   their   own   to   account   for   word   order,   and   can   rest   on   
the   established   sandwich   explanation.   When   we   break   up   
aufmachen    into    auf    and    machen ,   we   simply   still   see    auf    as   ‘verb’.   It   
isn’t   a   preposition   creating   a   phrasal   verb   now;   it   is   simply   part   of   a   
broken   verb,   which   means   that   we   just   have   another   situation   in   
which   we   have   two   verbs   (or   ‘verb   bits’),   and   so   again,   we’ll   make   a   
sandwich!   In   choosing   to   see    auf    as   ‘still   a   verb’   rather   than   a   
preposition,   we   have   made   an   important   reframe   that   throws   these   
phrasal   verbs   in   with   rules   we   have   already   established,   and   at   the   
same   time   keeps   the   rules   for   phrasal   verbs   separate   from   those   for   
prepositions,   which   behave   slightly   differently.     

We   also   pull   in   other   phrasal   verbs   formed   by    machen    to   
appreciate   how   we   are   saving   the   important   or   key   information   until   
last,   feeding   back   into   our   interruption   idea.    Ich   mache   es    means   
‘I’m   doing   it’,   but   if   we   add    auf    on   the   end   we   see   how   we   get   ‘I’m   
opening   it’,   if   we   were   to   add    an    we’d   get   ‘I’m   turning   it   on’   and   with   
zu ,   ‘I’m   closing   it’!   The   last   word   is   absolutely   key   to   the   overall   
meaning,   and   so   we   can   appreciate   how   the   structure   again   works   
to   offset   interruption.   The   slight   reframe   about   phrasal   verbs   allows   
us   to   avoid   a   whole   trove   of   explanations,   and   at   the   same   time,   
strengthens   and   feeds   into   previous   ones.   German   word   order   is   a   
very   complicated   affair,   but   the   idea   of   a   sandwich,   along   with   our   
observations   about   its   practical   results   regarding   interruption,   helps   
us   process   a   great   deal   of   German   through   few   central   ideas.   
Furthermore,   what   we   learn   through   our   verb   sandwich   idea   can   
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then   also   be   applied   to   contexts   where   there   is   just   one   verb,   in   an   
example   of   what   we   might   call   reverse   engineering!   We   first   learn   
about   the   inversion   using   the   verb   sandwich   as   part   of   a   wider   
justification,   and   when   the   change   in   word   order   is   ingrained   enough   
so   that   the   learner   no   longer   requires   that   justification   for   the   
inversion,   we   can   expand   its   use   into   clauses   with   only   one   verb.   
This   is   a   good   example   of   weaving   (see   ‘We   Weave’).   

Swahili   has   many   words   (or   sounds)   for   ‘it/they/them’.   How   
we   represent   these   words   depends   on   the   noun   group   of   the   noun   
we   are   referring   to   when   we   use   words   like   ‘it’.   Some   call   these   
noun   groups   the   ‘genders’   of   Swahili,   of   which   there   are   around   ten.   
The   noun   group   can   generally   be   identified   by   a   noun’s   prefix.   Here   
are   the   noun   prefixes   for   some   key   noun   groups   (singular/plural),   
and   below   them,   the   corresponding   sounds   we   use   to   refer   to   those   
nouns   (i.e.,   the   sounds   for   ‘it’,   ‘they’   or   ‘them’):     
  

Noun   group   prefix:   ki/vi,   m/mi,   n/n,   m/wa   
Reference   sound: ki/vi,   u/i,   i/zi,   a/wa   
  

The   information   looks   frightfully   random   and   uncooperative!   
Whilst   the   beginning   is   promisingly   convenient   (where   we   find   that   
ki/vi    nouns   use    ki    and    vi    to   refer   to   them),   we   may   grow   
disappointed   as   we   look   on   at   the   rest   of   the   examples   and   quickly   
have   our   hopes   for   a   simple   correlation   dashed!   But   the   correlation   
between   noun   prefixes   and   the   sounds   we   use   to   refer   to   them   does   
indeed   extend   further   than   the    ki/vi    group,   or   we   can   make   it   so   with   
a   little   reframing!   This   is   facilitated   by   a   detail   not   included   above;   
m/mi    nouns   are   actually    mu/mi    nouns,   with   the   U   repressed   by   the   
following   consonant   (of   the   noun   base).   If   we   make   sure   that   this   is   
firmly   understood   and   repeated   in   fitting   moments   when   we   use   
m/mi    nouns   (that   they’re   really    mu/mi    nouns),   then   we   can   find   
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coherence   in   the   U   and   I   we   use   to   refer   to   them;   we   are   still   
drawing   from   the   noun   group   prefix   to   find   our   object   sounds   (U   
from    mu-    and   I     from    mi- ),   just   like   with    ki/vi    nouns,   only   we’ve   lost   
the   M   in   this   case.   Deciding   that   this   is   the   origin   of   the   U   and   I   we   
use   (which   it   may   well   be),   helped   tip   the   balance   in   favour   of   the   
general   idea   that   the   latter   row   of   sounds   (above)   originate   from   the   
former,   and   are   indeed   not   random   elements   we   need   to   learn   as   
vocabulary   items.   Without   the    mu/mi    group   examples,   it   would   
probably   feel   too   far-fetched   to   connect   the   forms   of   noun   prefixes   
to   the   forms   of   their   reference   sounds   as   a   general   rule.     As   we   are   
free   to   order   elements   as   we   see   fit,   we   can   weave   forms   into   this   
general   coherence   we   have   offered   in   order   to   strengthen   it.   That   is,   
we   can   begin   with   the   forms   that   help   establish   our   hypothesis.   For   
example,   we   include   the   reference   sound   for   the   plural    wa    nouns   
(which   is    wa ),   before   visiting   the   singular   of   this   same   noun   group,   
which   is   less   coherent.   We   use    wa    to   strengthen   our   hypothesis   
before   visiting   forms   that   could   potentially   weaken   it.   

The   idea   of   connecting   these   two   sound   sets   through   form   
also   acts   as   a   stepping   stone   for   farther-fetched   connections   
between   the   sound   sets   which   go   beyond   form.   For   example,   within   
the   same   overriding   idea   of   sourcing   reference   sounds   from   the   
noun   group   prefixes,   we   can   also   include   the    i    and    zi    that   is   used   for   
N   nouns,   only   that   this   connection   needs   a   little   more   investment!   
We   previously   dubbed   N   nouns   ’N/no   nouns’   because   they   have   
either   an   N   or   often   appear   with   no   prefix   at   all   (such   as   in    ndege,   
‘plane’   or    barua ,   ‘letter’).   It   is   fitting,   then,   that   N/no   nouns   use   the   
same   sounds   to   refer   to   them   as   the   unspecific   ‘it/they’   which   don’t   
refer   to   any   noun   at   all,   as   in   sentences   like   ‘it’s   starting’   (which   we   
make   sure   we’ve   seen   previously   and   recently).   Here,   we   have   
decided   that   the    i    or    zi    used   to   refer   to   N/no   nouns   and   phantom   
nouns   are   in   fact   the   same   sounds.   Whilst   all   the   material   I   came   
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across   for   Swahili   spoke   about   noun   groups   and   their   reference   
sounds   as   unrelated   vocabulary   items   for   memorisation,   Complete   
Swahili   has   creatively   reframed   them   into   coherence.   We   have   
created   a   system   of   thought   to   arrive   at   most   of   our   reference   
sounds,   and   the   rest   will   be   treated   as   vocabulary   items,   scattered   
throughout   the   course.   With   a   little   creative   reframing,   we   establish   
a   coherent   and   intuitive   idea   from   which   we   will   have   to   learn   some   
variations   and   exceptions,   rather   than   just   having   to   learn   a   bunch   
of   random   data   as   we   otherwise   would.   

Reframing   might   sometimes   mean   little   more   than   saying   the   
same   thing   in   different   words.   In   Turkish,   we   are   likely   to   read   about   
grammatical   case,   but   the   truth   is   there’s   not   much   reason   to   
discuss   case   in   Turkish,   as   cases   are   achieved   by   literally   adding   
the   relevant   prepositional   suffix   to   a   word.   ‘From   you’   is   literally   
‘you-from’   in   Turkish,   ‘to   you’   is   ‘you-to’.   We   only   really   need   to   
discuss   this   word   formation   rather   than   the   phenomenon   of   case   
that   we   (as   course   writers)   would   have   read   about   when   
researching   Turkish.   In   the   same   way,   we   need   not   learn   the   cases   
of   the   word   ‘here’   in   Turkish.   We   only   need   to   raise   consciousness   
of   how,   when   we   say   ‘here’   (in   any   language),   we   either   mean   
something   like   ‘to   here’,   ‘from   here’   or   ‘in   here’,   and   that   this   
information   will   be   represented   in   Turkish   (whereas   in   English   it   is   
often   just   imagined).   We   avoid   dealing   directly   with   case   by   
reframing   this   issue   as   pertaining   to   implied   information   in   English   
that   we’ll   need   to   represent   in   Turkish.   Thus   we   can   arrive   at   the   
now   entirely   intuitive   forms   of    burada ,   ‘in   here’,    buradan ,   ‘from   here’   
and    buraya ,   ‘to   here’,   without   having   to   discuss   grammatical   case,   
which   would   not   be   widely   useful   for   us   in   the   Turkish   language.   We   
have   effectively   reframed   ourselves   out   of   case   and   in   this   way,   we   
are   able   to   avoid   the   middleman   terminology   surrounding   case,   
which   would   serve   as   an   unnecessary   disconnect   between,   for   
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example,    buradan    and   ‘from   here’.   Our   learner   might   otherwise   
have   to   think   ‘ok,   so   ‘here’   when   it’s   ‘from   here’   is   an   ablative   case,   
so   in   Turkish   that   would   be...    buradan !’   rather   than   ‘ah,   ‘here’   in   this   
case   means   ‘from   here’,   and   we   need   to   say   that   ‘from’   in   Turkish,   
so…    buradan’ .   

I   think   my   favourite   example   of   reframing   comes   from   the   
English   for   Spanish   Speakers   course.   The   English   language’s   
behaviour   surrounding   negations   and   interrogatives   is   arguably   
quite   peculiar   and   complicated.   Compare   the   sentences   below,   
paying   particular   attention   to   word   order:   
  

You   want   (affirmative)   
You   do   not   want   /   You   don’t   want   (negative)   
Do   you   want?   (interrogative)   
Don’t   you   want?   /   Do   you   not   want?   (negative   interrogative)   
  

It   is   unsurprising   that   this   confusing   panorama   of   ‘basic’   
English   has   many   a   novice   (and   time-hardened   speaker)   of   the   
English   language   committing   persistent   errors,   and   with   such   
common   structures   besides!   Before   reading   on,   the   new   writer   may   
want   to   first   think   about   how   they   might   explain   the   above   
panorama.   What   might   come   first,   and   how   might   its   explanation   
bolster   what   is   to   come   later?   It   is   generally   quite   simple   to   describe   
what   is   happening   in   a   language   in   each   given   context,   i.e.,   it   is   
unchallenging   to   describe   what   is   happening   in   each   isolated   
sentence   above.   What   is   more   challenging   is   to   offer   overriding   
instructions,   ideas   and   perspectives   so   that   the   learner   can   arrive   at   
each   of   these   sentences   without   having   had   them   explained   
independently.   Furthermore,   we   want   our   perspectives   to   hold   true   
in   other   areas   of   the   language,   too.   What   creative   explanations   
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might   you   put   forward   for   the   English   interrogative,   negative   and   
negative   interrogative?   

The   many   rules   and   exceptions   that   might   otherwise   be   
necessary   to   describe   interrogatives   and   negations   in   English   can   
be   reduced   by   reframing   the   role   of   ‘do’.   ‘Do’,   for   the   interrogative,   is   
usually   described   as   something   we   add   to   an   affirmative   sentence   
to   make   a   question:   ‘you   want’   →   ‘do   you   want?’.   This   being   such   a   
simple   thing,   it   is   also   a   rarely   questioned   thing.   What   makes   that   
idea   less   simple   though,   is   how   the   behaviour   of   ‘do’,   as   well   as   the   
formation   of   interrogatives   throughout   the   rest   of   the   language,   
contradict   that   simple   idea.   As   I’ve   said,   it’s   easy   to   describe   what   is   
happening   in   each   individual   sentence   if   we   are   unconcerned   with   
those   truths   holding   their   ground   elsewhere   in   the   language.   If   we   
think   of   the   emphatic   ‘do’   (I   do   want)—which   is   often   overlooked   
altogether   in   English   courses,   let   alone   seen   so   early   on—then   we   
suddenly   have   a   coherent   platform   from   which   to   understand   
everything   else   ‘do’   does!     We   understand   ‘do’   as   something   
fundamentally   emphatic;   something   that   draws   our   attention   to   a   
sentence,   like   a   spoken   italic   print   ( Yo   quiero ,   ‘I   want’   -    Yo   sí   quiero! ,   
‘I   do   want!’).   We   make   an   effort   to   emphasise   how   ‘do’   doesn’t   
mean    sí    (‘yes’   in   Spanish),   it   is   simply   doing   the   same   thing   as    sí .   
‘Do’   is   described   as   a   function   word   which   doesn’t   have   a   meaning   
(later,   the   verbal   meaning   of   ‘to   do’   is   seen   in   the   wider   context   of   
homographs/homophones,   which   are   abundant   in   English).   Here   
comes   the   big   reframe:   negations   and   questions   are   necessarily   
emphatic   in   English   because   they   are   not   just   ‘any   old’   (affirmative)   
sentence!   As   such,   when   we   build   them,   we   begin   by   drawing   
attention   to   our   sentences   by   using   ‘do’.   In   this   way   (and   from   the   
perspective   of   the   learner),   we   are   first   giving   a   little   warning   in   
English   that   something   else   is   coming,   before   we   show    what    that   
something   else   is.   If   we   were   to   build   ‘you   do   not   want?’,   we   would   
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first   add   ‘do’   in   our   mental   process   in   order   to   highlight   the   
non-affirmative   nature   of   the   sentence,   and   we   would   only   then   add   
our   ‘not’.   We   don’t,   therefore,   think   of   ‘do   not’   or   ‘don’t’   as   our   
negation,   rather   we   understand   that   it   is   ‘not’   which   negates   (which   
is   true   throughout   the   language,   and   so   we   don’t   have   to   teach   that   
there   are   different   negations   in   different   tenses).   In   this   way,   we   are   
able   to   manage   ‘not’   for   the   negation,   the   inversion   for   the   question,   
and   ‘do’   for   both,   all   independently.   This   makes   sentences   like   ‘do   
you   not   want?’   simple   to   arrive   at,   as   long   as   we   are   managing   each   
element   in   the   correct   order,   that   is.     

For   verbs   that   don’t   use   ‘do’   (can,   must,   etc.)   it’s   simple:   we   
do   exactly   the   same   as   above—only   without   the   ‘warning’   step   of   
including   ‘do’.   All   the   other   rules   (‘not’   for   negation,   and   an   inversion   
for   questions),   remain   the   same   and   are   consistent   throughout   the   
language.   The   fact   that   some   verbs   don’t   use   ‘do’,   need   not   take   
away   from   the   coherence   or   stability   of   the   main   rule   we   have   
learnt,   especially   since   we   define   these   verbs   by   their   very   aversion   
to   ‘do’,   terming   them   ‘do-phobic’   (we   also   relate   this   to   how   most   of   
these   verbs   don’t   have   an   infinitive;   they   don’t   like   ‘do’   or   ‘to’!).   
Going   from   another   base   language,   we   might   not   refer   to   such   
words   (modals)   as   verbs,   but   they   very   much   are   verbs   from   the   
perspective   of   Spanish   at   least.     

For   past   tense   negatives   and   interrogatives,   the   information   
of   ‘past’   is   contained   in   ‘did’   rather   than   elsewhere,   and   apart   from   
that,   everything   else   is   the   same   as   in   the   present   tense.   This   
allows   for   some   opportune   weaving,   where   we   get   to   march   ahead   
with   past   negative   and   interrogative   sentences   before   addressing   
the   affirmative   ones   (which   have   their   own   past   forms   like   ‘wanted’   
or   ‘taught’).   What   we   have   done   by   reframing   how   ‘do’   is   usually   
understood   is   to   allow   the   present   and   past   tenses   to   fit   into   the   
rules   which   apply   to   the   rest   of   the   English   language:   ‘not’   for   
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negation,   inversion   for   question.   Thus,   we   don’t   have   to   make   
explanations   that   would   have   been   necessary   had   we   explained   the   
interrogative   with   a   simple   addition   of   ‘do/did’   at   the   beginning   of   a   
clause;   we   don’t   have   to   explain   why   in   the   present   and   past   there   
usually   is   no   inversion   for   the   question   whilst   elsewhere   in   the   
language   there   is.   Not   to   mention   having   to   weave   in   the   emphatic   
use   of   ‘do’   we   started   our   reframe   with.   We   have   turned   possibly   
tens   of   rules   and   instructions   into   a   few   recurring   and   omnipresent   
ideas,   which   any   verbal   structure   in   English   can   easily   confirm   and   
remind   us   of.   Such   an   idea   is   only   possible   if   we   are   really   
inhabiting   the   learner’s   mental   theatre.   The   idea   that   ‘do’   gives   
information   about   the   sentence   being   something   other   than   
affirmative,   requiring   us   to   then   confirm   what   kind   of   sentence   that   
is,   only   really   makes   sense   from   the   perspective   of   whoever   is   
building   the   sentence,   rather   than   whoever   might   be   looking   at   it   
fully   formed.   

It   is   easy   to   feel   small   under   the   weight   of   everything   that   has   
been   thought   of   and   taught   in   the   same   way   for   the   past   hundred   or   
thousand   years,   but   if   the   language   itself   offers   more   coherence   for   
our   explanations   than   the   time-honoured   ones,   then   our   
explanations   are   necessarily   closer   to   the   truth.   We   don’t   want   our   
confidence   to   turn   to   arrogance   though,   and   we   can’t   reshape   the   
language   around   ideas   we’d    like    to   be   true   if   the   language   doesn’t   fit   
into   them   by   itself.   We   mustn’t   stop    listening    to   the   target   language   
whilst   we   wrestle   new   ideas   with   old   ones,   as   the   target   language   
will   always   have   the   final   say   in   regard   to   what   is   reframable   and   
what   isn’t.   As   we   don’t   want   to   reproduce   ways   of   interpreting   the   
language   just   because   they   exist,   and   neither   do   we   want   to   try   to   
defy   them   just   because   they   exist,   we   can   appreciate   the   value   of   
being   both   progressive   and   conservative.   I   like   to   think   about   this   in   
the   following   way:   there   is   a   mushroom   in   the   forest,   nobody   eats   it.   
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The   reason   nobody   eats   it   is   probably   because   it   is   poisonous,   but   
there   may   be   other   reasons,   too.   Maybe   the   mushroom   was   thought   
to   represent   an   important   god   and   eating   from   it   was   once   
sacrilegious.   The   god   may   have   been   forgotten,   but   the   aversion   to   
the   mushroom,   not   so   much.   Maybe   the   mushroom   was   upsetting   to   
the   human   digestive   system   many   generations   ago,   but   isn’t   today,   
or   maybe   it   is   not   eaten   simply   because   nobody   knows   anything   
about   it,   as   a   newly   arrived   species   hopping   on   the   back   of   climate   
change.   The   point   is   that   it   is   progressiveness,   or   the   shunning   of   
conservatism,   which   represents   our   path   to   enjoying   this   mushroom,   
but   also   the   path   to   being   poisoned   by   it!   In   language   teaching,   if   we   
stick   to   the   way   the   language   is   traditionally   described,   we’ll   almost   
certainly   fall   short   of   a   great   course,   but   we’ll   also   fall   short   if   we   
make   an   effort   to   describe   the   language   in   an   alternative   way   just   
for   the   sake   of   innovation.   
  
  

1.6   We   Weave   
  

The   behaviour   of   a   language   is   arguably   like   a   plot.   The   only   
difference   between   a   conventional   plot   and   the   one   that   unfolds   
during   an   LT   course   is   that   in   conventional   plots   things   happen   in   a   
linear   order,   whereas   in   language   things   happen,   are   happening   
and   will   happen;   the   plot   is   free   of   linear   time.   Our   teaching   isn’t   free   
of   linear   time   of   course,   and   so   we   can   contextualise,   foreshadow   
and   make   sense   of   what   happens   in   a   language   using   the   very   
order   we   unfold   the   plot   in,   and   this   is   weaving.   For   our   own   
reference,   we’ll   want   to   create   ‘vertical’   (they   can   be   any   shape!)   
tables,   charts   and   diagrams   detailing   the   behaviour   of   the   new   
language,   as   per   Part   4,   ‘The   Nitty   Gritty’.   ‘Vertical’   in   this   sense   just   
means   grouping   obviously   related   information   together   in   the   same   
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place,   such   as   verb   conjugations,   noun   agreement,   or   phonetic   
issues.   But   this   is   not   how   we’ll   teach   a   language;   we   don’t   run   
through   lists   of   vertical   content   like   most   courses   do.   Language   
does   not   create   sentences   with   just   prepositions,   noun   declensions   
or   question   words,   and   thoughts   about   different   linguistic   elements   
must   conspire   to   construct   the   simplest   of   clauses.   And   this   is   the   
least   of   it;   not   only   is   learning   vertically   incompatible   with   learning   
through   sentence   building,   but,   as   seen,   coherence   often   runs   
‘horizontally’   in   a   language,   through   various   word   groups   and   
behaviours   of   the   language.   We   will   seldom   find   that   coherence   if   
only   thinking   about   our   content   vertically.   

We   might   also   find   our   course   order   unconsciously   influenced   
by   other   unspoken   norms   in   language   teaching,   such   as   beginning   
courses   with   common   phrases   such   as   ‘how   are   you?’   and   ‘where   
are   you   from?’,   irrespective   of   what’s   happening   structurally   in   those   
phrases.   Some   courses   decide   to   begin   with   numbers   or   colours   or   
the   weather—again,   irrespective   of   how   complicated   these   areas   
are   linguistically   and   how   much   prior   knowledge   should   have   ideally   
been   attained   previously   to   make   them   digestible.   In   Complete   
Spanish,   we   do   visit   common   phrases   like    ¿cómo   estás?    (how   are   
you?)   and    ¿cómo   te   llamas?    (what’s   your   name?)—two   sentences   
often   seen   at   the   beginning   of   Spanish   courses—but   we   do   so   only   
when   they   lend   themselves   to   our   course   structure,   instead   of   
lending   our   course   structure   to   them   (i.e.,   shaping   our   course   
around   a   desire   to   teach   such   phrases).   We   see    ¿cómo   estás?    not   
at   the   beginning   of   Complete   Spanish,   but   when   we   are   learning   the   
difference   between    ser    and    estar    (our   two   Spanish   verbs   for   ‘to   be’),   
contrasting    ¿cómo   estás?    (‘how   are   you?’)   with    ¿cómo   eres?    (‘what   
are   you   like?’).   When   we   learn    ¿de   dónde   eres?    (‘where   are   you   
from?’   or   more   literally   ‘from   where   are   you?’)   we   are   learning   how   
Spanish   does   not   end   sentences   in   prepositions,   and   we   also   take   
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the   opportunity   to   weave   in   the   difference   between    ser    and    estar   
again,   contrasting   our   verb   choice   in    ¿de   dónde   eres?    (‘where   are   
you   from?’)   with    ¿dónde   estás?    (‘where   are   you?’).   Not   only   does   
including   these   sentences   later   in   the   course—in   spite   of   their   
prevalence—serve   our   means   practically,   allowing   us   to   strengthen   
other   content,   but   we   also   create   some   ‘wow   moments’   in   which   the   
learner   gets   to   truly   understand   these   often   confusing   yet   
quintessential   Spanish   phrases.   Such   phrases   have   often   been   
heard   around   or   come   across   during   previous   attempts   at   learning   
the   language,   and   on   the   face   of   it,   they   seem   to   contradict   certain   
things   the   learner   knows   about   the   language.   For   example,   when   
we   teach    ¿cómo   te   llamas?    and   explain   how   this   reflexive   structure   
actually   means   ‘what   do   you   call    yourself ?’,   many   learners   have   the   
reaction   of   ‘ah,   I   was   wondering   why   ‘you’   was    te    there   and   not    tú !’   
(because   we   are   saying   ‘yourself’   and   not   ‘you’).   In   a   similar   way,   
we   don’t   see   the   word   for   ‘yes’   in   Complete   Swahili   until   very   late   in   
the   course.   This   is   because   the   word   actually   means   something   like   
‘indeed’,   and   is   used   in   other   structures,   with   various   morphologies.   
There   is   no   rush   to   teach   ‘yes’   just   because   it’s   a   common   word.   If   
our   learner   is   using   Swahili,   they’ll   pick   the   word   up   fast   enough   by   
themselves,   and   because   courses   are   so   short   (when   we   think   of   
them   in   terms   of   a   complete   study   of   a   language,   as    Complete   
courses   are   intended   to   be),   it   is   almost   irrelevant   in   what   order   
more   or   less   commonly   used   language   comes.   We   are   not   spacing   
our   course   out   over   years,   but   over   15-20   hours   which   can   be   
consumed   in   a   matter   of   weeks.     

In   short,   we   do   away   with   traditional   orders   of   presenting   
language   and   reclaim   our   freedom   to   reproduce   the   language   in   an   
order   which   helps   afford   it   sense   and   which   supports   the   way   we   
explain   it.   Our   course   order   (which   is   the   crudest   way   we   can   think   
about   ‘weaving’)   is   one   of   our   most   important   tools   as   teachers.   
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Whenever   we   teach   a   concept   that’s   new,   we   want   to   have   already   
visited   the   necessary   background   information   so   that   we   are   only   
ever   introducing   one   new   element   or   concept   at   a   time.   This   means   
being   conscious   throughout   our   course   writing   of   the   overall   
direction   in   which   we   are   headed   content-wise.   If   we   know   where   
we   are   headed,   we   are   better   suited   to   set   our   learners   up   for   
whatever   is   coming   whilst   exploring   other   areas   of   the   language,   
affording   the   learning   experience   with   a   confidence-inspiring   
coherence.   As   we   continue   to   write,   revise   and   reshape   our   course,   
pre-inserting   information   to   lead   up   to   where   we’ll   arrive,   we   weave   
together   a   course   in   which   the   order   that   information   is   presented   is   
responsible   for   much   of   its   effectiveness.   To   look   at   a   Language   
Transfer   course   in   terms   of   when   elements   (such   as   the   present   or   
past   tenses)   are   visited   is   such   a   complicated   feat   that   I   have   
refused   constant   requests   to   make   a   lesson   index   for   current   
courses.   A   simple   and   practical   lesson   index   doesn’t   work   for   LT   
courses   because   of   the   way   information   is   woven.   Whilst   a   certain   
tense   might   be   seen   mainly   in   tracks   23-26   for   example,   more   often   
than   not,   the   installation   of   various   related   ideas,   information   and   
perspectives   for   it   would   have   been   pre-inserted   in   many   earlier   
tracks.   Furthermore,   there   might   be   some   specific   characteristics   of   
the   tense   that   we   save   for   later,   maybe   scattered   throughout   tracks   
48-54   and   then   again   through   tracks   72-74.     

So,   the   first   and   maybe   most   important   point   about   weaving   
would   be   to   counter   both   natural   and   traditional   tendencies   to   
organise   information   in   a   manner   that   is   superficially   orderly.   Or   in   
other   words,   to   not   rescind   our   agency   over   each   and   every   detail   of   
our   course   order.   If   we   don’t   exercise   this   agency,   we   will   find   that   
the   order   in   which   we   present   information   dictates   our   explanations,   
rather   than   the   other   way   around.   For   this   reason,   when   we   think   
about   how   we   might   explain   anything   in   a   language,   we   need   to   
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bear   in   mind   how   we   might   explain   everything   else   in   the   language,   
and   how   such   explanations   might   interact   with   and   support   one   
another.   This   will   all   help   determine   how   we   weave.   All   this   said,   
writers   (and   it   still   happens   to   me)   will   find   themselves   falling   into   
the   trap   of   presenting   information   in   a   superficially   orderly   manner,   
and   this   is   absolutely   fine   as   long   as   it   forms   part   of   a   wider   
process.   I   often   find   myself   resolving   a   large   chunk   of   a   language   in   
a   small   section   of   writing,   and   this   is   to   just   get   some   wider   web   of   
connections   off   of   my   chest   and   down   on   to   paper.   Then,   once   I   go   
through   it   time   and   again,   the   short   section   quickly   becomes   divided   
over   various   pages   interwoven   with   numerous   other   elements,   both   
drawing   from   past   material   and   projecting   towards   coming   material.  
What   was   spread   over   one   page   suddenly   finds   itself   spread   over   
fifteen!   

Whilst   we   want   to   be   as   prepared   as   possible   before   we   start   
piecing   all   of   our   ideas   together   into   a   course,   many   opportunities   
for   amazing   weaving   are   spied   during   course   writing   and   editing   
itself   (rather   than   during   preparatory   phases),   and   sometimes   we   
might   even   stumble   upon   great   opportunities   for   weaving   all   by   
accident!   We   want   to   be   open-minded   enough   to   spot   them   though,   
and   the   less   we   are   fighting   to   adhere   to   our   plans,   the   more   we’ll   
‘hear’   the   language   when   it   suggests   pathways   to   us   during   our   
writing   sessions.   Below,   we   can   discuss   some   concrete   examples   of   
weaving:   

A   course   writer   could   be   forgiven   for   expecting   to   teach   
Spanish   demonstratives   (the   words   for   ‘this’,   ‘that’   etc.)   mostly   as   
vocabulary   items,   i.e.,   without   outlining   much   sense   around   them.   
The   order   in   which   we   choose   to   present   Spanish,   though,   and   the   
explanations   this   facilitates,   help   us   make   the   forms   of   the   
demonstratives   intuitive   and   sensible.   Whilst   the   feminine   
demonstratives    are    quite   intuitive   (ending    -a/-as    just   like   the   nouns   
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they   accompany:    esta   casa,    this   house   -    estas   casas ,   these   
houses),   for   the   masculine   we   have   a   slightly   more   complicated   
panorama:   we   have    este/ese    for   ‘this/that’,   and    estos/esos    for   
‘these/those’;   these   forms   do   not   always   resemble   the   nouns   they   
accompany   ( este   loro ,   this   parrot   -    estos   loros ,   those   parrots).   As   
this   panorama   does   still   offer   quite   some   coherence,   generally   
speaking   a   course   writer   might   be   unlikely   to   hunt   for   anything   
stronger,   and   decide   to   teach   the    -e/-os    endings   as   memory   items.   
This   temptation   to   prematurely   conform   will   be   increased   by   how   in   
English   (assuming   it   is   the   language   of   instruction),   there   is   also   an   
absence   of   apparent   logic   connecting   the   forms   of   the   
demonstratives.   If,   though,   we   are   looking   across   all   the   vertical   
representations   we   have   made   of   different   areas   of   the   language,   
we   might   notice   something   that   affords   coherence   to   all   the   
demonstrative   forms   rather   than   just   to   some.   Once   we   notice   it,   we   
have   only   to   weave   it   into   our   script!   If   we   first   learn   the   articles    el   
and    los    so   that   we   enter   the   topic   of   demonstratives   already   
comfortable   with   these   articles,   and   then   bring   them   up   again   before   
seeing   the   masculine   demonstratives   in   Spanish.   We   can   then   
relate   the   -E   in    este/ese    to   the   -E   in    el ,   and   the   -OS   of    estos/esos    to   
the   -OS   of    los .   This   also   fits   with   the   feminine   articles   which   are    la   
and    las .   We   choose   to   relate   demonstratives   to   the   articles   (with   
which   they   are   never   paired   in   real   sentences)   instead   of   connecting   
them   to   the   nouns   they   accompany   (which    is    what   we   see   in   real   
sentences).   We   haven’t   gotten   over   anything   especially   challenging   
with   this   weave,   but   we   have   done   something   very   important   which   
we’ll   aim   to   do   wherever   possible;   we   have   reduced   the   mental   
debris   that   is   inevitably   left   behind   as   we   progress   in   any   course.   
Having   to   remember   as   something   arbitrary   that    este/ese    use   -E   
and   that    estos/esos    use   -OS,   is   what   is   meant   by   ‘mental   debris’.   
Further   to   this,   intelligent   weaving   also   helps   generate   learner   
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confidence   in   our   courses,   as   learners   are   often   wowed   by   the   fact   
that   we   seem   to   be   able   to   uncover   real   sense   behind   so   much   of   
the   target   language.   Such   feelings   help   our   learner   really   submit   
themselves   to   the   course,   both   in   the   sense   of   trusting   that   they   can   
and   will   learn   the   target   language,   and   also   in   terms   of   following   our   
cues   regarding   how   to   participate   in   the   course   (see   ‘We   Cue’).   This   
YouTube   comment   helps   illustrate   the   desired   effect:    
  

‘Brilliant   explanation   of   the   connection   between   este   and   el,   and   
estos   and   los!   I   had   been   struggling   to   find   a   pattern   and   just   KNEW   
you   would   provide   the   key   in   one   of   these   fabulous   lessons...I   can't   
wait   to   listen   to   the   next   one   to   hear   what   new   mysteries   you   will   
unlock   in   simple   terms.’   
  

Not   only   does   the   above   explanation   fit   for   the   task   at   hand,   
but   also   for   the   neuter   gendered    esto/eso ,   which   we   can   relate   to   
the   word   for   ‘it’,   which   is    lo/ello.    This   can   be   woven   in   later   to   both   
present   the   neuter   demonstratives,   and   also   to   recap   the   logic   
behind   relating   articles   and   demonstratives   generally   in   Spanish.   
There   are   further   demonstratives   in   Spanish,   too:    aquel/los,   
aquella/s    for   ‘that/those   over   there’.   These   serve   as   an   example   of   
something   that   might   be   left   out   of   a   course   as   they   are   easily   
understood   and   picked   up   in   context   with   what    has    been   taught,   but   
they   could   have   equally   found   their   way   into   Complete   Spanish.   If   
they   had,   we   would   have   been   able   to   weave   the   same   logic   into   
those   forms   as   we   had   with    esos/estos    etc.    Aquel/aquellos    end   in   
-el/-los ,   i.e.,   they   still   draw   from   the   masculine   articles,   and   we   can   
make   a   similar   connection   between   the   feminine    aquella/aquellas   
and    la/las .   We   would   of   course   have   to   be   comfortable   enough   with   
the   pronunciation   and   spelling   of   the   double   L   (which   we   are   likely   
to   be   by   the   time   we   get   around   to   these   demonstratives)   so   that   the   
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/y/   sound   it   renders   doesn’t   overwhelm   us   such   that   we   cannot   see   
the    -la/-las    (etc.)   that   the   words   end   in.   We   would   be   unlikely   to   
introduce    aquel    at   the   same   time   as   the   other   demonstratives,   
preferring   instead   to   take   some   distance,   and   then   revisit   the   ‘old’   
demonstratives   to   weave   in   the   new   ones.   An   ‘over   there’   
demonstrative   is   not   especially   intuitive   to   English   speakers,   so   it   
should   enjoy   a   separate   focus,   and   shoving   these   forms   in   with   
everything   else   would   probably   result   in   too   high   a   cognitive   load   to   
take   that   focus   on.   Also,   the   forms   of   the   ‘over   there’   demonstratives   
are   starkly   different   to   the    est-/es-    forms.   In   fact,    aquel -words   seem   
to   be   built   from    acá/aquí ,   the   Spanish   words   for   ‘here’.   Although   that   
is   entirely   counterintuitive   with   the   distance   implied   by   those   
demonstratives,   if   done   well   and   at   the   right   time,   it   could   be   
discussed   without   causing   confusion,   by   looking   at   the   historical   
rationale   behind   those   forms.     However   we   weave   this   all   together,   
we   must   have   ‘pre-inserted’   teaching   of   the   articles   and   also   drawn   
attention   to   their   forms   so   that   we   do   not   end   up   with   a   block   of   
course   time   in   which   we   are   teaching   articles   for   the   first   time   and   
then   directly   expanding   them   into   the   demonstratives.   When   we   
come   to   demonstratives,   we   need   to   feel   that   we   already   know,   are   
familiar   with,   and   dominate   the   articles   in   Spanish   so   that   we   are   
expanding   what   we   know   (rather   than   what   we   are   just   learning)   into   
a   new   area,   and   get   to   focus   on   that   new   area.   There   may   be   
arguments   for   teaching   the   articles   and   demonstratives   together,   but   
that   vertical   decision   shouldn’t   be   automatic.   If   it   isn’t,   then   we   can   
consciously   weigh   it   against   the   reasons   for   spreading   the   
information   out   over   time   and   interweaving   it.   

Now   that   we’re   here,   we   can   also   look   hypothetically   at   how   
we   might   teach   the   English   demonstratives   ‘this/these’   and   
‘that/those’.   Whichever   way   we   frame   it   (‘this/these’   vs.   
‘that/those’ —grouping   by   space ,   or   ‘this/that’   vs.   
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‘these/those’ —grouping   by   number),   there   is   little   in   the   way   of   
direct   rules   or   overriding   sense   we   can   offer   to   treat   these   forms   as   
anything   other   than   vocabulary   items,   but   there    is    something   to   
make   this   all   the   more   memorable,   which   skillful   weaving   can   help   
prop   up!   If   we   are   more   or   less   aware   of   how   we   will   address   each   
element   of   English   from   the   outset,   we’ll   know   that   when   it   comes   to   
talking   about   the   past   tense,   we’ll   ease   the   learning   of   the   irregular   
past   forms   of   English   (‘swim’   to   ‘swam’,   ‘run’   to   ‘ran’)   by   showing   
how —historically,   at   least —speakers   demonstrated   time   by   
stretching   out   the   vowel   sound!   The   vowel   is   being   drawn   out   (or   
longer   vowels   are   being   chosen)   to   somehow   represent   the   passing   
of   time.   Now,   this   in   itself   feels   pretty   far-fetched,   especially   when   
explained   simply   (although   it   does   indeed   appear   to   be   true),   but   we   
can   mention   other   languages   that   play   with   sound   in   this   abstract   
way   in   order   to   convince   the   student   that   this   is   happening:   Greek   
moves   the   stress   back   one   syllable   to   show   the   past   tense,   Spanish   
throws   the   stress   forward   for   the   future.   Now   it   is   less   of   a   stretch   for   
the   imagination   to   grasp   what   English   does   for   its   irregular   pasts,   
and,   at   the   same   time,   we   are   increasing   language   consciousness   
in   showing   how   language   might   play   with   sound   in   such   ways.   If   we   
decide   to   save   demonstratives   for   once   we’ve   already   seen   the   
irregular   English   past,   we   can   then   pose   the   question:   ‘are   the   
demonstratives   doing   something   similar,   are   we   stretching   out   the   
vowels   to   represent   more   than   one   of   something,   for   the   plural?’   We   
don’t   know,   and   it   is   a   loose   connection.    We   don’t   need   to   offer   it   as   
a   concrete   explanation,   but   simply   as   an   interesting   consideration.   
Prompting   our   students   to   think   about   such   possibilities   and   to   cross   
reference   their   knowledge   does   wonders   for   the   memory,   both   
during   the   course   and   for   their   future   interaction   with   the   language .   
Our   learner   can   now   think   about   which   of   ‘this’   and   ‘these’   or   ‘that’   
and   ‘those’   has   the   long   vowel   in   order   to   decide   which   is   the   plural.   
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When   they   do   that,   they   are   reminding   themselves   also   of   the   
situation   in   the   past   tense.   None   of   this   has   been   employed   as   of   
yet   as   Introduction   to   English   for   Spanish   Speakers   remains   an   
introduction   and   hasn’t   reached   this   topic,   but   these   ideas   were   
conceived   whilst   planning   that   course   in   order   to   make   sure   that   
whatever   is   in   the   Introduction   both   leads   to   and   doesn’t   step   on   the   
toes   of   coming   explanations.   

In   Swahili,   when   we   learn   the   negative   subject   sounds   for   
verbs,   we   save   the   first   person   until   last.   This   is   unintuitive   on   the   
surface   of   it,   not   because   it’s   called   the   ‘first’   person,   but   because   
this   is   the   person   we   most   often   speak   about   (ourselves).   
Nevertheless,   to   reproduce   the   negative   subject   sounds   in   order   of   
frequency   here   would   be   an   example   of   superficial   ordering.   We   
save   the   first   person   until   last   because   it   is   the   exception.   For   other   
persons   we   add    ha-    to   the   subject   sound   to   achieve   the   negative,   
whereas   in   the   case   of   ‘I’,    ni ,   it   turns   into    si    in   the   negative   (rather   
than    hani *).   Apart   from   the   fact   that   we   weave   around   this   form   (i.e.,   
we   save   it   for   later)   to   make   our   general   rule   of   adding    ha-    stronger,   
we   also   use    ni/si    to   establish   coherence   elsewhere   in   the   language.   
This   is   achieved   as   a   result   of   weaving   that   began   much   earlier   on   
in   the   course.   At   various   times   in   Complete   Swahili   we   talk   about   
how   Swahili   recycles   grammatical   sounds:    ku    represents   both   the   
infinitive,   the   negative   past,   the   word   for   ‘you’   as   an   object,   and   a   
noun   group!    Ni    means   both   ‘I/me’,   ‘is/are/am’   and   also   ‘in’   when   
hooked   on   to   the   end   of   a   noun,    je    is   both   a   question   particle   and   
means   ‘how’.   As   a   culmination   of   this   idea   of   ‘Swahili   the   great   
recycler’,   we   see   that   even   in   the   case   of   our   negative    ni ,   Swahili   
recycles.   Even   though   ‘is/are/am’   and   ‘I/me’   are   not   related,   the   
negative   of   ‘is/are/am’   is   formed   in   the   same   way   as   the   negative   of   
‘I’:    ni    becomes    si .   Just   taking   a   moment   to   show   how   even   in   this   
odd   circumstance   Swahili   is   recycling,   makes   the   forms   more   
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memorable.   The   idea   comes   together   well   because   it   was   foreseen   
and   foreshadowed   well,   rather   than   everything   coming   together   in   
one   moment.   That’s   weaving!   

The   Greek   and   German   noun   cases   also   provide   us   with   a   
wonderful   example   of   how   we   can   afford   sense   to   (or   discover   
sense   within)   an   intimidating   panorama   through   the   help   of   weaving.   
In   German,   we   reactivate   a   previous   consonant   shift   (English   TH   
becoming   German   D)   to   make   forming   the   words   for   ‘the’   more   
memorable.   We   first   learn   the   feminine   and   plural   ‘the’   which   is    die ,   
referencing   the   variant   English   pronunciation   /thii/   for   ‘the’   so   that   
the   consonant   shift   in   the   word   might   be   more   directly   appreciated.   
As   mentioned,    die    is   the   feminine   and   plural   ‘the’   in   German,   but   we   
present   it   first   to   take   advantage   of   the   similarity   in   pronunciation   
with   the   English   word   ‘the’,   when   pronounced   /thii/.   When   we   learn   
das    and    der    for   the   neuter   and   masculine   ‘the’   respectively,   our   
weaving   of   the   consonant   shift   has   made   it   slightly   more   intuitive   for   
us   to   separate   D-   (as   pertaining   to   the   TH-   of   ‘the’)   from   the   endings   
- ie,     -as    and    -er .   This   helps   us   show   how   the   German   words   for   ‘the’   
have   come   from   the   words   for   ‘it,   he’   and   ‘she’:   feminine/plural    die    is   
D-   plus    sie    (she/they),   masculine    der    is   D-   plus    er    (he),   and   the   
neuter    das    is   D-   plus    es    (it).   So   far,   in   the   mental   theatre   of   the   
learner,   the   above   just   seems   like   a   great   way   to   internalise   the   
three   words   for   ‘the’   we   have   to   learn   in   German,   but   we   are   only   
inches   up   the   thread!   When   it   comes   to   case,   this   same   idea   will   
help   us   make   what   is   otherwise   a   frighteningly   senseless   panorama   
that   must   be   learnt   by   memory,   into   a   walk   in   the   park!   The   simple   
idea   of   the   relationship   between   the   pronouns   and   the   words   
meaning   ‘the’   can   carry   all   the   way   through   the   language   to   justify,   
for   example,   how   the   feminine    die    ends   up   just   like   the   masculine   
der    when   it’s   the   article   for   an   indirect   object.   ‘To   her’   is    ihr ,   so   when   
we   say   ‘to   the   lady’,    die   Frau    (the   lady)   becomes    der   Frau    because   
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‘the’   will   be   the   sum   of   D-   (from   the   TH   to   D   consonant   shift)   and    ihr   
(to   her).   It   is   relatively   unimportant   that   the   vowel   sound   of    ihr   
changes   in    der ,   as   we’ve   already   seen   examples   of   such   changes,   
as   with    das    which   was   D-   plus    es .   This   interplay   of   ideas   (weaving)   
renders   German   case   so   much   more   forthcoming   than   it   would   
otherwise   be,   and   begins   very   early   on   in   the   course.   Complete   
Greek   does   things   slightly   differently   in   that   we   don’t   build   the   words   
for   ‘the’   from   pronouns;   we   can   literally   take   the   pronouns   as   they   
are   and   use   them   for   ‘the’.   Contrasting   these   two   courses   and   
paying   particular   attention   to   differences   in   how   they   weave   together   
grammatical   case,   can   be   a   valuable   study   into   the   finer   points   of   
weaving   and   shaping   explanations   around   the   specific   nature   of   a   
target   language.   

We   can   finish   with   yet   another   hypothetical   (i.e.,   unrecorded)   
example   of   weaving!   In   German   ‘the   big   tree’   is    der   groß e    Baum   
and   ‘a   big   tree’   is    ein   groß er    Baum .   ‘The   big   house’   is   ‘ das     groß e   
Haus’   and    ‘a   big   house’   is    ein     groß es    Haus.    ...The   word   for   ‘big’   is   
groß !   I   sat   with   my   native   speaker   volunteers   when   this   came   up   
with   a   breathy   exclamation   resounding   of   ‘really!’   and   ‘but   why?!’.   
How   was   I   to   explain   this?   As   is   often   the   case,   the   release   of   
tension   that   can   come   with   embracing   despair   lowers   obstacles   in   
the   mind,   and   it   came   to   me   there   and   then   how   we   might   justify   
this.   Of   course,   we   are   always   aiming   to   explain   things   if   we   can,   
rather   than   teach   that   things   just    are ,   which   then   represent   a   strain   
on   our   course.   Sometimes   such   strains   are   inevitable,   but   always   
less   often   than   what   we   first   imagine.   It   was   thinking   of   those    -e,   -er,   
-es    endings   that   appeared   on    groß ,   and   how   the   latter   two   looked   
like    der    and    das,    that   made   me   consider   that   maybe   the   language   
was   marking   definiteness.   But   how,   if   we   are   saying   ‘ a    tree,    a   
house’?!   The   use   of   the   adjective   could   arguably   be   adding   a   
definite   element;   of   course   ‘a   big   tree’   is   more   definite   (in   that   it   is   
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more   specific)   than   ‘a   tree’,   and   thus   that   feeling   of   ‘the’,   that   
definite   feeling   which   the   adjectival   information   provokes,   is   added   
on   to   the   adjective   ( -er    corresponds   to    der ,    -es    to    das ).   When   we   do   
have   a   definite   article   as   in   ‘the   big   tree’,    der     große   Baum ,   we   only   
use   an   -E   to   connect   the   adjective   to   its   noun   (which   we   can   
understand   as   a   separate   function   and   weave   into   grammatical   
case).   Once   we   come   up   with   an   idea   like   this—and   after   we   have   
run   all   the   mental   tests   we   need   to   in   order   to   prove   that   it’s   
true—then   we   need   to   think   about   how   to   pre-weave   elements   of   
the   idea   into   our   course   so   that   we   don’t   end   up   with   one   dense   and   
concentrated   patch   in   the   moment   the   subject   arises.   We   might   do   
that   by   drawing   attention   to   elements   of   definiteness   in   the   language   
on   the   buildup   to   this   feature.   A   tension   contour   could   also   be   
formed   by   making   references   to   definiteness,   the   relevance   of   which   
our   learners   would   not   understand   in   the   moment.   When   we   get   to   
the   adjectives   and   make   use   of   this   consciousness   of   definiteness   
we   have   created,   that   tension   would   be   resolved.   
  
  

1.7   We   Mask   Repetition   
  

We   don’t   expect   that   hearing   something   just   the   once   is   
enough   to   learn   it,   but   at   the   same   time,   we   definitely   avoid   rote   
repetition   or   indeed   anything   that   feels   like   it.   Not   only   is   obvious   
repetition   boring,   but   it   is   also   disengaging   for   reasons   other   than   
being   boring.   The   more   we   overtly   repeat,   the   more   our   learners’   
minds   will   begin   to   abandon   conscious   thought   processes   in   
preference   for   more   intuitive   ones,   until   they   forget   their   process   
and   just   ‘know’   the   answer.   This   is   a   natural   consequence   of   
internalising   information   and   is   necessary   for   fluency,   but   a   lesser   
version   of   this   internalisation   would   also   be   a   consequence   of   overt   
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repetition.   The   key   concept   here,   then,   would   be   what   we   might   
term   ‘masked   repetition’.   We   are   constantly   repeating   in   the   
Thinking   Method,   but   most   of   this   repetition   goes   entirely   unnoticed.   
Repetition   is   also   a   necessary   part   of   weaving   (above);   when   we   
summon   something   we   have   already   visited   in   order   to   weave   it   into   
something   else,   we   are   also   repeating.   But   apart   from   occurring   as   
a   natural   consequence   of   weaving,   we   will   also   be   taking   steps   to   
constantly   repeat   information   during   course   time,   and   to   disguise   
that   repetition,   too.   During   a   course,   we   are   constantly   shifting   our   
focus   on   to   new   elements   of   the   language,   but   at   the   same   time,   we   
are   employing   previously   visited   elements   of   the   language   to   build   
our   sentences.   In   this   way,   much   repetition   happens   by   the   by,   and   
if   we   are   consciously   aware   of   all   the   ideas   we   are   revisiting   even   
when   our   main   focus   is   elsewhere,   we   can   be   especially   
opportunistic   about   a   lot   of   the   repetition   we   include   during   a   
course.   We   don’t   want   repetition   to    feel    repetitive   for   the   reasons   
discussed   above,   but   neither   do   we   want   our   courses   to   actually    be   
repetitive   in   terms   of   their   structure,   no   matter   how   well   we   hide   it.   
The   mind   is   a   cleverly   lazy   thing,   and   will   quickly   abandon   the   
thought   processes   that   we   are   installing   in   favour   of   shortcuts.   This   
is   more   likely   to   happen   when   we   repeat   too   much   because   the   
subconscious   mind   is   better   able   to   hunt   for   patterns   and   templates   
in   order   to   form   the   target   sentences   with   minimal   effort,   and   these   
shortcuts   will   bypass   the   conscious   processes   we   want   to   establish.   
Shortcuts   are   often   simplifications   of   the   rules   given,   and   whilst   
these   simplifications   might   work   for   the   target   sentences   at   hand   
(and   so   render   the   shortcuts   harder   to   detect   by   the   teacher),   they   
will   probably   not   work   for   the   wider   applications   we’ll   want   to   give  
our   own   explanations   later   on   in   the   course   (otherwise   the   teacher   
would   have   chosen   such   a   shortcut   for   their   own   explanation).   All   of   
this   said,   not   overtly   repeating   should   not   be   understood   as   a   strict   
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rule.   For   example,   at   times   it   might   be   reassuring   for   our   learners   to   
hear   the   same   thing   repeated.   What   we   are   doing   in   this   section   is   
describing   ways   in   which   we   can   mask   repetition   when   we   deem   it   
beneficial   to   do   so:   

Masking   repetition   might   mean   something   as   simple   as   
slightly   changing   our   wording   when   we   repeat   an   explanation   or   
instruction.   This   also   seeks   to   cue   the   learner   to   not   get   too   hung   up   
on   literal   instructions/explanations,   but   on    understanding    (see   ‘We   
Cue’).   Very   often   in   the   courses,   the   same   thing   is   repeated   back   
with   slightly   different   wording.   We   might   say   ‘the   accent   goes   on   the   
second-to-last   syllable’   and   a   breath   later,   repeat   how   the   accent   is   
on   the   ‘penultimate   syllable’.   Of   course,   both   expressions   mean   the   
same   thing,   but   the   change   of   wording   does   help   to   mask   the   
repetition.   Opening   any   course   transcript   at   any   page   is   likely   to   
provide   numerous   examples   of   this   type   of   repetition.   

Alternative   explanations   (rather   than   alternative   wording)   
might   also   be   a   means   by   which   we   mask   repetition.   This   is   rarer   
than   masking   repetition   through   a   change   in   wording   because   when   
we   give   alternative   explanations,   they   must   not   negatively   interfere   
with   other   ideas   we   have   constructed   or   will   construct.   An   example   
can   be   drawn   from   the   Introduction   to   Arabic   course.   When   we   
discuss   word   patterns,   we   advise   learners   that   they   can   think   about   
the   interaction   between   roots   and   patterns   in   one   of   two   ways:   we   
can   use   a   pattern   template   in   which   we   insert   root   sounds,   so—as   
previously   described—we   can   think   of   a   pattern   in   terms   of   ‘1st   
root- i -2nd   root- aa -3rd   root- a ’,   or   alternatively,   we   can   connect   that   
pattern   to   a   specific   vocabulary   item   such   as    sifaara    (embassy),   and   
learn   to   identify   and   replace   the   root   sounds   (/s/f/r/,   in   this   case).   
Using   both   explanations   not   only   teaches   two   different   techniques   
which   might   be   more   or   less   useful   in   different   circumstances,   and   
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that   respond   to   different   types   of   learners,   but   alternating   between   
the   explanations   can   also   help   us   mask   repetition.     

New   sounds   tend   to   give   us   some   nice   examples   of   masked   
repetition.   Of   course,   many   new   sounds   need   to   be   repeated   (and   
heard)   often,   in   order   to   be   mastered.   If   we   try   to   do   this   all   in   one   
go,   though,   urging   our   student   to   listen   to   and   repeat   a   new   sound   
until   they   have   mastered   it,   we   will   inevitably   cause   our   learner   to   
tense   their   mouth   unnaturally,   and   this   will   make   the   production   of   
the   sound   much   more   challenging.   Instead,   we   want   to   abandon   
and   return   to   the   sound   to   allow   our   learner   to   make   various   
attempts   at   it   in   a   relaxed   state.   When   we   do   so,   we   can   reduce   the   
sensation   of   repetition   (which   might   very   well   cause   the   mouth   to   
tense   up   straight   away,   as   if   by   trauma)   by   describing   the   sound   in   
many   alternative   ways.   We   may   discuss   what   we   should   aim   to   do   
with   our   sound-making   apparatus   in   order   to   reproduce   the   sound   
(both   in   terms   of   actions   and   omissions),   or   how   the   sound    feels ,   
how   it   is   spelt,   or   how   it   sounds   similar   or   is   produced   similarly   to   
another   sound   we   know   from   the   base   language.   

A   great   way   to   mask   repetition   is   through   our   feedback   to   the   
target   sentences   produced   by   the   learner.   The   target   sentence   is   of   
course   repeated   back   for   practical   reasons,   such   as   allowing   our   
remote   learner   to   hear   the   sentence   altogether   or   for   indirect   error   
correction   (see   ‘We   Correct   Correctly’),   but   we   can   use   this   moment   
for   affirmations   (repetitions)   about   our   processes,   too.   Such   
repetitions   can   be   improvised   or   scripted.   We   can   add   things   like   
‘good,   you   removed   the    -ar    ending   which   means   ‘to’   and   you   added   
an   -O   for   ‘I’,   and   extra   well   done   for   pulling   the   accent   back   to   the   
penultimate   syllable,   to   the   second-to-last   syllable.’   Here,   we   
manage   to   repeat   three   movements,   and   one   of   them   we   actually   
repeat   twice,   as   if   we   were   elaborating   on   what   ‘penultimate’   
means.   At   another   opportunity,   we   might   want   to   focus   on   just   one   
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element   of   the   mental   process   in   our   feedback,   or   on   none   at   all,   
and   so   the   way   we   provide   feedback   doesn’t   become   repetitive   
either   (as   it   would   if   we   were   to   always   repeat   back   the   entire   
mental   process).   This   way,   we   can   expect   to   enjoy   more   of   our   
learner’s   attention   when   we   make   those   repetitions   in   the   feedback   
we   give,   rather   than   learners   tuning   them   out   because   they   feel   they   
already   know   what’s   coming.   

In   regard   to   masking   repetitive   target   sentences   in   
themselves,   we   often   make   small   changes   in   the   sentences   in   order   
to   shift   the   learner’s   focus,   whilst   still   requiring   them   to   reproduce   
the   processes   of   the   previous,   main   focus.   For   example,   we   might   
change   the   verb   or   noun   of   a   target   sentence,   or   make   an   
affirmative   sentence   interrogative   even   if   the   interrogative   is   
produced   just   with   intonation.   We   might   introduce   or   shift   focus   to   a   
contraction   that   can   occur   in   the   target   sentence,   or   we   might   
contrast   a   structure   with   something   else   in   the   language   similar   in   
form   but   different   in   meaning.   As   per   previous   discussion,   the   
important   thing   is   for   the   target   sentences   to   not    feel    repetitive   when   
we   don’t   want   them   to,   and   there   are   endless   creative   means   to   
arrive   at   that   end.   

  
  

1.8   We   Cue   
  

From   the   beginning   of   our   course   (and,   most   importantly,    at   
the   beginning)   we   are   letting   the   learner   in   on   what   we   expect   from   
their   participation.   They   must   pause,   think   things   through,   and   
answer   out   loud.   They   mustn’t   obsess   with   remembering,   they   must   
relax,   they   must   concentrate   when   they   need   to,   they   must   let   go   of   
what   we    have    looked   at   to   focus   on   what   we    are    looking   at,   and   
trust   that   we   won’t   let   them   forget.   Our   learner   must   think   slowly   to   
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learn   quickly,   and   understand   that   they   cannot   expect   to   do   any   of   
this   on   autopilot.   They   must   also   know   that   they   are   able   to   clarify   
anything   they   need   to   through   the   periodic   repetitions   we   provide,   
and   at   the   same   time,   not   distract   themselves   with   irrelevant   
questions   which   generate   doubt;   instead   trusting   that   these   will   
sooner   or   later   be   answered.   Apart   from   the   introduction   track  
where   we   explain   to   our   students   how   they   are   expected   to   interact   
with   our   course,   we   must   also   cue   this   throughout   our   lessons.   We   
also   cue   our   learners   away   from   bad   habits   that   we   might   expect   
them   to   display   at   one   time   or   another.   These   bad   habits   include   
actively   memorising,   trying   to   simplify   the   teacher's   rules   (to   a   
complex   peril!)   and   answering   target   sentence   requests   as   tests   
(trying   to   spit   out   the   correct   answer   as   quickly   as   possible),   rather   
than   engaging   with   them   as   exercises   (an   opportunity   to   think   about   
and   consolidate   what   we   are   learning).   The   most   important   lessons   
for   cueing   what   we   expect   from   our   learners   are   the   first   ones,   and   
so   there   are   ample   examples   of   this   type   of   cueing   in   Part   3   where   
we   analyse   the   first   tracks   of   current   courses.   

Cueing   allows   us   to   work   on   two   levels;   generally   speaking   
we   work   on   the   explicit   level   through   our   explanations   and   
instructions,   but   with   cueing   we   get   to   also   work   through   the   implicit.   
If   we   imagine   overtly   explaining   everything   which   is   normally   implied   
in   a   course,   it   is   easy   to   appreciate   how   cueing   allows   us   to   reduce   
cognitive   load   and   declutter   our   courses.   Below   are   some   examples   
of   the   types   of   things   we   might   cue   during   a   course:   
  

Cueing   different   types   of   information   
  

During   the   courses,   we   give   information   for   many   different   
reasons,   and   this   means   that   we   give   different    types    of   information.   
We   might   be   giving   key   or   essential   information   (which   we’ll   need   
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the   learner   to   manipulate),   supporting   information,   or   information   for   
interest.   Much   of   this   information   is   superficially   superfluous   (that   is   
to   say,   not   essential   to   building   our   target   sentences).   For   example,   
we   often   go   off   on   tangents   to   increase   language   or   learning   
consciousness   whilst   simultaneously   resetting   a   cognitive   load   
contour.   When   we   do   such   things   and   give   non-key   information,   we   
can   cue   as   such   with   our   wording   and   intonation.   How   exactly   each   
individual   teacher   might   cue   this   in   their   voice   will   be   quite   personal,   
but   being   conscious   that   we   want   to   cue   something   is   generally   
enough   to   communicate   it   effectively.   We   can   also   make   an   effort   to   
be   consistent   in   the   way   we   cue,   so   that   the   learner   picks   up   on   our   
cues   more   intuitively   throughout   the   length   of   a   course.   The   best   
way   to   make   sure   we   are   cueing   in   the   right   way   and   in   the   right   
moments   regarding   what   type   of   information   we   are   giving,   is   simply   
to   make   sure   that   we   know   exactly   what   we   are   doing   at   each   point   
in   our   course   as   we   are   teaching   it.   If   we   have   put   all   the   work   into   
our   script   that   it   requires,   we   should   be   very   familiar   with   our   course   
and   know   exactly   what   we   are   doing   at   each   point,   and   what   it’s   
leading   to.   If   we   are   aware   of   that,   cueing   the   importance   of   different   
types   of   information   might   be   mostly   natural   and   organic.   

In   this   way,   we   can   also   appreciate   the   interplay   between   
cueing   and   managing   cognitive   load;   we   cannot   very   well   reset   
cognitive   load   with   curious   offshoots   if   our   learner   believes   that   all   
information   is   equally   vital.   This   would   mean   we   have   no   freedom   to   
impart   non-essential   information.     
  

Cueing   different   aims   
  

We   need   our   learner   to   understand   that   we   don’t   expect   them   
to   just   ‘know’   what   they   have   practiced,   and   that   they   should   not   
attempt   to   produce   target   sentences   from   memory,   but   rather    find   
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them,   time   and   again.   We   are   not   aiming   for   fluency   during   the   
course,   but   to   set   up   the   framework   that   will   make   fluency   a   sure   
thing   as   long   as   our   learner   finds   opportunities   to   use   the   language   
and   analyse   it.   We   are   cueing   this,   for   example,   when   we   remind   
our   learners   that   the   target   sentences   are   not   tests,   or   when   we   
hypothetically   describe   our   learner   being   in   an   imaginary   live   
setting,   thinking   their   way   through   an   idea   to   arrive   at   a   particular   
sentence.     

Our   courses   have   a   particular   focus   on   the   spoken   language   
and   this   is   both   said   (explicitly)   and   cued   (implicitly).   This   means   
that   things   we   discuss   which   do   not   pertain   to   the   spoken   language   
(such   as   grammatical   variations   in   writing)   are   cued   as   secondary   or   
by   the   by   information   (unless,   of   course,   the   information   is   being   
given   for   some   other   reason).   Still,   in   most   courses   we   spell   words   
out   but   this   is   for   many   different   reasons,   none   of   which   pertain   to   
writing.   For   example,   speakers   of   different   languages   can   be   prone   
to   hearing   different   sounds,   such   as   a   P   rather   than   a   B,   or   a   hard   G  
as   a   K.   We   might   also   spell   a   word   out   to   make   a   grammatical   point   
or   to   hint   at   the   word’s   origin.   Whatever   the   case,   to   be   able   to   use   
the   resource   of   spelling   a   word   out,   we   first   need   to   be   sure   our   
learner   doesn’t   think   they   necessarily   need   to   learn   that   spelling.   

Even   though   we   are   indeed   focused   on   the   spoken   language,   
at   the   same   time   we   are   cueing   to   our   learners   that,   as   teachers,   we   
are   less   concerned   with   their   pronunciation   than   we   are   with   their   
grammatical   decisions.   This   is   because   the   best   way   to   improve   
pronunciation   is   to   use   and   listen   to   the   language,   and   we   leave   
most   of   that   to   our   learner’s   post-course   journey.   We   may   delve   into   
pronunciation   for   a   number   of   reasons,   but   at   the   same   time   we   are   
often   cueing   that   our   learner   need   not   get   it   right   just   yet.   Such   cues   
might   come   in   the   form   of   saying   things   like   ‘and   we’ll   improve   this   
sound   the   more   we   hear   it’,   or   giving   feedback   such   as   ‘better!’   
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when   a   learner   is   attempting   a   pronunciation,   and   then   moving   
swiftly   on,   showing   that    perfecting    the   sound   is   not   our   main   
concern   right   now.   The   latter   might   also   be   used   to   resolve   a   
tension   contour;   trying   to   get   their   mouths   around   unfamiliar   sounds   
can   be   one   of   the   most   frustration-inducing   tasks   for   learners.   
  

Cueing   implicit   imports   
  

We   indirectly   cue   in   all   our   courses   that   if   the   learner   hasn’t   
been   told   something   is   different   in   the   target   language,   they   can   
assume   it   works   as   in   the   language   of   instruction.   Such   a   thing   
helps   us   understand   the   importance   of   being   implicit   rather   than   
explicit;   were   we   to    say    this,   it   might   be   taken   all   too   literally   and   
lead   to   all   kinds   of   problems.   Such   implicit   importation   is   most   
starkly   noticeable   (and   most   obviously   sensible)   when   it   comes   to   
word   order.   For   example,   the   word   order   adjustment   that   occurs   in  
English   with   question   words   (where,   what,   etc.)   is   implicitly   imported   
from   English   if   it   occurs   in   the   target   language.   The   change   under   
discussion   is   how,   for   example,   ‘where’   occurs   in   a   different   position   
than   ‘here,   there’—compare   ‘you   go    there ’   with   ‘ where    do   you   go?’.   
All   such   words   refer   to   space   in   a   similar   way,   yet   in   English   the   
question   word   takes   a   different   position   to   the   others   (in   Arabic   for   
example,   it   doesn’t).   To   avoid   reinventing   the   wheel   in   transferring   
such   things   over   from   the   base   to   the   target   language   implicitly,   we   
need   our   learner   to   follow   the   base   language   word   order   unless   
instructed   otherwise.   Whilst   this   is   mostly   natural,   it   is   still   cued   from   
very   early   on   in   courses   simply   by   how   we   break   target   sentences   
up   with   the   learner,   and   with   the   omissions   in   our   explanations.   The   
trust   we   create   with   our   learner   by   not   asking   them   for   target   
sentences   which   we   have   not   first   given   them   ample   means   to   
generate   is   also   important.   This   helps   our   learner   assume   that   if   
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they   haven’t   already   been   instructed   regarding   the   nature   of   
something,   then   they   already   know   the   nature   of   it.   When   this   
breaks   down,   (i.e.,   the   learner   is   making   unnecessary   changes   to   
the   base   language,   maybe   through   overthinking)   we   can   simply   
divide   it   up   into   smaller   parts   to   retain   its   order.   

  
Cueing   submission   
  

We   also   cue   a   certain   amount   of   submission   in   our   courses,   
or   maybe   ‘trust’   is   a   nicer   word.   We   are   constantly   cueing   to   our   
learner   that   we   are   in   control   of   the   learning   process,   and   that   they   
can   and   must   let   go   of   many   bad   habits   to   enjoy   what   this   learning   
experience   has   to   offer.   Learners   can’t   be   making   their   own   rules   
out   of   ours   (and   many   bright   learners   might   already   be   well   versed   
in   this   habit   by   means   of   surviving   more   traditional   educational   
practices),   worrying   about   what   they   don’t   know,   or   trying   to   
mentally   make   their   own   vertical   reference   summaries   out   of   the   
information   we   are   piecing   together   for   them   horizontally.   Arabic   
connects   the   meanings   of   ‘submission’   and   ‘peace’   with   its   /s/l/m/   
root   set;   we   can   see   the   truth   in   that   in   the   way   we   need   our   learner   
to   enter   that   peaceful,   secure   space   of   positive   submission!   We   
need   learners   to   be   entirely   present   on   the   route   we   are   taking   them   
down.   We   need   them   to   trust   that   we   will   explain   everything   they   
need   to   know,   that   we   will   revisit   everything   they   are   uncertain   of,   
and   that   we   are   giving   the   best   possible   explanations   (and   so   they   
don’t   need   to   hunt   for   their   own,   or   simplify   ours).   This   is   what   is   
meant   by   submission   and   trust,   which   are   one   and   the   same   in   this   
instance.   We   get   our   learners   to   trust   us   by   showing   them   practically   
that   our   way   is   best,   but   also   by   using   cues   to   show   how   we   are   in   
control   of   the   learning   process.   Such   cues   can   range   from   subtle   to   
forceful,   and   we   shouldn’t   write   off   the   possibility   of   telling   our   
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student   that   they   are   not   holding   up   their   end   of   the   bargain   in   the   
way   they   are   interacting,   either.   This   might   sound   a   little   extreme,   
but   you   only   need   to   have   a   couple   of   ‘those   students’   who   insist   on   
playing   by   their   own   rules   to   know   how   necessary   a   little   strictness   
can   be   (see   Part   2,   ‘Teaching’).   Before   we   get   to   that   point   though,   
we   need   to   have   cued   all   that   is   plausibly   possible.   
  

Cueing   for   doing   
  

We   cue   our   learners   to   be   non-literal   in   their   understanding.   If   
our   learner   holds   on   to   a   verbal   instruction,   that   verbal   instruction   is   
highly   susceptible   to   mutation   through   common   flaws   in   human   
memory.   If   our   learner   gets   but   a   word   wrong   in   that   literal  
explanation,   they   may   re-teach   themselves   something   incorrectly.   
To   help   get   around   this,   we   cue   our   learners   to   focus   on   and   attempt   
to   recall   what   they    do ,   rather   than   the    instruction    they   receive.   
Giving   loose   instructions   with   constantly   changing   wording   can   
contribute   to   this   overall   intention   to   make   the   mental   action   the   
main   takeaway.   We   might   say   ‘get   rid   of   the   verb   ending’,   ‘remove   
the   final    -ar ’   and   ‘take   away   the   bit   that   means   ‘to’’;   the   action   is   the   
same,   and   now   we   are   unable   to   get   fixated   on   the   wording   of   the   
instruction.   This   is   a   constant   throughout   courses,   and   opening   a   
transcript   on   any   page   is   likely   to   render   some   examples   of   this.   Of   
course,   this   technique   is   very   much   akin   to   masking   repetition,   but   
whilst   the   technique   might   be   the   same,   the   intention   can   still   differ   
depending   on   whether   we   are   meaning   to   repeat   something,   or   
meaning   simply   to   move   our   learner   away   from   literal   instruction.   
Often,   we’ll   be   doing   both.   

A   focus   on   the   ‘movements’   we   make   in   language   
construction   (rather   than   the   literal   instructions)   is   also   cued   by   an   
emphasis   on   examples;   we   often   don’t   really   expect   a   learner   to   
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make   heads   or   tails   of   an   instruction   until   we    show    them   how   to   with   
an   example.    Instructions   are   often   intertwined   with   justifications,   
and—especially   in   the   case   of   more   complex   explanations—it   is   the   
justification   together   with   the   example   that   makes   the   instruction   
sensible;   the   first   account   of   an   instruction   might   just   be   the   gel   that   
binds   the   rest   together.    Often   it   is   the   case   that   only   after   seeing   the   
example   can   a   (repeated)   instruction   begin   to   hold   any   true   
meaning.    As   such,   it   would   be   a   sorrowful   thing   if   getting   hung   up   
on   an   instruction    itself   obscured   what   we   aimed   to   teach   with   it.   We   
don’t   need   to   fully   understand   an   instruction   before   seeing   an   
example;   rather,   we   will   often   need   to   see   an   example   to   
understand   the   instruction.   If   we   know   that   we   don’t   expect   our   
learner   to   be   fully   on   board   until   they   get   the   example,   this   will   be   
communicated   indirectly   and   thus   the   learner   is   less   likely   to   
experience   mental   blockage   caused   by   uncertainty,   instead   holding   
out   for   the   example   to   understand   what   they   must    do .   

Once   justifications,   instructions   and   examples   have   all   played   
their   roles,   what   is   left   behind   are   these   movements   or   
manipulations   the   learner   is   making   in   the   new   language,   rather   
than   the   easily   corruptible   ‘middle-man’   of   linguistic   instruction.   
  

Miscueing   
  

My   desire   for   all   courses   to   avoid   artificial   mnemonics   is   a   
good   example   of   not   miscueing   what   our   courses   are   about.   
Artificial   mnemonics   in   this   case   means   meaningless   clues   and   
cues   to   remember   information,   such   as   ‘‘you’   in   Spanish   is    tú ,   which   
is   easy   to   remember   because   it   sounds   like   ‘too,   you   too!’’.   Such   
mnemonics   miscue   how   we   are   expected   to   interact   with   the   course   
and   with   language   learning,   and   they   blur   the   line   between   the   
meaningful   connections   and   justifications   we   give   and   promote,   and   
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these   more   shallow   ones   based   on   very   little   at   all.   Making   a   habit   
of   using   mnemonics,   we   would   create   a   grey   area   between   the   
‘truth’   we   interpret   and   teach,   and   those   empty   connections   that   
only   serve   to   blur   our   truths.   We   would   also   be   misdirecting   our   
learner   to   interact   with   the   language   in   a   way   which   inhibits   their   
own   meaningful   discoveries.   

We   might   use   an   occasional   mnemonic   trick   where   not   to   
would   mean   cutting   our   nose   off   to   spite   our   face   (as   per    haber ,   
below),   but   in   making   a   habit   of   using   mnemonics   to   remember   
words   or   grammar,   we   would   also   run   the   risk   of   implying   that   
everything   needs   an   explanation   or   a   ‘hook’   to   exist.   This   is   
dangerous!   We   need   our   learners   to   be   able   to   accept   that   some   
things   ‘just    are ’,   and   all   of   the   solid   explanations   we    do    give   allow   
room   for   learners   to   tolerate   some   things   as   ‘vocabulary   items’.   
Otherwise,   our   learner   might   become   distracted   when   things   don’t   
come   with   a   justification.   This   happened   in   my   own   test   classes   
during   the   development   of   the   method;   I   realised   that   if   I   didn’t   cue   
early   on   that   some   things   are   just   ‘given’   in   a   course,   then   students   
might   become   paralysed   by   questions   of   ‘why?’   when   you   say   
simple   things   like   ‘the   verb   ending   for   ‘they’   is   -N’.   They   also   might   
not   even   ask   why,   and   just   invent   reasons   for   themselves,   which   are   
likely   to   interact   negatively   with   the   rules   and   justifications   they   
receive   from   the   teacher.   

Sometimes   we   use   the   same   type   of   features   that   might   
otherwise   be   used   mnemonically,   to   a   different   end.   When   in   Swahili   
we   arrive   at    kula    (to   eat)   through    kulala    (to   sleep),   by   removing   the   
final    -la ,   we   are   not   using   a   cheap   trick   to   access   more   words!   We   
are   using   the   verb   pair   to   solicit   the   movement   of   the   accent   so   that   
it   remains   on   the   penultimate   syllable.   At   the   same   time,   we   remark   
on   Swahili’s   tendency   to   repeat   syllables,   like   in   the   word    sasa ,   
‘now’,   also   introduced   at   the   same   stage.   In   the   same   way,   when   we   
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see    kutoka ,   ‘to   go   out’   and   pair   it   with    kutaka ,   ‘to   want’,   we   are   not   
using   one   verb   to   arrive   at   the   other,   but   requiring   our   learner   to   
stop   and   consciously   differentiate   the   two   similar-sounding   verbs   
according   to   the   vowel,   thus   creating   artificial   friction.   It   is   the   fact   
that   we   see   and   use   this    kutaka / kutoka    pair   as   artificial   friction   
rather   than   a   mnemonic   ‘favour’   that   goes   to   show   how   we   
understand   the   similarity   in   the   verbs   as   a   complication   rather   than   
a   memory   aid   (although   our   treatment   of   it    will    aid   memory!).   When   
in   the   English   for   Spanish   Speakers   course   we   say   things   like   ‘I   see   
the   sea’   and   ‘I   can’t   hear   you   here’   early   on   in   the   course,   we   are   
not   using   lazy   connections   to   access   more   vocabulary,   we   are   
framing   those   words   around   a   discussion   of   how   English   has   many   
homographs/homophones   (would/wood,   I/eye,   to/two/too),   owing   in   
part   to   the   very   mixed   nature   of   the   language.   These   examples   are   
not   the   same   thing   as   doing   something   like   ‘ kucheka    is   ‘to   laugh’,   
kucheka    like   ‘check’,   ‘ check    if   you’re   laughing’’,   which   literally   makes   
me   cringe!   Please   don’t   do   this,   ever!     

All   of   this   said,   we   might   do   something   mnemonic   in   nature   
when   the   stakes   are   very   high.   For   example,   in   Complete   Spanish   
we   reference   the   vowel   sounds   we   find   in   the   Spanish   verb    haber   
(pronounced   /aber/)   to   help   us   source   its   extremely   irregular   
conjugations   of    he,   hemos,   ha,   ha s   etc.   (pronounced   /e/,   /emos/,   /a/   
etc.).   Finding   A   and   E   in    haber    coincidentally   gives   us   the   
launchpads   of   the   two   branches   of   irregular   present   tense   
conjugations   (in   terms   of   pronunciation,   not   spelling).   But,   this   is   still   
only   one   mnemonic   element   of   a   wider   and   more   meaningful   
explanation,   and   the   verb   terminations   ( -mos,   -s,   -n    etc.)   are   
sourced   by   the   learner   when   building   those   conjugations.   We   also  
make   sense   of   how   the   conjugations   divide   themselves   into   two   
branches   by   elaborating   on   grammatical   person,   and   thus   the   
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nature   of   how   we   sourced   the   base   forms   of   those   branches   
becomes   more   secondary.     

  
  

1.9   We   Correct   Correctly   
  

To   correct   to   the   best   of   our   ability,   the   most   important   thing   is   
to   inhabit   the   mental   theatre   of   our   learner.   Any   speaker   of   the   
target   language   in   question   should   be   able   to   tell   the   learner   that   
their   sentence   is   wrong,   or   even    what    exactly   is   wrong,   but   the   
teacher   should   know   what    went    wrong   for   correction   to   play   a   role   
beyond   simply   alerting   our   learner   to   an   error   they   have   made.   To   
know   what   went   wrong,   we   need   to   be   closely   connected   with   our   
learner’s   mental   theatre.   Even   when   we   don’t   know   or   don’t   care   
what   went   wrong   (maybe   it   is   obvious   that   the   mistake   is   a   careless   
one)   correcting   correctly   means   using   correction   time   to   do   all   
manner   of   things   from   masking   repetition   to   weaving   into   new   
material.   Correcting   correctly   might   also   mean   not   correcting,   or   
correcting   indirectly.     

Often,   our   learner   will   spit   something   out   which   makes   us   
think   they   barely   thought   about   the   target   sentence   at   all   (and   this   
will   sometimes   be   the   case!).   However,   the   more   we   teach,   the   
more   we   will   understand   what   went   wrong   in   their   process,   and   that   
our   learner    did    indeed   think   about   their   answer!   (And   so   we   
shouldn’t   assume   too   soon   that   they   didn’t,   which   can   be   hugely   
demotivating   for   a   learner).   There   are   sometimes   what   can   seem   
like   infinite   possibilities   when   it   comes   to   what   might   have   gone   
wrong   and   why,   in   any   given   moment   of   any   given   course.   If   we   
don’t    know    what   has   gone   wrong,   self-correction   can   be   our   first   
recourse.   We   can   simply   ask   for   the   sentence   again,   ‘not   from   
memory,   but   thinking   it   through   again’.   If   the   error   reoccurs   we   might   
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have   a   better   idea   about   why.   If   we   don’t,    we    take   our   learner   
through   the   process   again,   this   time   prompting   them   through   it   step   
by   step.   Whilst   doing   so,   our   learner   will   often   blurt   out   what   they   
were   thinking   about   incorrectly,   and   we   should   learn   from   that   
exposure   as   course   writers   and   teachers.   That   said,   if   there   is   a   
logical   reason   to   be   had   behind   a   mistake,   the   skilled   teacher   fully   
immersed   in   their   learner’s   mental   theatre   should   be   able   to   pluck   it   
from   thin   air!   When   they   do,   they   can   resolve   it   with   explanations,   
instructions   or   by   posing   questions   to   the   learner   so   that   they   might   
participate   in   the   discovery   of   their   error.   When   we   pose   a   question   
to   lead   our   student   to   correct   themselves,   we’ll   then   relay   back   the   
significance   of   that   question.   This   might   go   something   like:   
  

Teacher:   How   would   you   say   ‘I   have   eaten’?   
Learner:    He...   He   com...   He   comida !   
Teacher:   Are   we   using   an   adjective   here?   
Learner:   Ah!   He    comido!   
Teacher:   Of   course!   You’re   not   saying   something   like   ‘I   am   eaten’,   
no?   You   won’t   match    comido    to   you   (as   a   female)   because   it’s   not   
an   adjective   here.   
  

Above,   we   assume   the   nature   of   the   error   based   on   context;   
maybe   we   were   just   working   with   adjectives   ending    -ido    and   our  
learner   was   having   to   think   about   her   own   gender   to   modify   them.   
We   have   not   just   communicated   that    comida    is   incorrect,   but   we   
have   let   our   learner   in   on   why   the   mistake   happened   (raising   
learning   consciousness,   see   following   subsection),   and   used   that   to   
reaffirm   the   nature   of   adjectives   vs.   participles.   We   might   then   go   on   
to   insert   a   target   sentence   that   we   didn’t   have   planned,   like   ‘they   
have   eaten’,   in   order   to   give   us   the   opportunity   to   reiterate   how   
comido    doesn’t   change   for   gender    or    number;   it’s   not   an   adjective!     
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  In   another   context,   this   might   have   gone   a   little   differently:   
  

Teacher:   How   would   you   say   ‘I   have   eaten’?   
Learner:    He...   He   com...   He   comida !   
Teacher:   What   was    comida ?    La   comida ?   
Learner:   Ah!   The    food!   
Teacher:   Of   course!   So    comida    is   a   noun,   ‘food’,   you   need   the   word   
for   ‘eaten’,   so   what   was   ‘to   eat’?   
  

In   the   above   variation,   we   have   understood   the   nature   of   our   
learner’s   error   as   pertaining   to   having   accidentally   used   the   noun,   
maybe   because   we   recently   saw   it.   Although   this   is   likely   just   a  
careless   mistake,   we   can   still   use   it   to   mask   repetition   of   important   
processes,   as   is   done   above.   We   might   also   use   the   mistake   to   cue   
our   learner   not   to   hold   on   to   words,   or   to   simply   work   a   little   more   
slowly.   That   all   depends   on   the   balance   of   all   the   other   types   of   
corrections   we   have   already   included   and   what   we   feel   most   
appropriate   for   the   moment.   

The   context   of   whether   prior   to   this   mistake   we   were   using   
the   adjective   for   ‘eaten’   or   the   noun   for   ‘food’   has   been   key   in   how   
we   respond   here.   So   might   be   the   gender   of   our   learner;   of   course,   
the   first   example   above   wouldn’t   work   if   our   recording   student   was   
male.   In   that   first   example,   we   take   the   opportunity   the   error   
provides   us   with   to   help   prevent   learners   from   changing   the   final   -O   
in   the   preterite   past   to   match   for   gender   and   number,   which   is   a   
common   error   and   apparently   an   entirely   justifiable   one.   Other   
Romance   languages   like   French   and   Italian    do    often   mark   the   
perfect   past   forms   for   number   and   gender,   so   it   is   arguable   that   
there   is   something   inherent   in   the   mind   that   wants   to   do   this.   As   
these   forms   also   double   as   adjectives   (one   might   say   ‘I   have   eaten’   
or   ‘it   is   eaten’),   it   appears   that   these   are   wires   easily   crossed.   For   
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this   reason,   we   might   want   to   make   such   affirmations   about   
adjectives   vs.   participles   even   if   we    do    consider   the   error   to   have   
stemmed   from   a   careless   mistake   involving   the   recently   used   noun   
la   comida .   

A   tricky   complication   in   regard   to   deciding   whether   an   error   in   
understanding   or   a   careless   mistake   has   occurred   is   that   learners   
sometimes   think   they   have   said   one   thing,   when   they   have   actually   
said   something   else!   Sometimes,   a   learner   suffers   some   kind   of   
disconnect   or   partial   absence,   and   interestingly,   ‘hears’   what   they   
thought   rather   than   what   they   actually   said.   This   may   continue   to   be   
the   case   even   when   they   repeat    comida    various   times;   they   may   still   
think   they   are   saying    comido    simply   because   their   focus   is   
elsewhere.   This   might   sound   farfetched,   but   many   instances   come   
to   mind   of   me   laughing   off   a   student’s   irritation   when   they   insist   that   
they   were   saying    comido    (for   example)   all   along,   and   telling   them   
they   better   be   damn   sure   if   they   are   to   continue   insisting   because   
the   lessons   are   recorded!   We   can   quite   easily   get   ourselves   stuck   in   
a   rut   with   the   learner   if   they   haven’t   realised   what   they    actually    said,   
and   we   haven’t   realised   that   they   indeed   haven’t   realised   that!   In   
short,   when   we   correct   we   need   to   be   aware   that   the   learner   may   
not   actually   be   aware   of   what   they   have   just   said.   

Figuring   out   what   went   wrong   with   your   recording   student,   
thinking   about   the   remote   learners   and   all   you   want   to   clarify   with   
them—and   weaving   that   all   together   on   the   spot—is   a   skill   
developed   with   experience,   and   constitutes   another   reason   why   it   is   
so   important   to   get   ample   teaching   practice   in,   and   with   different   
learners   too.   That   said,   much   of   our   correction   is   included    in    our  
scripts   in   the   form   of   affirmative   feedback,   which   simply   becomes   
less   ‘affirmative’   when   our   learner   makes   a   mistake.   But   improvising   
insightful   ways   of   correcting   which   respond   specifically   to   the   
recording   student’s   errors   at   the   same   time   as   addressing   our   
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remote   learners   meaningfully,   is   still   an   important   skill   for   recording.   
The   good   thing   about   recording,   though,   is   that   we   can   of   course   
edit,   and   great   corrections   may   occur   to   us   post-recording.   We   can   
insert   these   sparingly,   provided   we   get   the   sound   close   enough   to   
the   original   recordings.   The   other   good   thing   about   the   live   
recordings   is   that   we   are   likely   to   get   plenty   of   opportunities   to   
correct   our   student,   and   will   probably   need   to   edit   most   of   those   
corrections   out   anyway.   In   this   way,   we   get   to   keep   the   best   
corrections   in!   Most   corrections   responding   to   carelessness   are   
removed   from   the   edited   tracks,   so   as   to   not   grow   tedious   for   the   
remote   learner;   but   enough   are   included   to   respond   to   the   aims   
mentioned   in   this   section,   as   well   as   to   show   that   the   recording   
student   also   makes   mistakes!   Even   though   the   first   track   of   a   
course   (usually)   mentions   that   the   audios   are   edited,   learners   often   
forget   this   and   feel   drastically   inferior   to   the   ‘genius’   recording   
student!     

We   have   already   seen   an   example   of   possible   preventative   
correction   with   the   Romance   participles   and   adjectives   (above).   In   
this   case,   two   distinct   words   share   the   same   form   which   can   lead   to   
confusion,   and   this   is   something   we   might   preventatively   correct,   
i.e.,   mention   even   if   it   is   not   the   source   of   an   error.   In   Complete   
Swahili,   the   way   the   language   recycles   grammatical   sounds   (like   
using    ku    for   the   infinitive,   the   negative   past,   the   sound   for   ‘you’   as   
an   object,   and   a   noun   group   pertaining   to   space)   can   potentially   
cause   a   lot   of   confusion,   especially   for   comprehension.   For   this   
reason   (amongst   others,   see   ‘We   Weave’),   we   make   a   special   point   
about   this   ‘recycling’   feature   of   Swahili,   repeatedly   giving   examples   
of   how   Swahili   recycles   grammatical   sounds   in   this   way.   Giving   this   
a   spotlight   helps   our   learner   be   more   open-minded   about   having   
misinterpreted   what   they   heard,   and   to   more   readily   search   for   other   
interpretations   when   things   don’t   add   up.   In   this   way,   we   
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preventatively   correct   the   confusion   those   unrelated   forms   could   be   
prone   to   cause.   Preventative   correction   isn’t   only   common   in  
situations   where   we   have   similar   linguistic   forms,   but   also   when   we   
might   be   subject   to   strong   negative   language   transfer   from   the   base   
language.   When   in   Spanish   we   teach    gustar    (‘to   like’),   we   know   our   
learners   are   likely   to   make   some   mistakes   due   to   how   ‘I   like   it’   is   
structured   in   English.   They   may   say   something   like    me   gusto ,   which   
would   mean   ‘I   like   myself’   rather   than   the   intended   ‘I   like   it’    (me   
gusta ).   Memorable   discussion   of   this   common   mistake   and   others   
like   it   can   be   used   as   preventative   correction.   

Other   than   preventative   corrections,   we   also   provide   masked   
corrections   throughout   the   course,   stopping   to   affirm   correct   
processes   in   a   positive   manner   (thus   also   repeating   them,   see   ‘We   
Mask   Repetition’)   to   indirectly   correct   any   remote   learner   that   may   
have   erred,   even   though   the   recording   student   might   not   have.   We   
can   do   this   by   simply   relaying   back   correct   processes.   For   example,   
we   might   say   something   like:   ‘good,   you   removed   the   last    -la    and   
pulled   the   accent   back   too!’.   If   we   expect   some   remote   learners   to   
remove   that    -la    but   forget   to   move   the   word   stress,   then   with   that   
comment   we   would   have   both   drawn   attention   to   the   mistake   and   
corrected   those   remote   learners,   whilst   congratulating   the   others.   
Many   learners   comment   that   the   courses   don’t    feel    like   recorded   
audio   courses,   that   it’s   like   the   teacher   is   ‘in   the   room   with   them’;   
masked   error   correction   will   most   definitely   contribute   to   that   feeling.   
When   we   make   positive   feedback   like   this   we   are   masking   repetition   
for   learners   who   got   the   target   sentence   right,   and   we   are   masking   
corrections   for   those   who   got   it   wrong.   We   are   also   providing   ample   
opportunities   for   learners   to   resolve   their   own   doubts   through   our   
affirmations/masked   corrections,   if   and   when   they   occur   and   thus   
our   masked   corrections   also   help   cue   self-correction;   we   constantly  
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provide   the   learners   with   the   means   to   clarify   their   own   doubts,   of   
their   own   accord.   

Correcting   correctly   also   means   not   directly   correcting   every   
error   that   arises.   Sometimes,   in   order   to   not   interfere   with   the   
contours   of   the   class   and   our   current   focus,   we   might   prefer   to   
correct   indirectly.   The   most   prolific   example   of   this   comes   from   
pronunciation   slip-ups.   Imagine   that   our   learner   has   had   to   make   a   
particular   effort   with   a   new   sound   or   sound   combination.   If   we   have   
needed   our   learner   to   concentrate   and   fully   apply   themselves   for   the   
correct   rendering   of   a   challenging   sound,   when   they   are   cognitively   
loaded   with   a   structure   they   have   to   think   about,   then   they   are   very   
likely   to   let   that   sound   slip   back   into   an   incorrect   pronunciation.   If   we   
feel   obliged   as   teachers,   and    because    we   are   teachers,   to   address   
every   single   mishap   directly,   then   we   will   experience   complete   
breakdowns   in   the   middle   of   tension   contours   before   we   are   able   to   
resolve   them.   Thus,   we’ll   have   to   let   some   things   slip   with   only   
indirect   correction,   so   that   we   can   resolve   the   contour   at   hand.   As   
mentioned,   such   slip-ups   are   especially   common   in   regard   to   
pronunciation,   but   they   can   occur   in   any   area   of   the   language.   
Whenever   the   teacher   deems   that   it   would   not   be   beneficial   at   a   
given   moment   to   directly   address   a   mistake,   they   can   correct   
indirectly   simply   by   means   of   the   ‘model   sentence’   they   repeat   back,   
usually   with   the   aid   of   intonation   to   underline   what   is   being   indirectly   
corrected.   Maybe   a   Spanish   speaker   to   whom   we   are   teaching   
English   renders   the   target   sentence   ‘I…to   want...them…to   go’.   If   we   
know    that   our   learner   definitely   isn’t   confused   about   whether   ‘to   
want’   or   ‘want’   is   appropriate   here,   then   we   can   assume   that   the   ‘to’   
slipped   out   because   they   were   so   focused   on   ‘them   to   go’   (which    is   
a   very   odd   structure   coming   from   Spanish).   Depending   on   the   
specific   circumstances   of   the   moment,   we   may   get   our   student   to   
think   about   the   first   bit   again,   or   simply   correct   it   indirectly   in   order   to   
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not   shift   our   focus   away   from   the   main   focus,   or   to   resolve   a   
pressing   tension   contour   as   soon   as   we   can.   We   might   simply   say,   
‘well   done,   ‘ I   want —them   to   go’’.   The   recording   student   might   not   
have   even   realised   that   they   had   said    ‘to    want’,   but   the   remote   
learner   is   likely   to   have   noticed,   and   thus   our   intonation   and   
phrasing   making   that   silent   correction   is   important   for   them,   too.   

When   we   recognise   that   a   learner   knows   something   they   
have   simply   forgotten   to   apply,   and   we   don’t   choose   to   correct   
indirectly,   we   will   often   prompt   self-correction.   If   we   understand   that   
our   learner’s   focus   was   elsewhere   and   so   they   had   not   thought   
about   something   they   know,   we   can   simply   cue   them   to   think   about   
it   again.   We   then   relay   back   the   nature   of   their   own   self-correction.   
This   might   go   something   like:   
  

Teacher:   How   was   ‘they   want’?   
Learner:    Queren !   
Teacher:    Queren ?   
Learner:    Quieren !   
Teacher:   Great!    Quieren .   When   we   stress   down   on   that   E   of    quer-    it   
splits   into   IE!   Very   good!   
  

In   summary,   correction   is   about   much   more   than   just   saying   
that   something   is   wrong;   we   need   to   correct   possible   
misunderstandings   about   the   material   being   taught,   as   well   as   
flawed   mental   processes   and   undesirable   interaction   with   the   
course   material.   We   also   use   correction   time   opportunistically,   using   
it   to   mask   repetition   for   example.   The   existing   courses   are   replete   
with   examples   of   such   correction   which   can   be   spied   and   analysed   
by   the   new   course   writer.   
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1.10   We   Increase   Language   and   Learning   
Consciousness   
  

Addressing   the   effect   of   false   assumptions   surrounding   a   
subject   area   which   are   culturally   normalised   or   are   indeed   just   a   
direct   result   of   the   limits   of   casual   observation,   is   rarely   an   overt   
concern   in   teaching,   but   it   should   be,   and   especially   with   language.   
Our   learners'   ideas   about   what   language   is   and   isn’t   might   interfere   
with   their   learning   experience   significantly,   unless   we   consciously   
draw   our   students   away   from   them.   An   unrealistic   idea   about   what   
language   is   can   serve   as   an   uncomfortable   base   to   build   our   ideas   
around,   and   might   be   contradicting   our   explanations   in   the   
background   with   us   teachers   none   the   wiser.   This   is   because   the   
way   we   describe   language   is   incompatible   with   many   (often   
subconsciously   held)   ideas   most   folks   seem   to   have   about   
language.     

In   the   early   days,   when   the   LT   project   was   but   an   idea   I   
hadn’t   yet   had,   I   was   teaching   Spanish   to   a   student   who   asked   me   if   
English   had   all   those   rules   like   Spanish   did—‘In   English   you   just   
speak!’,   he   said.   This   was   too   far   into   the   course   for   comfort,   and   I   
suddenly   realised   why   this   learner   had   had   so   much   difficulty   with   
certain   things   up   until   now.   Believing   it   obvious,   I   hadn’t   been   
explicit   enough   about   raising   his   consciousness   of   English   as   a   
structural   mechanism   just   like   Spanish.   I   had   imported   knowledge   
seamlessly,   but   too   much   so   and   without   recourse   to   conscious   
analysis   of   English   structure,   and   thus   his   language   consciousness   
had   suffered   as   a   result.   It   was   here   that   the   idea   of   distinguishing  
between   language   and   thought   more   overtly—and   through   various   
means—really   took   on   a   life   of   its   own   and   grew   to   become   a   
significant   pillar   of   the   method.   Few   people   ever   make   a   conscious   
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differentiation   between   language   and   thought,   and   that’s   because   
people   think   (or   feel)   that   they    are    their   language.   My   student   felt   
this   to   such   a   degree   that   he   could   be   weeks   into   a   Spanish   course   
without   ever   having   suspected   that   English   too   might   have   reliable   
grammatical   rules.   He   thought    in    language,   he    was    language;   
language   was   not   a    tool    that   he   used,   it   was    him !   I   too   once   felt   like   
this,   and   it’s   entirely   understandable;   we   feel   stuff,   we   want   to   
communicate   something,   and   it   just   comes   flooding   out   of   our   
mouths.   In   this   way,   the   way   we   speak   is   similar   to   how   we   reach   
out   an   arm   and   grab   something   just   because   we   have   had   the   
intention   to   do   so   (we   don’t    tell    our   arm   to   do   that).   For   this   reason,   
most   people   feel   like   they    are    their   language   in   the   same   way   that   
they   feel   they   are   their   arm!    But   as   painful   or   pleasurable   as   it   
might   be,   we   need   to   pry   the   two   apart!   There   are   many   creative   
ways   in   which   we   might   demonstrate   how   language   is   not   the   same   
thing   as   thought,   but   if   we   know   it   as   course   writers,   it’ll   also   come   
across   organically   throughout   our   course.   For   example,   in   Part   3   
(‘Course   Analyses’)   there   are   many   annotated   examples   of   how   we   
talk   about   ‘information’   being   represented   rather   than   ‘words’,   and   
other   such   cues   that,   right   from   the   get-go,   are   working   to   separate   
thought   and   language   as   two   entities.   Direct   translations   also   help   
us   understand   thought   as   something   different   to   language—and,   
like   thought,   as   multi-dimensional   rather   than   linear.   This   is   of   
course   essential   for   what   we   want   our   learners   to   do   with   language,   
which   is   to   identify   the   different   elements   of   the   idea   it   represents,   
and   think   about   which   of   those   elements   will   come   first   in   the   target   
language,   and   so   on   from   there.   The   more   comfortable   our   learners   
become   with   understanding   and   thinking   about   thought   and   
language   separately,   the   smoother   our   courses   will   go.   Another   way   
we   demonstrate   the   difference   between   language   and   thought   is   
when   we   repeat   a   target   sentence   with   alternative   wording   options   
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in   the   base   language.   For   example,   we   might   say   something   like,   
‘how   would   you   say   ‘I’ll   pick   him   up   tomorrow’,   ‘I’ll   collect   him   
tomorrow’?’.   Here   we   are   showing   how   ‘picking   up’   is   an   idea,   rather   
than   a   vocabulary   item.   Of   course,   we   can   only   do   this   when   we   
know   that   cognitive   load   is   low   enough   that   the   rephrasing   will   not   
totally   debase   the   student.   Apart   from   demonstrating   quietly   how   
language   and   thought   aren’t   quite   one   and   the   same,   we   can   of   
course   also   discuss   it   directly,   if   we   feel   it   opportune   to   do   so.   We   
might   use   such   a   discussion   to   reset   cognitive   load,   to   help   our   
learner   get   used   to   reordering   elements   of   information,   or   even   to   
introduce   memorably   something   in   the   target   language   that   
demonstrates   the   point   well,   playing   with   the   tension   contours   
between   the   discussion   of   that   and   the   proof.   Whether   this   topic   is   
to   be   addressed   directly   depends   on   the   course   at   hand,   but   the   
way   we   work   should   separate   language   and   thought   such   that   it   is   
not   necessarily   important   to   discuss   that   separation   overtly.   

Apart   from   general   language   consciousness   pertaining   to   
what   language   is   and   how   it   behaves,   we   also   raise   consciousness   
of   knowledge   which   is   specific   to   the   base   language   in   question.   
Clearly,   it   is   no   use   saying   to   our   learner   that   such   and   such   works   
the   same   in   Arabic   as   it   does   in   English,   if   our   learner   is   not   aware   
of   what   is   happening   in   English.   First,   we   must   raise   consciousness   
of   that.   Raising   this   consciousness   might   simply   mean   the   
difference   between   saying,   ‘in   Spanish,   we   make   the   plural   just   like   
in   English’   and   ‘in   English,   to   get   the   plural   we   add   an   S,   no?    Car,   
cars.    In   Spanish,   we’ll   do   the   same!’.   In   the   second   sentence,   we   
have   smoothed   out   the   flow   by   not   leaving   our   learner   to   think   for   
themselves   about   what   English   does   to   build   a   plural;    we    have   
raised   that   consciousness   to   the   surface   for   them.   But   doing   so,   as   
always,   is   not   a   fixed   rule   and   will   interact   with   other   intentions   we   
have.   When   our   different   teaching   ideas   meet   head   on,   then   the   
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result   could   be   anything!   Again   in   Spanish,   we   might   choose    not    to   
raise   language   consciousness   of   English   when   we   teach   the   plural,   
as   leaving   that   open   can   be   used   to   play   with   tension   contours.   This   
might   be   achieved,   for   example,   by   explaining   how   ‘them’   is   the   
somewhat   unintuitive   plural   of   ‘it’   in   English,   but   that   in   the   target   
language,   the   plural   of   ‘it’   is   much   more   intuitive.   We   can   leave   the   
learner   to   arrive   at   the   word   for   ‘them’   in   Spanish   by   sourcing   -S   for   
the   plural   from   English,   and   adding   it   to    lo ,   ‘it’,   rendering    los .   Of   
course,   the   plural   is   one   of   the   most   intuitive   and   conscious   
elements   of   English   and   thus   getting   students   to   work   that   out   for   
themselves   isn’t   the   same   kettle   of   fish   as   spontaneously   identifying   
prepositions,   for   example.   Most   of   the   time,   we’ll   need   to   directly   
raise   awareness   of   what   we   are   consciously   importing,   unless,   as   is   
the   case   above,   leaving   the   learner   to   figure   that   out   for   themselves   
fulfills   other   aims.     

Other   than   increasing   consciousness   of   language   itself,   we   
should   also   aim   to   increase   awareness   of   learning   processes,   and   
with   ‘learning   processes’   we   can   be   broad   in   our   interpretation   to   
include   processes   that   inhibit   our   learning.   This   might   be   done   by,   
for   example,   overtly   addressing   and   describing   shortcuts   or   
simplifications   that   the   learner   might   make   (often   in   spite   of   
themselves),   and   working   to   counter   those.   For   example,   the   
Spanish   verbs    estar    and    ser    meaning   ‘to   be’,   we   describe   as   
relating   to   ‘states’   and   ‘characteristics’   respectively.   This   should   not   
be   simplified   to   ‘temporary’   and   ‘permanent’,   as   many   learners   will   
find   themselves   doing.   This   ’temporary   vs.   permanent’   
description—apart   from   being   an   interpretation   that   is   mostly  
(although   not   always)   true—also   offers   a   comfortable   pair   of   
opposites   that   ‘state’   and   ‘characteristic’   do   not,   and   so   it   is   
especially   tempting   and   intuitive   to   conjure!   We   can   use   such   a   case   
to   instruct   our   learner   to   not   simplify   our   own   rules   in   this   way   
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generally—showing   them   why   not   with   this   example—whilst   letting   
them   know   that   they   might   find   their   mind   doing   that   in   spite   of   itself.   
In   this   way,   we   are   empowering   our   learners   to   get   one   up   on   
themselves;   we   are   increasing   awareness   of   the   things   our   minds   
might   do   in   spite   of   us,   so   that   our    conscious    mind   might   move   to  
counter   them.   

We   also   aim   during   our   course   time   to   equip   the   learner   with   
the   mental   skills   and   techniques   they   need   in   order   to   continue   to   
excel   in   the   target   language   through   exposure   and   practice,   during   
and/or   after   having   done   the   course.   In   this   way,   we   take   
opportunities   to   describe   hypothetical   situations   in   which   we   might   
come   across   something   of   interest   in   the   target   language,   and   what   
we   can   do   mentally   in   order   to   take   advantage   of   that   exposure   and   
extrapolate   information   from   it.   In   this   way,   we   build   a   bridge   
between   what   we   are   learning   during   course   time   and   the   ‘real   
world’   we   want   our   learner   to   continue   applying   it   to.   
  

As   would   have   been   understood   by   the   reader   by   now,   the   
techniques   we   use   during   course   time   might   fulfill   any   number   of   the   
aims   discussed   in   the   above   subsections.   We   might   be   weaving   
wisely   to   get   through   content   at   the   same   time   as   we   are   cueing   
something,   reframing   something   else,   and   preventatively   correcting   
a   third   thing—possibly   all   in   the   same   sentence!   With   such   focus   on   
our   learner’s   experience   woven   into   the   fabric   of   our   courses,   
mishaps   that   result   from   genuine   misunderstanding   should   be   very   
few   and   far   between.   
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2.0   Teaching   
  
  

Apart   from   writing   a   great   script,   we   also   need   to   teach   a   
great   class;   even   the   best   of   scripts   will   not   fill   the   void   left   by   
shoddy   teaching!   In   fact,   a   less   than   perfect   script   accompanied   by   
great   teaching   habits   is   much   more   effective   than   a   perfect   script   
executed   with   faulty   teaching.   This   is   because   great   teaching   can   
compensate   for   some   less-than-perfect   script   moments,   but   a   
perfect   script   is   less   likely   to   circumvent   bad   teaching.   In   this   way,   
we   must   put   almost   as   much   emphasis   on   how   we   teach   as   we   do   
on   how   we   course   write.  

  
  

2.1   Knowing   Your   Script   and   Knowing   Your   Audience   
  

As   much   as   we   can   imagine   our   lessons   playing   out   (in   our   
mental   theatre),   we’ll   need    many    real   life   teaching   experiences   with   
different   people   from   different   walks   of   life   for   that   mental   theatre   to   
become   authentic.   By   authentic,   I   mean   that   the   learner   in   our   
heads   should   be   doing   things   that   real   learners   do.   The   more   we   
teach,   the   more   ‘voices’   will   come   to   resound   in   our   mental   theatre   
and   thus   the   more   our   script   and   our   teaching   will   account   for   and   
respond   to   different   types   of   learners.   

There   are   many   different   types   of   learners   as   far   as   
Language   Transfer   courses   are   concerned,   and   with   that   I’m   not   
referring   to   ‘visual   learners’   or   ‘auditory   learners’   (as   many   people   
like   to   self-identify),   but   to   different   types   of    personality .   It   is   
‘personality   type’   (or   the   personality/emotional   environment   one   
brings   to   formal   learning)   more   than   anything   else   that   will   dictate   
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how   easy   people   find   it   to   play   by   our   rules   or,   in   other   words,   how   
often   they   succumb   to   bad   learning   habits   which   are   incompatible   
with   our   method.   It   is   easy   to   imagine   how   whether   a   learner   tends   
to   be   cautious   or   happy-go-lucky   or   obsessive   can   hold   great   sway   
over   a   Thinking   Method   class.   If   we   are   working   with   a   mindset   that  
just   cannot   let   things   go,   we   will   probably   experience   problems   with   
deliberate   memorisation.   If   we   have   a   particularly   stubborn   student   
it   might   prove   harder   to   get   them   to   abandon   their   learning   habits   in   
preference   for   ours,   and   if   we   are   up   against   a   personality   or   
learning-induced   mindset   that   finds   uncertainty   intolerable,   we   might   
find   our   student   asking   constant   questions   which   draw   us   away   from   
the   horizontal   paths   of   our   course,   into   more   vertical   ones   (such   as   
fixating   on   ‘missing’   conjugations   we   are   yet   to   give).   All   of   this   
means   that   we   need   to   create   courses   that   both   address   and   
circumvent   certain   behavioural   tendencies,   but   we   also   need   to   
teach    our   courses   in   a   way   that   does   this.   For   this,   we   need   to   know   
our   learners   intimately.   The   more   we   get   to   know   different   types   of   
learners   through   ample   teaching   experience,   the   more   we   can   
intuitively   address   all   learner   types   along   with   their   possible  
weaknesses   in   an   ad   hoc   manner   during   course   time.   The   more   
hands-on   experience   we   get   with   learners,   the   more   intuitive   we   will   
become   in   identifying   and   addressing   learner   baggage;   instead   of   
fumbling   around   our   learners’   difficulties,   we   will   be   seen   to   home   
straight   in   on   them.   

Understanding   learners’   emotional   or   personality   issues   
comes   not   just   through   becoming   increasingly   more   familiar   with   
learners,   but   also   with   our   own   courses.   The   more   familiar   we   are   
with   our   own   scripts,   the   more   cognitive   load   we   have   spare   to   
focus   on   how   exactly   we   are   delivering   the   script,   and   how   it   is   
being   received.   Writing   a   course   is   not   the   same   as   knowing   it   back   
to   front   (courses   are   long   and   complicated),   and   so   we   will   have   to   
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run   through   teaching   our   courses   numerous   times   to   really   know   
what   we   are   teaching   and   where   it   is   headed   at   each   and   every   
instance.   Whilst   the    script    ‘knows’   where   it   is   going,   that   is   not   
enough;   for   all   cues   to   be   on   point,   the    teacher    must   always   know   
where   the   script   is   headed,   what   came   before,   and   how   it   is   piecing   
the   panorama   together   at   each   moment.   Luckily,   the   need   for   lots   of   
teaching   experience   fits   well   with   the   need   for   most   course   writers   
to   sustain   themselves   economically,   and   now   that   Language   
Transfer   is   ‘a   thing’,   new   writers   should   have   no   problems   in   
sourcing   private   students   as   well   as   open   public   workshops   to   test   
and   practice   their   material.   
  
  

2.2   The   Performance     
  

Besides   being   extremely   concentration-intensive,   teaching   
with   the   Thinking   Method   is   also   very   energy-consuming…   or   at   
least   it   is   if   we   are   doing   it   right!   Of   course,   concentration   consumes   
energy—our   brains   account   for   around   20-25%   of   all   the   calories   we   
eat—but   here   it   is   the   performance   aspect   of   teaching   I   refer   to.   We   
must   bear   in   mind   that   we   are   asking   great   things   of   our   learners:   to   
let   material   go   and   trust   that   they’ll   find   it   again,   to   only   focus   on   
what   is   at   hand,   to   trust   that   they   will   learn,   possibly   after   many   futile   
attempts   at   language   learning,   and   the   list   goes   on.   We   cannot   
demand   this   with   authority,   we   need   to    convince    our   learner   to   play   
ball.     Much   of   this   will   be   achieved   by   writing   a   great   course,   but   our   
learner   is   unlikely   to   notice   how   great   it   is   if   we   deliver   it   like   a   
shopping   list.     

Be   it   in   a   one-on-one   class   or   a   huge   workshop,   we   need   to   
dominate   the   teaching   space   with   our   energy.   When   we   dominate   
the   space   with   positive   and   excitable   energy,   our   learner   has   to   
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make   more   effort   to    not    follow   suit   than   to   follow.   When   the   energy   
we   exude   lowers,   we   will   notice   more   problematic   learners   slipping   
back   into   those   old   habits   of   not   thinking,   guessing   and   memorising,   
and   this   goes   to   show   the   effectiveness   of   the   energy   we   bring   to   
the   teaching   environment.   Now,   peak   energy   levels   are   not   
consistently   sustainable,   and   nor   should   they   be—learners   need   to   
learn   to   work   without   external   motivation,   after   all.   However,   such   
high   energy   is   often   essential   in   achieving   the   submission   we   need   
from   our   students   for   them   to   let   go   of   their   way   of   doing   things   and   
experience   ours,   so   that   they    can    be   convinced   that   our   way   is   best.   
In   this   way,   raising   energy   levels   is   especially   important   during   the   
first   hours   of   course   time,   and   during   moments   of   high   cognitive   
load   generally.   

I’m   currently   back   in   Buenos   Aires,   where   I   came   to   live   
many   years   ago.   It’s   been   a   long   time   since   I   taught   here,   but   I   did   
teach   a   lot   here,   and   I   remember   it   being   the   most   difficult   city   for   
the   Thinking   Method   I   had   and   have   experienced!   There   are   many   
reasons   for   this   which   I   could   spend   some   pages   or   even   books   
analysing   but   maybe   it   can   be   crudely   summarised   by   all   the   jokes   
there   are   in   Spanish   about   the   ‘Argentine   ego’,   a   reputation   which   
Porteños    (natives   of   the   city   of   Buenos   Aires)   are   entirely   
responsible   for!   It’s   a   very   competitive   city   in   which   reputation   is   
everything,   and   this   (along   with   a   bunch   of   stuff   I   can’t   get   into   
here!)   can   often   make   it   very   challenging   to   change   people’s   minds  
about   anything!   It   was   almost   as   though   that   change   was   more   
traumatic   here   than   elsewhere;   nothing   flowed   in   those   classes,   
nothing   was   easy,   everything   was   a   battle,   each   class   was   
exhausting.   It   was   so   much   more   challenging   here   to   get   people   to   
let   go   of   what   they   thought   they   already   knew   about   learning   and   
language   in   order   for   them   to   experience   the   method,   and   invest   
their   thought   into   it.   At   the   same   time,   they   believed   in   my   method   
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almost   superstitiously   precisely   because   of   the   reputation   I’d   gotten   
in   the   city,   but   they   often   didn’t   believe   enough   to   participate   in   the   
way   that   I   was   insisting   they   had   to   in   order   for   this   to   work   properly.   
They   believed   in   a   way   which   rescinded   their   own   agency   in   the   
process;   they   believed   enough   to   pay,   but   not   enough   to   change   
their   learning   habits.   

I   met   a   lot   of   Brazilians   in   Buenos   Aires   and,   culturally   
speaking,   they   contrasted   quite   starkly   with   the    Porteños .   The   
Brazilians   were   often   immediately   identifiable   by   the   way   they   
moved   their   bodies   around   the   city;   they   flowed   when   they   walked   
where   the    Porteños    marched,   and   they   seemed   to   be   thinking   less   
about   all   the   things   they   would   never   get   done   today.   I   also   noticed   
it   in   the    milonga    (where   you   dance   tango).   I   remember   sitting   back   
one   night   and   noticing   how   hard   the   Brazilians   seemed   to   find   it   to   
keep   their   waists   still   when   they   danced   tango,   like   some   kind   of   
negative   language   transfer.   The   Argentines   were   rigid   columns   that   
would   constantly   bloom   and   wither   with   each   twist   and   turn,   to   then   
return   to   that   beautiful   inertness   of   tango,   but   the   Brazilians   just   
couldn’t   leave   their   swing   at   the   door.   One   night,   the    cortina   
sounded   (the   few   moments   of   random   music   which   signals   a   
change   of   partner),   and   the   random   music   was   Salsa.   I   then   saw   
the   Brazilians   relax   their   bodies   into   flowing   pendulums,   and   my   
Argentine   friends   stiffly   bend   and   almost   break,   stabbing   into   the   air   
to   the   Salsa   beat;   great   dancers   suddenly   jolting   unforgivingly.   An   
ironic,   ‘I   think   I’d   be   happier   in   Brazil!’   couldn’t   help   but   escape   my   
lips,   and   bursts   of   wine   and   laughter   shot   out   across   the   table;   it   
was   so   evident   what   I   meant.     

I   experienced   what   this   stark   difference   between   the   rigidity   
of    Porteños    and   the   fluidness   of   these   visitors   meant   the   first   time   I   
had   a   Brazilian   student,   and   thus   the   importance   of   these   
personality   types   or   cultural   paradigms   on   my   classes   became   
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immediately   apparent.   Of   course,   I   understand   that   not   everyone   is   
a   product   of   their   culture   in   this   way,   and   that   all   this   sounds   
frightfully   stereotypical,   but   most   of   us   are   culturally   typical   in   most   
things;   and   it   was   this   that   allowed   me   to   understand   that   it   was   the   
weight   of   those   cultural   elements   inhibiting   the   effectiveness   of   my   
lessons,   and   that   I   had   to   work   around   them.   My   first   Brazilian   
students,   who   were   a   couple,   arrived   with   friendly   and   polite   
greetings   as   one   might   to   any   private   class,   but   the   moment   I   gave   
them   the   introduction   about   relaxing   and   letting   go,   the   lady   took   off   
her   scarf   and   freed   her   hair   and   the   bloke   kicked   back   and   put   his   
feet   up,   smiling.   Natives   to   Buenos   Aires   on   the   other   hand   had   the   
habit   of   getting   even   more   rigid,   and   worrying   about   if   they   would   be   
able   to   relax   properly,   or   what   I   meant   exactly   by   ‘relax’,   and   how   
they   would   know   if   they   were   relaxed   or   not.   Instead   of:   ‘how   will   I   
not   try   to   memorise?   Isn’t   trying   not   to   memorise,   memorising?’,   
from   the   Brazilians   students   I   got:   ‘ah   brilliant,   the   way   I   like   it!’.   
They   found   it   much   easier   to   play   by   my   rules   because   those   rules   
were   more   conducive   to   the   attitude   with   which   they   approached   
life.     

It   was   in   this   way   that   I   realised   that   when   my   students   
brought   undesirable   energy,   I   might   counter   that   by   dominating   the   
space   with   my   own   energy,   hence   the   idea   of   performance.   I   
stopped   reading   and   instructing,   and   began   performing   to   my   
Porteños .   The   difference   was   so   noticeable   that   these   ideas   about   
teacher   energy   quickly   became   an   essential   pillar   of   the   Thinking   
Method.   As   time   went   on,   the   use   of   this   energy   allowed   me   to   raise   
the   bar   of   what   could   be   achieved   within   one   class   or   indeed   within   
one   tension   contour.   If   we   exert   energy,   or   ‘perform’,   in   our   teaching   
setting,   then   we   are   more   likely   to   overcome   the   emotional   and   
personality   baggage   that   our   learners   bring   in,   as   well   as   preventing   
those   momentary   slip-ups   that   might   not   have   much   to   do   with   
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either.   We   can   even   counter   learner   lethargy,   effectively   waking   our   
learners   up,   although   this   is   quite   unsustainable   and   it   is   preferable   
to   deal   with   that   problem   with   a   change   of   timetable   so   that   we   get   
to   enjoy   our   student   at   a   more   energetic   time   of   day   for   them   (...or   
maybe   with   a   coffee   or   some   sweets!).     

When   we   perform,   we   are   naturally   more   engaging.   We   are   
more   entertaining,   we   are   more   present,   and   our   learners   will   home   
in   like   moths   to   light   bulbs!   When   our   learners   lock   into   us   in   this   
way,   we   are   much   more   able   to   show   them   that   the   method   works.   
This   is   essential   in   getting   our   learners   to   counter   bad   habits   for   
themselves,   or   in   other   words,   in   getting   them   to    want    to   play   ball.   
This   energy   we   bring   does   have   to   be   genuine   though,   and   exuding   
energy   doesn’t   mean   just   talking   more   emphatically   or   faking   a   
smile   (which   might   only   serve   to   make   learners   feel   patronised   or   
uncomfortable).   

When   we   generate   high   energy   levels   for   teaching—through   
our   eyes   and   voice,   through   the   general   indescribable   way   we   
connect   with   another   human,   through   our   body   language—we   make   
it   harder   for   the   learner   to   slip   back   into   their   old   habits.   Learners   
are   naturally   going   to   invest   more   energy   into   the   experience   if   they   
see   and   feel   how   we   are   doing   the   same.   Just   as   importantly,   
learners   are   more   likely   to   experience   a   type   of   submission   which   
allows   them   to   leave   interfering   worries   and   interrupting   thoughts   
behind,   and   in   this   way   they   actually   get   to   see   the   method    work .     

A   great   example   of   this   energy   can   be   found   in   the   Cyprus   
Project   video   where   I   interview   learners   before   and   after   a   four-hour   
workshop,   as   well   as   include   some   moments   from   the   workshop   
itself.   Although,   in   the   latter,   we   are   focused   on   lone   students   
reproducing   a   target   sentence,   the   energy   of   the   workshop   is   
somehow   still   palpable.   And   it   is   telling   how   much   energy  
participants   have    after    such   an   intensive   (four-hour)   workshop,   
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where   we   might   expect   them   to   be   exhausted;   everyone   is   buzzing,   
and   we   get   the   sensation   that   we   just   had   an   event   rather   than   a   
class,   and   that   is   how   we   should   see   and   impart   our   classes—as   
events.   (The   video   in   question   can   be   found   on   the   ‘interviews   and   
other’   playlist   on   the   Language   Transfer   YouTube   channel.)   

There   is   naturally   more   energy   involved   in   open   public   
workshops   than   in   recording   situations,   but   still   I   believe   that   the   
question   of   energy   is   perfectly   demonstrable   by   listening   to   any   LT   
course.   This   is   in   spite   of   the   fact   that   I   almost   never   had   a   
recording   studio   and   was   mostly   in   very   precarious   and   stressful   
recording   conditions   in   which,   apart   from   the   extra   concentration   
necessary   for   teaching   languages   I   don’t   speak,   I   had   to   worry   
about   external   noises   that   might   interfere   with   the   recordings.   I’m   
not   good   at   that   kind   of   stress,   and   so   there   were   times   when   
recording   an   audio   was   just   the   last   thing   I   felt   like   doing   (or   
honestly,   it   was   almost   always   the   last   thing   I   felt   like   doing!),   and   
yet   it   doesn’t   come   across   in   the   audio   tracks.   This   is   because   once   
we   do   find   that   genuine   energy   for   what   we   are   doing   as   a   whole,   
we   can   summon   its   shadow   whenever   we   need   to,   even   when   it   has   
little   to   do   with   how   we   are   feeling   at   any   given   moment.   

I’m   not   entirely   comfortable   about   sharing   this   but   for   the   
greater   good   of   providing   the   best   example   of   the   above   that   I   can...   
whilst   I   was   awaiting   my   student   for   Introduction   to   Turkish,   I   learnt   
that   a   very   special   friend   had   been   killed   by   a   hit-and-run.   I   was   in   
shock,   and   then   my   recording   student   knocked   on   the   door.   I   could   
take   her   offer   to   skip   the   day   and   be   left   with   myself,   or   I   could   
retreat   into   my   teaching   mind,   and   summon   that   guy.   I   did   the   latter,   
and   the   class   was   like   any   other;   during   that   hour   I   was   like   any   
other   person   who   hadn’t   just   received   such   awful   news.   Not   only   
this,   but   it   was   therapeutic.   I   believe   it   was   healthy   to   be   able   to   
leave   myself   at   the   door   for   a   little   while,   and   let   that   version   of   
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myself   digest   his   shock   a   little.   If   we   understand   the   benefits   of   
abandoning   ourselves   in   this   way   when   we   are   not   in   the   mood   to   
teach—although   I   accept   this   is   an   extreme   example—we’ll   also   see   
it   as   less   of   a   submission   when   it’s   the   last   thing   we   feel   like   doing.   
What’s   more,   the   energy   that   we   exude   is   so   powerful   that   we   can   
even   convince    ourselves ,   and   suddenly   we   can   find   ourselves   
wanting   to   be   teaching   when   we   didn’t   shortly   before.   We   can   
understand   in   this   way   how   we   might   often   require   the   same   
submission   from   ourselves   as   we   do   from   our   learners,   and   how   we   
achieve   it   with   the   same   means:   energy!   

In   English,   the   above   might   be   commonly   described   as  
‘putting   your   teaching   hat   on’,   and   when   we   do   that   we   might   leave   
a   large   part   of   ourselves   at   the   door.   No   matter   what   is   happening   
outside,   here   and   now   we   are   doing   something   amazing,   and   that   
needs   to   come   across   so   that   our   learners   can   slip   into   submitting   to   
us,   even   in   spite   of   all   those   worries   and   bad   habits   they   might   
have.   When   the   teaching   hat   goes   on,   our   personality   and   
performance   is   not   subject   to   the   motivation   we   did   or   didn’t   wake   
up   with   in   the   morning.   It   is   automatically   gleeful,   optimistic   and   
generous,   it’s   excitable,   open,   welcoming,   motivated,   expert,   and   as   
sure   as   hell   about   the   task   at   hand:   that   it   will   be   positive,   that   it   will   
work,   that   it’ll   be   pleasurable,   that   it   is   full   of   treats   and   surprises   
and   most   of   all,   that   we   are   in   control   of   and   enjoy   imparting   that   
experience.   If   we   possess   this   general   certainty   and   are   empowered   
by   it,   it’s   easier   for   us   to   put   the   teacher’s   hat   on   when   we   need   to.   

The   more   we   perform,   the   more   we’ll   develop   the   performer;   
a   ’teaching   personality’   which   is   entirely   engaged   in   the   task   at   hand   
and   also   disconnected   from   our   own   current   mood   (if   need   be)   and   
problems.   The   ‘teaching   personality’   can   be   us,   but   at   the   same   
time   not   us.   It   can   be   open,   transparent   and   giving,   and   at   the   same   
time   guard   a   private   self.   Part   of   creating   a   Language   Transfer   
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course   means   becoming   something   like   a   very   minor   public   figure!   
You   are   recognised,   people   feel   they   know   you,   or   sometimes   even   
‘own’   you   somehow,   and   for   those   of   us   who   are   uncomfortable   with   
that,   then   the   privacy   the   teaching   hat   affords   us   can   also   help   us   be   
more   open   than   we   knew   we   could.     

Each   individual   teacher   will   have   to   find   that   character   
within—a   head   for   the   hat—by   themselves,   on   their   own   terms,   and   
through   their   own   teaching   experience.   For   me,   it   was   harnessing   
my   innate   (and   often   annoying)   desperation   to   share   everything   I   
find   interesting   that   helped   me   channel   that   energy.   Abundant   
energy,   bringing   a   positive   demeanour   or   charisma   (or   whatever   
other   words   we   might   use   to   describe   this   intangible   thing)   really   is   
a   pillar   of   teaching   with   the   Thinking   Method.   Investigate   where   
yours   comes   from   during   writing   and   teaching   practice,   and   invest   in   
nurturing   it.   And   remember,   if   all   else   fails,   energy   generates   energy,   
and   that   energy   can   even   fool   ourselves!   

This   energy   that   we   exert,   and   the   ‘teaching   personality’   we   
keep   under   our   hat   that   is   unreservedly   positive   and   optimistic,   will   
be   forever   more   natural   the   more   convinced   we   are   of   our   product,   
and   this   is   the   nature   of   performance.   If   you   are   nervous   to   play   
your   guitar   in   front   of   folks,   you   probably   won’t   play   very   well   unless   
you   manage   to   completely   forget   that   anyone   is   there   (and   this   
forgetting   is   the   ‘meditation’   of   many   a   musician,   although   that’s   not   
so   plausible   for   a   class   context!).   If   on   the   other   hand   you   can   
convince   yourself   to   see   the   performance   as   an   opportunity   to   ‘show   
them   what   you   got’,   then   you   will   probably   play   much   better.   This   
was   a   groundbreaking   realisation   for   me   at   high   school.   I   noticed   
that   the   nervousness   surrounding   exams   affected   my   performance.   
When   I   consciously   decided   to   treat   exams   as   an   opportunity   to   
show   off   rather   than   seeing   them   as   intimidating   tests   or   means   of   
discipline,   then   I   started   getting   unexpected   high   grades   (in   spite   of   
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my   terrible   behaviour,   too!).   The   same   goes   for   teaching.   We   may   
have   our   own   anxieties   about   teaching,   especially   at   the   beginning,   
but   as   we   become   more   confident   about   our   material,   that   
confidence   can   overcome   anxiety,   transforming   that   anxious   energy   
into   bright   performance   energy,   into   excitement   to   share   the   fruits   of   
one’s   labour.     

This   transformation   of   nervous   energy   was   an   experience   I   
had   in   the   first   open   public   workshops   which   took   place   as   part   of   
the   Cyprus   Project   in   Nicosia.   I   would   turn   up   having   promised   great   
things   and   looking   like   I   inhabited   the   outskirts   of   society   as   much   
as   I   did!   Poorly   dressed   in   other   folks’   old   clothes,   with   a   dog   and   a   
noisy   borrowed   bicycle,   I’d   see   half   the   eyes   in   the   room   wish   they   
hadn’t   come   the   moment   they   realised   that   it   was   me   giving   the   
workshop:   ‘ this    is   the   guy?!’.   Some   would   quickly   look   away   as   if   to   
hide   the   way   their   faces   openly   displayed   their   shock.   I   quickly   
learnt   to   play   off   of   that,   and   to   enjoy   it   too;   it   was   the   first   tension   
contour   to   resolve!   Knowing   that   I   would   resolve   that   tension,   I   could   
enjoy   it,   a   little   like   sitting   in   front   of   a   big   cake   you   know   you   are   
about   to   eat,   and   waiting   a   little!   I   didn’t   roll   into   these   workshops   
looking   so   rough   because   I   was   confident,   of   course,   but   I    was   
confident   enough   about   the   material.   This   was   because   I   came   to   
know   that   once   I   got   going,   I’d   have   the   room   captivated,   however   
they   looked   at   me   when   I   came   through   the   door,   so   I   lapped   it   up.   
The   same   folks   that   had   thought   about   whether   they   could   make   
their   escape   before   I   began   speaking,   would   later   comment   on   my   
appearance   as   proof   of   my   ‘brilliance’;   the   shorts   cut   from   old   
trousers   and   mismatched   socks   just   attested   to   my   ‘bohemian   
genius’.   This   made   my   anxiety   almost   funny;   it   allowed   me   to   play   
with   it   and   convert   it   into   performance   energy,   rather   than   how   it   
might   otherwise   have   come   across!   If   our   learners   detect   insecurity,   
they   are   less   likely   to   believe   in   our   material   and   this   can   cause   a   
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lag   in   securing   their   proactive   participation.   On   the   other   hand,   if   
learners   detect   false   confidence,   they   are   likely   to   be   repelled   by   it.   
Genuine   confidence   is   happy   and   inviting,   genuine   confidence   
captivates,   and   most   of   all,   genuine   confidence   is   earned.   We   can  
expect   to   earn   it   by   working   damn   hard   on   our   scripts,   and   by   being   
well   prepared,   too.   We   must   spend   time   with   our   scripts   before   each   
teaching   session   so   that   in   the   session   we   can   focus   on   performing   
with   energy   and   certainty,   rather   than   being   distracted   by   learning   
where   our   script   is   going   only   as   we   progress   through   it.   

What   is   certain   is   that   the   energy   we   invest   in   the   learning   
experience   cannot   be   dependent   on   what   side   of   the   bed   we   get   out   
on.   We   need   to   consistently   conjure   the   energy   necessary   to   teach   
with   this   method,   and   this   is   another   reason   why,   as   per   Part   5,   
there   is   a   sensible   limit   on   daily   teaching   hours   for   full-time   
teachers,   and   that   is   a   maximum   of   two   to   three   hours   per   day   and   
15   hours   per   week   for   most   people.   It   takes   a   lot   of   energy   to   bear   
the   teacher’s   hat,   and   it   would   be   a   shame   to   burn   ourselves   out   
because   every   time   we   do,   that   hat   will   get   a   little   heavier   to   bear.   
We   must   be   sensible   and   pace   ourselves,   and   listen   to   our   own   
minds   and   bodies   when   they   remind   us   that   we   are   stressed.   If   we   
are   teaching   to   record,   or   teaching   more   than   one   student   such   as   
in   a   workshop,   we   are   simultaneously   in   our   own   mental   theatre,   in   
that   of   whoever   we   are   engaging,   and   in   that   of   the   remote/other   
learners,   too!   So   much   concentration   necessarily   represents   mental   
stress,   and   generating   energy   will   help   us   deal   with   that   too,   but   we   
must   respect   sensible   limits.   Personally,   I   find   classes   and   
workshops   both   exhausting   and   exhilarating.   If   I   give   a   four-hour   
workshop,   I’m   probably   not   going   to   sleep   until   4-5am   because   of   all   
the   adrenaline   (or   whatever   it   is)   that   is   left   running   about   
afterwards,   and   I   might   even   take   a   couple   of   days   to   fully   come   
down   from   that   teaching   session!   This   was   the   case   for   the   Cyprus   
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Project   where   huge   numbers   (sometimes   around   60)   were   coming   
to   the   four-hour   workshops   without   a   word   of   Greek/Turkish,   and   
leaving   almost   conversational.   Such   a   lengthy   stretch   is   hugely   
energy   consuming,   and   it   is   all   that   teacher   energy   which   manages   
to   hold   everything   together   and   keep   people   engaged   for   so   long.   
Such   lengthy   workshop   events   are   not   the   most   ideal   way   to   teach   
(shorter   more   frequent   classes   being   preferable)   but   they   do   serve   
to   show   the   possibilities   of   and   power   behind   the   energy   that   the   
teacher   projects.   Learners   will   not   fight   to   keep   themselves   engaged   
for   four   hours;   only   a   teacher’s   performance   can   achieve   such   a   
thing.   

In   summary,   it   is   no   use   reading   from   the   course   script   as   if   it   
were   an   instruction   manual.   If   we   are   grimly   reading   out   instructions   
and   explanations,   we   will   not   be   generating   the   energy   necessary   to   
prompt   our   learner   to   invest   all   they   can   muster   into   their   mental   
processes,   and   for   them   to   submit   to   the   method   in   order   to   actually   
experience   it   (rather   than   doing   their   own   thing   mentally).   If   we   
approach   the   whole   endeavour   with   excitement,   then   our   learner   is   
likely   to   also.   If   we   approach   it   rigidly,   too   seriously   or   gloomily,   then   
our   learner   is   likely   to   follow   suit.   Teacher   energy   is   key,   and   if   all   
this   anecdotal   evidence   doesn’t   make   the   point,   your   own   classes   
certainly   will!   

  
  

2.3   Beyond   Public   Speaking   
  

We   must   remember   to   address   everybody.   If   we   correct   or   
cue   a   student   in   a   workshop   or   in   a   recording,   the   intervention   
should   be   taken   advantage   of   to   direct   and   address   all   learners.   In   
this   way,   we   can   address   what   different   learners   are   doing,   might   be   
doing   or   might   come   to   do   mentally.   And   so,   addressing   everybody   
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also   means   addressing   different   possible   versions   of   the   same   
learner   which   may   present   themselves   at   different   times.   With   one   
utterance   we   might   be   addressing   more   than   one   type   of   learner   or   
mental   state   at   once,   or   in   other   words,   we   might   be   imparting   
different   experiences   at   the   same   time.   We   might   say   something   
which   for   one   student   is   meant   as   an   affirmation   of   a   linguistic   rule,   
and   for   another   is   a   comment   about   how   they    should    be   thinking   or   
interacting   with   the   course.   If   we   have   all   these   different   learners   
and   versions   of   learners   in   our   sights   at   once,   we   will   be   constantly   
working   to   preventatively   untie   the   knots   they   all   might   be   prone   to   
getting   themselves   into.     

  
Sophophobia     
  

Many,   many   people   have   anxiety   related   to   learning.   As   most   
institutionalised   learning   experiences   are   not   especially   
empowering,   when   you   combine   the   residue   of   those   bad   
experiences   with   the   intangible-seeming   world   of   foreign   language   
learning,   learners   may   already   be   beginning   a   class   full   of   
doubt—and   not   doubt   in   the   teacher   or   the   method,   but   self-doubt.   

Anxiety   might   come   from   a   fear   of   not   learning,   or   indeed   
from   a   fear   of   learning!   As   strange   as   the   latter   might   sound,   I   know   
that   I   for   one   have   experienced   this   or   indeed   I   approached   
languages   in   this   way   as   a   new   learner   (at   the   age   of   19,   until   which   
I   was   monolingual).   It   is   common   for   people   who   are   not   used   to   
learning—or   to   learning   so   much—to   quite   literally   worry   about   how   
all   of   this   is   going   to   fit   into   their   heads!   Some   people   don’t   know   
just   how   many   neurons   they   have   for   the   spending,   and   intensive   
learning   experiences   such   as   ours   might   make   the   learner   feel   like   
they   couldn’t   possibly   learn   any   more   today—and   not   because   of   
exhaustion,   but   because   they    believe    they   have   reached   some   kind   
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of   obvious   capacity.   When   a   learner   decides   this,   they   may   reject   all   
new   information   for   fear   of   losing   what   they   have   learnt,   and   what   
they   are   so   happy   about   having   learnt!   

Fear   of   learning   and   not   learning   alike   can   make   learners   do   
any   number   of   counterproductive   things,   such   as   picking   and   
choosing   (in   spite   of   our   cues)   what   they   will   remember   and   what  
not,   or   trying   to   constantly   take   stock   of   (mentally   recap)   the   
material   we   have   covered   in   order   to   prove   to   themselves   that   none   
of   it   has   slipped   through   their   neuronal   web!   We   can   get   learners   
around   such   fearful   habits   with   practical   reminders   which   serve   to   
make   their   fear   redundant,   such   as:   
  

-to   let   things   go;   we   are   not   trying   to   remember   things,   we   just   have   
to   know   how   to   find   them.   
-we   don’t   have   to   worry   about   holding   on   to   anything   because   it’s   all   
‘out   there’;   the   language   is   being   spoken,   it   is   existing,   and   we   only   
need   to   expose   ourselves   to   it   in   order   to   be   reminded   of   all   that   we   
know   about   it,   or   to   clarify   our   doubts.   In   this   way,   we   don’t   have   to   
worry   about    losing    anything.   
-to   think   about   one   thing   at   a   time   to   arrive   at   the   target   sentence,   
and   in   this   way   show   ourselves   that   we   can   find   what   we   need,   
rather   than   needing   to   know   it.   
-to   use   the   teacher   like   a   dictionary,   if   you   forget   a   word   just   ask,   it’s   
the   structure   we’re   concerned   with!   
  

All   courses   are   studded   with   such   interventions,   which   come   
in   different   shapes   and   sizes.   They   may   have   been   built   into   the   
script,   or   may   have   arisen   in   an   ad   hoc   manner,   responding   to   the   
recording   student.     

Some   learners   may   find   learning   anxiety-provoking   in   the  
same   way   that   we   can   find   power   scary!   Knowledge   is   power,   and   
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people   that   are   not   used   to   such   sensations   might   experience   an   
emotional   aversion   to   them.   I   have   had   students   break   down   in   
tears   because   they   feel   like   they   can’t   learn,   but   it   has   also   
happened   because   they    are    learning;   and   not   tears   of   pure   joy   
either,   but   of   fear,   of   aversion   mixed   with   joy…   I’ve   seen   folks   
shake!   Again,   for   someone   who   is   used   to   learning   this   might   seem   
unimaginable,   but   the   journey   we   impart   will   represent   ‘overcoming   
oneself’   in   such   a   way   that   for   many   learners   it   will   be   slightly   
traumatic.   Such   a   concern   might   be   especially   relevant   for   those   
learners   who   have   taken   more   submissive   roles   in   life,   or   have   
otherwise   been   oppressed   by   their   society,   culture   or   personal   life.   I   
wouldn’t   have   thought   about   this   had   I   not   experienced   it   in   my   own   
classes,   in   which   I   have   had   students   get   anxious   every   time   they   
advanced,   and   this   made   them   tiptoe   back   and   decide   that   they   
didn’t   know   what   they   just   proved   to   me   they   knew!   Such   students   
often   need   the   teacher   to   convince   them   that   they   know   something   
as   if   that   were   a   type   of    permission    to   know   it,   and   they   wait   to   be   
walked   through   mental   processes   that   they   are   entirely   capable   of   
organising   themselves.   

If   we   are   aware   that   the   student   might   be   experiencing   such   
emotional   difficulties,   we   can   counter   much   of   that   in   just   the   way   
we   word   and   cue   certain   things.   We   might   even   want,   in   some   
circumstances,   to   delicately   let   the   learner   in   on   what   they   are   
doing,   not   in   an   accusative   manner   but   rather   in   an   ‘isn’t   it   
interesting   what   the   mind   does!   Let’s   dominate   this!’   tone.   If   we   
remain   unaware   of   the   possibility   that   such   complex   issues   are  
hampering   our   progress,   then   we   may   come   under   the   impression   
that   problems   are   occurring   in   our   sessions   for   other   reasons.  
Trying   to   address   those   reasons   when   culpability   lies   elsewhere   will   
create,   rather   than   resolve,   tension.   
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Old   habits   dying   hard   
  

Sometimes,   complications   are   rooted   in   emotional   
considerations   as   described   above.   Other   times,   difficulties   simply   
arise   from   bad   habits   adopted   from   education   systems.   Identifying   
which   is   which   can   be   of   great   import.   

If   we   ask   a   learner   for   a   specific   verb   conjugation:   ‘how   do   
you   say   ‘we   go’?’,   our   learner   might   run   through   the   present   forms   
vertically   until   they   arrive   at   the   one   they   need,   instead   of   arriving   at   
it   through   the   horizontal   processes   we   have   established.   This   might   
happen   because   their   anxious   internal   voice   wants   to   check   they   
still   know   the   other   conjugations,   or   simply   because   they   are   just   
repeating   old   learning   habits.   Many   learners   will   come   to   us   having   
already   had   a   lifetime   of   classroom   experience   where   they   do   things   
like   learn   Spanish   by   repeating:    hablo,   hablas,   habla,   hablan,   
hablamos,    and   for   this   reason,   will   go   down   that   road   quite   
automatically   until   they   stumble   upon   the   conjugation   we   are   
soliciting   (often   moving   their   lips   along   as   they   go!).   By   then,   they   
may   have   forgotten   the   target   sentence.   In   one   case   an   emotional   
issue   might   be   causing   the   problem,   in   the   other   it   is   simply   habit.   
We   need   to   be   aware   which   is   happening   even   though   we   might   use   
the   opportunity   to   address   both   possibilities,   bearing   in   mind   our   
remote   learners.   When   we   decide   it   is   habit,   we   can   deal   with   that   
by   fortifying   the   independent   processes   we   use   to   arrive   at   the   
solicited   conjugation   (to   the   exclusion   of   other   conjugations).   We   
might   also   take   the   opportunity   to   remind   our   learners   that   they   are   
freed   by   having   to   think   about   just   one   thing   at   a   time,   by   dismissing   
all   those   other   conjugations   which   have   nothing   to   do   with   what   they   
need    now .   We   can   explain   how   running   through   verb   conjugations   
will   not   be   something   they   will   need   to   do   in   real   life,   but   finding    one   
of   them   at   a   time   will   be.   This   should   all   help   convince   our   learner   of   
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why   they   should   abandon   their   habits.   We   might   also   ask   our   
learner   why   they   are   running   through   those   other   versions   of   the   
verb.   Simply   not   being   able   to   give   a   reason   why   might   be   enough   
for   our   learner   to   stop   doing   it!   

A   student   might   be   trying   to   make   their   own   random   
connections   for   everything   we   teach   them   because   they   are   afraid   
of   forgetting,   but   it   might   also   be   simply   because   they   have   worked   
previously   with   meaningless   mnemonics   (random   memory   hooks),   
and   have   superimposed   that   habit   on   to   the   learning   experience   we  
are   imparting.   Of   course,   the   connections   we   make   in   our   scripts   
are   meaningful   ones,   but   our   learner’s   connections   are   more   likely   
to   be   arbitrary.   With   such   arbitrary   connections,   our   learner   may   
ultimately   create   such   a   mess   that   the   linguistic   structure   we   have   
worked   so   hard   to   put   in   place   is   heavily   obscured.   If   we   don’t   
realise   that   our   learner   is   doing   this   whilst   we   are   teaching,   and   if   
we   are   not   aware   that   it   might   happen,   we   will   be   less   equipped   to   
both   notice   and   address   it,   and   to   prevent   it,   too.   Whether   the   
learner   is   doing   such   a   thing   because   of   anxiety,   or   because   of   an   
old   habit,   is   of   great   significance   to   how   we   respond   to   it.   Whenever   
we   misidentify   the   reason   behind   a   serious   problem,   attempting   to   
address   what    isn’t    going   wrong   is   likely   to   contribute   more   confusion   
and   tension.   

We   need   to   be   watching   our   learners   closely   when   we   are   
teaching,   to   look   for   signs   of   what   they   may   be   doing,   and   why,   but   
we   can   also   just   ask!   If   our   student   is   absenting   themselves   (their   
eyes   drift   off,   for   example)   for   too   long   in   determinable   moments,   
like   after   giving   them   a   new   word,   we   might   ask   them   what   they   
were   thinking   about.   If   they   say    ‘llover    is   like   ‘lover’,   so   I   was   
thinking   ‘two   lovers   in   the   rain’’   ( Llover    is   ‘to   rain’   in   Spanish);   we   
can   respond   something   like:   ‘ah,   that’s   a   nice   way   to   remember   it,   
but   I’d   definitely   avoid   doing   things   like   that   during   the   class   
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because   it   might   interfere   with   what   we’re   learning.   (We’re   going   to   
focus   on   different   elements   of   a   word   like    llover    that   help   you   learn   
Spanish,    rather   than   worrying   about   the   word   itself)’.   The   part   
between   parenthesis   might   be   added   if   we   feel   that   our   learner   
needs   a   little   more   justification,   or   if   it’s   not   the   first   time   we   are   
giving   such   a   cue.   Note   also   how   we   have   said   to   not   do   such   
things   during   class   time   rather   than   ‘ever’,   as   this   cue   sounds   less   
invasive   and   hopefully   by   the   end   of   the   course,   our   own   learning   
habits   will   be   well   established   and   our   learners   will   be   looking   for   
meaningful   connections   based   on   what   they   know   rather   than   
inventing   artificial   mnemonics.   Intervening   in   such   a   case   is   so   
much   more   important   than   it   might   at   first   appear;   firstly,   if   our   
learner   takes   a   couple   of   seconds   to   have   thoughts   like   the   one   
above   whenever   we   present   something   new,   then   it   will   interrupt   the   
contours   we   are   creating   and   overshadow   parts   of   our   
explanations—our   learner   can’t   very   well   be   following   our   lead   and   
taking   in   our   explanations   while   at   the   same   time   thinking   about   
lovers   in   the   rain!   The   learner   absenting   themselves   in   this   way   can   
also   divert   the   intended   focus   of   our   explanations;   if   we   are   focused   
on   the   pronunciation   of   the   double   L,   and   our   learner   is   trying   to   
remember   the   word   through   mnemonics,   then   the   experience   we   
are   aiming   to   impart   has   broken   down;    we    were   aiming   to   make   the   
word   memorable   through   our   focus   on   the   double   L   and   the   
dialectal   variations   in   its   pronunciation,   whereas   our   learner   is   just   
trying   to   remember   the    word .   

We   need   to   be   aware   of   the   power   of   habit   so   that   we   might   
banish   these   contaminating   factors   from   our   processes,   or   at   least   
realise   when   our   learners’   errors   are   owing   to   them   and   not   
something   else.   Depending   on   the   cultural   paradigms   in   question,   
any   manner   of   habit   might   be   imported   from   previous   educational   or   
life   experiences.   These   can   be   more   or   less   culturally   specific,   and   
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some   are   more   relevant   for   our   final   product   (the   course   recordings)   
than   others.   If   we   are   inhabiting   the   mental   theatre   of   our   learner,   
then   we   can   usually   suss   out   even   the   most   unexpected   habits   a   
learner   might   demonstrate.   The   most   important   thing   is   to   
understand   the   weight   of   previously   established   learning   habits   so   
that   we   might   be   more   likely   to   notice   when   they   hold   influence   over   
our   teaching   sessions.   It   is   again   teaching   experience   and   astute   
analysis   (maybe   paired   with   our   own   natural   intuition)   that   will   help   
us   understand   what   is   going   on   with   individual   learners,   and   how   to   
apply   that   to   the   whole   of   our   teaching.   

Interestingly,   the   weight   of   such   habits   often   makes   learners   
who   have   little   previous   educational   history   (for   example,   a   mature   
adult   who   hasn’t   studied   since   school)   an   easier   student   to   work   
with   than   a   graduate.   All   kinds   of   problems   (employing   
memorisation   tactics,   overgeneralising   or   simplifying   our   rules,   etc.)   
will   arise   as   a   result   of   established   habits   much   more   often   in   highly   
educated   learners   than   in   less   educated   ones.   

  
It’s   possible   to   go   on   forever   about   this   crossroads   of   

psychology   and   pedagogy   as   described   in   the   above   subsections,   
but   the   most   important   thing   in   getting   our   heads   around   these   
challenges   is   to   be   open,   empathetic   and   responsive   to   our   
learner’s   experience   (inhabiting   the   mental   theatre),   and   to   get   in   
plenty   of   teaching   experience,   so   that   we   can   make   these   
discoveries   and   judgement   calls   on   our   own   watch.   As   much   as   we   
can   read   about   learners,   we   need   to   experience   them   for   ourselves.     

As   complicated   as   things   might   appear   to   get,   we   of   course   
always   have   our   ‘one   size   fits   all’   solution   to   keep   the   course   rolling:   
energy .   We   might   use   this   energy   to   temporarily   overwhelm   our   
learner’s   bad   habits   so   that   we   can   resolve   a   tension   contour,   to   
remind   our   learners   of   how   they   should   be   engaging,   or   to   correct   
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memorably,   and   the   list   goes   on.   But   ultimately,   this   is   not   a   wise   or   
sustainable   way   to   deal   with   each   and   every   problem;   we   need   our   
learners   to   discipline   their   own   minds,   with   our   help,   and   to   gain   
control   over   their   processes.   The   more   we   bridge   that   gap   with   our   
own   energy,   the   more   energy   we   will   need   to   continue   to   keep   the   
course   afloat.   In   this   way,   we   can   appreciate   the   balance   we   must   
achieve;   the   more   we   dominate   the   setting   with   our   own   energy,   the   
less   we’ll   find   our   students   doing   things   which   undo   our   work,   but   
we   also   need   learners   to   fundamentally   understand   why   those   
habits   are   unhelpful   so   that   they   might   deliberately   lay   them   to   rest,   
and   the   sooner   the   better!   

  
  

2.4   The   Final   Straw   
  

Whilst   course   writers   bear   the   responsibility   of   creating   a   
course   and   teaching   it   in   a   manner   that   is   expert   enough   to   demand   
the   type   of   intense   participation   that   we   do,   the   choice   and   
responsibility   of   whether   to   participate   in   that   course   or   not   is   
ultimately   the   learner’s.   There   is   a   minimum   we   require   as   teachers,   
and   that   is   for   learners   to   at   least    try    to   participate   in   the   course   in   
the   way   we   are   soliciting   and   cueing.   Some   learners   won’t   try,   or   
may   actively   refuse   to   try,   and   when   that   happens   we   may   have   to   
stop   trying,   too.   

When   our   classes   consistently   break   down   with   a   learner,   it’s   
almost   never   about   intelligence,   per   se;   I’ve   never   had   to   tell   a   
learner   that   they   aren’t   bright   enough   for   the   Thinking   Method.   
Other   than   practical   issues   like   tiredness   (which   can   be   
circumvented   with   a   change   of   timetable),   what   tends   to   interfere   in   
our   classes   to   the   extent   of   eventually   making   them   unmanageable   
is   the   emotional   or   personality   baggage   that   the   learner   brings   to   
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the   table.   Now,   we’ve   discussed   how   we   might   deal   with   that   
baggage   but   if   we   find   that   the   only   thing   that   works   is   ‘disciplining’   
our   learner   into   thinking   (using   tension   to   get   them   to   participate)   
because   they   don’t   follow   our   cues,   then   said   learner   might   have   a   
better   go   of   it   with   the   audios   than   with   a   live   teacher,   as   these   
would   likely   bypass   most   of   the   personality   or   emotional   issues   that   
prevent   them   from   engaging   properly   in   live   contexts.   In   this   way,   
we   can   terminate   our   relationship   with   an   uncooperative   student,   
but   not   their   relationship   with   the   method.   

Our   method   will   not   have   its   desired   effect   without   the   
participation   we   are   soliciting,   and   we   cannot   waste   good   time   and   
energy   banging   our   head   against   the   wall   with   learners   who   insist   
on   doing   things   their   own   way.   It   is   not   that   our   method    cannot    work   
with   a   certain   type   of   learner,   only   that   some   folk   won’t    let    it   work,   
and   we   must   accept   as   teachers   that   we   are   all   adults   with   choices   
to   make,   and   whilst   we   work   to   convince,   we   ultimately   cannot   make   
someone   else’s   decisions   for   them.   Of   course,   it   is   both   difficult   and   
uncomfortable   to   have   to   judge   when   someone   is   not   participating   
properly   through   issues   they   are   yet   to   control—but   can   and   are   
willing   to   try—or   when   breakdowns   occur   because   learners   are   
happy   to   nod   and   smile   and   swear   to   be   playing   by   the   book,   but   
continue   to   play   by   their   own   rules   for   any   number   of   reasons   that   
might   boil   down   to   stubbornness,   arrogance,   unmanageable   anxiety   
or   something   else   entirely.   Breakdowns   might   occur   with   any   learner   
for   reasons   pertaining   to   personality   or   attitude,   and   it    is    part   of   our   
job   to   ease   our   learners   out   of   them,   but   this   is   not   work   that   we   can   
undertake   entirely   by   ourselves,   without   the   learner’s   participation   or   
with   their   counter-efforts.   Ultimately,   the   learner   will   need   to   decide,   
want,   want   to   decide   or   decide   to   want,   to   collaborate   themselves!     

  Some   learners   insist   on   guessing   their   way   through   target   
sentences.   When   you   get   strict   with   these   learners   they   most   often   
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snap   out   of   it   and   play   by   our   rules.   The   improvement   might   end   
there   or   last   for   a   sentence   or   two,   but   especially   problematic   
students   will   quickly   slip   back   into   immediate   and   meaningless   
guessing.   This   can   be   an   impossibly   frustrating   situation   for   anyone,   
but   we   can   learn   a   lot   from   such   students,   too,   and   trying   to   pull   
them   out   of   this   self-imposed   stupor   is   great   experience   both   in   how   
to   do   that   generally,   and   also   in   knowing   when   and   why   to   give   up.   
Learners   might   be   guessing   for   any   number   of   reasons;   it   is   unlikely   
but   entirely   possible   that   they   are   doing   so   for   reasons   pertaining   to   
attitude   which   we   are   unable   to   change.     

When   we   are   really   battling   it   out   with   a   learner,   our   session   
will   be   so   much   more   about   getting   our   learner   to   participate   
correctly   than   about   the   actual   language   content—these   are   the   
classes   in   which   we   get   through   5-10   minutes   of   material   in   an   hour,   
and   I   have   had   many   such   classes!   Sometimes   we   might   even   want   
to   let   our   learner   know   that,   not   telling   them   off,   but   explaining   how   
just   approaching   the   material   in   the   way   we   are   soliciting   will   save   
us   near   to   an   hour’s   work.   Whilst   such   sessions   might   be   
indescribably   frustrating,   they   can   afford   us   with   an   expertise   that   
will   inform   our   teaching   generally.   That   said,   whilst   learning   from   
such   exceptionally   and   often   impossibly   difficult   students   is   essential   
in   the   professional   development   of   a   new   course   writer   and   teacher,   
we   don’t   want   to   overdo   it   either,   because   it   has   the   potential   to   
cause   us   burnout   and   lasting   mental   and   physical   tension,   as   well   
as   generate   negative   feelings   about   our   teaching   sessions   (which   
we   need   to   feel   overly   positive   about).   

In   this   way,   I   can   only   reiterate   that   teachers   are   at   total   
liberty   to   decide   who   they   do   and   do   not   work   with.   The   teacher’s   
number   one   concern   is   their   own   energy   and   stress   levels.   This   
doesn’t   mean,   of   course,   that   difficult   students   should   be   avoided   
altogether   and   it   would   be   quite   counterproductive   to   do   so.   I   must   
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also   emphasise   that   this   isn’t   a   cop-out   and   it   doesn’t   mean   our   
method   only   works   for   a   certain   type   of   learner.   Learners   who   have   
agreed   with   me   that   it   doesn’t   make   sense   for   us   to   continue   
working   together   have   been   absolutely   fine   with   the   audio   tracks   
or—when   I’ve   had   the   opportunity   to   observe   them—even   in   
workshops.   That   might   be   because   the   discussed   issues   occur   
more   with   the   increased   anxiety   of   a   one-on-one   setting.   But   that   
doesn’t   mean   we   won’t   get   problematic   learners   in   workshops,   
either!   I   was   giving   a   series   of   large   German   workshops   in   Berlin   
with   around   40-50   participants   attending,   and   there   was   a   young   
lady   that   always   insisted   on   writing.   I   explained   to   her   that   in   my   
experience   only   people   who   wrote   during   workshops   wouldn’t   get   
the   target   sentences,   and   tried   to   convince   her   to   trust   me   that   she’d   
learn   more   without   writing.   She   insisted   somewhat   aggressively   that   
I   didn’t   know   how   she   learns,   so   I   had   to   let   her   write.   She   was   of   
course   the   only   learner   that   couldn’t   give   me   a   target   sentence,   and   
furthermore,   the   only   learner   interrupting   me   for   clarifications   during   
the   workshop,   for   things   I   hadn’t   yet   taught!   This   is   because   she   
was   desperately   scribbling   down   everything   I   was   saying,   trying   to   
make   some   vertical   panorama   from   it.   In   the   end,   I   had   to   suggest   
that   she   act   as   an   observer   for   this   workshop   and   maybe   try   not   
writing   in   the   next   one.   Even   in   an   open   public   workshop—and   this   
may   be   the   only   time   this   has   happened—we   might   have   to   decide   
that   we   cannot   work   with   a   particular   learner,   at   least   for   the   time   
being,   in   which   case   they   can   become   an   ‘observer’.   This   is   of   
course   only   for   extreme   cases,   but   if   a   learner   continually   disrupts   
the   workshop   in   spite   of   our   cues   not   to,   we   can   consider   it   an   
extreme   case.     

The   point   of   describing   all   these   situations   in   this   section   is   
so   that   the   teacher   knows   that   sometimes,   ‘it’s   not   me,   it’s   you’   is   
true!   We   are   not   in   a   submissive   customer   service   role   in   which   the   
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customer   is   always   right,   we   are   participating   in   a   collaboration   that   
we   are   at   liberty   to   decide   is   not   fruitful   enough   to   warrant   the   
energy   we   invest   in   it.   If   our   learner   insists   on   doing   X,   Y   and   Z   
instead   of   simply    thinking —no   matter   how   much   we   demonstrate   
the   benefit   of   playing   by   our   rules—then   there   really   is   little   we   can   
do   precisely   because   we   are   no   longer   doing   the   Thinking   Method.   
Until   they   play   ball,   neither   can   we.   Sometimes   this   is   what   our   
learner   needs   to   hear   to   snap   out   of   it,   but   generally   speaking,   if   
nothing   else   worked,   warnings   are   unlikely   to   be   the   solution.   A   
large   part   of   our   job   as   teachers    is    to   get   learners   to   play   ball   and   
think,   but   as   discussed   above,   the   decision   will   ultimately   lie   with   the   
learner.   

Comparing   many   different   learners   in   distinct   teaching   
contexts   (one-on-one,   pairs,   group   workshops)   we   will   grow   to   have   
a   better   idea   about   whether   our   learner   is   the   problem   or   whether   
it’s   our   own   script   or   teaching.   We   are   not   rushed   to   decide   against   
a   learner   either,   as   it   is   these   exaggeratedly   difficult   students   who   
are   so   instrumental   in   improving   our   teaching   as   a   whole,   and   thus   
in   pushing   the   boundaries   of   the   courses   we   might   attempt   to   
create.   Such   persistently   problematic   students   act   like   a   magnifying   
glass   held   up   to   all   the   challenging   things   our   minds   might   get   up   to,   
so   that   such   things   can   be   addressed   expertly   in   our   scripts   and   
teaching,   both   before   and   as   they   occur.   This   has   increased   the   
quality   of   the   courses   for   all   learners,   who   will   experience   such   
problems   to   one   degree   or   another   depending   on   the   day,   time   of   
day,   or   material   being   seen.   For   this   reason,   it   is   definitely   worth   
putting   up   and   persisting   with   extremely   difficult   learners   for   as   long   
as   one   reasonably   can—not   to   mention   that   it   will   take   considerable   
teaching   experience   to   confidently   identify   whether   a   learner   is   
‘unworkable’   or   not.   
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If   learners   engage   and   take   their   time,   anyone   within   a   

normal   range   of   intelligence   is   able   to   learn   a   new   language   with   
relative   ease.   In   fact,   we   can   appreciate   in   this   section   how   
unsuccessful   teaching   experiences   are   often   a   result   of   an    excess   
of   mental   energy   rather   than   a   lack   of   it—it’s   often   not   that   we   need   
our   learners   to   do    more ,   but   that   we   need   them   to    stop    doing   a   
whole   bunch   of   stuff.     

Teaching   in   such   a   personal   way   is   complicated.   We   have   
confident   learners   whose   confidence   is   the   source   of   their   learning   
or   indeed   the   source   of   their   not   learning.   We   have   insecure   
students   who   cannot   learn   because   of   the   anxiety   their   insecurity   
generates,   or   whose   relief   from   that   anxiety—when   they   see   that   
they    are    learning—is   the   main   motor   to   keep   on   at   it.   The   more   we   
get   used   to   different   types   of   learners   and   how   they   interact   with   the   
method,   the   more   we   can   shape   our   teaching   to   fit   around   all   of   
those   learners   at   once.   We   can   tailor   our   teaching   to   both   a   
confident   carefree   learner   as   well   as   to   a   nervous   one   likely   to   
memorise,   all   at   the   same   time.   As   long   as   we   are   aware   of   all   of   
these   learners   and   thinking   from   all   their   perspectives,   we   can   
impart   an   experience   that   speaks   to   all   of   them   in   different   ways.   In   
the   case   of   open   public   workshops,   we   can   juggle   more   challenging   
learners   with   more   fluid   ones,   identifying   who   is   who   and   playing   
with   the   contours   of   the   class   by   alternating   our   target   sentences   
between   them,   and   giving   different   instructions   to   each   which   are   
still   relevant   to   the   other.   This   is   also   a   great   way   to   practice   dividing   
the   teacher’s   cognitive   load   between   a   recording   student   and   the   
remote   learners   we   always   have   to   bear   in   mind   when   we   record.   

In   short,   anyone   really   can   learn   a   language,   and   we   should   
aim   to   not   leave   anyone   behind,   giving   it   all   we’ve   got   to   get   our   
learners   on   board;   but   as   we’ve   discussed   in   the   last   subsection,   
the   learner   also   has   to   give   a   little   for   this   to   work!   What   is   
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discussed   throughout   ‘Teaching’   may   sound   horrifically   complicated,   
and   whilst   it   might   be,   the   truth   is   that   it   is   also   quite   intuitive.   Once   
we   have   had   ample   teaching   experience   with   all   different   types   of   
learners,   our   mental   theatre   will   grow   to   shape   itself   around   them   
all,   and   we’ll   find   ourselves   thinking   about   them   during   writing,   
letting   them   contribute   to   our   courses...so   get   teaching!   
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3.0   Course   Analyses   
  
  

In   this   section,   we’ll   analyse   the   first   quarter-hour   or   so   of   six   
Language   Transfer   courses.   This   analysis   will   home   in   on   varied   
elements   of   course   writing   and   the   teaching/learning   experience.   
This   is   quite   intensive,   and   readers   should   take   time   to   think   whilst   
reading,   and   look   back   to   the   script   in   order   to   understand   the   
commentary;   always   thinking   and   understanding   before   moving   on,   
much   like   with   the   audio   courses.   Also   as   with   the   audio   courses,   
we   are   not   trying   to   memorise   anything   here;   we   are   simply   getting   
into   the   frame   of   mind   of   course   writing   in   order   to   understand   the   
amount   and   type   of   thought   we   will   need   to   apply   to   our   scripts.   
Readers   should   also   be    listening    to   the   explanations   whilst   reading   
them   from   the   transcripts.   The   auditory   and   written   mediums   differ   
wildly,   and   one   often   cannot   understand   the   nature   of   an   
explanation   without   hearing   it.   Many   or   most   of   the   explanations   are   
much   clumsier   when   written   rather   than   spoken,   with   the   aid   of   
intonation   and   phrasing.   

The   script   analyses   will   come   in   the   order   that   the   courses   
were   recorded,   with   the   most   recent   first.   In   this   way,   I   will   likely   
become   more   critical   of   my   own   work   as   we   continue.   This   is   
because   the   method   has   been   fine-tuned   over   the   years   and   
through   the   experience   of   creating   all   of   this   material   in   wildly   
different   languages.   Whether   we   stop   to   celebrate   or   criticise   
something,   the   point   is   to   get   the   reader   thinking   about   it.     

There   are   an   almost   infinite   amount   of   things   that   could   be   
commented   on,   and   every   time   I   read   through   these   tracks   I   find   
myself   focused   on   a   different   element   of   the   same   section   of   course   
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time.   In   this   way,   whilst   the   commentary   might   be   extensive,   it   is   
often   by   no   means   exhaustive.   

When   this   guidebook   makes   it   to   its   second   edition   (following   
the   experience   of   creating   new   courses   with   new   writers)   script   
analysis   will   be   much   more   in-depth   and   come   in   a   separate   
volume.   The   new   volume   will   include   all   the   most   structurally   
notable   sections   from   the   entire   duration   of   existing   courses,   as   well   
as   a   new   section   which   will   contain   analysis   of   the   macrostructure   of   
each   course.   This   is   a   huge   amount   of   material   and   would   delay   the   
publishing   of   this   first   edition   by   years.   As   the   most   important   thing   
for   now   is   getting   new   writers   started   so   that   they   might   enter   the   
competition   to   form   part   of   the   first   LT   team,   with   the   analyses   
contained   in   this   section   we   can   focus   on   how   different   courses   
begin .   

Thus,   this   section   has   two   principal   aims:   to   focus   on   special   
considerations   pertaining   to   the   beginning   of   a   course   so   that   new   
writers   can   get   writing   sooner   rather   than   later   (which   will   make   
everything   in   this   book   feel   more   relevant!),   and   also   to   constitute   a   
detailed   account   of   the   type   of   mental   wrestling   that   we   should   be   
doing   during   course   writing.     

Now,   I   imagine   this   can   make   for   quite   an   intimidating   read,   
and   the   new   writer   may   ask   themselves   how   they   are   supposed   to   
think   about   all   the   things   discussed   in   this   section,   so   some   
clarifications   are   in   order.   Some   of   the   considerations   in   the   
comments   are   structural   (or   ‘macro’)   and   happen   sooner   rather   than   
later   in   our   writing   process,   whilst   others   are   more   micro-focused   
and   come   through   experience   of   teaching   and   revising   one’s   own   
material,   and   thus   we   should   not   expect   ourselves   to   have    those   
thoughts   during   our   initial   course   writing,   but   only   once   we   get   
teaching   and   editing   our   material.   The   task   at   hand   is   simply   to   get   
in   the   frame   of   mind   of   wrestling   with   such   considerations   so   that   
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our   finished   product   is   well   thought   out,   and   is   not   to   reach   some   
level   of   mastery   where   we   have   all   of   these   thoughts   from   the   
outset!   In   my   own   process,   I   surely   spend   ten   times   longer   re-writing   
than   I   do   writing.   That’s   when   most   of   the   ‘micro-considerations’   
happen.   Finally,   comments   on   the   effect   of   something   as   it   has   
played   out   in   the   class   should   not   be   confused   with   premeditation;   
we   cannot   control   every   element   of   the   live   learning   process   but   if   
we   have   internalised   all   the   ideas   discussed   in   this   guidebook,   we   
can   always   respond   in   a   way   which   is   coherent   with   our   
methodology.   I   hope   these   points   help   make   this   a   less   intimidating   
read,   and   a   slightly   more   enticing   one!   

It   is   also   important   to   mention   that   a   course   might   work   with   
much   less   thought   behind   it   than   what   is   described   in   this   
section—but   it   would   work   to   less   effect,   for   less   time,   for   shorter  
rather   than   longer   term   goals,   and   would   work   for   fewer   of   those   
who   tried   it.   In   other   words,   and   as   discussed   already   at   length,   the   
magic   of   the   Thinking   Method   is   not   to   be   found   in   the   Socratic   
question   and   answer   system,   but   in   the   course   content   itself.   
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3.1   French   

  
See   below   the   first   tracks   of   Intro   to   French—the   latest   

course   to   be   recorded—with   commentary   in    italic    print.   In   this   
course,   we   begin   with   Track   1,   as   Introduction   to   French   skips   the   
introductory   track   that   other   courses   have   and   experiments   with   
including   an   abridged   version   of   the   starting   instructions   in   order   to   
get   going   sooner,   to   then   continue   weaving   those   omitted   
instructions   throughout   the   first   lessons.   

  

Track   1   

  
00:00   Teacher:   Okay,   so   usually   we,   we   have   an   introduction   track   
explaining   the   method   and   the   project,   but   I   suspected   we   might   be   
losing   quite   a   few   learners   this   way,   so   we   can   just   jump   right   into   
learning   French.   I   do   need   to   tell   you   a   little   bit   about   how   we’re   
going   to   learn,   though,   and   that’s   just   basically   that   you   need   to   
relax   and   simply   follow   this   conversation   that   we’re   having   like   you   
would   with   a   friend,   just   that   now   that   friend   is   me,   and   when   I   ask   
you   something,   you   will   think   it   out   and   reply,   as   you   would   in   any   
other   conversation.   
  

Of   course,   this   is   probably   quite   different   to   ‘any   other   conversation’;   
the   point   is   to   not   enter   into   the   ‘learner   frame   of   mind’   or   in   other   
words   ‘memorisation   mode’.   The   key   point   here   is   to   tell   the   student   
to   relax   but   to   follow,   without   putting   too   much   emphasis   on   
relaxing,   which   in   my   experience   can   cause   the   opposite   effect!   
  

00:33   Teacher:   I’ll   be   speaking   to   a   real   student...   Hello.   
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Student:   Hello.   

Teacher:   ...who   is   here   with   me,   and   you   should   get   in   the   habit   of   
replying   when   he   does,   and   any   other   advice   that   you   might   need   to   
follow   the   course   will   be   given   as   we   go   along.   

The   pause   button   should   be   mentioned   shortly,   at   a   moment   that   
might   make   it   seem   more   relevant   than   right   at   the   beginning   of   the   
course   before   we   have   solicited   any   target   sentences.   In   the   same   
way,   this   opening   avoids   giving   all   of   those   other   rules   about   how   to   
engage   with   the   course   before   they   can   be   internalised   in   context.   
In   other   words,   we   are   now   applying   the   same   philosophy   to   
teaching   the   rules   of   engagement   as   we   have   been   applying   to   
linguistic   material   in   LT   courses.   Previous   intro   tracks   are   a   great   
example   of   something   that   we   might   do   wrong   for   a   very   long   time   
simply   because   we   hadn’t   really   stopped   to   think   about   it,   because   
we   reproduced   habits   before   engaging   critical   thought!   In   hindsight,   
it   made   little   sense   to   pile   so   many   rules   of   engagement   on   to   our   
learners   in   the   first   track.   
  

00:47   Teacher:   I   wanted   to   begin   by   speaking   about   how   in   English   
we   already   use   a   lot   of   French,   in   English.   English   as   a   language,   is   
kind   of   half   Germanic   and   half   Latin.   Somewhere   there   in   the   
middle,   you   know,   a   lot   of   the   time   we   have   two   words   to   say   the   
same   thing,   and   one   sounds   formal,   and   the   other   one   sounds   
informal,   and,   you   know,   one   is,   the   formal   one   is   Latin   and   the   
informal   one   is   Germanic.   You   know,   you   could   have,   for   example,   
to   ask ,   which   is   very   Germanic,   and   then    to   enquire ,   you   know,  
which   is   very   Latin.   That   Latin   word   is   often   going   to   sound   like   a   
French   word.     
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Above,   we   let   our   learner   in   on   what   we   are   doing   right   from   the   
start:   we   will   probably   source   some   French   from   English   if   we   open   
by   talking   about   how   English   is   full   of   French!   Thus,   the   learner   can   
relax   and   understand   the   additional   information   given,   rather   than   
trying   to   memorise   any   of   it.   The   teacher’s   ‘calm   and   curious’   
intonation   and   phrasing   is   part   of   what   helps   cue   this.   This   all   
contributes   to   establishing   how   the   learner   should   be   engaging.   
The   teacher’s   particularly   colourful   intonation   when   saying   ‘enquire’   
helps   highlight   the   word’s   register   in   English,   and   can   be   picked   up   
on   even   by   those   whose   level   of   English   would   otherwise   not   make   
the   contrast   in   register   between   ‘ask’   and   ‘enquire’   obvious.   
The   explanation   in   general   terms   helps   establish   an   important   
thought   process   from   the   outset,   and   this   thought   process   is   
important   for   our   learner   to   take   advantage   of   all   the   vocabulary   
conversion   rules   that   we   will   see.   An   English   speaker   is   likely   to   
think   of   ‘ask’   before   ‘enquire’,   of   ‘find’   before   ‘encounter’,   and   so   
looking   for   the   (often   more   obscure)   Latin   word   will   be   necessary   to   
realise   all   of   the   meanings   that   can   be   accessed   by   the   learner.   
  

01:24   Teacher:   So   we   already   speak   or   use   a   lot   of   French   in   our   
English   even   though   we   may   not   realise   it.   For   example,   the   word   
for    cake    in   French   is    gâteau .   
  

Student:    Gâteau .   

Teacher:    Gâteau .   And   of   course   we   have   this   in   English,   no?   But   in   
English   ‘gateau’   describes   a   type   of   cake.   In   French   it’s   just   an   
everyday   word   for    cake .    Gâteau .   Or    the   cake ,    le ,    le   gâteau .   

The   fact   that   ‘gâteau’   is   the   everyday   word   for   cake   in   French   is   
what   makes   it   a   word   acceptable   to   import   directly   into   French   from   
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English.   If   it   just   meant   ‘gateau’   (in   the   English   sense)   in   French,   it   
would   be   a   very   weak   place   to   start   a   course!   The   fact   that   it   
doesn’t,   means   we   are   learning   that   when   a   word’s    form    moves   into   
another   language,   its   exact   meaning   might   not.     
We   learn   the   word   for   ‘the’   by   the   by,   without   mentioning   that   this   is   
the   masculine   ‘the’;   that’s   not   relevant   yet   (although   we    are    building   
up   to   that)   and   without   a   feminine   noun   to   contrast   it   with,   
mentioning   the   masculinity   of   ‘le’   would   represent   mental   debris.   
This   is   an   example   of   when   a   writer   may   need   to   repress   the   urge   to   
get   too   much   information   off   of   their   chest   at   once!   
  

01:47   Student:    Le   gâteau .   
  

Whilst   all   courses   are   based   on   sound   more   than   spelling,   the   
French   course   really   does   make   great   use   of   this   feature   in   order   to   
circumvent   many   problems   we’d   otherwise   have   in   the   language,   
such   as   with   verb   forms   which   often   change   form   (spelling)   without   
changing   their   sound.   Although   the   spelling   of   ‘gâteau’   is   complex   
(especially   if   we   are   conscious   of   what   we   want   to   teach   our   
learners   about   French   vowels),   the   pronunciation   isn’t.   We   don’t   
mention   the   spelling   because   we   don’t   want   to   form   any   rules   
around   it   yet.   
  

01:48   Teacher:    Le   gâteau .   Or   we   have   the   word    coffee    in   English,   
which   is    café    in   French.    Café ,   meaning   both    coffee    or   a    coffee   shop   
you   know,   like   where   you   go   to   drink   coffee.   
  

Student:    Café .     

Teacher:   So   if    le   gâteau    is    the   cake ,    le   gâteau ,   how   might   you   say   
the   coffee ?   
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Here   we   are   giving   the   most   important   introduction   thus   far   into   our   
general   learning   process;   this   is   the   first   time   we   have   solicited   that   
our   student   apply   information   to   a   new   context.   Also   for   this   reason,   
it   is   beneficial   that   we   have   not   yet   mentioned   the   feminine   ‘the’,   so   
that   it   doesn’t   interfere   with   this   process.   
  

02:10   Student:    Le   café .   

Teacher:    Le   café .   Very   good.   So   for   the   students   listening   to   the   
recording,   you   would   have   had   a   second   or   two   pause   there   to   
respond   like   the   student   here   with   me   and   say    le   café .   But   you   
should   get   in   the   habit   of   pausing,   even   though   you   might   not   need   
to   yet,   you   should   get   in   the   habit   of   pausing,   thinking   out   slowly   and   
calmly   your   response,   saying   it   out   loud   and   then   continuing   to   see   
what   the   student   here   with   me   has   said,   and   in   this   way   participate   
in   the   class.   

Previously,   we   have   only   said   ‘answer   when   the   student   does’   which   
has   allowed   us   to   not   be   too   distracted   by   the   rules   of   engagement   
whilst   we   are   hearing   about   French.   Waiting   until   now   to   mention   
the   pause   button   means   we   are   applying   the   same   rules   to   our   
general   instructions   as   we   are   to   our   linguistic   content;   we   give   the   
information   when   it   is   relevant.   This   in   turn   will   help   the   learner   pick   
up   on   details   like   ‘pause   even   when   you   feel   you   don’t   need   to’,   
which   is   very   important   advice.   It   also   makes   the   information   more   
interesting   that   we   break   the   ‘fourth   wall’   here,   addressing   the   
remote   student   directly   which   in   other   courses   only   happens   during   
the   introduction   track   (we   might   refer    to    remote   learners,   but   rarely   
or   never   find   ourselves   addressing   them   directly).   This   helps   make   
this   very   important   information   about   pausing   more   memorable,   
where   it   is   evident   that   including   it   only   in   an   intro   track   can   make   it   
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quite   forgettable.   A   critique   though;   I   should   have   said   ‘pause   the   
audio’   to   be   clearer,   I   wonder   how   many   students   would   have   taken   
the   idea   of   pausing   to   simply   mean   ‘stopping   to   think’,   without   
regard   to   how   they   can   pause   the   audio.   
  

02:41   Teacher:    I   want    in   French,    I   want ,   is    je   veux .   

Student:    Je   veux .   

Teacher:    Je   veux .   So   we   have    I ,    je ,   and   then    veux ,   for    want .   And   
this    veux    is   actually   connected   to   the   word   ‘volunteer’.   A   volunteer   
is   the   one   who   wants   to   do,   they   are   doing   something   just   out   of   
wanting.   So   we   get    je   veux    in   French.    I   want .   

We   get   to   repeat   the   new   material   numerous   times   above,   but   
without   the    sensation    of   repeating   (masked   repetition).   Dividing   up   
‘je   veux’   in   two,   as   well   as   the   etymological   comment,   both   help   
mask   this   repetition   of   the   phrase.   
It   is   often   mentioned   in   courses   that   finding   the   first   sound   of   a   word   
will   help   the   rest   of   it   roll   off   the   tongue.   This   is   what   ‘volunteer’   aims   
to   achieve   in   this   context,   as   well   as   introducing   for   the   first   time   the   
deeper   analysis   we’ll   habitually   engage   in   regarding   language   origin   
and   language   generally,   and   how   our   learner   should   engage   with   
such   information   (i.e.   enjoy   it,   rather   than   memorise   it).   
Of   course,   ‘veux’   is   also   a   preliminary   step   to   creating   sentences   
with   the   infinitive   verbs   we’ll   soon   source   from   our   Latin-English,   but   
as   we   have   begun   with   nouns,   we   can   also   do   some   important   work   
with   ‘veux’   before   we   get   to   verb   infinitives.   
Course   writers   might   get   confused   about   what   category   sounds   like   
‘je’   fall   into.   Are   they   sounds   that   need   special   attention   or   ones   that   
can   arise   casually?   The   confusion   here   would   originate   from   the   
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spelling,   but   the   fact   is   that   even   though   it   is   not   spelt   with   a   J   in   
English,   this   sound   does   exist   as   in   ‘pleasure’,   ‘measure’,   etc.   
  

03:07   Student:    Je   veux .   

Teacher:   So    je    is    I ,   and   that’s   spelt   JE,   and   then   we   have    veux    for   
want ,   and    je    and    veux    are   actually   two   different   vowel   sounds,   two   
slightly   different   vowel   sounds.   Although   they   may   sound   the   same   
when   people   speak   fast,   but   we   have   one   sound   in    je    and   another   
vowel   sound   in    veux .   

We   don’t   give   any   instruction   on   how   to   reproduce   these   different   
vowel   sounds;   to   start   talking   about   the   mouth   and   what   shape   it   
should   be   in   would   be   a   surefire   way   to   overwhelm   and   disengage   a   
great   number   of   learners,   and   so   soon,   too!   The   precise   production   
of   these   vowels   is   beside   the   point   (cued   by   mentioning   that   they   
might   sound   the   same   in   rapid   speech).   Rather   we   are   using   this   
focus   to   mask   further   repetition   of   ‘je   veux’,   whilst   also   cueing   that   
we’ll   need   to   pay   close   attention   to   vowels   in   French   generally.   All   of   
this   helps   us   remember   ‘je   veux’   without   trying   to.     
It   is   also   notable   in   the   above   explanation   how   we   spell   out   ‘je’   but   
not   ‘veux’.   Just   because   we   have   spelt   the   one,   does   not   mean   that   
we   are   under   any   obligation   to   spell   out   the   other.   We   don’t   want   to   
talk   about   the   X   on   ‘veux’   just   yet!   
  

03:28   Teacher:   So   give   me   again    I   want ?   

Student:    Je   veux .   

Teacher:    Je   veux .   

Student:    Je   veux .   
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Teacher:   Very   good.    I   want   the   cake ?   

We   don’t   pre-solicit   ‘the   cake’   first   in   order   to   take   advantage   of   the   
element   of   surprise,   which   the   memorable   ‘gâteau’   allows   us   to   do.   
The   learner   will   likely   be   surprised   that   they   can   make   this   first   
sentence,   and   that   in   turn   should   be   motivating.   If   the   learner   
freezes   up,   we   get   to   show   them   that   by   thinking   first   of   ‘I   want’   and   
then   about   ‘the   cake’,   the   target   sentence   suddenly   becomes   
simple.   

Student:    Je   veux   le   gâteau .   

Teacher:   Good.   And    le    is   spelt   LE,   just   like    je    which   is   spelt   JE,   and   
that’s   the   same   vowel   sound   there.    Le ,    je .   So   give   it   another   try.   

The   student   pronounces   the   E   as   in   ‘letter’,   and   we   correct   by   letting   
them   know   that   they   should   be   pronouncing   ‘le’   how   they   have   been   
pronouncing   ‘je’,   because   they   share   similar   spellings.   But   we   don’t   
do   it   in   that   order!   Read   the   explanation   again   and   note   the   order   in   
which   the   elements   of   it   come.   Beginning   with   the   spelling   as   if   it   
were   extra   information   helps   mask   the   correction,   which   makes   the   
correction   in   itself   more   memorable   when   it   eventually   comes.     
Pairing   words   up   in   this   way   based   on   their   pronunciation   and   
spelling   will   be   a   very   useful   tool   in   managing   the   complicated   
panorama   of   vowels   in   French,   and   was   going   to   get   mentioned   in   
any   case.   Of   course,   such   improvised   corrections   that   tie   into   the   
course   structure   can   come   right   off   the   bat   if   we   are   sure   of   where   
we   are   headed   in   our   course.   Mentioning   the   similarity   in   spelling   
between   ‘je’   and   ‘le’   has   simply   come   a   little   earlier   here   in   order   to   
take   advantage   of   our   learner’s   error.     
  

03:52   Student:    Je   veux   le   gâteau .   
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Teacher:   Very   good.    Je   veux   le   gâteau .    I   want   the   coffee ?   

Student:    Je   veux   le   café .   

Teacher:    Je   veux   le   café .     

Note   how   the   teacher’s   intonation   and   phrasing   calls   back   to   the   
previous   correction,   making   a   slight   emphasis   on   how   ‘je’   and   ‘le’   
sound   similar.   It’s   a   subtle   thing,   but   is   part   of   what   enables   us   to   
smoothly   keep   our   recording   student   up   to   speed.   

Teacher:   If   you   want   to   say    it ,   like    I   want   it ,   well   the   word   for    it    is   the   
same   as   the   word   for    the ,   which   was?   

‘It’   being   the   word   for   ‘the’   is   a   general   truth   in   French.   Associating   
‘it’   and   ‘the’   (and   thus   the   noun   ‘the’   refers   to)   right   from   the   outset   
works   towards   preventing   a   worry   I   had   for   Complete   Spanish;   that   
the   use   of   ‘lo’   as   ‘general   ‘it’’   (i.e.   without   reference   to   a   specific   
noun)   becomes   prematurely   fossilised   as   a   general   way   of   
representing   ‘it’,   even   when   ‘it’   does   refer   to   a   noun.   In   such   a   case,   
learners   will   less   often   retrieve   ‘la’   (to   refer   to   feminine   nouns),   
instead   going   automatically   to   the   masculine.   For   this   reason,   we   
begin   associating   ‘the’   and   ‘it’   from   our   first   use   of   ‘it’   in   Introduction   
to   French.   
  

Student:    Le.   
  

04:14   Teacher:    Le .   But   we   have   it   first.   We   say    I   it   want .   We   put    it   
before    want    in   French.   So   if   we   want   to   say    I   want   it ,   in   French   we   
say    I   it   want .   How   would   that   be?   
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We   have   said   the   same   thing   in   three   different   ways   above.   We   
have   said   that   ‘it’   comes   first,   that   it   comes   before   ‘want’,   and   we   
have   given   a   direct   translation.   This   has   also   allowed   us   to   say   
nothing!   We   have   avoided   giving   any    rule    about   the   position   of   ‘le’   
for   now.   The   fact   that   ‘le’   is   placed   ‘before   want’   is   not   a   rule   as   
such,   only   an   instruction.   ‘Before   the    verb’    on   the   other   hand   is   a   
rule,   but   we   haven’t   clarified   what   a   ‘verb’   is   yet   and   now   is   not   an   
especially   fitting   time   to   do   that.   For   now,   we   can   content   ourselves   
with   showing   our   learner   how   word   order   can   differ   between   
languages,   whilst   making   preliminary   steps   towards   a   concrete   rule.   
  

04:28   Student:    Le ,   eh…   so,    je   le   veux .   

Teacher:    Je   le   veux .   Very   good.    I   want   it .    Je   le   veux .    You   want    is    tu   
veux .    Tu   veux .   

Student:    Tu   veux .   

Teacher:   Now,   depending   on   the   accent   in   French   and   also   
depending   on   your   ear,   you   might   hear   something   like   a   CH   to   your   
ear   here.   

This   is   another   way   of   saying   that   it   sounds   kind   of   like   a   CH,   but   
not   exactly.   We   get   to   say   this   by   including   the   information   that   to   
different   ears   sounds   might   ‘sound’   (or   be   visualised)   differently.   
This   is   true,   and   is   easily   demonstrable   by   asking   a   Greek   vs.   an   
English   speaker   to   decide   on   what   is   a   K   and   a   G,   or   between   a   P   
and   a   B!     

04:53   Teacher:   It   might   sound   like   /chu/   a   little   bit.   Or   maybe   like   a   
/tsiu/,   with   a   little   bit   of   an   S   in   Canada   for   example.   And   the   /u/   
sound   here   might   be   a   bit   unfamiliar   for   English   speakers.    Tu .   
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The   additional   information   about   variations   of   ‘tu’   is   not   only   
important   in   itself   but   helps   us   disguise   the   most   important   
comment,   which   is   about   the   quality   of   the   U.   If   we   had   discussed   
the   U   in   a   more   prominent   manner,   it   would   be   more   likely   to   make   
learners   tense   up   their   mouths   and   produce   a   more   unfavourable   
sound.   Nestling   the   U   among   other   considerations   about   sound   
helps   our   learner   imitate   the   U   in   a   more   relaxed   manner,   which   will   
increase   success.   
Giving   various   ways   ‘tu’   might   sound   in   different   dialects   also   helps   
us   hang   around   on   the   U   sound   and   mask   that   repetition.   If   we   
didn’t   mask   that   repetition   we   would   be   inadvertently   cueing   to   our   
learners   that   this   is   a   very   difficult   sound,   and   thus   we’d   add   to   their   
tension.   With   all   of   this   effort   to   reduce   tension,   we   can   still   direct   
our   learner’s    focus ,   as   we   do   when   we   comment   that   the   sound   
might   be   unfamiliar   to   an   English   speaker.   

Student:    Tu .   

Teacher:   We   point   our   lips   out   there   when   we   make   that   /u/.   

We   generally   keep   physical   instruction   in   regard   to   pronunciation   
minimal   and   save   it   for   the   tips   that   really   do   have   the   potential   to   
resolve   learners’   problems.   Having   to   point   out   one’s   lips   is   
something   that   an   English   speaker   would   unlikely   do   naturally   here,   
and   might   even   feel   ‘silly’   doing,   without   (or   even   with!)   the   
instruction.   
  

05:11   Teacher:   So    you   want    is    tu   veux .   
  

We   give   rather   than   solicit   ‘you   want’   because,   even   though   the   
learner   would   most   likely   come   up   with   this   themselves   and   it   would   
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be   beneficial   to   task   them   with   recalling   ‘veux’,   we   don’t   want   to   
suggest   that   this   kind   of   behaviour   is   generally   valid   for   a   verb;   
verbs   can   change   form   for   different   subjects   in   French.     
  

Student:    Tu   veux.   

Teacher:   How   would   you   say    you   want   the   cake ?   

The   teacher’s   intonation   on   the   target   sentence   is   slightly   playful   
here.   This   subtly   recognises   that   the   sentence   is   maybe   not   a   
common   or   especially   useful   one,   which   has   the   effect   of   inhibiting   
the   learner   from   noticing   that   of   their   own   accord.   We   won’t   always   
do   this,   but   it   is   something   we   may   find   ourselves   doing   more   often   
at   the   beginning   of   a   course;   the   learner   will   soon   understand   that   
the   sentences   we   produce   are   much   less   important   than   the   rules   
we   use   to   produce   them.   

Student:    Tu   veux   le   gâteau .   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Tu   veux   le   gâteau .   And   you   can   make   that   into   
a   question   in   French   just   by   making   it   sound   like   a   question.   So   we   
just   can   make   a   question   tone   with   our   voice,   no,   to   get   the   
question.    Do   you   want   the   cake?    How   would   that   be?   

French   questions   can   get   much   more   complicated   than   this,   and   
we’ll   get   around   to   that.   For   now   we   take   advantage   of   the   question   
form   that   doesn’t   change   structure   in   order   to   continue   practicing   
what   we   have   learnt.   This   is   yet   another   example   of   masked   
repetition,   as   is   the   way   we   rephrase   comments   about   the   
interrogative   intonation   above.   
  

05:37   Student:    Tu   veux …    tu   veux   le   gâteau?   
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Teacher:    Tu   veux   le   gâteau?    How   would   you   say    you   want   it ?   

The   above   represents   a   little   artificial   friction   at   this   early   stage   in   
the   course   because   we   don’t   divide   the   thought   process   up   for   our   
learner   or   recap   on   what   we   had   seen   a   minute   ago,   rather   we   
leave   them   to   remember   how   to   find   ‘it’,   and   where   to   put   it.   This   
helps   communicate   to   our   learner   that   they   will   not   be   able   to   do   this   
course   on   autopilot,   and   such   moments   of   artificial   friction   (where   
we   make   things   more   complicated   than   they   could   be)   help   jolt   our   
learner   out   of   any   automatism,   forcing   them   to   think   a   little   harder.   
We   want   our   learners   to   get   used   to   the   idea   of   how   at   some   
moments   they   will   have   to   employ   more   thought   than   at   others,   and   
it   is   best   to   get   them   used   to   this   early!   
  

05:46   Student:    Tu   le   veux .   
  

Now   would   have   been   a   good   time   to   positively   reinforce   putting   ‘le’   
before   ‘veux’   in   order   to   indirectly   correct   any   remote   learner   who   
erred,   and   also   to   reinforce   the   idea   in   itself.   
  

Teacher:    Tu   le   veux .   Very   good.    Do   you   want   it?   
  

The   interrogative   sentence   enables   any   remote   learner   that   didn’t   
get   the   last   sentence   correct,   to   try   building   it   again   now.   

Student:    Tu   le   veux?   

Teacher:   Very   good.   Just   with   your   voice,   no?    Tu   le   veux?   

The   statement   ‘just   with   your   voice’   creates   a   moment   of   engaging   
uncertainty   before   the   exaggerated   intonation   on   the   teacher’s   
French   sentence   makes   it   clear   that   we   are   referring   to   intonation.   
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05:58   Student:    Tu   le   veux?   

Teacher:   Very   good.   So   we’ve   seen,   we   can   pull   some   words   into   
French,   or   back   into   French,   from   Latin   English.   Words   like    gâteau ,   
café ,   and   also   relate   words   that   might   seem   unrelated   but   in   fact   
are   related,   like    veux    for    want    and   'volunteer',   the   one   who   wants.   

Whilst   the   above   puts   the   cognates   we   have   seen   thus   far   into   two   
main   groups:   obviously   related   words,   and   less   obviously   related   
words,   what   it   really   does   is   make   one   ‘group’   in   order   to   contrast   
with   the   information   that   is   coming   about   conversion   rules.   So   far   
we   have   imported    loose    words,   and   now   we   will   do   something   that   
makes   those   loose   cognates   quite   inconsequential.   In   this   way,   we   
can   appreciate   how   the   above   description   is   simply   easing   us   into   
new   material,   and   raising   our   learner’s   attention   in   preparation   for   it.   

06:17   Teacher:   We   can   also   learn   some   tricks   to   convert   huge   
groups   of   words   into   French   from   our   Latin   English,   or   our   French   
English.   Now,   whenever   we   have   an   -ION   word   in   English,   like   
invitation ,    opinion ,    participation ,   we   can   identify   this   word   as   coming   
from   Latin   by   its   -ION   ending.   Which   means   it   is   probably   the   same   
in   French,   as   most   of   Latin   English   came   to   English   through   French.   
  

This   information   will   eventually   be   used   to   source   verb   infinitives   
and   connect   them   with   verbs   like   ‘want’,   but   there   is   no   rush   to   get   
there   and   we’ll   weave   this   aim   in   with   the   convenient   contrast   we   
can   make   between   the   -ION   nouns   which   are   feminine,   and   the   
masculine   ones   we   have   already   learnt.   
  

06:44   Teacher:   So   for   example    collection    in   French   is    collection .   
Collection .   
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Student:    Collection.   

Teacher:   Now,   it’s   spelt   the   same,   but   we   notice   an   S   sound   instead   
of   the   /sh/   that   we   have   in   English.    Collection ,   and   in   French   
collection ,   like   with   an   S.   And   we   also   notice   that   the   N   is   barely   
heard,   barely   pronounced   or   not   heard.   But   it’s   not   exactly   silent.   
We   don’t   ignore   it   totally,   we   do   think   about   that   N.   We   kind   of   finish   
there.    Collection ,   no?   Which   affects   the   sounds   before   but   we   don’t   
really   hear   the   N,   so    collection .   

The   situation   of   a   vowel   plus   N/M   ending   a   syllable   and   nasalising   it   
is   quite   prolific   in   French   so   it’s   great   to   start   chipping   away   at   that   
early   with   the   most   tangible   example   of   it,   which   is   with   the   O.   We   
avoid   talking   about   ‘nasal’   sounds   for   now,   instead   we   can   
approximate   our   learners   to   this   sound   by   getting   them   to   ‘think   
about’   the   N   or   ‘finish   there’,   but   not   pronounce   it.   This   action   of   
pulling   the   N   back   in   brings   us   closer   to   the   nasalisation.   We   will   
elaborate   on   this   over   time,   and   this   simplified   explanation   is   geared   
more   at   getting   the   learner   to   reproduce   the   new   words   from   this   set   
without   being   overloaded   with   phonetic   considerations   such   that   the   
conversion   rule   loses   our   focus.     
  

07:19   Student:    Collection.  

Teacher:   We   like,   we’re   going   towards   the   N   but   we   don’t,   we   don’t   
get   there.   But   it’s   not   silent   as   is   often   said.   

This   repetition,   whilst   contradicting   overtly   what   is   ‘often   said’   about   
French,   is   separated   from   the   previous   explanation   as   to   give   it   its   
own   stage   to   stand   on!   It   is   an   important   cue   to   our   learner   that   we   
will   find   our   own   ways   of   describing   language   which   will   often   
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contrast   to   those   we   hear   around.   We   also   repeat   the   important   
advice   of   moving   towards   an   N   in   the   pronunciation,   and   with   this   
repetition   we   help   to   counter   that   common   oversimplification   that   
this   N   is   silent.   
  

07:27   Teacher:   How   might   you   say    organisation ?   
  

Turns   of   phrase   such   as   ‘how   might   you   say’,   help   cue   to   our   learner   
that   they   don’t   know   this   word,   but   they   can   find   it.   This   helps   nudge   
our   learner   back   to   the   vocabulary   conversion   rule   following   our   
secondary   focus   on   the   semi-silent   N   which   appeared   within   the   
framework   of   that   rule.   
  

Student:    Organisation .   
  

Our   learner’s   pronunciation   is   less   than   perfect   (he   pronounces   too   
strong   an   N)   but   it   is   preferable   to   correct   by   feeding   back   better   
model   pronunciation   at   this   stage,   rather   than   stopping   to   reiterate   
about   the   N   again.   If   we   are   too   repetitive   about   the   N,   we   risk   
shifting   our   focus   away   from   the   main   theme.   

Teacher:   That’s   it.    Organisation .    Tradition ?   

Student:    Tradition.   

Teacher:    Tradition .    Attraction ?   

Student:    Attraction.   
  

Of   course,   the   above   words   are   similar   in   form   which   is   why   we   can   
access   them   with   our   rule,   but   they   don’t   have   to   be   similar   in   
meaning!   Making   an   effort   to   choose   words   which   draw   from   wildly   
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different   semantic   areas   (such   as   ‘attraction’   and   ‘tradition’),   helps   
our   learner   appreciate   the   usefulness   of   this   conversion   rule.   Such   a   
selection   might   of   course   also   occur   by   accident,   but   so   might  
including   semantically   similar   words   which   do   not   communicate   the   
semantic   breadth   of   the   words   pertaining   to   this   rule,   and   so   it   is   
something   to   bear   in   mind.   

Teacher:    Attraction .   What   was    the   cake    again?   

Student:    Le   gâteau.   

Teacher:    Le   gâteau .    The   coffee ?   

Student:    Le   café.   
  

Whilst   it   might   appear   that   we   are   recalling   these   nouns,   what   we   
are   actually   recalling   is   the   definite   article.   
The   learner   has   mispronounced   the   article   in   both   ‘the   cake’   and   
‘the   coffee’.   First   we   tried   correcting   indirectly   by   relaying   back   a   
better   pronunciation,   and   on   the   second   occasion   we   correct   overtly   
and   connect   that   to   our   scheduled   recap   of   ‘le’   in   order   to   move   on   
to   ‘la’:   

07:53   Teacher:    Le   café .   So,   much   more   like   /lə/   than   /le/.    Le   café .   
So   we   saw   how   the   word   for    the    was    le ,   no?    Le   café .    Le   gâteau .   
And   also   that   we   can   use   this    le    for    it .   But    the   collection    is    la ,    la   
collection .   

As   mentioned   above,   I   have   taken   measures   in   Introduction   to   
French   to   ensure   that   there   is   no   negative   language   transfer   from   
the   English   ‘it’   enforced   by   our   course   design.   For   this   reason,   we   
mention   again   how   we   also   use   ‘le’   for   ‘it’,   and   then   open   a   tension   
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contour   to   resolve   when   we   say,   ‘but   ‘the   collection’   is   ‘la’,   ‘la   
collection’’.   ‘But’   (along   with   intonation)   hints   at   an   elaboration   that   is   
in   order,   and   this   tension   contour   will   be   resolved   when   we   
understand   why   we   are   using   ‘la’   with   these   nouns,   and   what   that   
means   for   ‘it’.   
  

08:11   Student:    La   collection.   

Teacher:    The   tradition    is    la   tradition .   

We   give   another   ‘la’   noun   without   any   explanation   as   to   why   this   
noun   also   takes   ‘la’.   We   are   showing   that   ‘la   collection’   is   not   an   
isolated   case,   and   are   either   leading   our   learner   to   notice   that   it   is   
because   these   are   -ION   words,   or   to   wonder   why   these   nouns   take   
‘la’,   so   that   we   can   now   resolve   that   tension.   
  

Student:    La   tra …    la   tradition .   
  

08:18   Teacher:   This   is   because   French   nouns,   nouns   are   words   we   
can   put    the    in   front   of,   are   considered   either   masculine   or   feminine.   
  

Here   we   can   define   a   noun   effectively   and   meaningfully   in   half   a   
breath   as   something   we   put   ‘the’   in   front   of,   facilitated   by   how   it   is   
woven   into   an   explanation   about   the   very   words   for   ‘the’!   
I   like   to   use   turns   of   phrase   such   as   ‘are   considered’   rather   than   
‘are’   in   such   circumstances   because   for   many   learners   the   whole   
concept   of   noun   gender   is   very   strange   indeed.   ‘Are   considered’   
almost   silently   agrees   with   those   learners,   which   means   they   are   
less   likely   to   be   jolted   by   the   idea   of   gender.   
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08:26   Teacher:   The   word   itself,   rather   than   the   object   it   refers   to,   
has   a   gender.   
  

This   is   an   important   point   which   is   mentioned   in   all   applicable   LT   
courses;   that   it   is   the   word   and   not   the   object   that   has   gender.   The   
philosophical   truth   is   maybe   somewhere   between   the   two,   but   the   
linguistic   truth   is   that   the   noun   itself   has   gender,   rather   than   the   
thing   it   names.   This   helps   us   focus   on   the   nouns   we   manipulate   
rather   than   what   they   refer   to.   It   also   helps   learners   get   over   the   
most   common   rejection   they   might   feel   towards   the   concept   of   
grammatical   gender;   trying   to   understand   how   a   chair   can   be   male   
or   female!   It   is   not   the   chair,   it   is   the   word,   and   as   we   will   see,   there   
are   very   clear   guidelines   that   make   identifying   a   noun’s   gender   at   a   
first   glance   about   as   easy   as   identifying   a   human’s.   
  

08:30   Teacher:   The   masculine   nouns   go   with    le ,   LE,   and   the   
feminine   nouns   go   with    la ,   LA.   What   was    I   want ?   
  

Stopping   to   spell   the   articles   helps   us   differentiate   and   encode   
them.   
  

Student:    Je   veux.   

Teacher:    I   want   the   collection ?   

Student:    Je   veux   la   collection.   

Teacher:    Je   veux   la   collection .    You   want ?   

Structurally,   we   are   moving   towards   using   ‘la’   as   feminine   ‘it’,   but   as   
writers   we   shouldn’t   be   so   singularly   focused   on   that   that   we   forget   
to   tie   in   previous   material,   whilst   also   expanding   our   vocabulary   rule   
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along   the   way.   Below   we   recap   ‘tu’,   the   interrogation,   and   give   
another   -ION   word:   
  

Student:    Tu   veux.   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Tu   veux .    Do   you   want?   

Student:    Tu   veux?   
  

Teacher:    Tu   veux?     The   confirmation    is    la   confirmation .    La   
confirmation.   

  
We   are   yet   to   specify   that   -ION   words   are   feminine   (we   have   only   
said   that   nouns   can   be   feminine)   so   we   continue   to   give   these   
nouns   with   their   articles.  
  

Student:    La   confirmation.   

Teacher:   So   again,   we   have   a    la    word,   no?   We   have   a   feminine   
word.   And   we   notice   that   apart   from   the   N   on   the   end,   we   also   don’t   
really   hear   the   N   of    con- .    Confirmation .   We   don’t   ignore   it,   we   still   
think   about   it.   But   we   don’t   really   hear   it.    La   confirmation .   

Here   we   are   tempting   our   learner   with   resolution!   It’s   almost   like   we   
are   about   to   confirm   for   them   what   they   probably   have   worked   out   
for   themselves   (that   -ION   words   are   feminine)   but   instead   we   make   
further   elaboration   on   pronunciation!   
With   this   choice   of   noun   (with   ‘con’)   and   elaboration   about   that   N,   
we   are   building   slowly   up   to   the   idea,   or   rule,   of   an   N   or   M   at   the   
end   of   a   syllable   being   nasalised.   First   we   saw   the   N   nasalised   on   
the   -ION   ending,   and   now   we   revisit   the   same   sound   in   ‘con’.   In   this   
way,   we   will   later   have   ample   examples   to   define   what   exactly   is   
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happening,   rather   than   struggling   to   do   so   too   soon;   for   now   we   just   
describe   the   sound   again   without   losing   our   main   focus.   
  

09:23   Student:    La   confirmation.   

Teacher:    Do   you   want   the   confirmation?   

Student:    Tu   veux   la   confirmation?   

Teacher:    Tu   veux   la   confirmation?    So   we   said   that   the   word   for    it   
is   the   same   as   the   word   for    the .   So   if   you   want   to   say    I   want   it ,   and   
you   mean    the   confirmation ,    la   confirmation ,   how   would   you   say    I   
want   it ?    I   it   want    in   French?   

We   have   just   resolved   that   ‘but’   which   occurred   in   the   explanation   at   
07:53!   The   word   for   ‘the’    is    the   same   as   the   word   for   ‘it’,   the   rule   has   
not   changed,   and   this   will   mean   that   ‘it’   is   a   different   word   here.   We   
are   working   to   establish   early   on   the   habit   of   checking   what   noun   
we   are   referring   to   before   employing   ‘it’.   Doing   this   before   visiting   
the   general   (or   ‘neuter’)   ‘it’,   which   is   also   ‘le’,   helps   us   avoid   the   
premature   fossilisation   of   ‘le’   for   ‘it’   in   all   circumstances.   
The   direct   translation   on   the   end   helps   counter   confusion   in   word   
order   that   might   occur   due   to   our   learner   being   overly   focused   on   
reproducing   ‘la’   (which   has   just   occurred   in   a   different   word   position   
in   the   previous   target   sentence).   
  

09:49   Student:    Je   la   veux .     

Teacher:    Je   la   veux .   Very   good.   

We   now   recap   this   new   feminine   ‘it’   with   ‘tu’.   
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09:52   Teacher:    You   want   the   collection ?   
  

Student:    Tu   veux   la   collection.   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Tu   veux   la   collection .    You   want   it ,   and   we   
mean    la   collection ?   

‘And   we   mean   ‘la   collection’’   is   preferable   to   ‘and   we   mean   a   
feminine   ‘it’’,   because   we   are   concerned   with   the   practical   thought   
process,   which   involves   looking   to   the   article   of   the   noun   we   are   
referring   to.   

Student:    Tu   la   veux.   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Tu   la   veux .   

Student:    Tu   la   veux .   

10.13   Teacher:    Do   you   want   it?   

The   interrogative   helps   mask   repetition,   and   the   repetition   helps   us   
to   get   as   comfortable   or   even   ‘automatic’   about   using   ‘la’   for   ‘it’   as   
we   had   become   about   using   ‘le’.   This   helps   ‘balance   out’   the   two   
elements   in   the   learner’s   mind   so   that   neither   becomes   an   
automatic   option.   
  

Student:    Tu   la   veux?   

Teacher:    Tu   la   veux?    So   we   just   can   make   a   question   tone   with   our   
voice,   no?    Do   you   want   it?    In   English   we   added   'do'   there   but   we   
don’t   need   to   worry   about   that   for   French.    Tu   la   veux .   
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In   drawing   our   learner’s   attention   to   ‘do’   in   a   comfortable   moment   of   
low   cognitive   load   (we   have   repeated   a   previous   sentence   as   an   
interrogative),   we   can   become   increasingly   more   conscious   of   how   
we   are   translating   ideas   rather   than   words.   If   we   had   already   seen   
the   verb   ‘to   do’,   we   would   have   had   to   mention   the   interrogative   ‘do’   
earlier   to   ensure   that   the   two   did   not   get   confused.   
  

10:29   Teacher:   Now   you   may   be   thinking,   how   will   I   know   whether   a   
word   is   masculine   or   feminine?   Or   before   that   you   may   be   thinking   
why   the   hell   are   words   masculine   or   feminine?   Which   is   also   a   good   
question.   But   it’s   actually   much   simpler   than   it   might   seem   to   identify   
the   gender   of   the   word,   and   it   isn’t   random.   You   will   notice   how   
certain   endings   will   show   you   what   gender   the   word   is.   So   for   
example   all   of   the    -ion ,   -ION   words,    -ion    in   French,   no,   just   like   
collection ,    tradition ,    confirmation ,   all   of   these   go   with    la .   So   how   
might   you   say    the   reservation ?   
  

There   is   an   important   ‘mistake’   above.   Take   a   moment   to   see   if   you   
can   spot   it!   What   has   the   above   explanation   failed   to   clarify   or   in   
other   words,   possibly   contributed   to   confusion   about?   
We   took   a   moment   previously   to   define   nouns,   and   we   could   have   
recapped   that   definition   quickly   and   replaced   ‘word’   with   ‘noun’   
above.   Even   though   it   is   arguably   ‘obvious’,   it   still   makes   sense   to   
reaffirm   that   we   are   discussing   nouns   here   to   help   prevent   learners   
from   overgeneralising   and   getting   tied   up   trying   to   fruitlessly   work   
out   the   gender   of   a   verb,   for   example.   The   mistake   likely   slipped   
through   due   to   other   elements   of   this   explanation   which   were   
receiving   my   focus.   Those   other   elements   include   how   we   revive   
the   tension   contour   pertaining   to   possible   qualms   about   both   the   
concept   and   application   of   gender,   to   then   resolve   it   by   showing   
how   deciding   on   a   noun’s   gender   is   actually   quite   simple.   
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11:08   Student:    La   re ...    reservation .   

Teacher:    La   reservation .    The   tradition ?   

Student:    La   tradi ...    tradition .   

Teacher:    La   tradition .    The   complication ?   

Student:    La   complication .   

Teacher:   Good,   and   the   M   here   is   also   kind   of   slight.   

The   M   is   like   the   N   in   that   it   is   nasalised.   We   don’t   want   to   stop   to   
explain   that   here   as   our   focus   is   on   the   -ION   ending,   but   this   word   
with   its   pronunciation   issue   is   included   for   a   reason.   We   get   to   give   
a   casual   description   of   the   pronunciation   and   scoot   over   it,   this   
serves   as   a   tiny   bit   of   artificial   friction   to   make   this   possibly   repetitive   
vocabulary   conversion   section   slightly   more   memorable,   and   also   
leaves   a   thread   loose   that   we   will   later   pick   up   again   when   we   make   
a   rule   (rather   than   a   description)   about   this   pronunciation   feature.     

11:26   Teacher:    La   complication .   How   would   you   say    opinion ?   
Opinion ?   

Student:    Opinion .   

Teacher:   Good.    Opinion .   If   we   say    the   opinion ,   as    opinion    starts   
with   a   vowel,   we   will   lose   the   /a/   of    la .   So   we   get   
'l-apostrophe-opinion',   so   how,   how   might   that   sound?   

Including   the   contraction   helps   us   to   internalise   the   A   of   our   
feminine   article   which   is   currently   the   subject   of   our   focus.   When   we   
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discuss   removing   the   A   from   ‘la’,   we   are   necessarily   focusing   on   it   
and   thus   strengthening   our   association   of   ‘la’   and   ‘-ion’   words.   
We   have   also   included   a   little   further   artificial   friction   in   order   to   
make   this   association   of   ‘la’   and   ‘-ion’   more   memorable:   we   could   
have   given   the   contraction   with   an   example   word   and   then   solicited   
it   again   with   new   examples,   rather   than   describing   the   contraction   
before   producing   it,   and   leaving   our   learner   to   produce   the   
contraction   through   our   description   of   it.   
  

11:47   Student:    L’opinion .   

Teacher:    L’opinion .    L’opinion .    The   organisation ?   

Student:    L’organisation .   

Teacher:    L’organisation .    The   passion ?   

This   is   again   artificial   friction   to   make   sure   our   learner   is   still   with   us,   
and   to   challenge   any   automatic   processes   they   may   find   
themselves   tending   towards!   If   the   learner   attempts   to   carry   over   ‘l’   
from   the   previous   task   sentences,   then   they   will   pronounce   
‘l’passion’   which   would   sound   like   ‘le   passion’;   effectively   a   mistake   
in   the   gender   of   the   article.   
  

11:59   Student:    La   passion .   

Teacher:    La   passion .   And   less   N.    La   passion .   

Student:    La   passion .   
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Teacher:   Very   good.   So   you   notice   we   get   a   lot   of   different   types   of   
words   with   this    -ion    pattern   related   to   many   different   areas   of   life,   
and   we   can   access   them   just   through   our   Latin   or   French   English.   

We   finish   the   lesson   ‘warming   down’,   making   the   conversion   rule   
the   artificial   focus   of   the   lesson.   In   this   way,   we   can   help   avoid   that   
our   learners   try   to   remember   what   we   have   learnt   in   this   first   lesson,   
getting   them   used   to   just   letting   the   material   sink   in.   
  
  

Track   2   
  

00:00   Teacher:   What   was    the   cake    in   French?   A   word   we   have   in   
English   too?   
  

With   the   second   part   of   the   above   sentence   we   can   coax   those   who   
are   focused   on   the   English   ‘cake’   out   of   trying   to   find   the   French   
word   from   there,   which   may   be   an   urge   left   over   from   the   
vocabulary   conversion   rule   we   were   previously   working   with.   ‘A   
word   we   have   in   English   too’   is   implying   that   that   word   isn’t   ‘cake’,   
and   should   lead   our   learner   to   ‘ gateau’.   
We   are   also   soliciting   nouns   in   the   way   that   we   will   want   our   
learners   to   think   about   them:   with   their   corresponding   word   for   ‘the’   
which   reminds   us   of   its   gender.   
We   begin   Track   2   in   the   same   way   that   we   began   Track   1;   with   
‘cake’.   This   helps   show   our   learner   all   that   they   have   learnt   in   the   
previous   12   minutes,   as   we   effortlessly   build   sentences   around   ‘le   
gâteau’.   
  

00:06   Student:    Le   gâteau .   

Teacher:    Le   gâteau .    I   want ?   
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Student:    Je   veux .   

Teacher:    Je   veux .    You   want ?   

Student:    Tu   veux .   

Teacher:    Tu   veux .    I   want   the   cake ?   

Note   the   artificial   friction   above.   The   learner   may   expect   us   to   be   
progressing   to   ‘you   want   the   cake’,   but   we   move   back   to   the   ‘I’   
conjugation.   In   this   way,   we   increase   cognitive   load   and   prevent   or   
correct   our   learner   from   going   on   autopilot.   

Student:    Je   veux   le   gâteau .   

Teacher:    Je   veux   le   gâteau .    I   want   it ?   

Student:    Je   le   veux .   

Teacher:    Je   le   veux .    Do   you   want   it?   

Some   target   sentences   come   as   progressions,   changing   an   element   
from   the   previous   target   sentence,   and   other   times   the   learner   
needs   to   discard   previous   target   sentences   completely   in   order   to   
create   new   ones.   In   other   situations,   we   do   something   in   between   
and   this   can   require   a   little   more   cognitive   load.   Above,   if   we   think   in   
terms   of   target   sentence   progression,   we   are   changing   both   the   
verb   subject   and   adding   an   interrogative   inflexion.   Again,   we   are   
adding   friction   (which   we   could   have   avoided   by   first   soliciting   the   
non-interrogative   ‘you   want   it’).   It   makes   only   a   slight   difference,   but   
that   can   mean   the   difference   between   automatism   and   more   
conscious   thought   from   our   learner.   It   also   communicates   that   we   
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no   longer   need   to   take   these   steps    for    the   learner,   and   so   they   are   
gaining   autonomy   in   their   new   language.   

Student:    Tu   le   veux?   

Teacher:    Tu   le   veux?    Very   good.   And   if   with   this    it    we   mean    la   
baguette    for   example,   how   would   you   say   this?    Do   you   want   it?   

In   using   a   word   we   have   not   yet   seen,   we   are   giving   a   slightly   
weaker   cue   than   if   we   gave   an   -ION   word,   which   we   now   know   are   
feminine.   By   using   ‘la   baguette’,   we   force   our   student   to   check   the   
word   for   ‘the’   to   identify   the   word’s   gender   and   decide   on   what   ‘it’   to   
use.   In   this   way,   we   are   working   to   install   that   process   of   checking   
which   ‘it’   is   appropriate.   Using   ‘baguette’,   which   also   exists   in   
English,   means   we   don’t   have   to   stop   to   translate   the   new   word,   
keeping   our   focus   on   its   gender.   
  

00:45   Student:    Tu   la   veux?   

Teacher:    Tu   la   veux?    Very   good.    The   confirmation ,   how   was    the   
confirmation ?   

Student:    La   confirmation .   

Teacher:   Good.   And   we   have   less   N,   no?   On   both   of   those   Ns,   a   lot   
less   N.   

Again,   this   is   solely   directed   at   obtaining   the   correct   pronunciation   of   
the   word   rather   than   explaining   the   pronunciation   as   of   yet,   and   also   
gives   us   a   second   example   like   ‘complication’   (with   two   nasalised   
Ns/Ms)   to   later   elaborate   on.     
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It   is   paramount   for   the   writer   to   remain   very   aware   of   what   they   have   
explained   thus   far   and   what   they   haven’t   (this   is   of   course   the   
‘mental   theatre’),   lest   we   commit   the   fatal   error   of   believing   we   have   
explained   something   we   haven’t,   just   because   we   are   using   it.   

Student:    La   confirmation .   

Teacher:   Very   good.    La   confirmation .   And   also   not   pronouncing   
that   N   kinda   keeps   the   vowel   in   a   different   place   in   the   mouth,   which  
is   much   more   French.   So,   also   we   will   notice   we'll   pronounce   more   
French   vowels   if   we   don’t   pronounce   those   Ns.    La   confirmation .   

Here   we   are   giving   an   extra   incentive   to   hold   out   on   the   N;   it   will   put   
our   mouths   into   a   more   French   shape   which   will   improve   the   
preceding   vowels.   This   is   a   good   motivation   to   make   an   effort   with   
the   N,   it’s   almost   as   if   we   get   something   ‘for   free’   for   doing   that   (the   
more   French-sounding   vowels).     
This   comment   also   constitutes   a   step   in   the   explanation   we   are   
slowly   working   our   way   up   to;   we   understand   these   sounds   as   a   
syllable   here,   which   our   eventual   explanation   will   be   based   around.   
The   description   of   the   N   has   been   simplified   to   ‘not   pronouncing’,   
this   shouldn’t   be   problematic   due   to   the   various   subtler   references   
we   have   previously   made   about   the   pronunciation;   it   is   simply   a   
mechanism   to   allow   other   parts   of   the   explanation   to   take   our   focus   
now   (the   vowels).   Still,   we   might   have   used   other   words   like   ‘not   
following   through   with   those   Ns’   to   avoid   any   possible   contradiction,   
but   that   would   draw   some   focus   away   from   the   vowels.   
  

01:17   Teacher:   So   we,   we   also   saw   how   these    -ion ,    -ion    nouns   are   
feminine,   no?   And   take    la    for    the .   And   when   we   refer   to   them   and   
we   say    it ,   we   use    la .   How   would   you   say    I   want   the   confirmation ?   
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We   don’t   need   to   give   this   reminder   above,   but   of   course   we   give   
many   more   reminders   and   recaps   than   what   are   strictly   necessary.   
This   helps   create   confidence   and   clarify   doubts,   and   when   done   
skillfully   and   periodically,   learners   will   learn   that   they   can   continue   
the   course   even   if   they   have   doubts   (i.e.   they   don’t   need   to   repeat   
tracks)   because   their   doubts   will   be   addressed   in   our   recaps.   This   in   
turn   makes   for   more   attentive   learners:   they   will   be   looking   for   these   
clarifications!   
Note   also   how   we   rewind   a   little,   soliciting   the   preliminary   ‘I   want   the   
confirmation’   rather   than   going   straight   to   ‘I   want   it’,   which   would   
seem   like   the   logical   next   step   of   the   above   recap.   This   rewinding   
helps   counter   automatism   because   our   learner   needs   to   produce   a   
sentence   without   ‘it’,   even   though   we   were   just   focused   on   that   
word.   
  

1:32   Student:    Je   veux   la   confir …    Je   veux   la   confirmation .   

Teacher:    Je   veux   la   confirmation .    I   want   it ,   and   we   mean    the   
confirmation ?   

Student:    Je   la   veux .   

This   is   the   target   sentence   that   the   learner   would   have   been   
expecting   after   our   recap   above,   and   so   we   resolve   a   small   tension   
contour   here.   This   helps   us   move   into   our   novel   material:   

Teacher:    Je   la   veux .   So   we’ve   seen   how   we   can   access   French   
words   from   our   English,   no,   be   them   odd   words   that   have   entered   
such   as    gâteau ,    café ,   or    baguette    for   example,   or   big   groups   of   
words   with   the   same   endings,   like   those    -ion    words,   ending   -ION.   
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As   we   did   previously   (before   introducing   the   vocabulary   conversion   
rule),   we   categorise   content   we   have   learnt:   we   have   odd   words   we   
can   pull   in   from   English,   and   words   from   patterns,   all   under   the   
same   umbrella   of   ‘words   we   pull   in   from   English’.   This   helps   us   
move   smoothly   into   a   new   vocabulary   conversion   rule:   
  

02:03   Teacher:   With   our   words   ending    -ation ,   so   -ATION   rather   than   
just   -ION,   we   can   do   something   else   which   really   expands   our   
French   with   very   little   effort,   and   allows   us   to   literally   make   
thousands   of   sentences   very   easily.   So,   whenever   we   have   an   
-ation    noun,   one   of   those   words   we   put    the    in   front   of,   no,   ending   
-ation ,    the   confirmation ,    the   organisation ,   we   can   generally   find   the   
verb,   the   word   we   can   put    to    in   front   of,   like    to   confirm ,    to   organise ,   
very   easily.   
  

We   cue   to   how   important   this   golden   rule   is   by   letting   our   learners   
know   how   they   will   get   thousands   of   possibilities   to   communicate   
from   it.   We   might   expect   our   learner   to   doubt   this,   which   will   really   
make   them   perk   up   their   attention!   
Our   explicit   contrast   of   ‘-ation’   and   ‘-ion’   is   important.   Had   we   not   
taken   a   second   to   say   ‘rather   than   just   -ION’   we   might   have   created   
some   confusion   or   unresolved   tension   here   that   would   distract   from   
the   rest   of   the   explanation.     
Like   we   did   with   ‘noun’   (recapped   above),   we   define   ‘verb’   by   its   
form   (in   English)   at   a   moment   in   which   we   are   working   with   and   
focused   on   the   very   definition   of   a   verb:   the   ‘to’   form.   The   two   
explanations   about   nouns   and   verbs   also   offer   each   other   
coherence;   in   both   cases   we   are   adding   something   to   the   beginning   
of   a   word   to   determine   its   type   (‘to’   or   ‘the’).     
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What   makes   this   explanation   tangible   are   the   examples   
(‘confirmation’   to   ‘to   confirm’,   for   example)   and   our   intonation   helps   
highlight   them.   
  

02:39   Teacher:   So   we   have    confirmation,    for   example,   
confirmation ,   and   if   we   want   the   verb    to   confirm ,   we   just   get   rid   of   
this    -ation    and   we   add   ER   and   this   is   pronounced   /e/.   So   we   get   
confirmer .    Confirmer .    To   confirm .   
  

Our   explanation   has   come   in   two   parts,   we   have   shown   the   general   
idea   in   English   (further   above)   and   then   the   mechanics   of   it   for   
French   (directly   above).   
  

02:55   Student:    Confirmer .   

Teacher:    Confirmer .   So   that’s    to   confirm ,   even   though    to   confirm    in   
English   is   two   words,   it’s   just   one   idea,   and   that   one   idea   of    to   
confirm ,   no,   is   one   word   in   French,    confirmer .   

This   ‘extra   information’   above   helps   us   repeat   the   item   ‘confirmer’,   
and   does   this   whilst   contributing   towards   the   separation   of   
idea/thought   and   language,   which   is   an   aim   inherent   in   all   courses.   
We   do   this   by   showing   how   in   both   cases   we   have   one   idea   (to   
confirm),   but   in   French   this   is   one   word   whilst   in   English   it   is   two.   If   
we   do   not   achieve   that   our   learners   are   comfortable   equating   ideas   
to   language   (rather   than   only   being   able   to   equate   language   to   
language)   this   will   cause   grave   problems   during   our   course   time.   
  

03:09   Teacher:    Confirmer .   So   we   don’t   have   to   worry   about   
remembering   the   words   here,   but   just   how   to   find   them,   and   like   
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anything,   it’s   very   easy   to   remember   how   to   do   it,   doing   it,   with   a   
little   practice.   So,   how   would   you   say    celebration    in   French?   
  

We   don’t   want   our   learner   to   try   to   remember   or   be   focused   on   
‘confirmer’   itself   of   course,   as   if   that   were   the   important   bit,   but   
rather   on   the   conversion   rule.   To   strengthen   the   rule,   we   will   
practice   finding   some   new   verbs   in   isolation,   as   we   have   let   our   
learner   know.   But   we   have   chosen   a   verb   that   cannot   be   guessed   at   
or   reached   by   using   ‘‘confirm’   to   ‘confirmer’’   as   a   template,   which   
many   learners   will   be   tempted   to   do   and   which   would   lead   us   to   the   
incorrect   ‘celebrater*’   in   this   case.   We   prompt   our   learner   towards   
the   correct   process   by   soliciting   ‘celebration’   before   ‘to   celebrate’,   
but   we   know   that   many   learners   will   jump   straight   to   the   verb   and   
produce   the   incorrect   ‘celebrater*’,   and   in   this   way   we   indirectly   
correct   that   by   sticking   to   our   process   and   arriving   at   the   (in   such   a   
case)   unexpected   ‘celebrer’.   
  

03:24   Student:    Célébration .   
  

We   do   not   need   to   mention   the   accented   És   which   are   pronounced   
like   the   English   Es   in   ‘celebrate’.   The   fact   they   carry   accents   is   
important   for   us   to   differentiate   between   the   E   of   ‘le’   and   the   ones   
we   pronounce   here,   but   this   is   not   the   time   or   place   to   discuss   it.   

Teacher:    Célébration .   Now,   to   get    to   celebrate ,   we   get   rid   of   this   
-ation    and   we   put   ER,   which   sounds   like   /e/.   

We   repeat   the   process   not   because   we   think   our   learner   may   have   
forgotten   it   already,   but   because   we   are   emphasising   with   the   
repetition   that   this   process   has   steps.   This   is   aimed   at   countering   
our   learners'   natural   impulse   to   take   a   shortcut   and   jump   from   the   
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English   to   the   French   verb,   which   will   only   sometimes   render   the   
correct   verb.   
This   conversion   rule   could   have   also   been   presented   in   another   way   
with   different   weaving;   for   example,   saving   this   rule   for   after   we   
have   learnt   more   about   word   bases   and   endings   so   that   we   can   
easily   identify   ‘-ate’   as   a   verb   ending   and   remove   it   if   its   present   
such   as   in   verbs   like   ‘celebrate,   participate,   collaborate’.   This   would   
allow   us   to   move   directly   between   English   and   French   verbs,   but   it   
would   also   remove   the   test   that   ‘-ation’   represents   in   order   to   see   if   
we   can   actually   convert   a   verb   in   this   way   or   not,   the   test   being   that   
we   can   make   this   conversion   when   we   have   an   ‘-ation’   noun.   
  

03:35   Student:   /e/.   

Teacher:   So,    to   celebrate ?   

Student:    Célébrer .    Célébrer .   

Teacher:    Célébrer .    I   want   to   celebrate ?   

We   have   let   our   learner   know   that   we   will   practice   converting   verbs   
now,   which   would   make   them   less   likely   to   expect   a   target   sentence   
at   this   point,   and   even   less   so,   one   which   gives   us   an   entirely   new   
structure.   Playing   with   expectation   contours   in   this   way   makes   this   
moment   of   the   course   even   more   uplifting,   adding   to   that   feeling   of   ‘I   
can’t   believe   I   just   said   that!’.   
  

S:    Je   veux   célébrer .   
  

T:    Je   veux   célébrer .   
  

S:    Je   veux   célébrer .   
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03:50   T:    I   want   to   celebrate .    Do   you   want   to   celebrate ?     
  

With   the   new   sentence   we   get   to   review   ‘tu’,   but   that   is   by   the   by.   
The   main   point   here   is   to   create   another   sentence   using   our   
surprising   new   structure,   either   to   revel   a   little   longer   in   what   we   
have   been   able   to   do   (before   returning   to   our   conversion   rule),   or   to   
give   remote   learners   who   didn’t   get   it   right   the   first   time   around   
another   chance   to   reproduce   this   structure.   

Student:    Tu   veux   célébrer?   

Teacher:   Good,   but   the    tu    is   a   longer   vowel   and   we   should   project   it   
a   little   bit   more,   poking   our   lips   out   and   rounding   them   a   little   bit.    Tu.   

Weaving   in   such   commentary   is   almost   always   a   conscious   decision   
as   we   are   not   obliged   to   correct   every   minor   issue   of   pronunciation.   
So   why   have   we   chosen   to   do   it   here   specifically?   Weaving   in   other   
things   we   have   seen   which   do   not   require   too   much   cognitive   load   
in   themselves,   helps   divert   just   a   little   of   our   attention   from   what   is   
at   hand.   Wanting   to   do   this   might   appear   counterintuitive   of   course   
but   it   isn’t;   when   we   look   away   we   will   then   have   to   look   back,   and   
that   is   the   exercise   of   recalling.   Light   weaving   like   this   allows   us   to   
break   away   and   recall   gently   before   we   do   it   in   more   abrupt   ways.   
Note   also   how   we   have   added   the   instruction   of   rounding   the   lips   to   
our   previous   comments   about   poking   them   out.   This   is   work   that   
pertains   to   that   thread   rather   than   to   the   current   one;   by   slowly   
increasing   instructions   pertaining   directly   to   the   sound   creating   
apparatus   (which   we   know   can   be   stressful),   we   make   them   less   
overwhelming.   

04:04   Student:    Tu .   
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Teacher:   Good.    Do   you   want   to   celebrate?   

Student:    Tu   veux   célébrer?   

Teacher:    Tu   veux   célébrer?     A   little ,    a   little    is    un   peu .   

‘Un   peu’   allows   us   to   create   more   elaborate   sentences   and   mask   
repetition   of   the   structure   that   we   are   seeing.   It   will   also   be   used   
later   to   exemplify   a   consonant   shift   between   English   and   French   (F   
to   P   as   in   ‘few’   to   ‘peu’).   Further   to   this,   with   ‘un’   we   get   another   
example   of   a   vowel-N/M   syllable   as   in   ‘con/m’   and   ‘-ion’,   which   we   
will   later   use   to   help   exemplify   this   feature.   

Student:    Un   peu .   

Teacher:    Un   peu .   This   is   spelt   UN,   this   UN   is   just    un .   We   think   the   
N,   again,   we   don’t   pronounce   it,   we'll   just   think   about   it,   it’s   there.   
Un .   Like   we’re   going   towards   it   but   we   didn’t   get   there.   And   then   
peu .   

In   our   description   above,   we   are   showing   that   this   N   is   the   same   as   
the   semi-silent   one   we   have   seen   thus   far.   Still,   this   is   just   a   
description   of   the   current   sound,   and   we   will   piece   these   
descriptions   together   later   in   order   to   form   a   rule.   
  

04:30   Student:    Un   peu .   

Teacher:   And    peu    is   like    veux ,   the   same   vowel   sound   there   which   
we   get   with   EU.   

We   had   mentioned   how   ‘le’   and   ‘je’   shared   a   vowel,   and   now   we   do   
the   same   for   ‘peu’   and   ‘veux’.   It’s   just   a   moment,   but   these   moments   
collectively   help   establish   such   points   before   they   are   made   more   
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explicit.   This   is   possible   even   though   we   haven’t   yet   seen   the   full   
spelling   of   ‘veux’;   mentioning   that   both   sounds   are   produced   with   
EU   is   enough,   there   is   no   reason   to   account   for   the   X   yet.   
  

04:36   Teacher:    Un   peu ,    a   little .   

Student:    Un   peu .   

Teacher:    Do   you   want   to   celebrate   a   little?   

Student:    Tu   veux   célébrer …    Tu   veux   célébrer   un   peu?   

Teacher:    Tu   veux   célébrer   un   peu?    So    peu    and    veux    have   the   
same   vowel   sound,   no,   which   in   both   cases   is   achieved   with   an   EU   
in   writing.   How   would   you   say    I   want   to   celebrate   a   little ?    I   want   to   
celebrate   a   little ?   

Repeating   our   point   about   the   vowel   spelling   both   helps   to   reinforce   
the   trace   these   comments   leave,   and   also   allows   us   to   apply   some   
distance   between   the   two   similar   target   sentences   so   that   our   
learner   does   something   more   similar   to   building   the   new   target   
sentence   from   scratch   rather   than   just   editing   the   previous   one.   

Student:    Je   veux   célé …    Je   veux   célébrer   un   peu .   

Teacher:    Je   veux   célébrer   un   peu .   So   if   you   are   speaking   and   you   
want   to   express   something   like    to   reserve ,    to   invite ,   you   can   just   
check   with   yourself,   do   we   have   an    -ation    word   in   English   to   say   
that?    Reservation ,   yes.    Invitation    yes.   And   if   so,   then   you   can   
probably   find   the   verb   in   French.   

Right   after   beginning   to   convert   words   in   order   to   practice   this   rule   
(as   we   had   advised   our   learner   we   were   doing)   we   took   a   deviation   
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from   that   path   for   some   sentence   construction.   This   allows   us   to   
return   our   diverted   focus   back   to   the   conversion   rule   and   in   doing   
so,   repeat   it   or   an   aspect   of   it.   Here,   our   return   to   the   conversion   
rule   allows   us   to   emphasise   the   practical   application   of   the   rule   for   a   
new   learner   communicating   in   their   target   language,   whilst   affirming   
the   test   we   have   to   see   if   conversion   is   possible   (the   presence   of   an   
‘-ation’   noun   in   English).   We   weave   this   seamlessly   into   continuing   
that   thread   of   practicing   the   conversion:   
  

05:30   Teacher:   So   how   would   you   say    participation ?   

Student:    Participation .   

Teacher:    Participation .    To   participate ?   

Student:    Participer .   

Teacher:    Participer .   Very   good.    I   want   to   participate ?   

Student:    Je   veux   participer .   

Note   how   the   verbs   chosen   for   these   sentences   do   not   require   
objects   in   English   or   in   French   in   order   to   form   complete   sentences.   
Every   time   we   return   to   our   structure   with   ‘want’,   we   are   showing   
our   learner   how   we   can   think   of   ‘to   celebrate’   or   ‘to   participate’   as   
one   unit   in   sentence   construction   (rather   than   two   words).   Having   a   
good   grounding   in   the   situations   that   we   use   infinitives   will   help   us   
contrast   the   infinitive   to   conjugated   versions   of   the   verb.   
  

05:49   Teacher:    Je   veux   participer .   So   the   trick   here   is   also   
realising   that   we   know   these   words,   no?   You   may   be,   you   may   be   
wanting   to   express   something   like    I   want   to   get   involved    and   not   
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realise   that   you   can   say   that   in   French   because   you   don’t   think   of    to   
participate    for    to   get   involved ,   no?   Often   the   French   way   of   saying   
things   will   sound   much   more   formal   in   English.    I   want   to   participate   
sounds   more   formal   than   I   want   to   get   involved,   no?   But    je   veux   
participer    just   sounds   like    I   want   to   get   involved    in   French.   It   
sounds   very   everyday.   So   sometimes   you’ll   have   to   make   that   jump   
yourself   to   find   the   word   you’re   looking   for.    To   get   involved ,   oh,   is   
there   an    -ation    way   of   saying   that?    Participation !   Ah   okay,   
participer .   
  

Above,   we   get   to   repeat   the   important   point   we   have   made   
previously   regarding   the   utility   of   the   conversion   rule,   but   we   have   
also   expanded   that   idea.   We   have   shown   that   sometimes   language   
might   ‘trick   us’,   leading   us   to   think   that   we   can’t   say   something   that   
we   otherwise   can.   We   will   need   to   open   our   minds   or   in   other   words,   
focus   more   on   the   idea   we   want   to   transcribe   rather   than   on   the   
word   we   want   to   translate,   in   order   to   find   a   word   to   translate!   We   
make   the   point   that   those   alternative   wordings   will   not   necessarily   
sound   as   unnatural   in   French   as   they   might   in   English,   both   in   order   
to   show   that   our   conversion   rule   is   more   useful   than   it   might   
otherwise   appear,   and   to   increase   language   consciousness   
(regarding   register).   
  

06:36   Teacher:   How   would   you   say    I   want   to   get   involved   a   little ?    I   
want   to   get   involved   a   little ?   
  

After   explaining   how   ‘participer’   might   also   translate   as   ‘to   get   
involved’,   we   then   use   ‘to   get   involved’   to   solicit   the   new   target   
sentence.   

Student:    Je   veux   participer   un   peu .   
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Teacher:   Very   good.    Je   veux   participer   un   peu .    You   want ?   Just   
you   want ?   

Student:    Tu   veux .   

Teacher:    Tu   veux .    Do   you   want   to   get   involved?   

Every   time   we   use   ‘get   involved’,   we   have   the   potential   to   remind   
our   learner   of   this   possible   leap   in   our   conversion   process,   this   
separation   from   the   strict   idea   that   words   and   thoughts   are   the   
same   thing.   
  

06:59   Student:    Tu   veux   participer?   

Teacher:    Tu   veux   participer?     Do   you   want   to   get   a   little   involved?     

As   per   the   above   comment,   this   target   sentence   continues   the   
dissociation   of   language   and   thought;   ‘participate   a   little’   has   
become   ‘get   a   little   involved’,   which   has   now   changed   the   position   
of   ‘a   little’.   None   of   that   should   distract   our   learner   from   the   idea   
which   they   are   translating.   Still,   ‘un   peu’    is    flexible   and   so   following   
the   base   language   sentence   order   would   not   be   problematic   either:   

Student:    Tu   veux   participer   un   peu?   

Teacher:   Good.    Tu   veux   participer   un   peu?    And   in   the   same   way    a   
little    can   work   its   way   into   the   middle   there   in   English,   no,    do   you   
want   to   get   a   little   involved? ,   we   can   do   the   same   in   French   too,   if   
we   want.    Tu   veux   un   peu   participer .   

We   follow   up   that   the   word   order   is   flexible   in   French   in   order   to   
account   for   remote   learners   that   reproduce   the   word   order   of   the   
base   language.   We   show   that   their   sentence   is   not   wrong,   whilst   
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also   giving   an   example   of   flexible   word   order,   which   is   something   
we   will   want   to   do   periodically   during   our   course   time.   This   is   
because   it   contributes   to   the   wider   idea   that   there   is   seldom   just   one   
way   of   saying   something   (an   idea   we   are   also   contributing   to   with   
our   comments   on   linguistic   register   in   the   context   of   the   conversion   
rule).   
  

07:29   Teacher:   How   would   you   say    I   want   to   visit ?   So   you   would   be   
forgiven   for   thinking   ‘I   can’t   say   that   in   French!’,   but   don’t   decide   too   
quickly.   We   have    visitation    in   English,   we   don’t   use   it   very   often,   
visitation .   Visitation   rights   for   example,   for   hospital   or   something,   but   
that’s   enough   to   make   you   suspect   that   you   can   find    to   visit    in   
French.   So,    I   want   to   visit ?   
  

Note   how   the   repetition   of   this   very   important   point   about   digging   
deeper   into   our   conversion   rule   is   woven   in   with   a   target   sentence   
which   helps   make   the   repetition   interesting,   relevant   and   applicable.   
‘To   visit’   is   a   great   verb   for   this   as   it   is   so   common,   whilst   its   
corresponding   ‘-ation’   noun   is   so   rare   such   that   most   non-native   
English   speakers   may   not   be   aware   of   it   (which   is   why   it’s   given   in   
the   explanation   rather   than   solicited).   Whether   the   remote   learner   
knew   the   noun   or   not,   it   is   a   great   verb   to   exemplify   all   that   there   is   
hidden   within   this   conversion   rule!   In   this   way,   it   makes   for   a   
particularly   upbeat   end   to   our   second   lesson.   
  

07:52   Student:    Je   veux   visiter .   

Teacher:    Je   veux   visiter .    Do   you   want   to   visit?  

Student:    Tu   veux   visiter?   

Teacher:    Tu   veux   visiter?    Very   good.   
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3.2   Swahili   
  

Swahili   is   one   of   my   favourite   course   beginnings   as   it   is   the   
first   LT   course   to   begin   by   focusing   on   the   role   of   onomatopoeia   in   
the   target   language.     Due   to   the   popularity   of   the   Complete   Spanish   
course,   many   learners   assume   that   ‘Language   Transfer’   as   a   
term—and   hence   the   method—is   defined   by   the   conversion   of   
vocabulary   cognates   (‘invitation’   →    invitar    in   Spanish ,    for   example).   
But,   as   discussed   in   the   Introduction   of   this   guidebook,   ‘Language   
Transfer’   alludes   to   something   else,   and   the   reason   we   use   
cognates   in   some   courses   is   as   much   about   reducing   the   student’s   
cognitive   load   (and   increasing   language   consciousness)   as   it   is   
about   teaching   vocabulary.   We   want   to   build   sentences,   but   we   
don’t   want   all   of   our   mental   energy   to   go   on   remembering   words   or   
indeed   worrying   about   whether   we   will   remember   them,   and   
cognates   help   us   achieve   this,   but   not   only   cognates—sometimes   
there   are   better   options.     

We   could   have   arguably   used   cognates   to   open   Complete   
Swahili   with   (‘blouse’,   ‘beer’   and   ‘pizza’,   for   example),   but   it   would   
be   a   pretty   lame   way   to   start   a   course   considering   that   the   cognates   
on   offer   are   random   international   nouns   with   little   to   offer   us   in   terms   
of   the   general   character   of   Swahili.   Neither   do   we   want   to   begin   our   
course   focusing   on   the   complicated   way   Swahili   nouns   behave;   it   
makes   much   more   sense   to   begin   with   verb   infinitives   and   how   they   
conjugate.   We   do   this   by   opening   the   course   with   an   otherwise   
peculiar   concept   to   begin   a   course   with;   that   of   echoic   words,   of   
onomatopoeia.     

Whilst   ‘onomatopoeia'   or   ‘echoic’   may   sound   unapproachable   
as   terminology,   the   phenomenon   is   very   simple   and   intuitive   to   
grasp.   Onomatopoeia,   or   echoic   words,   refer   to   those   lexical   items   
whose   sound   mimics   the   sound   of   their   action.   Like   how   water   
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‘sloshes’   about   in   English,   making   a   sound   much   like   /slosh/,   or   how   
‘to   click’   imitates   the   sound   of   a    click .   With   an   interesting   
introduction   into   this   idea,   we   can   access   words   like    kulala    (to  
sleep);   likening   this   to   how   we   ‘lull’   someone   to   sleep   with   a   ‘lullaby’   
in   English,   which   are   also   echoic   words.   We   see   ‘to   laugh’   
( kucheka ),   which   may   also   be   echoic,   like   ‘chuckle’   in   English.   Note   
that   we   don’t   necessarily   need   to   know   for   sure   that   the   word   has   an   
echoic   origin   in   Swahili   (and   this   information   is   very   difficult   or   
impossible   to   source   for   Swahili),   we   can   simply   mention   it   as   a   
possibility.   Such   interesting   considerations   help   us   internalise   these   
new   words   and   also   contribute   to   the   endeavour   of   making   curious   
language   analysers   out   of   our   learners,   from   the   outset.   What   
makes   the   use   of   the   echoic   principle   even   more   interesting   here   as   
a   teaching   mechanism,   is   that   in   both   cases   the   onomatopoeia   is   
only   indirectly   connected   to   the   base   language:   through   ‘to   lull’,   
‘lullaby’   →   ‘to   sleep’,   and   through   ‘to   chuckle’   →   ‘to   laugh’.   

It’s   not   only   ‘strange’   to   be   talking   about   echoic   words   at   the   
beginning    of   a   course,   but   at   all!   It’s   not   something   that   needs   to   
necessarily   come   up   during   a   language   course,   or   in   other   words,   
it’s   not   necessarily   on   our   ‘tick-list’.   Thus,   we   are   of   course   teaching   
onomatopoeia   as   a   means   to   an   end,   rather   than   as   an   end   in   itself;   
and   it   is   our   job   as   course   writers   to   spot   these   means   when   the   
language   offers   them   up.   

We   could   have   avoided   onomatopoeia   altogether   and   begun   
with    kusafiri    (‘to   travel’,   which   is   where   ‘safari’   comes   from   in  
English)   but   it   would   have   been   nowhere   near   as   engaging   or   
creative,   not   to   mention   that    kusafiri    ends   atypically   for   a   Swahili   
verb   (not   in   -A,   but   in   -I).   
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Track   2   

  

00:00   Teacher:   We're   going   to   break   down   Swahili   and   language   
generally   to   see   how   we   use   it   to   express   ideas,   how   we   convert   
ideas   into   language.   
  

It   is   an   aim   in   all   courses   to   help   the   learner   disassociate   thought   or   
ideas   from   the   language   we   use   to   express   them.   This   has   many   
different   practical   applications   depending   on   the   target   language   in   
question,   and   for   Swahili   it   will   be   necessary   from   the   outset   due   to   
the   starkly   different   way   the   two   languages   present   information.   Still,   
we   are   only   foreshadowing   this   idea   for   now,   and   the   real   point   of   
this   introduction   is   to   work   our   way   into   explaining   what   a   verb   is.   

Teacher:   So   the   first   thing   here   we   can   say   about   languages   
generally   is   that   they   have   words,   and   also   that   they   have   different   
types   of   words.   And   these   different   types   of   words   behave   in   
different   ways.   For   example,   we   have   verbs.   In   English   these   are   ‘to’   
words.   So    to   come ,    to   want ,    to   be ,   in   their   standard   form,   you   know?   
Words   that   we   can   put    to ,   TO,   in   front   of.    To   eat ,    to   sleep .   

  A   common   difficulty   for   new   writers   is   experienced   when   they   want   
to   begin   a   script   or   a   new   lesson   or   section   with   some   information   or   
idea   they   want   to   share—maybe   one   notes   down   ‘verbs   are   ‘to’   
words’   on   their   script—but   when   it   comes   to   teaching   that,   suddenly   
the   idea   is   stuck   in   the   throat;   we   needed   some   way   to   ease   into   
that   explanation,   to   get   the   ball   rolling.   Talking   about   word   types   
generally,   gives   us   the   perfect   launchpad   to   home   in   on   verbs,   whilst   
also   foreshadowing   why   word   groups   are   important   (because   
different   types   of   words   behave   in   different   ways).   When   we   write,   
we   need   to   imagine   the   learner   in   front   of   us,   and   write   exactly   what   
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we   expect   to   say   rather   than   noting   down   the   points   we   want   to   
explain.   ‘What   am   I   going   to   tell   this   person   so   that   they   follow   me?’   
This   will   help   us   write   workable   experiences,   rather   than   
explanations   which   put   too   much   onus   on   the   learner   to   figure   them   
out.   Beginning   with   ‘verbs   in   a   language   are   ’to’   words’,   with   no   
buffering,   might   be   all   but   lost   on   a   new   learner.     
In   regard   to   the   concrete   explanation   of   word   groups,   where   
possible   we   will   generally   prefer   to   describe   a   word   group   by   its   
form/s   (i.e.,   that   verbs   carry   ‘to’),   rather   than   by   its   function,   which   is   
generally   much   more   complicated   to   describe   simply.   For   verbs,   that   
function   is   usually   described   as   an   ‘action’,   but   that   is   problematic   
when   we   come   to   verbs   like   ‘to   be’,   ‘to   want’,   ‘to   need’   and   others   
that   don’t   sit   comfortably   as   ‘actions’.   Describing   a   word   by   its   form   
cuts   out   the   middleman;   we   don’t   have   to   think   about   what   kind   of   
thing   the   word   is   doing   before   deciding   what   type   of   word   it   is.   
  

00:34   Teacher:   In   Swahili,   verbs   don't   have    to    in   front   of   them   but   
ku- ,    ku- ,   which   is   KU.   So   where   in   English   we   have    to   sleep    and   
that's   two   words,   in   Swahili   we   have   one   word   and   that's    kulala .   So,   
kulala    is    to   sleep .   
  

Note   how   above   we   weave   all   the   information   in   before   giving   a   
word   in   the   target   language   which   shows   how   that   information   is   
true.   This   is   unproblematic   because   we   are   using   this   discussion   of   
‘to’   and   ‘ku-’   in   order   to   describe   what   a   verb   is   in   general   terms,   we   
then   exemplify   that   with   a   Swahili   verb   almost   by   surprise,   to   get   our   
first   word.   Note   also   how,   in   this   weaving,   we   haven’t   said   anything   
as   direct   as   ‘‘ku’   is   ‘to’   in   Swahili’,   but   we   have   shown   it   through   
discussion   of   the   infinitive   in   the   respective   languages.   In   other   
words,   we   haven’t   translated   ‘to’,   we   have   ‘translated’   its   function.     
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Mentioning   the   difference   in   the   number   of   words   (two   in   English   
and   one   in   Swahili)   and   seeing   how   the   same   idea   may   be   
represented   by   a   different   number   of   words   in   different   languages,   
contributes   towards   the   idea   of   language   and   idea/thought   as   
separate   phenomena.   
  

00:50   Student:    Kulala .   
  

Until   now   our   focus   has   been   entirely   on   ‘ku-’,   and   we   have   seen   
the   verb   ‘kulala’   as   an   example   of   ‘ku-’.   We   can   now   shift   our   focus   
on   to   -lala:   
  

00:51   Teacher:   And   the   word   is   probably   echoic   which   just   means   
it's   like   an   echo   of   the   action   of   the   verb.   So    kulala ,   maybe   it   comes   
from   singing   somebody   to   sleep,   like    lullaby ,   which   is   also   echoic,   
no?   ‘Lalala’   or    to   lull .   There   we   have    kulala ,    to   sleep .   
  

The   teacher’s   intonation   and   phrasing   helps   make   the   information   
about   onomatopoeia   casual,   and   this   helps   our   learner   experience   
this   ‘discovery’   rather   than   trying   to   remember   the   information.   This   
helps   us   relate   to   the   word   as   something   other   than   a   memory   item,   
and   also   serves   as   masked   repetition,   enabling   us   to   repeat   ‘kulala’   
without   the   feeling   of   repetition   and   all   that   repetition   implies   (such   
as   stimulating   memorisation   processes).   It   also   serves   to   make   a   
very   alien   language   (for   most   English   speakers)   instantly   relatable,   
on   a   deep   level,   rather   than   superficially   as   would   be   achieved   by   
using   international   cognates   like   ‘pizza’   or   ‘blouse’!   

Student:    Kulala .   
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Teacher:   And   we   have   the   accent   on   the   penultimate   syllable,   on   
the   second   last   syllable,   no?   That's   where   the   stress   falls,    ku la la .   

In   the   above   comment,   ‘the   second   last   syllable’   acts   as   a   
translation   for   ‘penultimate’,   for   those   who   might   not   be   familiar   with   
that   word.   It   also   serves   as   masked   repetition.   In   a   similar   way,   
‘stress’   acts   as   a   translation   for   ‘accent’,   helping   us   clear   up   any   
confusion   that   might   exist   about   this   use   of   the   word   ‘accent’.   
  

Student:    Kulala .   
  

Until   now,   the   student   has   said   no   more   than   ‘kulala’!   Though   if   we   
are   thinking   about   the   thoughts   the   engaged   learner   should   be   
having   at   each   stage,   we   realise   that   they   haven’t   stopped   learning.   
Each   time   they   say   ‘kulala’,   they   are   focused   on   something   different:   
on   ‘ku-’   as   ‘to’,   on   echoic   words,   or   on   the   word   stress.   
  

01:18   Teacher:   And   if   we   get   rid   of   one   of   those    la s,   how   is   this   
going   to   sound?   

Student:    Kula .   

Soliciting   ‘kula’   gives   us   an   opportunity   to   apply   the   information   
given   above   about   word   stress   and   represents   a   little   ‘artificial   
friction’   to   check   if   our   student   is   really   with   us   and   not,   in   fact,   just  
repeating   ‘kulala’.   Note   the   weak   lead—we   haven’t   said   ‘mind   the   
accent’   in   any   way—which   helps   leave   room   for   error   so   that   we   
might   correct   with   a   repetition   of   the   stress   rule.   This   all   cues   the   
learner   to   pay   attention   to   our   explanations;   we   are   achieving   a   
balance   between   the   cues   of   ‘don’t   memorise’   and   ‘pay   attention’.   
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The   instruction   does   fall   a   little   short   of   clear   though,   and   we   might   
have   added   ‘if   you   remove   a   ‘la’   from   ‘kulala’’,   which   would   help   
ensure   all   learners   understood   the   basic   instruction.     
  

01:24   Teacher:    Kula ,   good,   you   put   the   accent   again   on   the   second   
last   syllable.    Ku la ,   and   that   means    to   eat ,   by   coincidence.   
  

The   recording   student   makes   the   correct   stress,   but   by   repeating   
back   the   correct   thought   process,   we   provide   an   indirect   correction   
for   those   remote   learners   who   erred   (removing   ‘-la’   without   adjusting   
the   stress,   thus   rendering   ‘ku la ’).   
The   fact   that   we   add   ‘by   coincidence’   helps   reinforce   that   this   is   not   
a   mnemonic   rule   in   order   to   arrive   at   ‘kula’,   and   that   our   focus   is   
elsewhere   (on   the   shifting   accent,   rather   than   on   arriving   at   a   new   
word,   even   though   it   does   give   us   a   useful   new   verb   which   we   will   
use!).   If   these   reasons   were   not   operative   (if   ‘kula’   had   its   accent   on   
the   last   syllable),   it   would   not   have   been   included   here.   
  

01:31   Teacher:   So   already   we   have   two   verbs   in   Swahili.   What   is    to   
sleep ?   
  

This   represents   a   resetting   of   the   tension   contour.   We   have   
demanded   attention   and   concentration   from   our   learner,   and   quite   
possibly   corrected   them   too;   this   can   all   generate   tension.   This   
small   recap   serves   to   reset   that   tension   contour.   

Student:    Kulala .   

Teacher:    Kulala .   And    to   eat ?   

Student:    Kula .   
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01:41   Teacher:   Very   good.   So   these   are   verbs,   the   words   we   put    to   
in   front   of.   But   of   course   verbs   aren't   just   their    to    forms,   no?   We   
don't   just   say    to   sleep ,   but    I   sleep ,    he   sleeps ,    I   slept .   And   all   of   
these   we   get   from    to   sleep .   
  

Establishing   word   groups   is   one   of   the   most   orientating   ideas   for   a   
new   language   learner.   Thus,   this   idea   is   constantly   revisited   and   
elaborated   on.   For   now,   we   briefly   recap   the   idea   that   verbs   are   ‘to’   
words,   and   then   add   that   there   are   other   possible   forms   too,   and,   
most   importantly,   that   these   forms   come   from   the   ‘to’   form.   We   do   
this   using   English   as   an   example,   co-opting   forms   in   English   that   
differ   enough   to   demonstrate   the   point   (sleep,   sleeps,   slept).   
  

01:56   Teacher:   In   Swahili,   to   get   these   different   meanings   out   of   a   
‘to'   form,   the   first   thing   we   do   is   the   same   as   what   we   do   in   English,   
is   to   lose   the    to ,   no?   Before   we   say    I   sleep    we   get   rid   of   the    to    of    to   
sleep .   
  

Above,   we   are   not   actually   using   English   to   make   sense   of   Swahili   
as   directly   as   it   may   appear   (this   avenue   of   comparison   will   quickly   
trail   off).   We   are   using   English   to   consolidate   the   same   idea   outlined   
directly   above   (of   the   infinitive   as   a   launchpad   for   other   verb   forms).   
  

02:09   Teacher:   So,   if    kulala    is   to   sleep,   what   is   the   bit   there   that   
represents    to ?   

Student:    Ku- .   

Saying   ‘represents’   (rather   than   ‘means’   or   ‘is’)   helps   reinforce   that   
these   cannot   be   thought   of   as   translations   of   one   another   in   the   
same   way   that   other   word   pairs   might.   
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Teacher:    Ku- .   Good.   So   if   you   get   rid   of   it,   what   are   we   left   with?   

Student:    -lala .   

02:21   Teacher:    -lala .   So   we’re   left   with   - lala .   Now   to   show    I   sleep    or   
I'm   sleeping    we   will   add   on   to   the   beginning   of   - lala    to   give   that   
information.   And   to   say    I   sleep    or    I'm   sleeping    we   need   to   add   on   
two   pieces   of   information.   We   need   to   add   on   the   information   of    I   
and   we   need   to   add   on   the   information   of   the   present,   that   we   are   in   
the   present   tense,   that   it’s    I   am   sleeping    rather   than    I   slept    or    will   
sleep .   

The   fact   that   we   have   already   begun   to   refer   to   information   and   
language   separately   helps   make   this   step   smoother   than   it   might   
otherwise   have   been.   We   don’t   need   to   discuss   English   words,   their   
forms,   and   how   we   will   represent   them,   but   ‘information’.   Having   
already   thought   about   language   as   a   transcription   of   ideas,   we   can   
more   easily   think   about   translating   those   ideas,   rather   than   
translating   words   in   themselves.     
We   need   to   make   sure   our   learners   are   on   the   same   page   as   us   
when   it   comes   to   terminology,   no   matter   how   simple   we   may   think   
that   terminology   is.   We   want   to   engage   learners   from   all   
backgrounds,   and   it   doesn’t   hurt   to   quickly   make   clarifications   about   
what   things   like   ‘present’   mean   (that   it’s   ‘I   am   sleeping’   rather   than   ‘I   
slept’   or   ‘will   sleep’).   Many   people   who   have   never   really   thought   
about   language   will   not   automatically   know   what   ‘present’   means.     
  

02:49   Teacher:   The   sound   for    I    in   Swahili   is    ni .    NI.   Ni.   
  

‘Ni’   isn’t   the    word    for   ‘I’,   this   is   ‘mimi’.   Writers   may   be   tempted   to   tell   
their   students   about   ‘mimi’   here   to   help   demonstrate   that,   but   
mentioning   ‘mimi’   too   early   would   likely   create   confusion   when   our   
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learners   come   to   building   sentences.   For   now,   we   simply   refer   to   ‘ni’   
as   a   sound,   we   don’t   need   to   necessarily   clarify   yet   that   it   is   not   a   
word.   

Student:    Ni .   

Teacher:   And   the   sound   for   the   present   is    na .   NA.   

The   point   further   above   about   ‘ni’   being   a   sound   rather   than   a   word   
could   be   easily   missed,   but   the   second   mention   of   a   ‘sound’   (directly   
above)   is   more   likely   to   make   the   learner   notice   that   we   are   in   fact   
saying   ‘sound’   rather   than   ‘word’.   This   is   not   so   important   yet,   as   the   
nature   of   ‘ni’   and   ‘na’   will   be   understood   through   application;   it   is   but   
a   foreshadowing   for   when   we   do   arrive   at   the    word    for   ‘I’   (mimi).   
  

02:58   Student:    Na .   

Teacher:   Put   those   two   sounds   together.   What   will   it   sound   like?   

Student:    Nina .   

Teacher:    Nina .   So,   to   say    I    in   the   present   we   have    nina- ,   and   we   
add   that   on   to   our   verb   without   the    ku- .   

I’m   not   fond   of   introducing   two   pieces   of   new   information   at   once,   
but   Swahili   all   but   necessitates   it.   For   this   reason,   we   take   the   time   
to   process   the   elements   separately   and   together;   first   as   ‘I’   (ni),   as   
‘present’   (na)   and   then   as   ‘I   in   the   present’   (nina).   This   way,   whilst   
we   are   learning   two   new   elements   before   we   get   to   apply   them   to   a   
verb,   we   don’t   feel   like   we   haven’t   gotten   to   apply   them;   we   added   
‘ni’   to   ‘na’   to   get   ‘I   in   the   present’!   
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In   colloquial   Swahili,   it   is   also   possible   for   ‘na’   to   represent   ‘nina’,   
but   beginning   here   (whilst   it   would   relieve   us   of   having   to   teach   two   
function   sounds   together)   would   sow   seeds   of   confusion   about   what   
exactly   ‘na’   means   and   what   position   it   comes   in.   In   this   way,   the   
‘harder’   option   is   in   fact   the   easier   one,   because   the   convenient   
‘shortcut’   the   language   offers   us   in   order   to   not   present   two   pieces   
of   information   at   once   (using   ‘na’   to   imply   ‘nina’)   could   generate   
confusion   that   might   take   a   lot   of   work   to   undo.   
  

03:11   Teacher:   So   let's   run   through   this   again   from   the   beginning   
with    to   sleep .   What   is    to   sleep ?     
  

With   ‘let’s   run   through   this   again’,   we   remind   our   learner   that   this   
isn’t   all   just   loose   information,   and   that   we   were   working   towards   
conjugating   a   verb.   We   can   now   run   through   the   process   again   
completely   and   from   scratch.   This   ‘starting   over’   also   helps   reset   the   
tension   contour   and   counter   any   memorisation   processes   the   
learner   might   be   getting   themselves   into.   
  

03:16   Student:    Kulala .   

Teacher:    Kulala .   And   just    sleep    without   the    to ?   

Student:   - lala .   

‘Lala’   is   also   the   imperative   (as   is   ‘sleep!’   in   English),   but   this   is   not   
what   is   being   taught   above.   ‘Lala’   is   simply   a   step   in   the   process   to   
arrive   at   the   present   tense.   The   phrasing   ‘without   the   ‘to’?’   diverts   
the   mind   from   recognising   the   English   imperative   and   
misinterpreting   the   nature   of   what   is   being   taught   here.   
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Teacher:    -lala .   And   then   if   we   add   on   to   the   beginning   our   sound   for   
I ,   which   is?   
  

Student:    Nina -   
  

Our   student   answers   for   ‘I   in   the   present’   (rather   than   just   for   ‘I’),   so   
we   insist   on   dividing   up   the   thought   process   (below).   The   teacher’s   
wording   has   been   a   little   leading   in   this   respect,   as   ‘add   on   to   the   
beginning’   is   likely   to   make   the   learner   think   about   adding   ‘nina-’   as   
a   whole.   Thus   our   planned   correction   helps   really   emphasise   that   
even   though   ‘nina-’   is   where   we   are   headed,   we   are   concerned   with   
the   two   separate   thoughts   necessary   to   get   there   (a   thought   for   ‘I’,   
and   another   for   ‘present’).   This   is   in   order   to   not   prejudice   other   
thought   processes,   such   as   arriving   at   ‘nita’   for   ‘I’   in   the   future   or   
‘nili’   for   ‘I’   in   the   past.   
  

03:30   Teacher:   The   sound   for    I ,    ni .   

Student:    Ni .   

Teacher:   And   the   sound   for   present?   

Student:    Na .   

Teacher:   So,   you   are   raring   to   tell   me,    I   sleep    or    I'm   sleeping ?   

The   above   lighthearted   comment   acknowledges   that   we   are   
deliberately   slowing   our   learner   down   even   though   it   is   evident   that   
she   doesn’t   need   it.   This   helps   cue   to   remote   learners   that   the   
reason   for   this   slowing   down   is   because   it   is   important   for   us   to   think   
about   ‘ni’   and   ‘na’   separately.   
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03:38   Student:    Ninalala .   
  

Teacher:   Very   good.    Ninalala ,   no?   So   this   means    I   sleep    or    I'm   
sleeping .     
  

Repeating   the   English   meaning   again   both   helps   associate   the   new  
language   to   established   semantic   areas   in   the   mind,   and   also   
serves   as   a   reminder   of   our   achievement:   we   have   built   ‘I   am   
sleeping’   in   Swahili,   our   first   sentence!   
  

03:44     Teacher:    Kucheka    means   to   laugh.    Kucheka .   

Student:    Kucheka .   

Teacher:   Again,   an   echoic   verb,   no?   The   sound   of   - cheka    is   coming   
from   the   sound   it   makes   to   laugh,   like    to   chuckle ,   no?    To   chuckle    in   
English,   again,   it's   echoic.   The   idea   is   that   the   sound   that   you   make   
is   something   like   'khekhekhe',   no?    Chuckle .   So,    kucheka ,    to   laugh .   
And   that's   KUCHEKA.   

The   new   verb   helps   us   reset   the   tension   contour   once   again   whilst   
also   tying   back   into   our   interesting   and   possibly   forgotten   point   
about   echoic   words.   
  

04:09   Teacher:   And   Swahili   is   written   in   this   Latin   alphabet,   in   the   
same   alphabet   as   English.   And   ehm,   Swahili   used   to   be   written   in   
Arabic   script   actually,   but   nowadays   in   the   Latin   script   that   we   use   in   
English.   
  

Note   how   we   reconstruct   the   knowledge   necessary   to   tell   our   
learner   that   Swahili   is   written   in   the   Latin   script.   If   our   learner   
doesn’t   know   that   we   write   English   in   the   Latin   script,   then   they   
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would   not   pick   up   on   what   is   being   said   here.   For   this   reason,   light   
clarifications   such   as   ‘in   the   same   alphabet   as   English’   and   ‘the   
Latin   script   that   we   use   in   English’   help   clarify   this   without   sounding   
like   we   assume   the   learner   doesn’t   know   it.   
As   mentioned,   these   ‘offshoots’,   apart   from   imparting   important   
information,   also   serve   to   reset   tension   contours   in   the   class,   
releasing   tension   when   they   divert   from   the   line   of   enquiry,   and   
giving   the   learner   a   chance   to   drop   any   piece   of   information   they   
might   have   been   holding   on   to   or   mulling   over,   before   we   dive   
straight   back   in   and   pick   it   up   again.   
  

04:21   Teacher:   So,   that's    kucheka ,   to    laugh .   

Student:    Kucheka .   

Teacher:   Which   bit   of    kucheka    means    to ?   

Student:    Ku- .   

Teacher:   And   which   bit   of    kucheka    means    laugh ?   

Student:    -cheka .   

The   above   are   simple   questions,   yet   being   asked   them   in   
succession,   and   having   the   answer,   will   really   help   the   new   learner   
feel   in   control   of   their   Swahili   and   the   learning   process.   This   is   
especially   useful   at   the   beginning   of   a   course   or   when   we   present   
something   new   and   challenging   later,   but   if   we    always    do   it   we   are   
more   likely   to   irritate   our   learner   than   empower   them!   
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Teacher:   Good.    Ku- ,    to .    -cheka ,    laugh .    Kucheka ,    to   laugh .   So,   if   
you   want   to   build    I   laugh    or    I'm   laughing ,   what   is   the   first   thing   we   
do?   

Of   course,   we   have   just   done   what   is   solicited   here   (removing   ‘ku-’)   
directly   above,   but   that   was   not   in   direct   preparation   for   a   sentence;   
we   were   simply   identifying   the   corresponding   meanings   of   the   word   
parts.   This   allows   us   to   mask   our   repetition   of   the   process   of   
removing   ‘ku-’.   
  

04:44   Student:   We   get   rid   of   the    to ,    ku- .   

Teacher:   Good.   The    to    or   the    ku- ,   no?   

Talking   loosely   about   language   in   this   way:   ‘the   ‘to'   or   the   ‘ku-’,   no?’,   
helps   us   to   be   grounded   in   the   function   of   ‘to/ku-’,   rather   than   in   the   
lexical   items   themselves.   This   might   be   especially   important   here,   
as   ‘ku’   has   other   important   functions   in   Swahili   (such   as   meaning   
‘you’   as   an   object),   as   does   the   ‘to’   of   English   have   additional   
functions/translations.   
  

04:48   Teacher:   And   we’re   left   with?   

Student:    -cheka .   

Teacher:    -cheka .   And   then   we   need   to   put   two   sounds.   We   need   to   
give   two   pieces   of   information:   the   information   of    I    and   the   
information   of   present.   

We   are   giving   the   learner   the   task   of   giving   us   ‘I’   in   the   present   all   at   
once,   but   we   also   emphasise   how   this   represents   two   separate   
steps   that   must   be   taken.   In   this   way,   we   can   appreciate   how   we   
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reduce   our   cues   gradually   in   order   to   increase   our   learners’   
autonomy.   

Student:    Ninacheka .   

Teacher:    Ninacheka .   Very   good.   So    ni    is   for    I ,    na    is   for   the   present,   
and   then   - cheka .    Ninacheka .   All   one   word   and   that   means    I   laugh   
or    I'm   laughing .   

Again,   we   break   the   thought   process   up   in   our   feedback   to   avoid   the   
premature   fossilisation   of   ‘nina-’   as   a   fixed   unit.   
We   continue   to   demonstrate   how   the   Swahili   present   can   be   both   
the   simple   and   continuous   present   in   English   through   our   base   
language   sentences,   although   this   is   yet   to   be   addressed   directly.   
  

05:11   Teacher:    To   want    is    kutaka .    Kutaka .   

Student:    Kutaka .   

Teacher:   That's   KUTAKA.    Kutaka .   

Often   when   spelling,   the   teacher’s   intonation   can   contribute   to   the   
separation   of   the   word   parts.   We   spell   KU,   pause   slightly,   and   then   
continue   with   TAKA.   

Student:    Kutaka .   

Teacher:   So   which   bit   there   carries   the   meaning   of    want ?   

We   will   not   insist   throughout   the   course   on   this   question   for   each   
new   verb,   but   for   now   it’s   a   great   way   of   consolidating   the   same   
process   we’ll   use   to   conjugate   the   verb.   Though,   in   order   to   vary   
and   not   slow   down   the   lesson   pace   too   much,   we   have   just   asked   
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for   the   bit   carrying   the   meaning   of   ‘want’,   rather   than   asking   first   for   
what   gives   us   the   meaning   of   ‘to’,   as   was   done   previously   with   
‘kucheka’   and   ‘kulala’.   
Note   also   how   ‘carries   meaning’   is   slightly   different   to   ‘means’   or   ‘is’.   
Again,   we   are   contributing   to   the   idea   that   language   
represents/transcribes   meaning   rather   than   ‘is’   meaning.   
  

05:24   Student:    -taka .   

Teacher:    -taka .   Very   good.   So   how   do   we   get    I   want    from    to   want ?   

Such   open   questions   are   not   common   in   the   courses,   and   when   we   
give   them   we   can   expect   the   learner   to   reply   with   a   description   or   
simply   with   the   target   sentence   by   means   of   example.   Anything   
about   the   process   we   wanted   to   highlight,   we   can   then   give   as   
feedback   (as   below).  

Student:   We   get   rid   of    ku- ,   so   we   have   - taka ,   and   then    ninataka .   

05:35   Teacher:   Very   good.    Ninataka ,   no?    I   want ,    ninataka .   So    ni-   
shows   it’s    I ,   - na-    shows   it’s   the   present   and   - taka    gives   us   our   
meaning   of    want .    Ninataka .   What   was    to   sleep ?   

Student:    Kulala .   

Teacher:    Kulala .   So,   how   would   you   say    I   want   to   sleep ?   

Here,   we’re   seeing   a   whole   new   structure   but   there’s   no   need   to   
mention   that.   We   only   need   to   cue   the   student   to   break   the   thoughts   
up   which   we   do   with   our   voice:   ‘I   want,   to   sleep’.   
  

05:52   Student:    Ninataka   kulala .   
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Teacher:   Very   good.    Ninataka   kulala .   And   what   was    to   eat ?   

Student:    Kula .   
  

We   ask   for   ‘kula’   before   the   target   sentence   in   which   we’ll   use   it   
(below)   because   we   don’t   necessarily   expect   our   learners   to   
remember   ‘to   eat’   independently   yet,   and   so   soliciting   it   by   itself   
(without   a   target   sentence)   frees   up   mental   space   (cognitive   load)   
which   will   help   our   learner   recall   that   we   had   associated   it   with   
‘kulala’.   
Asking   our   recording   student   for   a   word   first   in   this   way   also   
provides   remote   learners   with   the   item   they   need   for   the   coming   
sentence,   if   they   are   indeed   unable   to   recall   it.   In   this   way,   it   is   
similar   to   saying   ‘‘to   eat’   was   ‘kula’’   before   soliciting   the   target   
sentence.   
  

06:02   Teacher:    Kula .    I   want   to   eat ?   

Student:    Ninataka   kula .   

Teacher:    Ninataka   kula .   Very   good.   The   word   for    now ,    now    in   
Swahili   is    sasa .   

Student:    Sasa .   

Teacher:    Sasa .   SASA.   And   that's   a   repeated   syllable,   no?    Sasa .   
And   that   happens   very   often   in   Swahili.   In   fact,   we've   already   seen   
an   example   of   it.   What   was    to   sleep ?   

Student:    Kulala .   
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This   weaving   of   information   affords   a   sensation   of   surprising   
familiarity   with   the   new   language!   We   could   have   just   said   ‘just   like   
we   saw   in   ‘kulala’,   ‘-lala’,   we   have   a   repeated   syllable   there   too’,   but   
the   information   is   more   memorably   pieced   together   as   is   done   
above.   
Whilst   there   will   definitely   be   students   that   don’t   know   what   ‘syllable’   
means,   it   is   made   clear   by   the   examples   that   we   essentially   mean   a   
repeated   sound   and   we   need   not   be   detained   or   distracted   by   
defining   ‘syllable’.   
The   whole   point   of   mentioning   the   double   syllable   in   the   first   place,   
is   to   make   ‘sasa’   and   other   words   more   memorable   just   because   we   
can   have   the   thought   ‘ah,   another   repeated   syllable’.   This   will   be   
relevant   again   soon,   when   we   learn   ‘mimi’   (I)   and   ‘wewe’   (you).   It   
also   allows   us   to   mask   repetition   of   ‘sasa’.   
Soliciting   ‘kulala’   also   represents   a   brief   offshoot   from   the   
introduction   of   ‘sasa’,   just   after   introducing   it!   This   is   often   done   as   a   
cue   to   not   try   to   hold   on   to   new   information,   that   learners   can   let   go   
and   trust   the   teacher   (and   forever   more,   their   own   thoughts)   to   not   
leave   them   stranded.   
  

06:27   Teacher:    Kulala .   So   - lala    of    kulala ,   again,   is   a   repeated   
syllable.   That   happens   quite   often   in   Swahili.     
  

By   repeating   with   a   casual   intonation   that   this   happens   quite   often   in   
Swahili,   we   remind   our   learner   of   why   we   have   turned   our   attention   
to   repeated   syllables,   or   in   other   words,   that   we   don’t   need   this   
information   for   anything;   we   are   simply   observing   it!   If   we   don’t   take   
steps   to   cue   such   things,   our   learners   might   hold   on   to   information   
such   as   this,   maybe   expecting   an   explanation   to   come   about   why   
repeated   syllables   are   problematic   or   important.   If   we   are   aware   of   
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this   potential   for   misunderstanding   or   miscueing,   we   can   counter   it   
in   these   subtle   ways.   
  

Teacher:   So,   we   have    sasa    for    now .   How   would   you   say    I   want   to   
sleep   now ?   

Student:    Ninataka   kulala   sasa .   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Ninataka   kulala   sasa .    I   want   to   eat   now ?   

We   could   have   solicited   ‘to   eat’   again   before   soliciting   the   target   
sentence,   but   not   having   done   so   represents   part   of   a   gradual   
incrementation   of   the   demands   we   are   making   on   our   learner’s   
cognitive   load.   
  

06:47   Student:    Ninataka   kula   sasa .   

Teacher:    Ninataka   kula   sasa .   Very   good.   You   might   also   hear   in   
some   dialects   of   Swahili    sasa    as   a   greeting,   an   informal   greeting,   
you   know   like    hey ,    sasa .   

‘Sasa’   was   included   in   order   to   add   another   word   type   and   gain   a   
sense   of   making   more   complete   sentences,   to   use   a   word   that   isn’t   
a   verb   and   which   doesn’t   require   the   thought   process   a   verb   does,   
and   to   introduce   yet   another   way   of   thinking   about   words   (further   to   
echoic),   in   terms   of   repeated   syllables.     
The   mention   at   the   end   about   it   being   a   greeting   in   some   dialects   
was   information   I   got   after   recording,   and   edited   in.   Had   I   a   little   
more   time   with   the   information,   I   might   have   taken   the   opportunity   
here   to   marvel   at   how   ‘sasa’   is   a   very   efficient   ‘morning,   afternoon,   
evening,   night’   greeting!   How   many   of   us   have   said   ‘morning!’   a   little   
too   late   in   the   day?!   With   ‘sasa’,   you   don’t   have   to   think   about   what   
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time   of   day   it   is:   ‘now’,   it’s   always   ‘now’!   I   might   have   gotten   around   
to   saying   this   in   another   track,   and   the   fact   that   I   don’t   know   can   
attest   to   my   need   for   more   course   transcripts!     
  
  

Track   3   
  

00:00   Teacher:   So   we   know   four   verbs   already   in   Swahili.   What   was   
to   sleep ,   which   was   echoic,   a   bit   like    lullaby ?   
  

We   don’t   need   to   make   lineal   recaps   in   our   courses   nor   do   we   make   
a   habit   of   them.   When   we   do,   we   are   generally   offering   some   
superficial   structure   (our   true   course   structure   is   more   intangible)   to   
help   ground   our   learner,   and   to   fulfill   other   aims   which   don’t   
necessarily   have   to   do   with   recapping.   In   this   case,   we   get   to   really   
emphasise   ‘ku-’   as   ‘to’   by   repeating   four   verbs   consecutively.   
Most   students   won’t   need   the   prompt   of   ‘lullaby’   (which   is   a   stronger   
prompt   than   how   it   might   appear   written,   as   it   begins   with   the   sound   
/lala/)   unless   some   time   has   transpired   between   tracks.   In   any   case,   
giving   the   prompt   when   it’s   not   needed   can   help   learners   feel   in   
control   at   the   moment   of   returning   or   continuing   to   the   next   track.   
  

00:08   Student:    Kulala .   

Teacher:    Kulala .   And   we   get   rid   of   one   of   the    la s   and   we   have    to   
eat ?   

Student:    Kula .   

Teacher:    Kula .    To   laugh ,   which   was   also   echoic,   sounds   a   little   bit   
like   chuckle?   
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The   teacher’s   intonation   on   ‘a   little   bit’   helps   cue   that   the   Swahili   is   
maybe   not   as   similar   in   this   case   as   it   was   with   ‘lullaby’.   This   should   
help   the   learner   not   automatically   reproduce   the   first   vowel   of   
‘chuckle’.   Still,   many   learners   may   reproduce   the   incorrect   ‘kuchaka’   
due   to   the   association   with   ‘chuckle’.   Of   course,   this   is   no   big   deal,   
but   small   measures   like   the   use   of   intonation   here   can   help   avoid   
most   of   these   slip-ups   and   thus   contribute   towards   smoother  
classes.   

00:22   Student:    Kucheka .   

Teacher:    Kucheka .   And    to   want ?   Do   you   remember?   

This   wording   helps   the   learner   know   that   they’re   not   necessarily   
expected   to   remember   ‘to   want’,   that   it   might   be   a   bit   of   a   stretch,   
and   this   serves   to   relax   them   and   thus   make   them   more   likely   to   
remember.   We   also   cue   lightly   in   this   way   that   neither   should   they   
try   to   find   the   word   through   onomatopoeia,   which   would   lead   to   a   
dead   end!    
Such   cues   are   especially   important   at   the   beginning   of   our   second   
track,   where   many   learners   might   be   ‘testing   themselves’   (or   our   
material!)   to   see   if   they   retained   anything   from   the   previous   lesson,   
which   many   learners   will   be   doubtful   of!   We   neutralise   these   doubts   
by   showing   the   learner   that   they    have    retained   things   from   the   last   
class,   and   also   that   they   are   not   expected   to   have   those   things   
memorised.   
  

00:27   Student:    Kutaka .   

Teacher:    Kutaka .   Good.   So   apart   from   all   beginning    ku- ,   we   also   
notice   they   end   in   an   -A,   no?    Kulala ,    kula ,    kucheka ,    kutaka .   
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Novel   information   soon   becomes   established   information   which   we   
can   reference   in   order   to   contextualise   more   novel   information.   
Grounding   ourselves   in   the   norm   of   ‘ku-’,   we   are   able   to   
contextualise   the   final   -A   as   another   element   characteristic   of   verbs.   
For   now,   we   are   just   drawing   attention   to   this   which   is   cued   by   ‘we   
also   notice’;   this   is   ‘by   the   by’   information,   for   now.   Later   it    will    be   
important,   as   this   final   -A   can   change   in   Swahili   to   give   us   different   
meanings.     
Note   also   that   we   repeat   our   four   verbs   back   to   show   how   they   end   
in   -A,   but   in   giving   the   four   verbs   together   we   also   resolve   any   
tension   contour   that   might   have   opened   when   we   mentioned   that   
we   now   know   four   verbs   in   Swahili.   
  

00:37   Teacher:   And   we   saw   how   Swahili   verbs   work,   no?   We   start   
with   our    to    something ,    with    ku- ,   and   we   take   off   that    ku-    and   we   add   
bits   on   to   the   beginning   to   give   the   information   that   we   want.   So   for   
example,   the   sound   for    I    was?   
  

We   are   reviewing   what   we   have   learnt   but   more   importantly,   the   way   
Swahili   verbs   work   in   general   terms.   
Due   to   the   importance   of   separating   ‘ni’   and   ‘na’   as   distinct   ideas,   
we   walk   our   learner   through   the   process   again   step   by   step,   rather   
than   soliciting   a   target   sentence   outright:   

Student:    Ni .   

Teacher:    Ni .   Good.   And   the   sound   for   the   present?   

Student:    Na .   

Teacher:    Na .   So,    I    in   the   present?   
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Student:    Nina .   

Teacher:    Nina .   Give   me   again    to   want ?   

Soliciting   ‘to   want’   again   here   allows   us   to   make   the   contrast   greater   
between   the   infinitive   (with   ‘ku-’)   and   the   conjugated   form   (without   
‘ku-’)   than   if   we   had   simply   solicited   the   conjugated   form   for   our   
target   sentence.   We   are   also   working   to   get   our   learners   to   
approach   this   track   in   the   same   relaxed   way   they   did   the   last,   
trusting   the   teacher   to   make   sure   they   don’t   forget   and   are   reminded   
of   what   they   need.   

Student:    Kutaka .   

Teacher:    Kutaka .   And    I   want ?   

01:10   Student:    Ninataka .   

Teacher:    Ninataka .    I   want   to   sleep ?   

Student:    Ninataka   kulala .   

Teacher:    Ninataka   kulala .   And   the   word   for    now ,   which   was   also   a   
repeated   syllable   like    lala ?   

Mentioning   the   repeated   syllable   increases   exponentially   the   
chances   that   our   learner   will   recall   the   word.     
  

01:24   Student:    Sasa .   

Teacher:    Sasa .   Very   good.    I   want   to   sleep   now ?   

Student:    Ninataka   kulala   sasa .   
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Teacher:   Good.    Ninataka   kulala   sasa .   Or   that's   quite   flexible,   you   
could   also   say    sasa   ninataka   kulala .   

The   point   of   the   last   comment   is   twofold.   For   one   part   we   are   
recapping   material   in   this   section   and   adding   a   novel   detail   helps   
keep   us   alert   and   engaged.   On   the   other   hand,   we   continue   to   
unstitch   ourselves   from   the   reproduction   of   the   English   word   order,   
which   is   both   imperative   and   urgent   for   learning   Swahili.   For   this   
reason,   the   English   equivalent   “now   I   want   to   sleep”,   which   is   also   
valid,   is   not   mentioned   here.   
  

01:39   Teacher:    I   want   to   eat   now .   So,   we   think   through   it   bit   by   bit.   
We   don't   want   to   translate   the   whole   idea.   The   first   bit   that   we   can   
think   about   is    I   want ?   
  

We   don’t   want   our   learner   to   edit   the   previous   target   sentence   to   
arrive   at   the   new   one   for   two   reasons:   because   we   have   given   a   
version   with   ‘sasa’   beginning   the   sentence   and   we   don’t   want   to   
imply   that   we   are   cueing   the   learner   to   prefer   this   word   position,   and   
because   we   want   our   learner   to   practice   building   this   structure   again   
from   scratch.   For   this   reason,   we   take   a   moment   to   give   some   
general   advice,   slowly   enough   (providing   distance   from   the   last   
target   sentence)   so   that   the   learner   has   to   begin   their   process   
again.   We   solicit   ‘I   want’   first   in   order   to   ensure   that   ‘sasa’   does   not   
come   in   that   position.   
  

01:50   Student:    Ninataka .   

Teacher:    Ninataka .    To   eat ?   

Student:    Kula .   
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Teacher:    Now ?   

Student:    Sasa .   

Even   though   we   have   just   made   a   similar   sentence   with   less   cueing   
from   the   teacher   than   here,   that   doesn’t   mean   we   can’t   cue   heavily   
at   this   point.   Doing   so   occasionally   helps   draw   our   learners’   
attention   to   different   elements   of   our   process   and   explanations,   
whilst   also   providing   opportunities   for   remote   learners   to   resolve   any   
of   their   own   doubts   and   ‘catch   up’,   so   to   speak.   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Ninataka   kula   sasa .   Very   good.   So   we   have   
ni-    for    I ,   and    -na-    for   present,   no?   The   sound   for    you    is   just   a   U.   /U/,   
/u/.   

Mentioning   ‘ni’   and   ‘na’   again   at   this   point   has   the   potential   to   feel   
repetitive,   but   as   it   is   being   used   to   contextualise   novel   information,   
the   repetition   is   all   but   masked.   Any   sense   of   repetition   should   be   
countered   by   the   new   information.   
  

02:09   Student:   /U / .   

Teacher:   So   that's   just   the   letter   U,   no?   So   we   have   the   letter   U-   for   
you .   So   how   does    you    in   the   present   sound   like?   

I   do   not   like   using   artificial   mnemonic   hooks   (meaningless   
connections)   which   is   why   I   only   push   the   above   as   far   as   ‘we   have   
the   letter   U   for   you’   as   opposed   to   ‘you   is   like   the   letter   U,   so   you   
can   remember   it   like   that!’.   We   do   not   want   to   employ   or   generally   
support   this   way   of   remembering   things   as   it   fills   the   mind   with   
easily   corruptible   references.   Here,   we   do   little   more   than   comment   
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on   the   coincidence   in   such   a   gentle   way   that   it   won’t   even   be   picked   
up   on   by   many   learners!   
  

02:17   Student:    Una .   
  

At   this   moment   of   pronouncing   ‘una-’,   the   learner   will   understand   
our   insistence   on   dividing   ‘nina-’   up   into   its   constituent   parts.   

Teacher:    Una .   Good.   So   we   want   to   pronounce   the   vowels   clearly   
as   well   and   avoid   any   transfer   from   English   where   we   might   say   like   
/ooh/,   you   know,   and   make   it   kind   of   a   bit   weaker,   the   vowel.   The   
vowels   tend   to   be   quite   weak   in   English.   It's   a   clear   open   vowel,   
una ,   /u/.   

The   recording   student’s   pronunciation   was   fine;   the   above   is   not   a  
correction   but   an   affirmation   to   all   learners.   
  

02:34   Student:    Una .   

Teacher:   So   what   was    to   want ?   

Student:    Kutaka .   

Teacher:    Kutaka .   Good.   All   you   need   to   do   is   think   about   the   first,   
the   first   bit,   which   we   know   is    ku- ,   and   that   really   helps   the   memory   
just   to   follow   on   and   find   the   next   bit.    Kutaka ,    to   want.   

The   above   might   sound   ridiculous   considering   that   all   verbs   begin   
‘ku-’,   but   it   does   still   work!   I’m   not   sure   if   it   just   relaxes   the   student,   
helps   distract   them   from   whatever   inhibits   memory   as   their   brains   
jolt   into   motion   with   ‘ku-’,   or   if   beginning   with   ‘ku-’   just   helps   the   
brain   scan   all   like   words   quickly,   or   even,   if   the   shape   the   mouth   
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prepares   itself   for   after   the   /u/   of   ‘ku-’   alerts   us   of   the   next   sound.   
Whatever   it   is,   in   my   experience   it   does   still   work.   
  

02:47     Teacher:    You   want ?   

Student:    Unataka .   

Teacher:    Unataka .    You   want   to   sleep! ?   

As   we   are   moving   towards   an   explanation   of   the   interrogative,   it   is   
especially   important   that   this   target   sentence   not   be   misconstrued   
as   interrogative,   which   might   happen   by   accident   when   the   teacher   
is   asking   for   a   target   sentence   (which   in   itself   can   produce   an   
interrogative   intonation).   For   this   reason,   the   teacher   should   use   an   
exclamatory   intonation   to   make   this   clear.   

Student:    Unataka   kulala .   

Teacher:    Unataka   kulala!    Good.    Do   you   want   to   sleep?    Now,   to  
make   a   question   we   can   just   raise   the   intonation.   

We   give   the   new   structure   before   discussing   how   to   make   
questions.   This   means   we   have   experience   of   what   ‘make   
questions’   means   as   soon   as   we   hear   the   term.     
‘Raise   the   intonation’   is   a   very   unspecific   instruction,   and   could   
definitely   be   better   worded!   The   instruction   only   needs   to   
communicate   that   there   is   no   physical   change   in   the   sentence,   and   
that   we   need   to   make   it   sound   like   a   question   through   intonation.   
That   said,   I   wouldn’t   record   ‘raise   the   intonation’   again   as   not   
understanding   the   instruction   can   generate   tension.   
  

03:05   Teacher:   So   how   would   that   sound?    Do   you   want   to   sleep?   
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Student:    Unataka   kulala?   

Teacher:   Good.    Unataka   kulala?    Good.   And   the   word   for    now ?   

Note   how   we   reduce   cues   as   we   continue,   we   don’t   give   any   
mention   to   repeated   syllables   when   we   solicit   ‘sasa’   this   time.   As   we   
progress,   we   expect   our   learners   to   find   words   through   recalling   
such   associations   by   themselves—if   indeed   they   don’t   just   
remember   the   word   outright   through   having   used   it.   We   solicit   ‘sasa’   
in   isolation   so   that   the   learner   can   apply   all   of   their   mental   energy   to   
the   process   of   recall   without   thinking   about   any   target   sentence.   

Student:    Sasa .   

Teacher:    Sasa .    Do   you   want   to   sleep   now?   

Student:    Unataka   kulala   sasa?   

Teacher:    Unataka   kulala   sasa?     You're   sleeping ?   

Student:    Unalala .   

Teacher:    Unalala .    Are   you   sleeping?   

Student:    Unalala?   

The   interrogative,   in   many   languages,   gives   us   an   opportunity   to   
mask   repetition.   Introducing   the   simple   Swahili   interrogative   at   this   
stage   has   allowed   us   to   do   just   that.   But   this   means,   in   Swahili,   that   
we   have   also   ‘woven   around’   another   way   of   making   questions,   
which   we   don’t   want   to   mention   yet   but   which   we   will   discuss   soon.   
The   point   here   is   to   resist   the   temptation   to   be   ‘complete’   too   soon,   
introducing   both   ways   of   making   questions   at   once   would   most   
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likely   result   from   that   urge,   as   it   doesn’t   make   much   sense   to   do   so   
pedagogically   speaking.   

Teacher:    Unalala?    What   was    to   laugh    or   also    to   laugh   at ?   It   means   
both    to   laugh ,    to   laugh   at ?   

This   information   (about   ‘at’)   is   laying   the   groundwork   for   a   coming   
target   sentence.   That   sentence   isn’t   immediate,   and   the   distance   of   
this   information   from   it   allows   us   to   internalise   the   idea   of   the   
translation   with   ‘at’   in   order   to   relieve   the   future   target   sentence   of   
some   cognitive   load   when   it   does   come   (because   we   will   have   
something   else   to   explain   there:   the   use   of   ‘ni’   as   ‘me’).   
Furthermore,   giving   information   to   students   that   is   not   immediately   
relevant,   helps   cue   them   to   not   try   to   memorise   or   hold   on   to   novel   
information.   
Note   also   the   mechanism   used   to   mask   repetition   above,   which   
allows   us   to   give   the   translation   of   ‘to   laugh   at’   twice.   
  

03:40   Student:    Kucheka .   

Teacher:    Kucheka .    You’re   laughing .   

Student:    Unacheka .   

Teacher:    Unacheka .    Now   you're   laughing .    You're   laughing   now ?   

By   providing   both   translations   in   English   we   are   reminding   our   
learner   that   ‘sasa’   is   flexible.   As   we   grow   more   convinced   that   our   
learner   is   competent   and   familiar   with   the   material   we   are   seeing,   
we   can   increase   cognitive   load   slightly   by   recalling   such   details.   
This   helps   us   play   a   little   with   the   contours   of   the   class;   we   make   
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unexpected   and   momentary   shifts   in   focus   which   keep   our   learner   
alert.   

Student:    Unacheka   sasa .   

Teacher:    Unacheka   sasa .    Sasa   unacheka .   What   was   the   sound   for   
I    again?   

Student:    Nina- .    Ni- .   

The   student   self-corrects,   showing   she   has   internalised   the   previous   
cues   about   not   muddying   the   waters   of   ‘ni-’,   ‘na-’   and   ‘nina-’!     
  

03:59   Teacher:    Ni .   Good.   We   want   to   think   about   this   separately.   
Good.   The   sound   for    I    is    ni .   But   the   sound   for   present?   
  

Even   though   we   had   solicited   ‘ni’   in   order   to   focus   on   that   element   
only,   we   take   advantage   of   our   learner’s   self-correction   to   confirm   
again   how   we   think   about   these   elements   separately.   We   then   circle   
back   to   focusing   on   ‘ni’   through   soliciting   the   first   person   conjugation   
of   ‘kucheka’   (below).   This   is   all   a   little   improvisation   in   order   to   take   
advantage   of   our   learner’s   self-correction   and   outward   assimilation   
of   a   very   important   point   we   have   been   making,   otherwise   we   would   
now   be   entering   directly   into   our   explanation   of   how   ‘ni’   also   means   
‘me’   (as   below).   

Student:    Na .   

Teacher:    Na .   So    I    in   the   present?   

Student:    Nina .   

Teacher:    Nina .   So    I'm   laughing ?   
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Student:    Ninacheka .   

Teacher:    Ninacheka .    Ni ,   other   than   the   sound   for    I ,   is   also   the   
sound   for    me .   But   when   it's    me ,   it   goes   after   the   time   sound.   So   the   
time   sound   that   we   have   so   far   is    -na- ,   no,   for   present.   

Note   above   how   we   are   describing   the   position   of   ‘-ni-’   (when   
meaning   ‘me’)   as   ‘after   the   time   sound’   rather   than   ‘after   ‘-na-’’,   
stating   that   ‘the   time   sound   we   have   so   far   is   ‘-na-’’.   This   is   to   cue   to   
the   learner   that   ‘after   ‘na’’   is   not   a   useful   instruction,   so   that   they   
might   resist   the   temptation   to   simplify   our   explanation   to   that.   We   
will   need   to   foresee   such   moments   in   which   learners   might   easily  
make   confusing   simplifications   of   our   instructions,   and   work   gently  
to   counter   those.   Such   foresight   will   develop   through   teaching   
experience   in   the   method.   
    

04:29   Teacher:   So   if   you   want   to   say   something   like    you're   laughing   
at   me ,   you   will   say    you,   present,   me,   laugh .   So   all   of   that   
information   goes   before   the   verb.   So   how   would   that   be,    you're   
laughing   at   me ?    You,    present ,   me,   laugh ?   
  

Note   how   our   previous   attention   to   how   ‘kucheka’   also   meant   ‘to   
laugh   at’   allows   us   to   omit   mentioning   it   here   and   focus   on   the   order   
information   is   coming   in.   For   those   who   don’t   recall   our   previous   
reference   and   who   notice   the   ‘at’   here,   we   might   have   created   a   
little   tension   contour   which   we   will   want   to   resolve   quickly   (see   
below).   
  

04:45   Student:    Unanicheka .   
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Teacher:    Unanicheka .   Ah?   All   one   word.    You're   laughing   at   me .   
And   we   don't   need   the    at    because   like   I   mentioned    kucheka    can   be   
to   laugh    or    to   laugh   at .   
  

This   moment   will   produce   relief   and   trust   in   those   learners   for   whom   
‘at’   generated   answered   questions;   the   learner   experiences   how   the   
audios   will   resolve   such   doubts.   The   courses   are   designed   in   this   
way;   we   don’t   expect   that   because   we   have   said   something   once   
and   the   student   has   shown   they   understand,   that   they   will   
necessarily   retain   that   information   or   remember   it   when   it’s   
important,   and   so   we   constantly   make   different   types   of   references   
to   such   information   which   can   either   serve   as   reminders   or   equally   
as   the   moment   the   information   is   internalised,   even   if   it’s   the   fourth   
reference   we’ve   made!   The   idea   is   that   we   begin   to   cue   students   to   
continue   with   the   course   (rather   than   repeating   classes)   even   if   they   
are   not   100%   sure   of   everything;   they   should   be   able   to   deduce   
from   the   teacher’s   constant   recapping   whatever   they   need   in   order   
to   resolve   any   niggling   doubts   they   may   have.   This   will   relax   our   
students   and   also   increase   their   attention   to   the   audios,   especially   
when   they   do   have   doubts   (instead   of   disengaging,   which   is   a   more   
common   result   of   uncomfortable   doubt).   
  

04:57     Teacher:    Unanicheka .    You're   laughing   at   me .    Now   you're   
laughing   at   me ?   

Student:    Unanicheka   sasa .   

Teacher:    Unanicheka   sasa .    Sasa   unanicheka .   Very   good.   
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Track   4   

  
00:00   Teacher:   What   was    to   want ?   

Student:    Kutaka .   

Teacher:    Kutaka .   And    I   want ?   

Student:    Ninataka .   

It   is   not   uncommon   for   a   track   to   start   in   this   way;   with   somewhat   of   
a   rewind   where   we   reproduce   seen   material   with   fewer   cues   than   
previously,   and   then   use   it   to   move   on   to   novel   information:   

Teacher:    Ninataka .   You   might   also   hear    nataka    as   a   short   form,   
which   is   very   common,   like   the    ni-    gets   dropped   out,    nataka .     

Student:    Nataka .   

In   anticipation   of   how   the   Swahili   learners   might   already   be   
exposing   themselves   to   the   language,   we   mention   the   form   ‘nataka'   
to   avoid   confusion   or   a   loss   of   faith   in   our   course   which   might   occur   
if   they   hear   this   commonly   used   shortcut.   If   the   form   weren’t   so   
common,   we   would   omit   mentioning   it   for   now   as   the   short   form   only   
counts   for   the   first   person   singular.   
  

00:17   Teacher:   So   that's   very   common   to   hear   in   spoken   Swahili.   
You   want ?   
  

We   save   the   comment   that   this   counts   for   ‘spoken’   Swahili   for   just   a   
moment   later,   so   that   it   might   be   more   noticeable   than   had   it   been   
included   in   the   main   explanation   above.   At   the   same   time,   we   scoot   
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over   this   because   to   get   into   the   differences   and   overlaps   between   
spoken   and   written   language   is   a   complicated   discussion   we   don’t   
want   to   have   here.   
  

Student:    Unataka .   

Teacher:    Unataka .   And   you   won't   drop   the    u-    here.   It's   only   with   the   
I    form   that   it's   common   to   drop   that   and   have    nataka .   

We   need   to   prevent   our   learner   from   overgeneralising   the   shortcut   
mentioned   above,   so   we   show   that   through   the   second   person   
conjugation.   
  

00:29   Teacher:   So   for    you    you   will   have    unataka .    To   see    is    kuona .   
That's   KUONA.    Kuona .   
  

Here   we   are   introducing   a   new   verb   to   apply   what   we   have   learnt   so   
far.   This   can’t   be   any   old   verb   as   we   will   want   to   review   the   position   
of   ‘-ni-’   as   ‘me’   (rather   than   ‘I’),   so   we   must   use   a   verb   that   can   take   
‘me’   as   an   object   (you   can’t   say   ‘you   go   me*’,   for   example).   We   
choose   ‘kuona’   (to   see)   for   this   reason,   but   also   for   its   usefulness   as   
a   common   verb,   and   to   add   a   sprinkle   of   friction   due   to   the   two   
vowels   occurring   together   in   ‘ku-ona’,   requiring   a   smidgin   more   of   
thought.   This   actually   becomes   apparent   with   our   recording   student,   
and   we   must   slow   down   her   thought   process   to   enable   her   to   
encode   the   two   vowels   separately   and   correctly:  
  

00:37   Student:   /Kuana/.   

Teacher:    Kuona .   /Ona/.   

Student:   /Kuana/.   
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Teacher:   Just   say   /ona/   by   itself.   

Student:   /Ona/.  

Teacher:   And   then    kuona .   

Student:    Kuona .   

We   are   aware   that   it   is   the   contact   between   the   vowels   which   
causes   problems,   and   therefore   we   can   solicit   ‘-ona’   and   then   add   
‘ku-’   to   it   so   that   both   vowels   get   to   exist   in   their   own   right.   We   are   
also,   and   more   importantly,   showing   our   learner   how   to   resolve   such   
problems.   The   act   of   isolating   ‘-ona’   untied   the   tongue   and   made   
everything   simple.   

Teacher:    Kuona .   Good.   So   which   bit   gives   us   the   meaning   of    see    in   
kuona ,    to   see ?   

We   have   already   asked   for   ‘-ona’   in   isolation,   but   now   we   arrive   at   it   
again   through   a   different   thought   process.   

Student:    -ona .   

Teacher:    -ona .   Very   good.    I   see ?   

We   are   now   able   to   confidently   solicit   ‘I’   in   the   present   without   any   
cues,   even   with   a   new   verb!   
  

Student:    Ninaona .   

Teacher:    Ninaona .   Very   good.   And   if   you   were   to   use   the   shortcut   
that   you   might   often   hear   in   spoken   Swahili?   
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Whilst   the   absence   of   ‘ni-’   is   not   very   important   for   us   in   order   to   
reproduce   our   thoughts   into   Swahili,   it   is   important   for   us   to   not   
experience   the   confusion   of   what   we   hear   being   so   different   to   what   
we   say,   without   knowing   why.   For   this   reason,   we   will   mention   a   few   
times   the   shortcut   ‘na-’   beginning,   which   without   this   spaced   
repetition   would   more   easily   slip   into   total   oblivion.   Whilst   we’re   not   
necessarily   worried   about   teaching   this   feature   in   and   of   itself,   we   
do   want   to   leave   some   kind   of   trace   of   it   so   that   our   learner   is   not   
confused   ‘on   the   field’,   when   they   come   across   ‘naona’   and   such.     
Apart   from   this,   the   shortcut   allows   us   to   mask   repetition   of   the   
‘naona’   element   in   which,   again,   we   have   two   vowels   coming   into   
contact.   
  

01:06   Student:    Naona .   

Teacher:    Naona .   Very   good.   What   is    you   see ?   

Student:    Unaona .   

Teacher:    Unaona .   Very   good.    You   see   me .   How   would   that   be?   

Little   additions   like   ‘how   would   that   be?’   (with   an   interesting   
intonation!)   help   cue   to   the   learner   that   a   little   more   thought   might   
be   in   order   here.   The   above   use   of   ‘-ni-’   was   not   pre-cued   (i.e.,   we   
don’t   recap   how   we   find   ‘me’   in   preparation   for   the   sentence)   and   
the   information   is   still   quite   novel,   so   the   learner   might   need   a   
moment   more   to   think.   Cueing   this   gently   helps   encourage   the   
learner   to   do   that   thinking.   
  

Student:    Unaniona .   
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Following   this   moment   of   higher   cognitive   load   in   which   the   learner   
has   to   remember   how   they   achieved   the   meaning   of   ‘me’   and   apply   
it   to   a   novel   verb,   we   confirm   the   thought   process   and   in   doing   so   
reset   the   tension   contour:   

Teacher:   Very   good.   So    ni-    other   than    I    can   also   mean    me    when   it's   
placed   after   the   time   sound   like    -na- .    Unaniona .   

The   above   ‘time   sound’   was   recorded   incorrectly   as   ‘sound   time’!   I  
can   hear   from   the   audio   that   this   sentence   was   an   edit-in   (maybe   a   
dog   barked   or   an   angry   Asturian   farmer   shouted   ‘me   cago   en   tu   
madre’   over   the   original),   which   probably   contributed   to   it   not   getting   
spotted   by   proofers.   
Note   how   we   insist   on   saying   ‘after   the   time   sound’   rather   than   ‘after   
‘na’’.   
  

01:28     Teacher:    Do   you   see   me?   

Student:    Unaniona?   

As   we   had   left   our   learners   to   place   ‘ni’   by   themselves   and   in   this   
way   generated   artificial   friction,   it’s   a   perfect   thing   to   do   now   to   
repeat   the   same   sentence   in   the   interrogative,   and   then   again   with   
an   additional   element:   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Do   you   see   me   now?   

Student:    Unaniona   sasa?   

01:37   Teacher:    Unaniona   sasa?    Very   good.   And,   give   me   again    I   
want ?   

Student:    Ninataka .   
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Teacher:    Ninataka .   And   with   the   shortcut?   

Student:    Nataka .   

Teacher:    Nataka .    I   want   to   eat ?   

Student:    Nataka   kula .   

Again,   we   can   note   the   reduction   in   prompts;   we   solicit   ‘kula’   without   
providing   any   help,   and   as   part   of   a   target   sentence   rather   than   
independently   first.   This   cues   that   not   remembering   a   word   is   not   a   
reason   to   rewind   the   course.   We   can   communicate   this   easily   with   
vocabulary   so   that   learners   might   also   apply   that   idea   generally,   
preferring   to   resolve   their   doubts   through   continuing   on   with   the   
course   rather   than   looking   back.   

Teacher:    Nataka   kula .    Ninataka   kula .    I   want   to   see ?   

Whilst   we   had   brought   up   the   shortcut   again   because   we   want   to   
leave   a   trace   of   it   with   our   learner,   we   cue   that   this   will   not   be   a   new   
norm   (for   our   first   person   present   sentences)   by   giving   the   version   
with   ‘ni-’   in   parallel.   This   is   important   because   we   hadn’t   solicited   
the   shortcut   for   this   target   sentence,   but   our   recording   student   
carried   it   over   from   the   previous   solicitation.   The   remote   learner   
may   feel   they   should   follow   suit,   and   so   we   gently   cue   the   contrary.   
Our   recording   student   seems   to   pick   up   on   this   and   gives   the   next   
sentence   with   the   standard   form,   and   we   then   reply   with   both   
versions   again.   This   back   and   forth   also   helps   make   the   alternative   
form   more   memorable.   

Student:    Ninataka   kuona .   
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Teacher:    Ninataka   kuona    or    nataka   kuona .   Very   good.   What   was   
to   laugh    again?   

02:09   Student:    Kucheka .   

Teacher:    Kucheka .    You’re   laughing! ?   

Student:    Unacheka .   

Teacher:    Unacheka .    You're   laughing   at   me! ?   

Student:    Unanicheka .   

Teacher:    Unanicheka .    Are   you   laughing   at   me?   

Student:    Unanicheka?  

Above,   we   are   reviewing   what   we   have   learnt   so   far   whilst   also  
practicing   that   in   preparation   for   the   coming   target   sentence   in   
which   we’ll   want   to   apply   all   of   our   focus   to   a   newly   introduced   
element.   The   lower   cognitive   load   also   serves   as   a   precursor   to   the   
introduction   of   this   new   element.   The   new   element   (‘je’,   which   is  
also   a   new   sound)   also   allows   us   to   continue   practicing   what   we   
have   seen   so   far,   as   the   addition   of   it   has   no   effect   on   the   rest   of   the   
sentence.   
  

02:25   Teacher:    Unanicheka?    So   we’ve   seen   how,   if   we   want   to   
make   a   question   in   Swahili,   we   can   just   use   our   intonation,   no?   But   
also   we   have   a   question   marker,   a   sound   that   shows   or   highlights   
that   we   are   making   a   question,   that   we   can   use   if   we   want   to.   So   
this   sound   is    je ,    je .   
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It   can   be   disconcerting   for   the   learner   when   we   give   two   ways   of   
doing   the   same   thing,   and   so   we   remind   our   learner   that   we   already   
know   how   to   make   a   question,   and   that   we   can   use   ‘je’   ‘if   we   want   
to’.     

Student:    Je .   

Teacher:   So   this   is   JE.   Maybe   you   can   think   of   it   as   a   J   but   starting   
kind   of   smiley.   So,   you   know,   if   you   kind   of   open   your   lips   like   you're   
smiling   and   you   go    je .   

When   we   introduce   new   sounds,   we   describe   them   in   various   
different   ways   but   not   all   at   once,   rather   spread   out   over   time.   For   
now,   we   give   an   easy   physical   instruction   which   everyone   knows   
how   to   do:   smile!   This   puts   the   mouth   in   the   right   place   to   
approximate   the   sound.   

Student:    Je .   

Teacher:    Je .   

Student:    Je .   

Teacher:   That's   much   closer   to   the   sound.   So,   you   know,   I   will   
instruct   you   on   how   to   make   the   sounds   and   how   to   think   about   
them,   but   you   should   base   your   pronunciation   on   native   speakers   
rather   than   strictly   on   mine.   

The   above   wording   about   having   gotten   ‘closer’   to   the   sound   is   a   
cue   that   pronunciation   is   a   secondary   concern   for   us;   that   it’s   
something   we   don’t   need   to   perfect   in   order   to   continue   with   the   
course,   but   something   that   we   can   expect   to   improve   over   time.   
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Commentary   on   basing   our   pronunciation   on   native   speakers   also   
communicates   that   it   is   not   our   principal   concern   here   and   now.   
  

03:11   Teacher:   So   you   can,   you   can   use    je    to   introduce   a   question.   
So,   you   know,   like,    je ,    are   you   laughing   at   me?   
  

The   above   target   sentence   solicitation   mixes   English   and   Swahili   in   
order   to   show   how   ‘je’   is   used;   showing   its   position   and   cueing   that   
it   doesn’t   change   the   rest   of   the   sentence.   In   this   way,   we   manage   
to   condense   that   explanation.   

Student:    Je   unani…   unanicheka?   

Teacher:    Je   unanicheka?    Good.   So    je    is   a   sound   that   lets   us   know   
a   question   is   coming,   like    do    when   we   say    do   you   see   me?     Do    there   
doesn't   mean   anything   but   it   shows   us   a   question   is   coming,   no?   

The   context   ‘do’   offers   us   is   more   surprising   and   interesting   
following   our   application   of   ‘je’,   rather   than   before   it.   
There   is   a   ‘thread’   that   runs   through   the   courses   that,   if   expressed   
explicitly,   would   say   something   like   ‘see,   it’s   not   so   tough’   or   ‘it’s   not   
as   alien   as   it   seems’;   which   learners   would   likely   find   irritating   and   
patronising   if   done   more   directly.   What   we   do   is   more   subtle,   and   
that   is   to   show   learners   that   the   language   we   are   speaking   already   
does   a   lot   of   what   the   target   language   does,   even   when   we   are   not   
using   one   to   learn   the   other   (as   is   the   case   with   ‘do’   and   ‘je’).   We   do   
not   use   ‘do’   to   learn   ‘je’,   only   to   contextualise   it   once   we   have   given   
it   its   own   description.   This   is   because   the   two   elements   behave   very   
differently   and   are   present   in   incomparable   circumstances.   
  

03:38   Teacher:   How   would   you   say   that   in   Swahili?    Do   you   see   me?   
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We   don’t   have   to   necessarily   say   ‘with   our   question   sound…’;   our   
learner   is   sufficiently   cued   in   to   our   process   to   know   that   this   is   what   
we   are   getting   at.   
  

03:42   Student:    Je   unaniona?   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Je   unaniona?    So   we   can   use   this   to   show   we   
are   introducing   a   question,   and   then   the   intonation   is   not   so   
important   but   you   can   still   make   that   intonation,   that   question   sound,   
if   you   feel   like   it.    Je   unaniona?   

The   above   explanation   is   curious   in   that   it   need   not   have   any   
practical   application   at   all!   We   are   simply   discussing   intonation   to   
help   make   the   existence   of   ‘je’   a   little   more   understandable;   ‘je’   
relieves   us   of   the   need   to   apply   intonation,   although   we   explain   it   is   
not   incorrect   to   still   do   so.   We   don’t   need   to   do   anything   with   this   
information,   but   it   allows   us   to   think   about   and   further   internalise   ‘je’.   
Maybe   because   of   the   fact   that   we   are   using   this   discussion   for   the   
ends   described   above   rather   than   to   examine   intonation   in   itself,   it   
had   escaped   me   to   provide   an   example   of   a   ‘je’   question   without   
intonation!   This   has   potential   to   provide   some   tension   in   our   more   
attentive   learners,   who   might   have   been   expecting   an   example   to   
resolve   that   explanation.   
  

04:00   Teacher:   What   was    to   sleep ?   

Student:    Kulala .   

Teacher:    Kulala .    Are   you   sleeping?   

It   is   important   not   to   over-cue   our   learner   so   that   we   still   leave   them   
room   to   think.   For   this   reason,   we   don’t   tell   our   learner   directly   to   
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use   ‘je’.   They   are   likely   to   pick   up   on   an   implied   solicitation   as   our   
recent   focus   has   been   on   ‘je’,   and   if   they   don’t,   it   is   unproblematic;   
we   would   simply   give   both   options   in   our   feedback:   ‘unalala?   Je   
unalala?’.   
  

Student:    Je   unalala?   

Teacher:   Good.    Je   unalala?     To   want ?   

Our   lack   of   cueing   can   occasionally   be   abrupt,   and   this   can   achieve   
something   important!   ‘To   want?’   rather   than   ‘what   was   ‘to   want’?’   or   
‘how   did   we   say   ‘to   want’?’   communicates   something   like   ‘you   know   
this,   you   don’t   need   any   help’.   Occasionally   ‘soliciting   confidence’   in   
this   way   can   help   pull   our   learner   into   different   frames   of   mind,   from   
‘I’m   learning   something   challenging’   to   ‘I   got   this!’,   from   ‘this   is   being   
administered   to   me’   to   ‘this   is   mine!’.   

Student:    Kutaka .   

Teacher:    Kutaka .    Do   you   want   to   sleep?   

Student:    Je   unataka   kulala?   

Teacher:   Good.    Je   unataka   kulala?     Do   you   want   to   eat   now?    What   
was   the   word   for    now ?   

Both   ‘to   eat’   and   ‘now’   might   require   a   little   thought,   and   for   this   
reason   we   pre-solicit   one   of   them   to   relieve   a   little   cognitive   load   
from   the   process   of   producing   the   target   sentence.   

Student:    Sasa .   

Teacher:    Sasa .   Good.    Do   you   want   to   eat   now?   
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Student:    Je   unataka   kula   sasa?   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Je   unataka   kula   sasa?    And   what   was    to   see ?   

Student:    Kuona .   

Teacher:    Kuona .    Do   you   see   it?    Now,   if   the    it    doesn't   refer   to   an   
object,   you   know,   maybe   it's   something   that's   happening   over   there,   
then   we   don't   translate    it .   So   just    do   you   see?   

Later,   we   will   have   to   learn   the   many   possible   sounds   for   ‘it’   that   
Swahili   can   give   us   when   we   are   referring   to   a   grammatical   object.   
First,   though,   we   can   learn   that   when   we   are   not   referring   to   any   
noun,   we   can   omit   ‘it’.   This   is   demonstrated   in   two   ways   above:   
firstly   through   explaining   briefly   how   ‘it’   is   unnecessary   in   some   
circumstances,   and   then   by   giving   the   direct   translation   of   the   target   
sentence   without   ‘it’.   For   now   we   just   want   to   cue   our   learner   to   
focus   on   the   sentence   itself   (which   is   unchallenging,   literally   being   
just   ‘do   you   see?’)   so   that   we   can   then   repeat   (below)   why   we   have   
omitted   ‘it’   in   this   case.   
The   missing   ‘it’,   just   like   the   optional   ‘je’,   allows   us   to   wrap   up   our   
lesson   with   more   masked   repetition,   which   allows   us   to   solidify   what   
we   have   been   learning.   
  

04:57   Student:    Je   unaona?   

Teacher:    Je   unaona?    So,   the    it ,   if   it   doesn't   refer   to   any   specific   
object,   no,   we   can   just   say    do   you   see?     Je   unaona?     Do   you   see   
me?   
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We   contrast   with   ‘do   you   see   me?’   so   that   it   is   clear   that   the   above   
refers   only   to   ‘it’,   and   shouldn’t   be   overgeneralised   to   words   like   
‘me’.   

Student:    Je   unaniona?   

Teacher:    Je   unaniona?    So   this    je ,   this    je    is   a   marker.   It   doesn't   
mean   anything,   it   just   shows   us   that   we   have   a   question   coming.   
And   languages   use   markers   of   all   kinds   and   for   all   kinds   of   things,   
for   questions,   for   getting   attention,   for,   for   calling   people's   names   or   
addressing   people.   Another   marker   in   English   for   example   is    I   say ,   
you   know?   Like   in   ‘I   say,   that's   a   nice   jacket’.   When   you   say   ‘I   say,   
that's   a   nice   jacket ’ ,    I   say    just   shows   some   kind   of   emphasis   to   what   
you're   about   to   say,   no?   

It   might   seem   immediately   difficult   to   understand   how   ‘I   say’   is   
comparable   to   ‘je’,   but   only   until   the   example   makes   us   realise   that   
‘I   say’   doesn’t   necessarily   mean   what   its   words   do.   We   could   have   
worded   the   above   to   remove   this   moment   of   tension   (giving   the   
example   sentence   first),   but   that   would   make   the   realisation   of   how   
‘I   say’   is   a   marker   less   impactful.   It   is   also   possible   that   our   learner   
is   not   entirely   convinced   by   this   explanation   that   ‘I   say’   is   a   
comparable   marker,   and   this   tension   contour   will   be   resolved   below   
when   we   show   how   it   applies   to   Swahili.   
The   above   explanation   helps   to   raise   language   consciousness,   
which   we   are   achieving   here   through   talking   about   ‘markers’   (rather   
than   the   point   being   learning   about   those   markers   per   se).   In   this   
way,   it   is   also   one   of   those   explanations   that   are   ‘for   interest’   and   
help   reset   the   cognitive   load   contour   whilst   allowing   us   to   mask   
repetition   of   other   material.   This   will   help   us   finish   the   lesson   on   a   
refreshing,   light   and   upbeat   note,   making   it   more   likely   that   our   
learner   returns   for   the   next   track   with   a   positive   and   curious   frame   of   
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mind   for   the   experience.   This   is   achieved   especially   well   by   the   
surprising   turn   ‘I   say’   takes   here:   
  

05:47   Teacher:   And   believe   it   or   not,   this   particular   marker   found   its   
way   into   Swahili,    aisee .   You   will   hear   that   in   Swahili   and   it's   just   
from   English,   actually.    Aisee .   

Student:    Aisee .   

Teacher:    Aisee .   So,   it's   like   AISEE   and,   you   know,   the   accent   is   on   
the   end,   which   is   probably   why   we   have   two   Es   so   we   can   kind   of   
treat   them   like   two   syllables,   no?   And   still   stick   by   our   rule   of   having   
the   accent   on   the   second   last   syllable,    ais e e .   It's   like   the   accent’s   
on   the   first   E.   

Of   course,   we   don’t   need   to   know   how   ‘aisee’   is   spelt,   but   seeing   its   
form   does   help   us   understand   how   the   English   was   assimilated   into   
Swahili   as   a   sound   (a   marker),   rather   than   as   a   word   (with   the   literal   
meaning   of   ‘saying’).   We   then   use   the   spelling   of   ‘aisee’   to   reference   
our   accenting   rule   in   an   interesting   context,   which   we   can   afford   to   
do   here   as   we   are   at   a   point   of   low   cognitive   load.   This   reminder   
about   the   Swahili   accenting   pattern   also   contributes   towards   later   
moments   in   the   course   where   it   will   be   relevant,   such   as   when   ‘je’   
comes   on   the   end   of   the   verb   to   mean   ‘how’,   and   moves   the   accent.   
  

06:17   Student:    Aisee .   

Teacher:   So   you'd   be   forgiven   for   not   noticing   that   this   is   just   the   
English    I   say    but   with   a   more   Swahili   sound   to   it.   And   it's   used   quite   
commonly.   You   could   say   something   like    I   say,   you're   laughing   at   
me .   How   would   that   be?   
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We   subtly   add   value   to   what   we   have   learnt   by   both   stating   that   it   is   
a   common   term,   and   also   in   our   comment   about   being   forgiven   for   
not   noticing   this,   which   frames   it   as   a   discovery.   Such   subtle   things   
can   help   maintain   motivation   and   attention.   

Student:    Aisee,   una...   nanicheka .   

Teacher:    Aisee,   unanicheka .    I   say,   do   you   see   me?   

Student:    Aisee,   je …   

Teacher:   So   it's   like   a   /j/   sound   but   with   less   friction   and   we're   
starting   kind   of   more   smiley.   So    je ,    je ,    je .   

We   take   advantage   of   this   moment   of   lower   cognitive   load—in   which   
we   are   not   introducing   or   practicing   any   new   structure—in   order   to   
further   comment   on   our   new   J   sound.   Further   to   our   previously   
given   comment   on   ‘smiling’,   we   now   add   that   the   Swahili   J   has   less   
friction   than   the   English   J.   
Annotating   tracks   for   all   LT   languages,   I   have   noticed   that   many   
such   elaborations   about   pronunciation   have   been   improvised   
towards   the   end   of   tracks   precisely   because   the   lesson   endings   
tend   to   imply   less   cognitive   load.   

Student:    Aisee,   je   unaniona?   

Teacher:   Good.    Aisee,   je   unaniona?     Aisee,   unaniona?    Good.   

We   give   both   translations   (with   and   without   ‘je’)   in   response   to   our   
recording   student   using   it   in   order   to   remind   our   learners   that   the   
use   of   ‘je’   is   not   obligatory,   and   also   to   resolve   any   tension   caused   
for   the   remote   learner   who   might   be   wondering   if   they   missed   some   
cue   that   meant   they    should    be   using   ‘je’   here.   
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3.3   Greek   
  

Complete   Greek   opens   in   a   way   which   I   am   especially   fond   
of,   and   which   can   be   used   for   other   languages   where   the   
connection   between   vocabulary   in   the   base   and   target   languages   is   
ample   but   not   so   direct   as   with   between,   say,   French   and   English.   
This   is   because   rather   than   using   cognates   to   get   the   ball   rolling   
(which   would   have   also   been   a   possibility   for   Greek,   as   it   was   for   
Swahili)   we   open   with   word    parts    that   we   can   import   from   the   base   
language,   rather   than   words   themselves.   This   could   be   done   for   
many   language   pairs,   be   it   importing   word   parts   which   are   the   same   
in   the   base   and   target   language,   those   which   have   undergone   some   
consonant   shift,   or   even   when   those   word   parts   are   entirely   different   
in   form   between   the   base   and   target   languages   but   share   a   
common   meaning   or   application.     
  
  

Track   2   

Teacher:   The   first   word   we'll   learn   in   Greek   is    meno ,    I   stay    or    I’m   
staying .    Meno .   

Note   that   we   have   chosen   to   just   speak   about   ‘words’   here,   rather   
than   about   ‘verbs’,   as   of   yet.   If   we   had   said   ‘the   first   verb’,   we   might   
have   created   insecurity   (and   thus   tension)   in   those   students   who   
are   not   sure   of   what   a   verb   is.   
  

00:06   Student:    Meno .   

Teacher:    Meno .   So   this   is    I   stay    or    I’m   staying ,   it   covers   both   in   
Greek.     
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In   other   courses,   we   have   only   given   both   translations   of   the   
present   without   any   direct   mention   (at   first)   to   how   we   were   doing   
that.   Here,   we   have   a   very   low   cognitive   load   as   we   have   only   given   
a   simple   vocabulary   item   without   any   structural   considerations,   and   
so   we   can   afford   to   mention   explicitly   (now   rather   than   later)   how   we   
get   both   the   simple   and   continuous   present   with   the   Greek   form.   

Teacher:   You   may   have   noticed   that   two   words   are   becoming   one   
here.   We   don’t   need   to   say   the   word   for    I    in   Greek,   that’s   included   in   
meno .   Actually,   it’s   that   /o/   on   the   end   that’s   showing   us   that   it’s    I ,    I   
stay ,    I’m   staying .   So    meno    is    I   stay    or    I   am   staying .   

Further   details   about   ‘meno’   both   allow   us   to   mask   its   repetition   and   
to   encode   the   word   in   different   ways.   ‘You   may   have   noticed...’   
directly   addresses   the   tension   that   may   occur   in   those   learners   who   
immediately   don’t   understand   how   ‘meno’   (one   word)   can   be   ‘I   stay’   
(two   words),   feeling   that   something   must   be   missing.   This   direct   
treatment   of   possible   tension   can   relax   and   engage   our   learners,   
generating   trust   in   our   course.   
We   use   that   comment   to   then   show   (as   if   by   accident,   with   ‘actually’)   
how   it   is   the   /o/   of   ‘meno’   allowing   for   this.   In   sharing   this   important   
information   by   means   of   justifying   the   vocabulary   item,   we   make   the   
information   in   itself   more   memorable.   We   have   also   managed   to   
hang   around   on   ‘meno’   and   to   repeat   its   alternative   translations,   
without   any   sensation   of   repetition.   
It   would   have   been   beneficial   to   get   another   ‘meno’   from   the   student   
here   to   represent   their   active   attention   to   the   audio,   and   to   cue   
remote   learners   to   be   equally   as   engaged   (a   little   like   how   our   
learner   repeated   ‘kulala’   at   the   beginning   of   Complete   Swahili).   

00:30   Teacher:   You   will   notice   that   most   Greek   words   are   built   of   
parts,   and   a   lot   of   these   parts,   we   already   know   them   from   English,   
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although   we   may   not   realise   that   we   know   them.   For   example,   in   
English   we   have   the   word   'perimeter',   we   have   the   word   'period',   
'periphery'.   This   'peri-'   that   we   have   in   'perimeter',   'period',   
'periphery',   means    around    or    near    in   Greek.   

I   wrestled   with   teaching   the   negative   before   getting   into   word   
formation,   and   in   this   way   we   would   have   used   ‘meno’   in   context   
before   elaborating   on   it.   But   that   would   also   mean   that   we   have   two   
novel   ‘loose’   items   (items   yet   to   be   contextualised   and   applied   to   
anything   else)   when   we   get   into   a   discussion   of   vocabulary   
formation.   For   this   reason,   we   hung   around   on   ‘meno’   through   
discussing   how   it   is   one   word   rather   than   two,   and   how   it   gives   us   
two   translations,   and   this   has   allowed   us   to   encode   it   rather   than   
using   the   negative   to   the   same   end.   
We   now   need   to   apply   ‘peri-’   so   that   our   learner   understands   the   
relevance   of   ‘word   parts’,   and   also   gets   to   experience   our   general   
teaching   mechanism   as   soon   as   possible:   
  

00:56   Teacher:   If   we   stick   that   to   the   beginning   of    meno ,   so   we   said   
that    meno    means    I   stay    or    I’m   staying ,   if   we   stick   this   'peri-'   to   the   
beginning   of   that,   firstly   how   would   it   sound,   if   we   stick   'peri-'   to   
meno ?   

What   we   want   here   is   for   our   learner   to   manipulate   the   items   we   
have   given   them   without   worrying   about   meaning,   so   that   we   can   
introduce   our   general   teaching   mechanism,   and   then   continue   with   
our   elaboration.   For   this   reason,   we   ask   for   how   the   new   word   
sounds,   before   we   know   what   it   means.   During   this,   we   have   
reminded   our   learner   of   the   translation   of   ‘meno’   not   because   it   is   
necessary   in   order   to   reproduce   ‘perimeno’,   but   because   trying   to   
recall   the   meaning   of   ‘meno’   might   distract   our   student   so   much   that   
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they   disengage   with   us.   It   also   creates   curiosity   for   the   meaning   of   
the   new   word,   which   will   in   turn   in   make   it   more   memorable.   
The   ‘clumsiness’   of   doing   things   this   way   is   countered   by   ‘firstly...’   
and   the   intonation/phrasing   there,   which   makes   the   solicitation   
sound   and   feel   like   an   ‘outtake’   from   a   wider   process.   This   helps   
justify   that   we   are   yet   to   say   anything   about   the   new   word’s   
meaning.   
We   also—subtly   yet   greatly—reduce   the   cognitive   load   when   we   
say   ‘...if   we   stick   ‘peri-’   to   ‘meno’?’.   By   doing   this,   we   have   all   but   
made   the   new   word   for   the   learner!     
This   all   helps   make   sure   that   our   learner   follows   us   during   this   
awkward   moment.   
  

01:09   Student:    Perimeno .   

Teacher:    Perimeno .   Good.   So    perimeno ,   'around   stay',   means    I   
wait    or    I’m   waiting .   

The   teacher’s   exaggerated   intonation   on   ‘around   stay’   helps   cue   
that   this   is   not   the   translation   of   ‘perimeno’,   but   just   the   way   it   is   
built.   
  

01:17   Student:    Perimeno .   

Teacher:    Perimeno .   So   tell   me   again,   what   is    I   stay    or    I’m   staying ?   

We   now   want   to   build   back   up   to   ‘perimeno’,   both   so   that   the   learner  
can   apply   and   see   this   idea   play   out   again,   and   also   to   cue   how   the   
teacher   will   recap   for   the   learner   (so   that   they   don’t   have   to   try   and   
remember).   Learners   trying   to   memorise   at   this   point   might   
reproduce   ‘perimeno’   again,   in   which   case   we   can   cue   them   to   let   
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that   go,   whilst   also   reminding   them   of   the   translation   of   ‘perimeno’   
(which   is   ‘waiting’   rather   than   ‘staying’).   

01:23   Student:    Meno .   

Teacher:    Meno .   Good.   And    I   wait ,   or    I’m   waiting ,   or    I’m   around   
staying ?   

Again,   the   intonation   on   ‘around   staying’   helps   show   it   is   not   a   
‘serious’   translation,   but   a   reference   to   how   we   built   that   word.   This   
reference   is   not   necessary   to   help   us   remember   the   word,   but   to   
remind   us   of   the   wider   theme   at   hand   which   is   vocabulary   formation.   
Note   also   that   we   don’t   give   ‘I   around   stay’   as   a   possible   translation   
which   might   feel   more   ‘complete’   from   the   writer’s   perspective   (to   
give   the   simple   present   and   the   present   continuous   for   both   
translations   above).   Such   an   omission   is   common   in   all   courses,   
and   serves   to   debulk   our   explanations;   the   learner   doesn’t   always   
need   to   hear   all   the   possible   translations   of   something,   and   so   we   
can   alternate   between   them   in   different   explanations.   Furthermore,   
in   this   specific   case,   ‘I’m   around   staying’   is   a   very   literal   translation,   
and   to   translate   it   twice   would   also   weaken   the   cue   that   we   are   
using   it   only   to   remind   ourselves   of   how   the   word   was   built,   and   not   
as   a   meaningful   translation.   
  

01:31   Student:    Perimeno .   

Teacher:    Perimeno .   Good.   The   word   for    don’t    or    not    in   Greek   is   
dhen .   

Introducing   ‘dhen’   and   focusing   on   its   sound   (below)   resets   the   
contour.   We   move   away   from   what   we   have   just   learnt   so   that   we   
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can   pull   it   up   again.   ‘Dhen’   will   allow   us   to   mask   repetition   and   
elaborate   on   what   we   have   learnt.   
It   was   not   necessary   to   include   the   translation   of   ‘not’   in   itself   as   of   
yet,   but   including   that   avoids   ‘don’t’   being   misunderstood   as   a   
negative   imperative!   If   the   learner   understands   the   imperative   
‘don’t!’   as   the   translation,   then   they   will   be   lost   for   an   instant.   

01:39   Student:    Dhen .   

Teacher:   This   is   spelt   with   'delta',   the   Greek   letter   that   looks   like   a   D,  
or   in   capitals   it   looks   like   a   triangle.    Dhen .   

Mentioning   the   letter   helps   us   hang   around   on   ‘dhen’,   and   also   
prepares   us   for   a   later   discussion   about   the   two   TH   sounds   we   have   
in   English,   which   are   separate   letters   in   Greek.   It   should   be   clear   
from   the   loose   description   of   letters,   and   only   some   letters   at   that,   
as   well   as   the   teacher’s   phrasing/intonation,   that   students   are   not   
expected   to   learn   the   letters.   
  

01:48   Student:    Dhen .   

Teacher:   So   this   is   like   the   TH   sound   in   the   English   word   'then',   like   
'I   came   then   I   saw   him',   it’s   the   same   sound.   So   in   Greek,   we’re   
writing   this   sound   with   the   letter   'delta',   which   looks   like   a   D,   but   we   
shouldn’t   let   that   confuse   us.   

The   intonation   on   ‘English’,   as   well   as   the   English   example   
sentence   with   ‘then’,   helps   to   counter   any   confusion   regarding   what   
we   are   talking   about   when   we   reference   the   unrelated   English   word   
that   shares   the   same   sound   as   ‘dhen’.   Mentioning   the   English   ‘then’   
helps   ‘demystify’   this   sound;   we   have   it   in   English,   it’s   just   spelt   
differently   in   Greek.   
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Comments   like   ‘we   shouldn’t   let   that   confuse   us’   might   be   used   to   
raise   consciousness   of   an   element   that   has   real   potential   to   
confuse,   or   might—as   is   the   case   here—be   used   to   highlight   a   
contrast   we   are   making.     
With   these   comments,   we   are   hanging   around   long   enough   on   
‘dhen’   to   reset   the   tension   contour   from   the   previous   material,   whilst   
also   setting   ourselves   up   to   contrast   our   two   Greek   THs   (when   we   
learn   ‘thelo’,   ‘I   want’).   
As   course   writers,   we   know   that   what   we   want   to   do   is   to   
differentiate   the   TH   sound   of   ‘then’   from   the   one   in   ‘think’.   Whilst   we   
know   that’s   where   we   are   going,   we   must   fight   the   temptation   to   
‘unfold’   that   explanation   all   at   once;   it   will   all   come   together   with   
time.   So   we   don’t   say   ‘it’s   the   sound   in   the   word   ‘then’,   as   opposed   
to   ‘think’’.   For   now,   it’s   just   the   sound   of   ‘then’.   

02:04   Teacher:   We   can   just   look   back   to   the   English   word   'then',   and   
import   the   sound   right   over   into   Greek.   It’s   the   same   sound.   

Here,   we   take   the   opportunity   to   introduce   the   idea   that   we   can   
‘import   sounds   over’,   which   is   a   useful   concept   generally   and   
contributes   to   the   isolation   and   management   of   sounds.     
The   justification   for   this   comment   stems   from   the   idea   that   learners   
might   want   to   pronounce   a   D   sound   due   to   the   physical   appearance   
of   the   Greek   letter.   But   of   course,   it   was   the   teacher   who   mentioned   
the   letter   when   there   was   no   need   to!   So,   we   have   created   a   tension   
contour   and   resolved   it   to   divert   our   attention   from   the   focus   we   
began   the   class   with,   thus   cueing   learners   to   follow   us   in   this   way,   
with   everything   it   implies   (such   as   letting   go   of   previous   focuses   or   
‘threads’).   
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02:10   Teacher:   So   if   you   want   to   say    I   don’t   stay    or    I’m   not   staying ,   
you   can   just   put   that   first,   that    dhen ,   before   the   verb.   So   how   would   
that   be?   
  

After   all   of   this   focus   on   sound,   we   shift   our   focus   to   the   relevance   
of   ‘dhen’   to   the   structures   we   were   building.   We   are   returning   to   our   
previous   focus   and   we   want   to   show   our   learner   that   they   can   recall   
it.   For   this   reason,   it   makes   sense   to   begin   with   ‘meno’   (rather   than   
with   ‘perimeno’),   reproducing   the   order   we   introduced   the   
information   in,   which   will   aid   recall.   
  

02:20   Student:    Dhen   meno .   

Teacher:    Dhen   meno .   Good.   And    I’m   not   waiting    or    I   don’t   wait ?   

Student:    Dhen   perimeno .   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Dhen   perimeno .   

Just   because   we   have   solicited   ‘perimeno’   successfully,   it   doesn’t   
mean   that   the   learner   necessarily   thought   of   ‘peri-’   and   added   it   on   
to   ‘meno’!   This   is   important   to   bear   in   mind   so   that   this   knowledge   is   
not   assumed,   but   repeated   when   it   is   relevant   again   (such   as   when   
we   come   to   introduce   another   word   part   similar   to   ‘peri-’).   
  

02:30   Teacher:   This   /o/   sound   with   verbs,   words   like    meno ,   
perimeno ,   that   shows   us   that   it’s    I ,   is   written   with   a   letter   that   looks   
like   a   W   when   it’s   small,   or   something   like   a   rounded   top   hat   in   
capitals.   

We   need   to   use   the   word   ‘verb’   (as   in   2:10)   to   help   us   discuss   word   
order,   but   we   don’t   want   to   leave   unmentioned   that   we   have   begun   
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using   such   a   term,   for   the   tension   that   it   might   cause   in   some   
learners.   For   this   reason,   we   have   included   the   brief   ‘words   like   
these’   explanation   above.   
‘Something   like’   is   another   important   cue   that   the   learner   isn’t   
expected   to   learn   the   letters,   but   we   confirm   that   just   in   case:   
  

02:45   Teacher:   This   is   the   letter   'omega'.   You   don’t   have   to   worry   
about   remembering   the   letter   names   or   even   how   the   letters   look,   
I’m   just   mentioning   them   in   case   you   are   exposing   yourself   to   
written   Greek.   
  

…the   last   bit   is   not   strictly   true!   As   already   seen,   we   also   have   other   
motives   for   mentioning   the   letters.   From   2:30,   omega   is   mentioned   
in   direct   relation   to   the   idea   of   -O   for   ‘I’,   helping   further   mentally   
separate   this   element   from   the   base   of   the   verb.   This   will   shortly   
become   even   more   relevant   as   we   delve   into   other   verb   endings.   It   
is   also   important   to   mention   this   spelling   because   verbs   tend   to   
appear   in   the   dictionary   in   the   first   person.   
Once   we’ve   told   our   learner   that   they   don’t   need   to   know   what   we   
are   discussing   now,   they   can   relax   and   enjoy   the   interesting   
information   below   which   increases   language   consciousness   and   
resets   the   tension   contour   again.   Every   time   we   reset   the   contour   
and   return   to   visited   material,   we   get   to   demonstrate   to   our   learner   
that   they   can   still   recall   what   we   have   seen   previously.   This   is   
especially   important   during   our   first   lessons.   
  

02:56   Teacher:   In   fact,   vowels   were   not   previously   written   in   the   
script   that   became   the   Greek   and   the   Latin   script,   and   /o/   was   
adapted   from   W   in   English.   So   we   see   that   connection   there,   with   
this   letter   in   Greek   that   looks   like   a   W   and   produces   an   /o/   sound.   
The   letter   'omega',   'omega'.   In   other   scripts,   such   as   Arabic   for   
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example,   we   also   see   this   connection,   where   W   and   /o/   is   actually   
the   same   letter.   Arabic,   Greek,   Latin   (the   English   script),   they   all   
come   from   the   same   root,   they   all   come   from   the   same   parent   
script.   
  

I   definitely   should   have   said   the   ‘O’   was   adapted   from   W   (rather   
than   ‘/o/’),   and   again   later   when   I   say   they   are   actually   the   same   
letter   in   Arabic   too.   I’ll   have   to   cite   my   stressful   recording/editing   
conditions   again   here,   because   this   is   an   important   mistake!   Other   
than   stress,   I   also   imagine   the   fact   that   Spanish   is   my   other   main   
language—in   which   the   letter   O   is   called   ‘/o/’—also   managed   to   
make   me   deaf   to   this   discrepancy!   
The   offshoot   represents   to   most   learners   a   world   of   language   which   
was   probably   entirely   alien   to   them,   and   shows   them   that   they   are   in   
the   right   hands   to   discover   it!   Including   something   like   this   early   on   
helps   make   learners   expect   to   receive   these   kinds   of   offshoots,   so   
that   they   actively   engage   with   them   rather   than   filter   them   out   and   
wait   for   the   next   target   sentence   (which   wouldn’t   help   us   reset   
contours!).   
  

03:32   Teacher:   So   this   /o/   sound   like   in    meno    or    perimeno    looks   
like   a   W   in   Greek.   So   give   me   again    I   stay    or    I‘m   staying ?   

After   the   interesting   elaboration   about   scripts,   we   can   give   a   clear   
takeaway   to   counter   any   tension   that   may   have   been   caused   by   so   
much   undirected   information:   the   O   as   in   ‘meno’   and   ‘perimeno’   
looks   like   a   W.   

Student:    Meno .   

Teacher:    Meno .   Good.   And    I   wait    or    I’m   waiting ?   
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Student:    Perimeno .   

03:48   Teacher:    Perimeno .   So   we   see   that   this   /o/,   or   this   W   letter,   
shows   us   that   it’s    I .   If   we   want   to   make    he   stays    or    he   is   staying ,    she   
stays ,    she   is   staying ,    it   stays ,    it   is   staying ,   we   change   this   /o/   sound  
to   an   /i/   sound,   then   we   get   the   version   of   the   verb   which   works   for   
he,   she,   or   it.   

We   have   already   done   much   of   the   work   for   moving   into   other   forms   
by   having   focused   so   heavily   on   the   -O   ending.   Identifying   and   
isolating   that   -O   is   very   natural   to   us   now,   which   makes   replacing   it   
with   an   /i/   sound   require   less   cognitive   power   than   it   might   have   
otherwise.   
When   we   talk   about   building   the   third   person   singular,   we   only   talk   
about   sounds   rather   than   letters   because   this   /i/   sound   is   spelt   EI.   In   
this   way,   we   weave   around   that   information   for   now   (i.e.,   we   avoid   
mentioning   it).   
We   could   have   also   reduced   the   cognitive   load   above   by   giving   the   
‘he/she’   translations   and   only   later   adding   ‘it’   to   those   translations,   
which   is   something   we   might   choose   to   do   in   moments   of   higher   
cognitive   load.   As   the   load   here   is   not   so   heavy,   it   is   more   plausible   
to   offer   this   explanation   in   one   go,   to   later   divide   our   attention   
between   its   separate   elements   through   the   target   sentences   we   
give.   This   gives   us   more   of   a   reward   for   the   effort   of   conjugating   the   
verb;   we   get   many   new   meanings   with   it.   
Finally,   we   can   note   how   we   also   make   an   effort   to   move   away   from   
just   equating   language   with   more   language,   but   rather   with   
meaning.   We   do   this   by   stating   how   we   get   ‘the   version   of   the   verb   
which   works   for   he,   she,   or   it.’     
  

04:07   Teacher:   How   would   that   sound?  
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Student:    Meni .   

Teacher:    Meni .   Brilliant.    Meni .   So    meni    gives   us    he   stays ,    he’s   
staying ,    she   stays ,    she’s   staying    or    it   stays ,    it’s   staying ,   all   of   that   
with    meni .   

In   contrast   to   what   we   tend   to   do   (which   is   to   mix   such   alternative   
translations   rather   than   giving   them   all   at   once),   here   we   do   take   the   
time   to   give   all   possible   translations,   again.   We   are   doing   this   to   
slowly   and   surely   group   together   the   third   person   singular,   which   for   
some   learners   will   be   intuitive   but   for   others   won’t   be   at   all.   For   this   
reason   we   will   need   to   repeat   and   reiterate   that   grouping.   Adding   
both   present   tense   translations   to   that   (rather   than   omitting   some),   
though,   serves   to   add   to   the   sensation   that   ‘meni’   gives   us   a   lot   of   
meanings!   This   can   help   us   to   feel   like   we   are   learning   more,   and   to   
help   Greek   look   relatively   simple   which,   at   least   in   this   case,   it   is   in   
comparison   to   English.   
Proceeding,   we   can   then   mix   these   translations   so   that   our   learners   
get   to   notice/process   them   in   different   ways.   
  

04:21   Teacher:    He   waits    or    she   waits ?   

Student:    Perimeni .   

Teacher:    Perimeni .    She   isn’t   waiting ?   
  

When   we   give   just   one   of   the   translations   of   the   third   person   (as   
above),   we   are   referring   to   a   concrete   meaning   and   this   is   also   
important   to   do,   as   it   will   be   with   specific   meanings   like   this   that   the   
learner   will   be   working   when   they   speak   Greek   (no   one   is   likely   to   
need   to   say   ‘he/she/it   is   waiting’!).   
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Student:    Dhen   perimeni .   

It   has   been   a   little   while   since   we   last   used   the   negative,   so   it   might   
have   been   beneficial   to   first   recall   the   word   ‘dhen’   here,   maybe   with   
some   detail   such   as   the   D   shaped   letter   it   begins   with   but   which   
doesn’t   give   us   a   D   sound,   in   order   to   jog   the   memory.   That   said,   
soliciting   it   in   this   way   helps   our   learner   realise   what   they   can   recall,   
but   of   course   that   is   always   a   gamble   if   the   possibility   of   not   
recalling   is   high!   

Teacher:    Dhen   perimeni .   Very   good.   Now,   if   you   want   to   make   it   a   
question,    is   she   waiting? ,    is   he   waiting? ,   we   do   something   there   in   
English   to   form   the   question,   we   invert   the    is    and   the    he ,    she   is   
waiting ,    is   she   waiting? ,    he   is   waiting ,    is   he   waiting?    But   you   don’t   
have   to   worry   about   that   in   Greek.   In   Greek,   all   you   need   to   do   to   
make   a   question   is   make   it   sound   like   a   question.   So,   if   you   want   to   
say    is   he   waiting? ,    is   she   waiting? ,   how   would   that   be?   

We   didn’t   need   to   elaborate   as   we   have   done   above   in   order   to   
obtain   understanding   and   correct   sentences,   we   could   have   just   
cued   the   use   of   intonation   as   was   done   in   Complete   Swahili   for   
example.   What   the   wording   above   does   is   to   play   with   tension   
contours;   we   first   show   the   complicated   thing   English   does   in   order   
to   relieve   that   tension   by   showing   how   Greek   does   no   such   thing.   
We   don’t   resolve   all   the   tension   though,   and   we   leave   our   learner   to   
think   about/experiment   with   what   ‘sounding   like   a   question’   means.   
  

05:02   Student:    Perimeni?   

Teacher:   That’s   it.    Perimeni?     Isn’t   she   waiting?   
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The   above   emphasis   on   Greek   not   changing   structurally   for   
questions   allows   us   to   ignore   the   odd   English   structure   for   the   
negative   imperative   (‘is   she   not   waiting’   contracting   to   ‘is-not   she   
waiting’).   We   only   need   to   think   about   adding   ‘dhen’   to   our   previous   
question,   and   the   position   ‘dhen’   goes   in   in   Greek.   In   this   way,   we   
can   also   appreciate   how   the   imperative   represents   masked   
repetition   of   the   structures   we   have   already   seen.   

05:08   Student:    Dhen   perimeni?   

Teacher:    Dhen   perimeni?    Good.   The   word   for    me    in   Greek   is   the   
same   as   in   English,   you   just   pronounce   it   more   like   how   it’s   written,   
me ,    me .   

‘Me’   is   a   great   word   to   introduce   to   allow   us   to   continue   practicing   
the   structures   and   words   we   have   seen   thus   far,   masking   some   
repetition   whilst   also   expanding   into   the   use   of   objects.   This   will   give   
us   a   strong   sense   of   progress   as   it   greatly   expands   the   type   of   
sentences   we   can   form.   The   form   of   the   Greek   word   ‘me’   (being   like   
English)   reduces   cognitive   load   and   thus   allows   us   to   focus   on   its   
position,   which   is   different   to   English.     
  

05:19   Student:    Me .   

Teacher:   So   that’s    me .   If   you   want   to   say    he’s   waiting   for   me ,   firstly   
we   don’t   need   the    for ,   we   will   say   something   like    he’s   awaiting   me ,   
she’s   awaiting   me ...   

Above,   we   managed   to   say   the   same   thing   in   two   different   ways,   
and   we   have   interwoven   those   two   perspectives   making   them   lean   
on   one   another.   Firstly   we   say   that   we   don’t   need   ‘for’   in   the   Greek,   
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and   then   we   show   why   that   is   by   giving   the   translation   of   ‘to   await’   
for   the   verb.     

05:30   Teacher:   ...and   that    me ,   that    me ,   is   going   to   come   before   the   
verb,   it’s   going   to   come   first.   

‘Before   the   verb’   is    generally    correct,   whilst   ‘first’   is   correct   for   this   
task   sentence   and   actually   has   the   function   of   helping   to   clarify   what   
the   verb   is,   which   we   are   still   yet   to   define   properly.   We   can   give   this   
instruction   without   worrying   about   wrongful   fossilisation   of   that   idea   
(‘me’   coming   first)   as   we   know   we’ll   very   shortly   build   a   sentence   in   
which   ‘me’   is   not   the   first   word.   

05:36   Teacher:   So,   how   would   you   say   that,    he’s   waiting   for   me ,   
she’s   waiting   for   me ?   

Student:    Me   perimeni .   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Me   perimeni .    She’s   not   waiting   for   me .   So   this   
me    wants   to   come   just   before   the   verb.   What   will   come   first   is   the   
not .   So,    not   she’s   waiting   for   me ,    he’s   waiting   for   me ?   

It   is   notable   that   we   are   only   directly   translating   (in   regard   to   word   
position)   the   part   of   the   sentence   we   are   discussing:   ‘dhen’.   We   
have   actually   kept   ‘for   me’   in   its   natural   English   form   and   position   in   
the   ‘direct’   translation   (we   haven’t   said   ‘not   me   she   awaits’).   Thus,   
direct   translations   are   not   always   strictly   direct,   and   very   often   we’ll   
use   a   direct   translation   only   for   the   part   of   the   sentence   that   we   
want   to   draw   attention   to.   This   works   particularly   well   as   direct   
translations   necessarily   sound   odd,   and   so   quite   naturally   draw   
attention   to   where   we   want   it   to   be.   

05:59   Student:    Dhen   me   perimeni .   
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Teacher:   Very   good.    Dhen   me   perimeni .    Isn’t   she   waiting   for   me?   
Isn’t   he   waiting   for   me?   

We   haven’t   included   ‘does’   translations   anywhere   above   (such   as   
‘does   she   wait   for   me?’),   and   we   might   have   done   so   had   we   
wanted   to   draw   attention   to   all   the   possible   ideas   we   can   
communicate   in   Greek.   We   don’t   do   this   here   as   to   not   draw   our   
focus   away   from   the   word   order.     
  

06:07   Student:    Dhen   me   perimeni?   

Teacher:    Dhen   me   perimeni?    Well   done.   

  

In   the   above   track,   we   have   learnt   two   ‘subject   sounds’   for   
the   present   tense   verbs,   about   the   position   of   objects   (‘me’),   about   
the   negation,   the   interrogative,   and   about   Greek   vocabulary   
formation.    And   all   of   this   in   the   first   six   minutes   of   learning   time!   
  
  

Track   3     
  

00:00   Teacher:   So   what   was    I   stay    or    I’m   staying ?   

Student:    Meno .   

Teacher:    Meno .   Good.   And    he   stays ,    she   stays ,    it   stays ?   

Above,   we   recap   all   the   subjects   of   the   third   person   but   not   the   
alternative   ‘-ing’   translation.   Our   aim   is   not   to   be   ‘complete’   here   for   
the   sake   of   completeness   itself,   but   to   remind   our   learner   that   ‘he,   
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she’   and   ‘it’   all   group   together.   We   don’t   need   to   repeat   the   present   
continuous   examples   which   we   gave   further   above   when   soliciting   ‘I   
stay   or   I’m   staying’,   and   will   give   again   at   another   opportunity.   
Dividing   information   up   in   such   a   way   helps   declutter   our   course,   
and   to   focus   our   learner’s   attention.   
  

00:11   Student:    Meni .   

Teacher:    Meni .   Good.   So   we   change   the   /o/   sound   to   an   /i/   sound   
and   we   get    he ,    she ,   or    it .   
  

We   have   chosen   to   relay   back   how   to   conjugate   the   third   person   at   
this   moment   rather   than   having   included   a   lead   before   soliciting   
‘meni’.   We   want   to   show   the   learner   that   they   remember,   and   that   
it’s   ok   if   they   don’t,   too,   precisely   because   we   follow   up   target   
sentences   in   this   way   during   the   course   time.   In   this   way,   we   are   
cueing   as   to   the   nature   of   the   course   and   how   to   engage   with   it.   
  

00:19   Teacher:   How   about    he’s   not   staying ?   
  

Not   only   do   we   not   need   to   include   all   possible   English   translations   
(of   the   third   person,   or   of   continuous   vs.   simple   present)   to   solicit   
the   Greek   sentence,   but   not   doing   so   is   also   necessary;   we   will   
want   our   learner   to   experience   focusing   on   just   one   meaning   such   
as   ‘he’s   not   staying’,   as   this   is   what   they   will   be   doing   in   real   life   
when   they   speak   Greek.   The   learner   digesting   ‘he,   she’   and   ‘it’   
sentences   separately   is   as   instrumental   as   is   grouping   the   three   
meanings   together.   During   this   and   other   lessons,   we   do   both.   
  

00:22   Student:    Dhen   meni .   
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Teacher:    Dhen   meni .    I   wait ,    I   around   stay ?   

In   comparison   to   the   target   sentence   previous   to   the   one   currently   
being   solicited,   we   are   using   a   different   verb    and    a   different   subject.   
This   ‘jump’   represents   a   slightly   less   gradual   increase   in   cognitive   
load   than   previously,   which   contributes   towards   the   student   learning   
to   become   more   independent   in   their   thought   processes.   We   give   a   
word   formation   cue   to   help,   and   also   to   remind   us   of   this   feature   of   
Greek   that   we’ll   shortly   elaborate   on.   

Student:    Perimeno .   

Teacher:    Perimeno .   Very   good.   And    he   waits ,    she   waits ?  

Student:    Perimeni .   

We   now   add   the   new   word   ‘pu’   to   form   some   more   (superficially)   
complicated   sentences   which   essentially   repeat   what   we   have   
already   learnt:   
  

00:35   Teacher:    Perimeni .   Very   good.   The   word   for    where    in   Greek   
is    pu ,    pu .   

Student:    Pu .   

Teacher:   So   how   would   you   say    where   does   he   stay? ,    where   does   
she   stay? ,   or    where   is   she   living? ,   we   also   get   that   meaning   there   in   
Greek.   
  

The   above   information   about   the   alternative   translation   was   given   
as   an   ‘afterthought’   to   cue   that   the   learner   need   not   try   to   remember   
it.   Of   course,   the   English   ‘stay’   can   also   give   that   additional   
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meaning,   so   essentially   we   are   confirming   that   this   meaning   can   be   
carried   over   to   Greek,   but   also   that   we   would   not   necessarily   
assume   that   such   a   secondary   meaning   can   be   carried   over   to   the   
target   language   (by   virtue   of   having   mentioned   that   it   can).   Though   
for   this   effect,   it   would   have   been   beneficial   to   add   ‘...just   like   in   
English’   to   the   above   explanation.     
The   additional   translation   could   also   have   been   given    after    hearing   
the   learner’s   target   sentence:   ‘...and   ‘pu   meni?’   could   also   mean   
‘where   does   he/she   live?’’.   
The   contrasting   of   the   verbs   ‘stay’   and   ‘live’   in   the   above   
explanation   has   been   obscured   by   using   ‘where   is   he   living?’   rather   
than   ‘where   does   he   live?’.   This   was   an   oversight   most   likely   
caused   by   my   maybe   too   automatic   mixing   of   these   present   tenses.   

Student:    Pu   meni?   

Teacher:    Pu   meni?    Very   good.    Where   is   he   waiting?     Where   is   she   
waiting?   

Student:    Pu   perimeni?   

Teacher:    Pu   perimeni?    Very   good.    Where   is   he   waiting   for   me?   
Where   is   he   awaiting   me?   

Student:    Pu   me   perimeni?   

Sentence   sets   such   as   those   above   which   increase   in   complication   
incrementally   from   a   common   base—especially   at   the   beginning   of   
a   course—are   a   great   way   of   reviewing   material   and   reminding   our   
learner   what   they   know,   often   whilst   expanding   it   with   a   new   
element   such   as   ‘pu’.   
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A   common   mistake   for   the   above   target   sentence   would   be   for   
learners   to   start   with   ‘me’   in   their   thought   process;   ‘me’   is   the   new   
element   (in   the   sentence   progression)   and   might   command   the   
learner’s   attention   so   much   that   they   can’t   help   but   start   with   it   
‘me…me   pu   perimeni?   Me   perimeni   pu?’.   Of   course,   all   we’d   need   
to   do   here   is   to   remind   our   learner   where   to   begin,   ‘so,   ‘where…’?’.   

01:07   Teacher:   Very   good.    Pu   me   perimeni?    This   /i/   sound   with   the   
verbs   that   gives   us    he ,    she ,   or    it ,   is   spelt   with   the   letters   in   Greek   
that   look   like   E   and   I.   E   and   I,   otherwise   known   as   'epsilon'   and   
'yota',   together.   So   E   and   I   together   in   Greek   gives   us   /i/.   So   there’s   
a   few   ways   of   writing   the   /i/   sound   in   Greek,   and   this   is   one   of   them.   
E   and   I   together   just   make   /i/,   and   we’ll   see   this   for   the    he ,    she ,   and   
it    form   with   the   verbs.   
  

Intonation   and   pronunciation   help   make   it   clear   in   the   above   
explanation   that   /i/   is   a   sound   and   not   the   name   of   the   letter   E.   If   it   
were   to   be   understood   as   the   letter   E,   this   explanation   would   be   
especially   confusing!   
Naming   the   Greek   letters   above   is   just   a   mechanism   which   helps   
mask   repetition   of   our   EI   letter   pair.   
Orienting   oneself   when   reading   Greek   (or   any   language)   is   greatly   
facilitated   by   quickly   identifying   what   the   verb   is.   The   above   
information—along   with   the   previous   discussion   about   
omega—helps   us   spot   verbs   in   writing.   This   contributes   to   our   
general   aim   of   teaching   learners   to   use   the   target   language   they   
expose   themselves   to   in   order   to   feed   into   their   own   learning   
process.   Furthermore,   we   have   been   missing   the   infinitive   to   help   us   
equate   English   and   Greek   verbs   quickly   and   simply,   and   so   the   fact   
that   verb   endings   have   their   own   spellings   helps   our   learners   
understand   these   words   as   a    type    of   word.   
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There   is   important   information   in   the   explanation   above   which   was   
not   part   of   our   previous   discussion   on   omega;   it   had   escaped   me   to   
mention   that   an   /o/   sound   can   also   be   written   with   an   O,   as   well   as   
with   the   ‘W’   (or   in   other   words,   that   omega   is   not   the   only   letter   we  
have   for   /o/).   This   managed   to   slip   by   without   a   mention   due   to   a   
‘bug’   in   the   mental   theatre   occasioned   by   highlighting   the   historic   
connection   between   W   and   O.   Whilst   it   might   be   assumed   that   we   
can   also   produce   /o/   with   an   O   in   Greek,   without   that   direct   contrast   
the   isolation   of   W   for   verbs   has   been   less   effective.     
  

01:36   Teacher:   What   was    I   stay    or    I’m   staying ?   

Student:    Meno .   

Teacher:   Good.    I   wait ?   

Student:    Perimeno .   

Teacher:    Perimeno .    He   waits ,    she   waits ?   

Student:    Perimeni .   

Teacher:    Perimeni .    She’s   not   waiting ,    he’s   not   waiting ?   

Student:    Dhen   perimeni .   

In   the   above   series   of   sentences   we   have   made   a   swift   recap   of   key   
elements   we’ve   seen   so   far:   the   formation   of   new   verbs   from   a   
common   base,   the   changing   of   the   ending   to   reflect   person,   and   the   
negative.   This   serves   as   a   launching   pad   to   elaborate   on   one   of   
those   features:   
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Teacher:    Dhen   perimeni .   Very   good.   We’ve   seen   how    perimeno    for   
example   is    meno ,    I   stay ,   with   this   extra    peri-    at   the   beginning,   
which   means    around ,   giving   us   the   meaning   of    wait .    I   around   stay ,    I   
stay   around ,    I   wait .   

When   we   say   ‘stay   around’   we   take   the   liberty   of   putting   the   direct   
translation   of   the   word   into   an   order   more   meaningful   for   English.   
The   inversion   of   ‘around   stay’—as   well   as   the   teacher’s   
intonation—should   also   make   it   very   clear   that   these   are   not   
functional   translations   of   ‘perimeno’,   only   descriptions   of   the   word.     
  

02:13   Teacher:   And   we   found   this    peri-    in   English.   It’s   not   
something   we   need   to   memorise   or   worry   about   remembering,   we   
have   it   there   in   English,   'period',   'periphery',   etc.   
  

Everything   we   need   to   know   about   the   language   is   ‘out   there’   for   us   
to   reference,   as   long   as   we   make   a   habit   of   looking.   We   don’t   have   
to   worry   about   memorising,   only   listening   and   thinking,   and   in   this   
way   we’ll   come   across   things   that   make   us   think,   remember   and   
thus   recap.   As   long   as   we   are   thinking,   we   can   always   expose   
ourselves   to   the   target   language   to   resolve   any   doubts   we   have.   
This   idea   gets   various   mentions   in   all   courses.   
  

02:23   Teacher:   We   can   look   back   at   English   again   and   find   another   
word-building   element   used   in   Greek.   In   English   we   have   the   words   
'episode',   'epiphany',   'epicentre'.   This    epi-    means   something   like    on .   
  

As   ‘epi-’   is   not   the   word   we’ll   use   for   ‘on’   in   Greek,   we   cue   this   with   
‘something   like   ‘on’’,   and   so   we   don’t   need   to   stop   to   mention   that   
explicitly.   
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02:38   Teacher:   So   'epicentre',   no,   is   the   strongest   point   of   an   
earthquake,   for   example.   It’s    on    the   centre.   So   how   would   it   sound   if   
we   built    on   stay ?   Firstly,   how   would   that   sound?   
  

With   ‘firstly’   and   the   repetition   of   our   solicitation   here   we   are   
reminding   our   learner   that   ‘on   stay’   will   not   be   the   meaning   we   settle   
with,   and   thus   that   they   don’t   yet   know   what   the   new   word   means.   
This   should   generate   some   curiosity   for   the   new   verb’s   meaning,   
making   it   more   memorable.   

Student:    Epimeno .   

Teacher:    Epimeno ,    epimeno .   So    epimeno    means    I   insist .   So   in   
Greek    to   stay   on ,    I   stay   on ,    I   insist ,    epimeno .   
  

‘Meno’   with   ‘peri-’   and   ‘epi-’   is   a   great   word   set   for   our   course   path,   
and   we   wouldn’t   avoid   it   just   because   it   means   the   third   verb   we   
learn   is   such   an   ‘advanced   word’   as   ‘insist’!   That   would   be   an   
artificial   value   bearing   on   our   decision   making;   less   common   
vocabulary   is   not   ‘advanced’,   as   many   course   books   and   
curriculums   treat   it.   
  

03:02   Student:    Epimeno .   

Teacher:    I’m   not   insisting ,    I   don’t   insist ?   

Student:    Dhen   epimeno .   

Teacher:    Dhen   epimeno .   Very   good.    He’s   insisting ,    she’s   insisting ,   
it’s   insisting ?   

Student:    Epimeni .   
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Teacher:    Epimeni .   Very   good.   The   word   for    why    in   Greek   is    yiati ,   
yiati .   

Student:    Yiati .   

‘Yiati’,   other   than   being   a   useful   word   which   allows   us   to   practice   
previous   content   as   did   ‘pu’   (where),   it   will   also   be   separated   later   
into   ‘yia’   and   ‘ti’   to   give   us   two   more   useful   words   to   continue   
consolidating   our   preexisting   structures   with.   
  

03:22   Teacher:    Why   is   he   staying?     Why   is   she   staying?   

Student:    Yiati   meni?   

Teacher:    Yiati   meni?     Why   is   he   insisting?   

Student:    Yiati   epimeni?   

Teacher:   Good.    Yiati   epimeni?    Bravo.    Why   is   he   waiting?     Why   is   
she   waiting?   

Student:    Yiati   perimeni?   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Yiati   perimeni?     Why   is   he   waiting   for   me?   

Student:    Yiati   me   perimeni?   

Above,   we   have   run   through   again   some   of   what   we   have   learnt   so   
far,   with   the   new   element   ‘yiati’   masking   the   repetition.     
It   is   the   first   time   we   have   used   ‘me’   in   a   while,   but   this   increase   in   
cognitive   load   is   made   manageable   by   the   fact   that   ‘me’   is   the   same   
word   in   both   Greek   and   English.   In   this   way,   we   get   to   create   an   
interesting   contour   in   which   the   learner   recalls   something   ‘distant’   in   
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order   to   create   an   even   more   meaningful   sentence   (the   most   
elaborate   we   have   produced   yet!).   
  

03:51   Teacher:   Good.    Yiati   me   perimeni?    So   it’s   not   about,   you   
know,   thinking   of   the   word    wait    and   then   having   the   equivalent   pop   
into   your   mind.   It’s   about   thinking   'oh,   how   did   we   find   that?'.   Just   
starting   that   chain   of   thought,   relaxed,   most   of   the   time   is   going   to   
take   you   to   the   word.   So   we   just   want   to   go,   for    insist    for   example,   
'ah   what   was    insist ,   what   did   it   relate   to?'   So   what   do   we   start   with?   
  

The   point   of   the   above   is   to   invest   energy   in   finding   rather   than   just   
expecting   to   remember.   Learners   who   expect   to   simply   ‘know’   what   
we   have   seen   will   take   longer   learning   it   than   those   who   expect   to   
make   an   effort   to   find   it.     
To   demonstrate   how   we   ‘find’,   we   are   asking   our   learner   to   play   the   
role   of   someone   who   hasn’t   remembered   the   word!   

Student:    Meno .   

The   learner   might   have   also   started   with   ‘epi-’,   the   point   is   about   
starting   somewhere!   Expecting   to   ‘just   remember’   a   word   often   
causes   paralysis   in   learners   who   don’t,   finding   somewhere   to   start   
does   the   opposite.   

Teacher:    Meno .   And   then   what   did   we   look   at   in   English   to   find   this   
word   in   Greek,    insist ?   

Student:    Epi .   

Teacher:   Good.   

Student:    Epimeno .   
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Teacher:    Epimeno .   Good.    Why   is   he   insisting?   

Again,   in   regard   to   the   progression   of   sentences,   here   we   are   
requiring   our   learners   to   both   add   ‘yiati’   and   also   to   change   the   
person   of   the   verb.   Thus,   this   sentence   contrasts   with   the   forced   
slowing   down   we   have   just   imposed   on   our   learners,   which   will   help   
more   eager   learners   forgive   us   for   that!   

Student:    Yiati   epimeni?   

Teacher:    Yiati   epimeni?    Good.    Why   is   he   waiting   for   me?   

As   above,   we   can   appreciate   how   the   current   target   sentence   
requires   higher   cognitive   load   if   considered   as   a   progression   from   
the   last   one.   This   is   also   a   cue   for   our   learner   to   let   go   of   the   
previous   sentence   and   start   again,   if   indeed   modifying   the   previous   
sentences   presents   problems   (which   it   is   likely   to).   

Student:    Yiati   me   perimeni?   

Teacher:   Good.    Yiati   me   perimeni?     Why   isn’t   he   waiting   for   me?   

Student:    Yiati   dhen   me   perimeni?     

Teacher:   And   the   sound   of    dhen    is   like   the   soft   TH   that   we   have   in   
English,   like   in   the   English   word   'then',   no?   We   shouldn’t   get   
confused   by   the   fact   that   this   letter   looks   like   a   D   and   that   we   might   
visualise   it   in   that   way   as   well.   We   can   just   think   of   the   English   
sound   'then'.    Yiati   dhen   me   perimeni?   

Commenting   again   on   this   sound   draws   our   attention   back   to   it;   not   
because   the   sound   is   problematic   but   because   it   serves   as   a   good   
opportunity   to   disassociate   (some)   sounds   from   the   letters   that   
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represent   them   in   English,   whilst   also   bringing   this   TH   sound   back   
to   the   surface   in   order   to   soon   contrast   it   with   our   other   ‘Greek   TH’.   

04:58   Teacher:    Yiati ,   we   said   was    why .   It’s   formed   of   two   words   
actually,    yiati .    Yia ,   which   means    for    or    because   of ,   and    ti ,   which   
means    what .    Because   of   what ,    yiati .   Very   similar   to   how   for   
example    por   qué    is   formed   in   Spanish,   for   example,   or   other   
Latin-based   languages.   You   have    por    meaning    because   of    or    for ,   
and   then    qué    meaning    what .    Yiati ,    for   what .   So   the   word    what    is    ti .     
  

Giving   more   (interesting)   information   than   what   is   strictly   necessary   
(the   Spanish   example)   helps   us   unwind   the   tension   contour   after   a   
batch   of   sentences   which   required   higher   cognitive   load.   It   will   also   
make   the   fact   that   ‘yiati’   gives   us   two   words   in   Greek   much   more   
memorable.   Apart   from   that,   we   also   fulfill   some   of   those   aims   
geared   at   increasing   language   consciousness;   understanding   how  
two   very   different   words   like   ‘yiati’   and   ‘por   qué’   are   doing   the   same   
thing   in   two   different   languages   can   have   any   number   of   positive   
ramifications   for   our   learners’   understanding   of   language   and   
culture.   
  

05:30   Student:    Ti .   

Teacher:    What   is   he   waiting   for?     What   is   he   awaiting?     What   is   he   
awaiting?   
  

Above,   we   give   the   natural   sentence   in   English   and   then   the   literal   
translation   of   what   happens   in   Greek.   The   literal   translation   is   
repeated   just   in   case;   having   just   mentioned   the   word   for   ‘for’   (yia),   
we   run   a   higher   risk   that   the   learner   might   try   to   use   it.   
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Note   also   the   way   ‘what’   is   separated   from   the   rest   of   the   sentence   
by   the   teacher’s   intonation,   this   helps   the   learner   isolate   the   verbal   
structure.   
  

05:37   Student:    Ti   perimeni?   

Teacher:    Ti   perimeni?    Very   good.   
  
  

Track   4   
  

00:00   Teacher:   So   we’ve   been   building   up   verbs   starting   from   a   
base   verb,   no,   and   adding   bits   on   to   get   different   meanings.   What   
was   that   base   verb,    I   stay    or    I’m   staying ?   

This   is   the   first   time   we   are   calling   ‘meno’   a   ‘base   verb’.   We   are   not   
using   the   term   to   introduce   information,   but   to   refer   to   information   
we   have   already   learnt.   The   term   in   itself   describes   the   function   of   
the   verb   insofar   as   we   were   using   it:   to   base   other   verbs   off   of.   

Student:    Meno .   

The   use   of   the   term   ‘base   verb’   has   also   allowed   us—during   this   
short   recap   that   will   flow   into   new   material—to   avoid   repeating   
examples   of   the   verbs   ‘meno’   can   become.   Instead,   we   move   
straight   on   to   recapping   how   verbs   also   change   for   subject:   

Teacher:    Meno .   Very   good.   And   we   saw   also   we   can   change   the   
endings   of   the   verb   to   refer   to   different   people.   So    meno ,    I   stay    or   
I’m   staying .    He   stays ,    she   stays ,    he   is   staying ,    she   is   staying ,    it   is   
staying ,   how   is   that?   
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We’ve   only   seen   one   alternative   verb   ending   until   now   but   that   is   
enough   to   frame   this   as   a   feature   of   the   language   in   our   recap.     
Starting   a   new   class,   we   take   the   opportunity   to   remind   our   learners   
of   all   the   meanings   the   third   person   gives   us.   

Student:    Meni .   

Teacher:    Meni .   Very   good.   If   we   add   an   S   to   this,   this   gives   us   the   
version   for    you .   

We   talk   about   adding   an   -S   to   the   version   ‘meni’   rather   than   adding  
-IS   (to   ‘men-’)   for   the   second   person   singular   in   order   to   strengthen   
the   idea   of   associating   S   with   ‘you’   (which   we’ll   use   to   get   the   object   
‘you’   from   ‘me’,   below).   Furthermore,   when   we   come   to   see   rarer   
verb   types   in   Greek,   this   coherence   of   adding   -S   will   hold   true,   
whereas   adding   -IS   would   not.   
  

00:38   Student:    Menis .   

Teacher:    Menis .   Now   this   is   the   informal    you .   We   have   a   formal   and   
an   informal    you    in   Greek.   This   is   the   informal   one,   so   the   one   you’ll   
use   practising   Greek   with   your   friends   for   example.   So   we   add   an   S   
to    Meni    and   we   get?   

We   don’t   need   to   give   the   formal   ‘you’   ending   yet,   we   are   
comfortable   leaving   these   gaps,   and   cueing   the   learner   to   trust   we’ll   
get   around   to   that.   For   now,   we   just   want   the   learner   to   know   there   
is   another   ‘you’   (which   they   might   hear   around,   and   we   don’t   want   
them   to   feel   that   they   know   nothing   about   Greek   when   they   do!).   An   
important   criticism   here   is   how   the   lack   of   explanation   about   what   
‘formal   you’   means,   can   create   a   distraction   or   tension   if   our   learner   
is   left   confused   about   the   concept   as   many   an   English   speaker   
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might   be.   We   might   have   gotten   around   this   with   a   quick   addition   
such   as   ‘if   you   want   to   be   polite’,   or   by   describing   the   formal   as   ‘you   
sir,   you   madam’.     
  

00:54   Student:    Menis .   

Teacher:    Menis .   So   this   is    you .   So   if   you   want   to   say    where   do   you   
stay? ,    where   do   you   live? ,   how   would   it   be?   What   was   the   word   for   
where ?   

Above   we   have   chosen   to   remind   the   learner   that   the   verb   can   be   
used   like   ‘live’,   in   the   same   casual   way   that   we   first   mentioned   it.   
We   then   solicit   the   word   for   ‘where’   so   as   to   direct   our   learner   to   
concentrate   on   finding   that   word   as   a   separate   step   to   thinking   
about   conjugating   the   verb.   Students   need   to   be   reminded   often   to   
work   in   this   way   in   order   to   make   a   habit   of   it;   without   those   cues   
most   learners   will   think   about   ‘where   do   you   live?’   for   a   while   before   
realising   they   have   to   start   just   with   ‘where’.   They   might   then   be   
holding   on   to   the   verb   conjugation   they   found   when   they   realise   that   
‘where’   is   missing,   and   would   then   be   less   likely   to   recall   ‘pu’.   

01:03   Student:    Pu .   

Teacher:    Pu .   Good.   So    where   do   you   stay?     Where   do   you   live?   

Student:    Pu   menis?   

Teacher:    Pu   menis?     Where   are   you   waiting   for   me?   

Here   we   increase   cognitive   load   by   requiring   our   learner   to   think   
about   a   new   verb   and   also   the   word   for   ‘me’,   and   where   to   put   it.   We   
emphasise   ‘waiting’   so   that   the   learner   might   consciously   notice   that   
we   have   changed   the   verb.   
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Student:    Pu   perimenis?   

Teacher:   Good.   And   how   about   the    me    there?   

We   might   have   also   said   ‘you’re   missing   a   bit   of   information   there’   
which   is   a   lighter   cue.   In   that   case,   we   would   be   requiring   our   
learner   to   return   to   the   English   target   sentence   and   think   about   what   
information   they   haven’t   represented.   That   process   can   break   down   
for   a   number   of   reasons   (such   as   the   learner   not   actually   
remembering   exactly   what   they   had   said   for   their   target   sentence)   
and   so   our   choice   of   correction   will   most   often   have   to   do   with   the   
flow   of   the   lesson   contours,   the   target   sentence   at   hand,   and   what   
feels   right   in   the   moment.   Above,   we   decide   to   simply   tell   our   
learner   (through   our   solicitation)   what   they   have   done   wrong.   

01:18   S:    Student:    Pu   me   perimenis?   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Pu   me   perimenis?    Good.   What   was   the   word   
for    why    or   literally,    for   what ?   

The   literal   translation   of   ‘why’   might   help   our   learner   remember   the   
word   insofar   as   to   how   the   mind   can   recall   the    experience    of   having   
learnt   it,   anchored   in   the    feeling    of   the   experience   (that   it   was   
interesting,   that   they   made   a   discovery).   This   can   help   our   learner   
remember   ‘yiati’   even   though   they   don’t   remember   ‘yia’   or   ‘ti’   
independently.   
Irrespective   of   how   the   comment   might   jog   the   memory   or   not,   it   
does   remind   our   learner   that   ‘yiati’   is   built   of   two   words,   which   will   
be   useful   for   when   we   come   to   use   those   words.   
  

01:27   Student:    Yiati .   

Teacher:    Yiati .   Good.    Why   don’t   you   wait   for   me?   
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Student:    Yiati   dhen   me   perimenis?   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Yiati   dhen   me   perimenis?    Very   good.     

In   an   effort   to   show   our   learner   what   they   can   do,   it   is   possible   that   
this   lesson   is   being   too   demanding   of   cognitive   load   and   would   
benefit   from   some   more   gradual   building,   like   for   example   soliciting   
‘dhen   me   perimenis’   before   soliciting   the   sentence   with   ‘yiati’.   The   
same   goes   for   below,   where   we   might   have   solicited   ‘epimeno’   first.   
There   is   certainly   room   for   improvement   to   make   this   less   of   a   
gamble,   but   the   point   of   these   parts   is   to   show   our   learner   how   they   
can   take   those   steps   themselves,   that   they   have   learnt   the   content   
of   the   previous   lessons.   
  

Teacher:    Why   are   you   insisting?     Why   do   you   insist?   

Student:    Yiati   epimenis?   

Teacher:    Yiati   epimenis?     Why   don’t   you   insist?   

Student:    Yiati   dhen   epimenis?   

We   are,   as   mentioned,   trying   to   impress   our   learner   with   
themselves(!),   but   the   above   sentences   might   feel   a   little   gratuitous   
if   we   don’t   communicate   with   intonation   or   otherwise   that   we   are   in   
fact   showing   our   learner   some   of   the   fun   stuff   they   can   say.   
Otherwise,   such   ‘patches’   in   our   course   risk   suspending   the   sense   
of   progress   and   imbue   a   sense   of   delay.   

Teacher:   Good.    Yiati   dhen   epimenis?    So   we   said   that    yiati    was   
formed   of    for   what .   So   what   again   was   the   word   for    what ?   
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The   fact   that   we   gave   the   nature   of   ‘yiati’   a   quick   mention   further   
above,   makes   it   slightly   easier   for   us   to   now   solicit   ‘ti’,   rather   than   
‘yia’   first.   Having   previously   reminded   the   learner   that   ‘yiati’   is   built   
of   parts,   we   positively   predisposed   them   to   identifying   those   parts.   

Student:    Ti .   

Teacher:    Ti .   Good.    What   are   you   waiting   for?   

Here   also,   we   are   giving   fewer   cues   than   what   we   have   previously;   
we   haven’t   offered   the   literal   translation   of   ‘await’   to   avoid   the   
translation   of   ‘for’.   Apart   from   a   general   tendency   to   reduce   our   cues   
as   we   repeat   material,   we   are   also   at   a   stage   in   the   track   where   we   
are   comfortable   with   receiving   errors   to   work   with   (we   are   not   
holding   together   new   elements   or   ideas).   
  

02:10   Student:    Ti   perimenis?   

Teacher:    Ti   perimenis?    Very   good.   We   said   that   it’s    what   are   you   
awaiting?    So   this    for ,   we’re   not   translating   it,   no?    Ti   perimenis?   
What   are   you   awaiting?   

The   above   corrects   the   remote   learner   that   may   have   erred   and   
translated   ‘for’   into   Greek,   whilst   also   helping   ensure   that   the   learner   
not   spontaneously   try   translating   ‘for’   in   any   of   the   sentences   
immediately   following:   
  

02:23   Teacher:    Are   you   waiting   for   me?     Are   you   waiting   for   me?   

Student:    Me   perimenis?   

Teacher:   Good.    Me   perimenis?     Aren’t   you   waiting   for   me?   
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Student:    Dhen   me   perimenis?   

Teacher:    Dhen   me   perimenis?    Let’s   learn   a   new   verb.   The   verb   for   
I   do ,   or    I   make ,   is    kano ,    kano .   

‘Let’s   learn   a   new   verb’   cues   to   reset   the   contour   or   in   other   words,   
for   the   learner   to   let   go   of   what   we   have   been   focusing   on   so   that   
we   might   pull   (some   of)   it   up   again.   It   is   also   because   ‘kano’   is   an   
entirely   new   verb   whereas   previously   we   have   only   seen   verbs   born   
of   ‘meno’.   

02:45   Student:    Kano .   

Teacher:   Like,   KANO.   
  

‘Like’   is   because   of   course   Greek   isn’t   written   with   English   letters.   
The   spelling   is   important   to   mention   here   because   the   Greek   K   will   
sound   to   many   ears   like   a   G.   
  

02:48   Teacher:   And   of   course   this   is   the   O,   the   /o/   that’s   showing   
that   it’s    I    with   the   verbs,   so   it’s   going   to   look   like   that   letter   which   is   a   
W,   the   ‘ omega’ ,   or   like   a   curved   top   hat   when   it’s   in   capitals.    I   do ,   or   
I   make ,   or    I’m   doing ,   or    I’m   making ,    kano .   

As   mentioned   previously,   it   might   have   been   beneficial   to   make   a   
contrast   above,   adding   something   like   ‘rather   than   the   O   that   looks   
like   an   English   O’,   in   order   to   make   it   extra   clear   that   we   are   talking   
about   an   O   we   use   for   verbs   rather   than   just   repeating   a   description   
of   ‘the   Greek   O’!   Still   ‘this   is   the   O’   does   imply   that   there   is   another   
O   in   Greek,   and   so   this   is   probably   understood.   
The   discussion   of   the   letter   also   allows   us   to   briefly   abandon   and   
return   to   ‘kano’,   which   is   great   for   the   memory.   
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Student:    Kano .   

Teacher:   How   would   you   say    he   does ,    he’s   doing ,    she   does ,    she’s   
doing ,    it   does ,    it   is   doing ,    it   is   making ?   

Above,   we   have   chosen   to   recap   all   the   translations   of   the   third   
person   and   also   the   pairing   of   the   simple   present   and   present   
continuous.   We   take   advantage   of   a   new   verb   to   do   this   with   which   
makes   the   recap   more   memorable   and   less   repetitive   than   it   might   
otherwise   feel.   We   also   make   reference   to   the   second   translation   of   
the   verb,   but   for   reasons   already   mentioned   it   is   not   necessary   or   
preferable   to   run   through   all   the   translations   of   the   third   person   
again   with   ‘making’.  
  

03:14   Student:    Kani .   

Teacher:    Kani .    You   do ?   

Student:    Kanis .   

Teacher:    Kanis ,    kanis .   How   would   you   say    what   are   you   
doing? ...You   can   think   of    why    to   find    what .   

Our   learner   stresses   the   ending   of   the   verb   (‘kan is ’)   and   this   is   likely   
due   to   her   naturally   emphasising   how   it   is   different   to   the   previous   
ending   (as   it   was   ‘derived   from’   that   ending   in   our   process).   We   
choose   not   to   correct   this   directly   at   this   stage,   as   we   want   our   
student   to   enjoy   a   freer   mind   to   find   ‘what’   again,   and   so   we   avoid   
drawing   attention   to   the   correction.   In   this   way,   we   simply   repeat   
‘kanis’   (with   the   correct   word   stress)   twice.  
Our   learner   still   draws   a   blank   for   ‘what’,   and   so   we   repeat   how   we   
found   the   word   rather   than   giving   the   word   directly.   This   reminds   the   
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learner   of   the   type   of   resources   they   have   recourse   to   when   they   
draw   a   blank.   
  

03:27   Student:    For   what ,    ti ,     yeah,    Ti   kanis?   

Teacher:    Ti   kanis?    Very   good.   So   this   could   mean    what   are   you   
doing? ,   and   it   also   means    how   are   you?    This   is   used   in   Greek   like   
how   are   you?    Ti   kanis?     

  
We   could   have   given   this   alternative   ‘how   are   you?’   translation   at   
the   moment   of   soliciting   ‘ti   kanis’,   but   it   is   more   interesting,   
enjoyable   and   memorable   when   given   after   the   task   sentence   which   
was   created   with   another   meaning   in   mind.   We   also   manage   the   
cognitive   load   in   this   way;   we   are   not   giving   all   the   information   at   
once.   
Such   commonplace   phrases   are   especially   useful   for   us   to   make   an   
example   of   in   our   courses   because   they   tend   to   be   learnt   by   rote.   
That   means   that   anyone   having   tried   to   learn   Greek   before   would   
have   probably   learnt   ‘how   are   you?’   as   a   vocabulary   item,   having   
never   learnt   what   it   means   literally.   This   promises   some   moments   of  
realisation   for   those   who   have   made   previous   attempts   at   learning   
Greek.   
  

03:40   Teacher:   Actually,   you   might   have   difficulties   trying   to   make   
Greeks   understand   that   you   are   asking    what   are   you   doing?    and   not   
how   are   you?    When   you   say    ti   kanis? ,   mostly,   people   are   going   to   
understand    how   are   you?    They’re   going   to   reply    kala ,   mostly,    well ,   
kala .   But   you   might   mean,   you   know,    what   are   you   doing? ,    what   are   
you   doing? ,    ti   kanis? ,   and   they   will   repeat   to   you    kala .   Maybe   to   
make   it   clear   you   mean    what   are   you   doing?    you   might   want   to   say   
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something   like    what   are   you   doing   now?    The   word   for    now    is    tora ,   
tora ,   TORA.   

Talking   about   the   potential   for   confusion   helps   us   internalise   the   
alternative   meaning   of   the   phrase,   and   blends   into   presenting   a   new   
word   (‘tora’)   in   a   memorable   way,   having   made   that   word   
contextually   important.   On   top   of   this,   we   are   further   cueing   how   the   
learner   should   engage   with   us,   i.e.,   to   stay   clear   of   ‘memory   mode’   
in   which   they   might   try   to   memorise    everything    the   teacher   says;   
here,   they   are   essentially   being   cued   to   forget   or   let   go   of   ‘kala’,   and   
learn   ‘tora’!   
Furthermore,   it   is   important   to   understand   what   such   moments   in   a   
course   mean   structurally;   at   the   beginning   of   a   course   we   are   
seeing   information   which   is   applicable   in   a   very   general   way,   but   
when   we   stop   to   look   at   something   specific   like   this,   we   are   
abandoning   for   a   moment   that   general   panoramic   knowledge   we   
have   been   pursuing,   for   a   more   detailed   type   of   knowledge.   Both   
types   of   knowledge   are   important,   and   it   can   be   useful   to   cue   this   
sooner   rather   than   later.   
  

04:11   Student:    Tora .   

Teacher:   Good.   So   how   would   that   be,    what   are   you   doing   now?   

Student:    Ti   tora   kanis?   

Teacher:   Don’t   worry   about,   erm,    tora    yet.   Because   it   will   interfere   
beforehand,   no?   Worry   about   it   when   you   get   there.   

The   above   is   in   response   to   the   presumed   source   of   this   error   
(holding   on   to   ‘tora’,   rather   than   any   error   in   the   learner’s   
understanding   of   Greek,   or   negative   language   transfer   from   the   
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base   language   word   order).   If   we   don’t   want   to   forget   a   word,   it   is   
likely   to   pop   up   before   it   needs   to   and   interfere.   For   this   reason,   we   
instruct   our   learner   to   not   worry   about   ‘tora’   until   they   get   there   (i.e.,   
when   they   get   to   ‘now’).   This   can   be   thought   of   as   an   
extension/variation   of   the   general   advice   of   ‘think   about   what   comes   
first,   and   then   about   what   comes   next’,   and   is   included   in   all   courses   
at   appropriate   times.   
We   now   slow   the   student   down   so   that   they   get   used   to   slowing   
themselves    down   as   a   resource   to   get   out   of   sticky   situations.   They   
don’t   necessarily   need   to   slow   down   much   here,   and   in   this   way   we   
can   appreciate   how   we   are   simply   taking   this   opportunity   to   
reinforce   how   our   learner   should   work   to   resolve   problems.   
  

04:25   Teacher:   The   first   bit   is    what   are   you   doing?   

Student:    Ti   kanis?   

Teacher:    Ti   kanis?    And   now   the   word   for    now ?   

Student:    Tora .   

Teacher:   Good.    Ti   kanis   tora?    So   here   we   would   understand    what   
are   you   up   to   now?    rather   than    how   are   you   now? ,   it   makes   it   a   little   
clearer.   How   would   you   say    what   is   he   doing?    or    how   is   he?   

After   talking   about   there   being   ways   of   making   our   meaning   clearer   
if   we   need   to,   we   can   give   both   translations   for   our   following   
decontextualised   target   sentence.   In   this   way,   we   cue   that   it   is   not   
necessarily   the   word   ‘now’   which   gives   us   the   meaning   of   ‘doing’,   
but   the   context   generally.   
  

04:47   Student:    Ti   kani?   
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Teacher:    Ti   kani?    And   if   you   want   to   make   it   clear,    what   is   he   
doing? ,   maybe   you   will   use   again   the   word   for    now ,    what   is   he   doing   
now?   

The   language   above   ‘maybe   you   will   use…’   helps   reinforce   (again)   
that   any   linguistic   resource   might   be   used   to   clarify   the   desired   
meaning,   rather   than   understanding   this   as   something   we   need   to   
use   ‘now’   for.   

Student:    Ti   kani   tora?   

Teacher:    Ti   kani   tora?    Again,   what   is    I   do    or    I   make ?   

Especially   since   we   are   discussing   alternative   understandings   of   the   
verb   ‘kano’   based   on   context,   it   might   have   been   better   to   hold   out   
for   a   little   on   giving   the   additional   translation   ‘make’   (we   could   have   
omitted   it   completely   until   later).   There   is   a   small   chance   that   the   
fact   that   the   verb   ‘kano’   has   two   translations   in   ‘ti   kanis’,   and   the   fact   
that   the   verb    generally    has   two   translations,   might   get   confused.   
This,   then,   is   an   example   of   the   teacher   failing   to   fully   inhabit   the   
learner’s   mental   theatre.   This   has   happened   due   to   the   force   of   
habit   of   giving   those   two   translations   for   the   verb   at   once   (as   per   
other   languages   where   ‘to   do’   and   ‘to   make’   are   also   the   same   verb,   
like   in   Spanish   ‘hacer’).   

Student:    Kano .   

Teacher:    Kano .   Good.   So   we   have    kano    for    I   do    or    I   make .   And   we   
mentioned   how   we’re   not   using   the   word   for    I .   But   of   course   we   do   
have   a   word   for    I    in   Greek,   and   you   can   use   it   if   you   like,   maybe   to   
be   emphatic,   for   example.   The   word   for    I ,   in   Greek,   is    egho ,    egho .   
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Personal   pronoun   words   in   a   language   where   they   are   not   
obligatory   are   often   simple   enough   that   they   increase   very   little   the   
cognitive   load,   so   we   can   save   them   for   moments   where   we   want   to   
review   what   we   have   learnt,   and   mask   that   repetition   much   like   we   
did   earlier   with   the   interrogative.   In   the   case   of   ’egho’,   we   are   also   
waiting   for   a   moment   in   which   the   cognitive   load   contour   makes   the   
introduction   of   a   new   unfamiliar   sound   opportune.     
The   casual   ‘you   can   use   it   if   you   like,   maybe   to   be   emphatic’   helps   
frame   ‘egho’   as   a   resource   for   the   learner’s   discretion,   rather   than   
something   that   they   need   to   learn   how   to   use   (which   it   is!).   Such   
comments   help   keep   our   learner   from   actively   memorising,   and   this   
in   turn   helps   them   acquire   the   nuances   we   are   describing,   as   they   
are   more   present   for   the   explanations.   

05:23   Student:    Egho .   

Teacher:   So   we   have   a   new   sound   here.   It’s   like   a   soft   G,   which   
hangs   around   in   the   throat,    egho ,    egho .   

We   avoid   telling   learners   what   to   do   with   their   sound-making   
apparatus   unless   it   is   particularly   necessary   or   simple.   Here,   we   
avoid   doing   that   by   discussing   how   the   G   hangs   around   in   the   
throat,   rather   than   what   to   do   with   the   throat.   This   is   an   important   
distinction!   When   we   tell   learners   what   to   do   with   their   bodies,   they   
will   often   tense   up   and   be   unable   to   do   it.   Instead,   we   can   talk   about   
what   that   G   does   or   how   it   feels.   We   might   have   also   said   ‘tickling   
the   throat’.   
It   would   have   been   much   more   preferable   to   describe   a   ‘soft   /g/’   
(pronounced   as   in   ‘good’)   rather   than   a   ‘soft   G’,   as   the   sound   of   the   
letter   name   G   (like   in   J)   is   quite   irrelevant   here!     

Student:    Egho .   
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Teacher:   Good.   Perfect.   Does   it   look   like   a   word   in   English?   If   you   
imagine   how   it   would   be   written   maybe?   

We   can   expect   our   learner   to   imagine   a   G   as   this   has   been   the   
English   sound   we   have   referenced,   even   though   the   Greek   sound   
has   no   equivalent   in   English,   and   we   of   course   do   not   write   Greek   
with   English   letters!   

Student:   Mm,   yeah,   then   it’s    ego .   

Learners   finding   the   connection   themselves   in   this   way   doesn’t   only   
make   it   more   memorable,   but   promotes   looking   for   such   
connections   in   their   everyday   exposure   to   the   language.   
  

05:40   Teacher:    Ego ,   of   course.   When   in   English   we   say   'you   have   a   
big   ego',   it   means   ‘you   have   a   big    I’ ,   no?    Egho .   
  

A   connection   in   word   form   is   often   rendered   useless,   or   maybe   even   
counterproductive,   if   we   assume   the   learner   has   understood   the   
connection   in   meaning   when   they   haven’t!   The   semantic   connection   
between   ‘I’   and   ‘ego’   might   feel   obvious   to   the   teacher   but   it   may   not   
be   to   the   learner.   A   fun   way   to   demonstrate   the   connection   in   
meaning   is   as   above;   replacing   the   base   language   word   with   the   
connected   target   word   to   see   what   we   are   ‘really’   saying   when   we   
say   something   like   ‘you   have   a   big   ego’.   

Teacher:   So   you   can   use   this   to   be   emphatic.   Maybe   you   want   to   
say    I’m   staying ,   you   know,   not   somebody   else.   So   how   would   that   
be?   

‘To   be   emphatic’   might   be   interpreted   in   any   number   of   ways,   so   the   
example   above   is   important.   
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Student:    Egho   meno .   

Teacher:    Egho   meno ,   or    meno   egho .   It’s   flexible.   

Although   the   above   information   about   word   order   is   given   very   
casually   and   by   the   by,   it   was   indeed   planned   to   be   given   in   the   
feedback   of   this   and   further   sentences.   It   is   much   easier   to   
appreciate   the   flexibility   of   word   order   once   we   have   built   and   
reproduced   the   target   sentence   rather   than   before,   as   we   can   
contrast   it   to   what   we   have   built.     

06:01     Teacher:    I’m   waiting ?   

Student:    Egho   perimeno .   

Above,   we   show   the   emphasis   of   ‘I’   in   English   with   intonation   
(stressing   ‘I’m’),   leaving   the   student   to   translate   that   stress   into   
Greek   of   their   own   accord.   Of   course,   though,   they   are   likely   to  
reproduce   ‘egho’   here   as   it   has   our   focus,   and   so   through   our   
following   target   sentence   solicitation   we   remind   our   learners   more   
deliberately   of   why   we   are   using   ‘egho’:   

Teacher:    Egho   perimeno .    Perimeno   egho .    I’m   insisting ,    I’m   the   
one   that’s   insisting ?   

Student:    Egho   epimeno .   

Teacher:   Bravo.   I   saw   there   you   had   an   initial   worry   about   
remembering   the   word,   and   then   you   said   'okay,   stay   in   control,   look   
back   at   English',   and   you   found   it.   Well   done.    Egho   epimeno ,    I   am   
insisting ,    I’m   the   one   that’s   insisting .   
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Unfortunately,   students   usually   enthusiastically   nod   when   you   notice  
something   like   this,   but   rarely   affirm   out   loud!   Luckily,   here   our   
learner’s   reaction   is   quite   audible   but   in   any   case,   it   is   great   to   give   
positive   feedback   to   students   overcoming   themselves   in   this   way,   
and   to   set   them   up   to,   too!     

06:30     Teacher:    I‘m   not   insisting ?   

The   emphasis   made   on   ‘I’m’   not   only   cues   to   our   learner   that   we   will   
be   including   ‘egho’,   but   also   helps   clarify   that   ‘egho’   will   come   
before   ‘dhen’;   just   by   emphasising   its   initial   position   in   the   base   
language   (which   should   be   carried   over   to   the   target   language).   
There   is   also   a   secondary   emphasis   on   ‘dhen’,   and   this   is   because   
many   learners   would   fail   to   notice   that   this   is   a   negative   sentence   if   
we   were   to   only   put   emphasis   on   ‘I’m’,   and   direct   all   their   focus  
there.   Such   ‘micro   considerations’   help   ensure   a   smoother   course.   

Student:    Egho   dhen   epimeno .   

Teacher:   Good.    Egho    first.    Egho   dhen   epimeno .   Because    egho    is   
like   something   extra   that   we   don’t   really   need,   it’s   like   something   
you   hook   on   right   at   the   beginning   or   right   at   the   end.    Egho   dhen   
epimeno .    Dhen   epimeno   egho .   

Having   already   mentioned   the   flexible   position   of   ‘egho’,   we   have   
prepared   for   the   above   explanation.   This   demonstration   of   the   
flexibility   of   pronouns   allows   us   to   think   about   our   verbal   structures   
independently   of   those   personal   pronouns   and   other   words   which   
we   consider   separate   from   the   verbal   structure.   This   helps   us   
isolate   the   verbal   structure   from   other   ‘noise’   (material   we   want   to   
think   about   separately)   in   order   to   give   it   our   focus.   
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06:51   Teacher:    I   know    in   Greek,    I   know ,   is    ksero .    Ksero .   

Student:    Ksero .   

Teacher:   You   can   think   of   this   as   KSERO,   no?    Ksero .   Now,   KS   in   
Greek   is   one   letter.   The   letter   looks   like   a   capital   E   with   a   little   tail,   or   
in   capitals   it   looks   like   three   horizontal   lines.   This   is   one   letter   giving   
us   /ks/,   the   letter   'ksi',   'ksi'.   You   don’t   need   to   worry   about   
remembering   these   or   anything,   you   don’t   need   to   know   the   names   
of   the   letters   of   course   to   speak   Greek,   but   I   will   mention   them   as   
we   go   through   the   course,   just   in   case   you   find   yourself   wanting   to   
clarify   what   letter   something   is   written   with,   then   it’s   good   to   know   
the   letter   names.   And   this   way   you   will   pick   them   up   as   we’re   
discussing   them.   

Whilst   we   cue   our   learners   not   to   try   to   remember   the   letter   names   
or   shapes   (which   would   be   very   distracting),   we   also   cue   how   those   
names   will   be   picked   up   through   use.   In   this   way,   we   prepare   our   
learner   to   resist   the   temptation   to   memorise   the   letter   names   upon   
hearing   future   mentions   of   them   (as   below),   accepting   those   
mentions   merely   as   exposure!     
Whilst   we   cue   not   to   try   to   remember   the   letters,   we   also   mention   
how   they   are   useful   to   know.   This   is   because   we   don’t   want   our   
student   to   zone   out   when   we   talk   about   letters   either,   as   we   often   
have   ulterior   motives   for   mentioning   them;   here,   discussion   of   the   
letter   ‘ksi’   highlights   how   two   English   letters   become   one   in   Greek.   
We   could   have   given   the   English   X   here   (rather   than   below)   to   
represent   the   KS   sound   and   avoided   that   comment,   but   this   is   not   
the   only   Greek   letter   that   gives   us   two   English   letters;   we   also   have   
PS   as   one   letter   in   Greek.   Those   two   S-containing   letters,   much   
further   on   in   our   course,   will   be   grouped   together   with   the   ‘standard’   
S.   This   will   be   instrumental   in   making   the   Greek   ‘subjunctive’   
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coherent;   the   ‘regular   subjunctive’   or   ‘closed’   verb   form   in   Greek   
always   contains   KS,   PS   or   S,   which   is   simplified   to   ‘a   type   of   S’   
through   this   reframe.   If   we   know   where   we   are   headed   in   our   course   
writing   we   can   begin   subtly   supporting   future   ideas   hours   away   from   
when   they   will   be   taught.     

07:38   Teacher:   So   this   letter,   'ksi',   is   like   the   X   in   English,   only   the   
/ks/   sound   doesn’t   come   at   the   beginning   of   a   word   in   English.   
Ksero ,   I   know.   

Some   learners   will   have   difficulty   in   separating   sounds   and   letters   
as   concepts,   or   in   other   words,   understanding   that   a   sound   exists   
independently   of   the   letter   that   might   be   used   to   represent   it.   
Showing   how   the   letter   X   also   gives   us   this   KS   sound   helps   to   
counter   this;   the   learner   has   an   opportunity   to   understand   the   sound   
as   something   separate   to   how   we   might   represent   it.   We   also   
highlight   how   the   KS   or   X   sound   is   beginning   the   word   in   Greek   in   
order   to   prevent   the   pronunciation   ‘eksero’,   which   many   native   
English   speakers   might   inadvertently   be   pronouncing.   
We   can   now   practice   what   we   have   learnt   so   far   with   ‘ksero’:   

Student:    Ksero .   

Teacher:    I   don’t   know ?   

Student:    Dhen   ksero .  

Teacher:    Dhen   ksero .    He   knows    or    she   knows ?   

Student:    Kseri .   

Teacher:    Kseri .    You   know ?   

Student:    Kseris .   
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Teacher:    Kseris .    Why   don’t   you   know?     Why   don’t   you   know?   

We   want   to   stress   ‘don’t’   in   our   solicitation   to   make   sure   our   learner   
notices   that   this   is   a   negative   sentence.   We   might   do   this   by   
emphasising   ‘don’t’   (as   above)   or   by   decontracting   it   into   ‘do’   and   
‘not’,   which   would   be   a   little   messier   in   this   sentence   (rendering   
‘why   do   you   not   know?’),   which   has   some   potential   to   throw   our   
learner   ‘off   scent’   at   this   stage   of   our   learning.   

08:09   Student:    Yiati   dhen   kseris?   

Teacher:    Yiati   dhen   kseris?     You   know   me ?   

Student:    Me   kseris .   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Me   kseris ,    you   know   me .    You   don’t   know   me ?   

Student:    Dhen   me   kseris .   

Teacher:    Dhen   me   kseris .   Good.    I   know .   Let’s   put   that   emphasis   for   
I .    I   know ?   

We   make   an   emphasis   on   ‘I’   when   soliciting   the   target   sentence,   
and   then   clarify   that   we   want   our   learner   to   translate   that   emphasis.   
Directly   mentioning   the   emphasis   is   helpful   for   recalling   how   we   did   
that   in   Greek,   but   is   also   necessary   as   the   learner   might   otherwise   
attribute   the   teacher’s   emphasis   to   the   change   of   verb   subject   from   
the   previous   target   sentence.   

Student:   /Ero/?   

Teacher:    Egho ,    egho .   It’s   more   like   a   gargling   sound   but   without   the   
heavy   friction.    Egho ,    egho .   
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Discussing   a   ‘gargling   sound’   rather   than   the   action   of   gargling   
helps   us   mask   a   physical   instruction,   for   reasons   previously   
mentioned.   ‘Without   the   heavy   friction’   might   have   been   replaced   by   
‘...but   easier’   or   ‘softer’,   in   order   to   avoid   words   like   ‘friction’   which   
may   inhibit   many   learners   who   stop   to   panic   about   what   ‘friction’   
may   or   may   not   mean!   Such   special   considerations   are   not   as   futile   
as   they   may   appear   when   it   comes   to   pronunciation,   due   to   this   
area’s   ability   to   paralyse   many   learners.   

Student:    Egho .   

Teacher:   Perfect.   

Student:    Egho .    Egho   ksero .   

Teacher:    Egho   ksero .   

This   last   sentence   allows   us   to   employ   our   two   ‘new’   sounds   
together.   
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3.4   German   
  

German,   or   Germanic   languages   more   broadly,   are   
somewhat   akin   to   the   Latin   (Romance)   languages   in   terms   of   how   
we   might   begin   a   course   for   English   speakers;   just   that   rather   than   
homing   in   on   the   Latin   side   of   English   to   take   advantage   of   all   the   
vocabulary   we   can   convert,   we   home   in   on   the   Germanic   side.   This   
provides   us   with   a   wealth   of   easily   accessible   material   to   reduce   
cognitive   load   whilst   we   begin   to   hack   away   at   the   structural   
elements   of   German.   It   also   allows   us   to   take   advantage   of   different   
elements   which   may   arise   naturally   through   our   convertible   
vocabulary   items   in   order   to   pursue   some   of   those   lines   of   enquiry,   
whilst   saving   others   for   later.   

In   the   case   of   German,   we   are   working   with   consonant   shifts  
rather   than   with   word   endings   as   with   the   Latin   languages.   
Consonant   shifts   are   observable   between   many   language   pairs   but   
they   have   a   particular   relevance   between   Germanic   English   and   its   
related   languages   (such   as   German   or   Dutch,   for   example).   Before   
jumping   right   into   the   shifts   though,   we   can   begin   with   an   even   
lower   cognitive   load   by   using   ‘truer’   cognates   (those   words   which   do   
not   require   a   consonant   shift),   taking   advantage   of   these   to   learn   
how   German   ‘to’   forms   end   in   -(E)N.   Digesting   this   separately   from   
the   consonant   shifts   means   that   this   information   can   be   readily   
applied,   along   with   the   consonant   shift,   when   those   shifts   are   
eventually   visited.   

Complete   German   will   either   be   continued   or   rewritten   from   
scratch   by   a   new   teacher   under   my   direction.   
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Track   2     

  
00:00   Teacher:   I   want   to   begin   by   telling   you   a   little   bit   about   
English,   actually,   before   German.   

This   first   sentence   has   the   potential   to   both   relax   our   student:   ‘Oh   
ok,   I   know   about   English…’,   and   also   to   create   curiosity   as   our   
learner   would   have   probably   expected   us   to   begin   talking   about   
German   rather   than   English.   The   sentence   is   worded   to   
acknowledge   the   unconventional   beginning   (with   ‘actually,   before   
German’).   If   our   learner   is   both   curious   and   relaxed,   then   we   have   
them   in   an   ideal   condition   for   learning!   

00:05   Teacher:   English   is   a   language   of   many   components:   Greek,   
Arabic,   Persian,   but   mostly   English   is   constituted   of   German,   or   
Germanic,   and   Latin.   The   Latin   side   of   English,   most   of   which   
arrived   to   English   through   French,   is   generally   reserved   for   the   
more   academic   or   formal   spheres,   whereas   the   Germanic   side   is   
the   more   intimate   language,   is   the   more   everyday   familial   language.   

First,   we   talk   about   the   general    use    of   the   two   main   branches   of   
English   before   going   on   to   discuss   their   forms   (below).   The   main   
point   of   these   comments   is   that   English   is   mostly   made   of   
German—from   the   perspective   of   ‘everyday   language’,   at   
least—and   so   we   are   showing   how   English   sets   us   up   well   to   learn   
German.   This   is   only   implied   thus   far,   and   is   said   more   directly   
below.     
We   might   have   also   begun   the   course   with   Latin   cognates   
(‘organisieren’,   ‘markieren’   etc.)   but   it   would   have   been   far   less  
interesting,   and   would   feel   less   ‘German’,   than   beginning   with   the   
consonant   shifts.   
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00:32   Teacher:   To   look   at   the   forms   of   these   words,   generally   
speaking,   the   longer,   more   elaborate   words   are   Latin;   ‘elaborate’,   
for   example.   The   shorter,   more   punchy   words   tend   to   be   of   
Germanic   origin.   So,   we   can   focus   on   the   Germanic   side   of   English   
and   learn   to   convert   that   over   into   German   to   begin   speaking   
German   straight   away.    

The   last   sentence   above   grounds   us   after   having   given   more   
general   information.   Now,   we   get   to   narrow   our   focus   to   a   set   task:   
converting   Germanic   English   words   into   German.   In   this   way,   we   
are   already   cueing   to   our   learner   to   not   try   to   remember   everything   
we   say,   rather   to   focus   on   the   main   takeaways.   

00:55   Teacher:   We   can   begin   just   by   picking   some   words   straight   
out   of   English   and   making   them   sound   German.   So   for   example   
learn ,    to   learn    in   German   is    lernen .   

Student:    Lernen .   

Teacher:    Lernen .   So   to   get    to   learn    we   just   stuck    -EN    on    learn .   So   
we   have    to   learn    in   English   and    lernen    in   German.   

Saying   ‘we   just   stick    -EN    on   learn’   is   an   example   of   something   that   
might   sit   uncomfortably   for   the   course   writer;   the   course   writer   is   
aware   of   the   A   in   ‘learn’   which   we   do   not   have   in   ‘lernen’.   But,   if   we   
are   inhabiting   the   mental   theatre   of   the   learner,   we   remember   that   
we   are   working   with   sound,   and   as   far   as   sound   is   concerned,   
adding   -EN   is   what   we   are   doing.   
Whilst   we   are   yet   to   focus   directly   on   the   infinitive,   we   repeat   twice   
how   ‘lernen’   gives   us   ‘to   learn’   so   the   learner   might   register   the   
addition   of   ‘to’   themselves.   It   doesn’t   get   any   direct   focus   as   for   
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now;   our   main   focus   is   on   how   English   and   German   share   words,   
without   having   to   process   just   yet   what   a   verb   is.   

01:15   Student:    Lernen .   

Teacher:   Good.    To   find    is...we'll   do   the   same   with    to   find .   So   how   
might   that   sound   in   German?   

Here   we   solicit   ‘to   find’   as   if   it   were   an   afterthought   that   the   learners   
can   source   it   by   themselves.   This   is   a   mechanism   that   helps   
emphasise   to   the   learner   that   they   can   apply   what   we   have   already   
seen,   that   they   know   something   relevant   to   the   task   at   hand.   This   
type   of   wording   is   great   at   building   the   confidence   necessary   for   
learners   to   look   and   see   if   they   know   something   they   might   
otherwise   assume   they   don’t.     
At   the   same   time,   we   expect   the   mistake   of   reproducing   the   English   
pronunciation   plus   -EN   (to   render   /fainden/),   and   we   can   then   
correct   that   in   the   feedback.   We   don’t   make   overuse   of   this   feature   
of   ‘soliciting’   mistakes   but   when   we   do,   it   might   be   for   any   number   of   
reasons.   Here,   allowing   our   learner   to   make   this   mistake   helps   
reduce   cognitive   load   when   we   solicit   the   German   word,   as   we   do   
not   need   to   distract   from   or   add   to   the   process   of   adding   -EN   by   
mentioning   the   change   in   pronunciation   (saving   this   for   the   moment   
of   feedback).   Also,   in   this   process,   we   cue   that   mistakes   are   ok,   and   
are   even   expected.     

01:22   Student:    /Fainden/ .   

Teacher:    Finden .    Finden .   

Student:    Finden .   
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Teacher:   The   I   we   are   pronouncing   like   /i/,    finden .   

Mentioning   about   the   letter   I   and   the   sound   it   produces   (rather   than   
simply   correcting   the   pronunciation)   takes   advantage   of   this   sound   
bite   to   begin   establishing   how   the   German   vowel   sounds   tend   to   be   
uniform,   unlike   the   English.   We’ll   want   to   begin   establishing   this   
early   on   in   order   to   create   confidence   in   our   learners’   ability   to   
pronounce   new   German   words   they   come   across   in   writing.   
Though,   this   would   have   been   much   better   communicated   saying   ‘is   
pronounced   like’   rather   than   ‘we   are   pronouncing   like’,   which   may   
be   interpreted   as   ‘in   this   instance’,   rather   than   generally!   
In   order   to   be   clear   that   we   are   not   saying   the   letter   I   sounds   like   the   
letter   E,   the   teacher   must   clearly   reproduce   something   that   sounds   
like   an   isolated   sound,   and   which   cannot   be   confused   with   the   letter   
name   E.   

01:27   Student:    Finden .   

Teacher:   Good.   So   the   -EN   gives   us    to .    To   learn ,    lernen .    To   find ,   
finden .   

After   having   practiced   the   physical   application   of   -EN,   and   given   a   
couple   of   words   which   demonstrate   our   point   about   Germanic   
English,   we   can   now   focus   a   little   on   the   function   of   -EN   as   ‘to’,   
joining   the   forces   of   the   two   examples   that   we   can   now   reference.   

With   such   low   cognitive   load   (we   have   only   added   -EN   to   English   
words   and   changed   slightly   their   pronunciation)   we   can   take   the   
opportunity   to   make   headway   regarding   our   learners’   cognitive   
skills,   making   them   ‘work   backwards’:   
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01:34   Teacher:   What   is    kommen ?   What   do   you   think   that   means,   
kommen ?...You   can   work   backwards   now.   So   we   were   putting   
-EN…   

We   give   our   learner   a   moment   with   ‘kommen’   to   see   if   she   figures   it   
out   by   herself,   in   order   to   then   comment   on   the   thinking   process   in   
the   feedback.   The   recording   student   offers   us   silence   and   so   we   
begin   to   explain   the   thinking   process.   Beginning   with   the   
explanation   seems   to   relax   her   as   is   often   the   case;   when   learners   
think   you   will   give   them   the   answer   and   they   relax,   they   often   
suddenly   know   the   answer!   Sometimes   the   teacher   just   opening   
their   mouth   is   enough   to   trigger   this.   

01:42   Student:    Come ,    to   come .   

We   can   see   above   how   our   learner   is   internalising   that   -EN   gives   us   
‘to’   in   English.   
The   student   gave   her   answer   before   I   could   finish   the   explanation   of   
‘working   backwards’,   but   if   we   are   conscious   of   the   recording   we’ll   
think   to   repeat   for   our   remote   learners.   The   idea   isn’t   just   that   the   
words   ‘kommen’   and   ‘come’   sound   similar,   but   that   they   will   sound   
more   similar   once   we   remove   the   German   -N/-EN:   

01:43   Teacher:   Bravo.    To   come .   We   were   putting    -EN ,   and   now   can   
see   that   verb   in   German,   and   take   that    -N    or   that    -EN    away,    come .   

Above,   we   subtly   expand   the   idea   of   the   ‘-EN   ending’   into   that   of   an   
‘-EN   or   -N   ending’.   There   are   some   important   differences   in   style   in   
these   older   courses,   and   one   of   them   is   that   more   information   (like   
mentioning   the   -N   ending   which   some   German   verbs   end   in,   such   
as   ‘ändern’)   is   given   loosely   before   being   seen   directly.   Having   
appreciated   the   potential   for   mental   ‘residue’   or   ‘debris’   to   be   
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created   by   such   comments   which   do   not   have   any   immediate   
application   or   which   are   not   yet   evidenced,   they   are   more   often   
avoided   in   later   courses.     

01:51   Teacher:    Ich   will ,    ich   will    means    I   want .   

Giving   a   new   item   which   contrasts   to   what   we   have   been   seeing   so   
far   helps   us   reset   the   tension   contour.   

Student:    Ich   will .   

Teacher:    Ich   will .   This    will    is   connected   to   the   word   ‘voluntary’,   
‘voluntary’   in   English.   

Reading   the   above   makes   much   less   sense   than   hearing   it!   ‘Will’   in   
German   is   of   course   pronounced   /vill/.   As   we   are   theoretically   
unaware   of   the   spelling   of   ‘will’,   we   can   relate   it   based   on   sound   to   
‘voluntary’   (which   is   an   ancient   connection).   We   don’t   mention   the   
spelling   yet   in   order   to   avoid   the   association   of   ‘ich   will’   to   the   
meaning   of   ‘I   will’.   Were   we   to   give   the   spelling   too   early,   no   matter   
how   many   times   we   give   target   sentences   like   ‘I   want   to   come’,   the   
visual   element   might   be   so   strong   in   some   learners   that   they   will   
insist   on   equating   it   mentally   to   ‘I   will   come’.   Focusing   only   on   the   
sound   of   the   word   and   its   connection   to   ‘voluntary’   works   to   counter   
this.   
As   mentioned   previously,   remembering   the   first   sound   of   a   word   
helps   us   retrieve   the   rest.   And   so,   although   here   it   is    only    that   initial   
sound   which   these   words   share,   the   connection   with   ‘voluntary’   is   
still   a   useful   memory   aid.   We   should,   though,   be   conscious   of   the   
potential   for   misdirection   that   ‘voluntary’   gives   us,   as   it   is   more   
comfortable   to   think   about   sounds   in   terms   of   syllables   than   
phonemes   (so   it   is   more   natural   to   reproduce   /vo/   from   ‘voluntary’   
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than   just   /v/).   If   our   student   pronounces   ‘ich   vo…voll’   then   we   should   
correct   as   so:   ‘‘Ich   will’.   ‘Will’   and   ‘voluntary’   both   start   with   /v/’,   in   
order   to   counteract   the   association   of   the   first    syllable    of   ‘voluntary’   
to   the   German   word,   rather   than   just   the   initial   sound.   

02:03   Teacher:   When   you   are   a   volunteer,   you   do   something   
because   of   the   ‘wanting’   of   it.   And   that's   connected   here   with    ich   
will .   We   also   have   another   word,   interestingly,   that   we   build   in   a   
similar   way   in   English:   ‘amateur’.   ‘Amateur’,   you   do   it   for   the   ‘amor’,   
you   do   it   for   the   love.   So   you   have   ‘amateur’   and   ‘voluntary’   being   
built   in   a   similar   way   in   English.   ‘Voluntary’   from   ‘wanting’.    Ich   will ,    I   
want ,   like   ‘voluntary’.   

All   of   this   extra   information,   apart   from   being   interesting,   helps   the   
learner   get   the   bigger   picture   about   how   language   works,   which   not   
only   increases   general   language   consciousness   but   also   makes   the   
‘volunteer-will’   association   more   meaningful,   rather   than   looking   like   
a   scant   connection   we   pulled   from   an   empty   hat!   
The   commentary   also   helps   cue   to   the   learner   about   how   to   interact   
with   the   course;   they   aren’t   expected   to   remember   all   of   this   
information,   they   are   expected   simply   to   listen   and   understand.   
Once   we   have   given   a   few   pieces   of   ‘gratuitous’   information   like   
this,   that   point   should   be   clear,   and   will   help   reduce   the   habit   of   
conscious   memorisation   generally.   

02:32   Teacher:   How   would   you   say    I   want   to   come ?   What   was    I   
want ?   

As   per   previous   examples,   we   solicit   a   whole   sentence   and   then   ask   
for   a   part   of   it.   This   helps   our   learner   understand   the   part   in   relation   
to   the   whole,   and   how   they’ll   need   to   establish   the   habit   of   breaking   
that   whole   up.     
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02:38   Student:    Ich   will .   

Teacher:   And    to   come ?   

Student:    Kommen .   

Teacher:    Ich   will   kommen .   Good.    I   want   to   come .    I   want   to   learn ?   

We   don’t   solicit   ‘I   want’   and   ‘to   learn’   separately   here   as   we   might   
have   done   to   reduce   cognitive   load.   Instead,   we   leave   our   learners   
to   divide   the   sentence   in   two   themselves,   as   we   have   just   done   
above.     
The   learner   must   not   only   separate   the   sentence,   but   also   find   
‘lernen’   again   from   ‘to   learn’.   In   this   way,   we   can   appreciate   how   we   
are   making   headway   in   terms   of   the   cognitive   load   we   require   of   our   
learners,   whilst   showing   them   how   that   cognitive   load   is   
manageable   when   we   stop   to   break   up   the   sentence!     

02:47   Student:    Ich   will   lernen .   

Teacher:    Ich   will   lernen .   Good.   So   we   have   some   words   that   we   
can   just   pull   right   from   English   and   convert   them   into   German.   
Another   one   would   be    ich   kann .   What   do   you   think   that   means,    ich   
kann ?   

Note   how   ‘lernen’   helps   us   contextualise   ‘kann’,   making   it   more   
memorable.   Soliciting   the   English   translation   of   a   new   German   word   
(rather   than   just   giving   that   translation)   also   makes   the   fact   that   
‘can’   is   the   same   word   more   memorable—we   are   requiring   a   
discovery   on   the   part   of   our   learner.   When   words   are   exactly   the   
same   and   require   no   manipulation   or   don’t   belong   to   any   pattern,   
we   will   notice   that   the   learner   forgets   the   word   more   often,   or   rather   
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forgets   that   they   know   that   word.   This   is   likely   to   happen   with   ‘kann’   
and   so   we   can   make   our   visiting   of   it   a   little   more   memorable.     

03:02   Student:    I   can .   

Teacher:    I   can .   Of   course.   I   should   mention   as   well,   you   might   hear   
instead   of   /ih/,   /ick/   in   Berlin   for   example,   the   Berlin   dialect,   or   you   
might   hear   /ish/   in   the   south   of   Germany.   

We   want   to   mention   these   variants   because   if   our   learner   is   
consistently   hearing   something   different   to   what   they   learn   here   (as   
they   may   if   they   live   in   Berlin,   for   example),   then   they   may   quickly   
lose   faith   in   the   course,   or   get   bewildered   and   stressed   with   the   new   
language.   Neither   do   we   want   our   learner   to   get   hung   up   on   those   
variants   in   any   way,   or   to   see   them   as   an   obstacle   to   learning   
German,   so   we   cue   this   by   framing   the   variations   just   as   something  
we   might   hear.   I.e.,   we   are   not   trying   to   learn   them.   

03:15   Teacher:   How   would   you   say    I   can   come ?   And    I   can   come    is    I   
am   able   TO   come ,    I   am   able   TO   come ,   so   we   still   use    TO   come   
here.   

On   the   face   of   it,   we   are   using   an   alternative   translation   to   create   
coherence   between   the   base   and   task   sentences   (so   that   both   
include   ‘to’)   in   order   to   facilitate   production   of   the   target   sentence.   
But   the   truth   is,   the   learner   is   unlikely   to   have   the   fact   that   -EN   is   ‘to’   
present   enough   in   their   mind   for   the   absence   of   ‘to’   in   the   English   
sentence   to   become   a   problem.   Neither   does   the   learner   have   yet   
an   alternative   form   of   the   verb   ‘kommen’   that   they   might   erroneously   
access.   So   the   point   of   the   alternative   ‘able’   translation   is   not   so   
much   to   facilitate   the   student   in   producing   the   task   sentence   
correctly,   but   to   remind   our   learner   of   how   kommen   is   ‘TO   come’.   
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This   is,   thus,   an   example   of   masked   repetition,   facilitated   by   the   
teacher’s   phrasing   so   that   the   ‘to’   be   associated   with   ‘come’   and   not   
with   ‘able’   (as   in   ‘to   be   able   to’):   the   phrasing   is   ‘I   am   able,   to   come’.   

03:25   Student:   /Ikh/   /ken/    kommen .   

Teacher:    Ich   kann   kommen .   And   the    ich    is   soft,   not   like   /ikh/,   but   
you   could   hear   /ick/   like   I   mentioned,   in   the   Berlin   dialect,   but   this   
harsh   /kh/   is   not   the   sound   that   we   get   here,   it's   /ih/,   soft.   

The   above   correction   takes   advantage   of   the   pronunciation   mistake   
in   order   to   remind   our   learner   that   we’ll   hear   variations   of   ‘ich’,   whilst   
affirming   that   the   pronunciation   made   by   the   student   is   not   one   of   
those   variations.   Following   up   on   this   mistake   is   more   important   
than   it   otherwise   might   be   because   the   CH   of   German    is   
pronounced   in   both   ways   depending   on   the   previous   vowel,   and   will   
need   to   be   differentiated   consciously   later.   
The   learner   makes   two   pronunciation   errors   above.   Addressing   both   
does   little   for   long   term   memory   and   so   the   pronunciation   /ken/   is   
ignored   or   rather   corrected   indirectly   through   the   teacher’s   repetition   
of   the   target   sentence.   

03:42   Student:    Ich .   

Teacher:    To   go ,   it   changes   a   little   bit   but   you   will   see   the   same   
principle,    gehen .   

‘The   same   principle’   refers   to   the   verb   ending   in   -EN,   and   could   
have   been   worded   more   clearly.     
Giving   ‘to   go’   in   English,   and   talking   about   the   new   word   for   a   
second   before   hearing   it   in   German,   generates   curiosity   for   and   
increases   reception   to   the   German   word;   this   is   especially   helpful   at   
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the   beginning   of   a   course   and   when   a   word   has   a   more   challenging   
element   to   it   (‘gehen’   is   more   different   to   the   English   than   other   
infinitives   we’ve   seen   thus   far).   
The   potential   of   ‘gehen’   and   ‘kommen’   to   get   confused   due   to   being  
similar/opposite   in   meaning,   which   may   be   relevant   for   other   
languages,   is   not   relevant   here   due   to   the   similarity   of   the   English   
forms   of   these   words.   

03:50   Student:    Gehen .   

Teacher:    Gehen .   This   is   spelled   GEHEN,   and   that   H   just   stretches   
the   vowel   out.    Gehen .   

We   might   not   want   to   talk   about   a   ‘silent   H’   because   this   letter   is   not   
always   silent   in   German   (like   when   a   German   pronounces   a   word   
emphatically   for   a   learner,   for   example!).   This   means   that   the   
oversimplification   of   describing   a   silent   H   could   be   a   costly   one.   We   
avoid   commentary   on   this   for   now   and   opt   for   describing   what   the   H   
does   to   the   preceding   vowel,   acknowledging   that   the   H   is   not   
pronounced   with   ‘just’,   the   H   ‘just   stretches   the   vowel’.   It’s   a   subtle   
difference,   but   we   have   avoided   calling   it   a   silent   H,   saving   
elaboration   on   the   sound   for   later.   

03:59   Student:    Gehen .   

Teacher:    I   can   go ,    I   am   able   to   go ?   

Student:    Ich     kann     gehen .   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Ich   kann   gehen .   Very   good.   

Teacher:   The   word   for    not    is    nicht .   
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‘Nicht’   is   also   the   word   for   ‘don’t’   or   ‘doesn’t’   but   we   don’t   need   to   
mention   that   yet.   As   we’ll   use   it   with   ‘kann’,   we   can   give   just   one   
translation   of   ‘nicht’   for   now,   which   is   the   one   more   similar   in   form   to   
‘nicht’.   

Student:    Nicht .   

Teacher:    Nicht .    Ich    is   spelled   ICH,   and    nicht    N-ICH-T.   

Mentioning   the   spelling   here   is   to   show   how   we   are   working   with   the   
same   sound   in   ‘ich/nicht’.   This   is   facilitated   by   the   teacher’s   
phrasing,   which   divides   up   the   letters   to   this   effect.   This   helps   us   
digest   the   new   word,   but   is   also   a   precursor   to   a   future   explanation   
about   the   hard   and   soft   CH   of   German   (which   is   a   separate   
phenomenon   to   the   dialectal   differences   of   the   word   ‘ich’   previously   
mentioned).   We   must   be   careful   not   to   confuse   these   phenomena,   
which   is   why   there   is   distance   between   discussing   the   dialectal   
variations   of   ‘ich’,   and   the   possible   pronunciations   of   ‘CH’   (which   we   
are   slowly   building   up   to).   

04:21   Teacher:   How   is    I   can    again?   

Student:    Ich   kann .   

Teacher:    Ich   kann .   And    I   cannot ?   

‘Cannot’   has   allowed   us   to   introduce   and   use   ‘nicht’   without   needing   
to   discuss   its   position.   Had   we   first   negated   ‘I   don’t   want’,   we   would   
of   course   have   had   to   mention   the   position   of   ‘nicht’   in   German   (so   
as   to   not   render   the   incorrect   ‘Ich   nicht   will*’,   which   would   mimic   the   
English   word   position   of   that   target   sentence).  

04:29   Student:    Ich     kann     nicht .   
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Teacher:   Good.    Ich   kann   nicht .    I   can't   go ,    I   am   unable   to   go ,    I   am   
not   able   to   go ?   

For   this   sentence,   the   learner   needs   to   do   very   little   (add   ‘gehen’   to   
‘ich   kann   nicht’),   and   so   we   can   take   advantage   to   fulfill   an   aim   we   
have   in   all   courses,   which   is   to   make   the   relationship   between   
words   and   meaning   less   rigid   or   fixed.   Giving   various   ways   we   
might   say   the   same   thing   in   English   (as   above)   contributes   to   this   
understanding;   it   helps   us   understand   that   we   don’t   only   translate   
words   in   language,   but   meaning,   and   translating   meaning   often   
gives   us   various   plausible   translations.   

04:40   Student:    Ich     kann     nicht    /goen/,    gehen .   

For   the   course   writer,   such   moments   as   above   are   very   telling   as   we   
get   to   directly   witness   the   learner’s   thought   processes   through   
them.   Here,   we   see   how   the   learner   began   with   /goen/,   as   we   have   
been   seeing   words   which   are   the   same   in   both   languages,   and   how   
that   had   been   overgeneralised   for   an   instant   when   she   added   -EN   
to   ‘go’.   We   also   witness   how   the   incorrect   word   (/goen/)   can   
constitute   a   stepping   stone   to   finding   ‘gehen’.   Such   experiences   
gained   through   teaching   practice   are   invaluable   for   developing   our  
intuition   about   the   learner’s   mental   theatre.   

04:45   Teacher:   Good.    Ich   kann   nicht   gehen .   What   is    I   want ?   

Student:    Ich   will.   

Teacher:    Ich   will.    Good.    I   don't   want    is    I   want   not .   

One   might   add   to   the   above   ‘…like   in   ‘I   can   not’’   in   order   to   
demonstrate   the   coherence   of   what   German   is   doing,   but   bulking   up   
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the   explanation   in   such   a   way   may   obscure   the   contrast   being   
achieved   between   ‘I   don’t   want’   and   ‘I   want   not’,   and   it   is   this   
contrast    which   will   help   our   learner   internalise   where   ‘nicht’   goes   in   
German.   This   contrast   is   important   because   until   now   we   have   put   
‘nicht’   in   a   natural   position   (one   that   corresponds   to   English).   
The   direct   translation   also   means   we   don’t   have   to   stop   to   say   how   
‘nicht’   is   also   ‘don’t’;   we   don’t   use   ‘don’t’   in   the   alternative   
translation.   

04:58   Student:    Ich   will   nicht .   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Ich   will   nicht .    I   want   not   to   go ,    I   don't   want   to   
go ?   

The   teacher’s   intonation   above   is   on   ‘not’   which   obscures   the   
separation   of   the   sentence   parts;   a   preferable   solicitation   would   not   
have   emphasised   ‘not’   (as   it   was   also   used   in   the   previous   
sentence,   and   so   drawing   attention   to   the   negative   element   of   the   
sentence   was   unnecessary),   and   instead   separated   the   sentence   
parts   through   phrasing   ‘I   want   not-to   go’.   This   kind   of   mistake   is   not   
rare   in   the   courses,   and   mostly   has   to   do   with   stressful   recording   
conditions   which   means   that   my   intonation   has   often   been   less   than   
perfect!     

05:07   Student:    Ich   will   nicht   gehen .   

Teacher:   Very   good.   And   rather   than   /gai-en/,   it's   more   like   /gee-en/,  
the   /e/   a   little   bit   further   back.    Ich   will   nicht   gehen .   Very   good.   

This   information   about   the   pronunciation   of   the   E   has   always   been   
relevant,   only   that   we   had   chosen   not   to   mention   it   until   now.   We   
don’t   want   our   learners   to   get   hung   up   on   the   finer   points   of   
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pronunciation   as   we   don’t   want   pronunciation   to   distract   from   or   
inhibit   the   production   of   the   structures   we   are   seeing.   In   this   way,   we   
correct   the   E   in   a   moment   where   we   will   not   be   soliciting   it   again   (as   
it’s   the   end   of   the   lesson),   cueing   strongly   that   pronunciation   is   not   
our   greatest   concern.   

  

Track   3   

00:00   Teacher:   What   was    I   can   come    or    I   am   able   to   come ?   

The   teacher’s   phrasing   separates   ‘I   am   able’   and   ’to   come’   in   order   
to   divide   up   the   idea   according   to   how   it   should   be   thought   about.   
This   allows   us   to   begin   the   second   track   with   a   whole   sentence   
rather   than   with   a   sentence   part;   we   want   to   show   our   learner   that   
they   haven’t   forgotten   what   we   learnt   in   Track   2,   and   that   they   can   
now   say   stuff   in   German!   ‘I   can   come’   is   such   a   great   sentence   to   
do   this   with   as   it   is   so   easily   accessible   through   thinking   about   the   
English   sentence   (due   to   the   strong   similarities   in   vocabulary   form).   

00:06   Student:    Ich   kann   kommen .   

Teacher:   Good.    Ich   kann   kommen .   If   you   want   to   make   a   question,   
can   I   come?    you   do   just   as   we   do   in   English.   So   what   did   I   do   to   
make    I   can   come    into   a   question    can   I   come?   

Note   above   how   we   are   making   the   answer   to   our   question   easier   
by   repeating   the   affirmative   and   interrogative   versions   of   the   
sentence.   
Having   read   about   not   reinventing   the   wheel,   the   astute   reader   
might   be   asking   themselves   if   this   is   not   what   we   are   doing   here   
when   we   draw   attention   to   this   inversion   mechanism   which   occurs   
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in   both   languages.   But   we   have   a   very   good   reason   for   drawing   
attention   to   the   fact   that   both   languages   invert   for   questions;   it’s   of   
course   not   the   most   typical   way   to   create   a   question   in   English   (we   
usually   apply   ‘do/does’).   In   this   way,   this   is   the   same   as   the   
technique   used   above   to   introduce   the   negation   with   ‘cannot’   (rather   
than   with   a   verb   that   uses   ‘don’t/doesn’t’);   we   are   taking   advantage   
of   the   exception   in   English   which   happens   to   be   the   norm   in   
German.   
  

00:21   Student:    Kann   ich   kommen?   

Whilst   we   were   soliciting   something   like   ‘you   switch   ‘I’   and   ‘can’’   with   
our   open   question,   the   volunteer   student   chose   to   show   us   this   
through   German,   in   which   case   we   relay   back   the   point   we   wanted   
to   make:   

00:23   Teacher:   Good,   you're   just   turning   that    ich    and   that    kann ,   you   
are   inverting   them,    kann   ich   kommen? ,    can   I   come? ,   very   good.     

We   mix   informal   words   like   ‘turning’   or   ‘switching’   with   the   formal   
terminology   ‘inverting’.   This   helps   us   cue   the   irrelevance   of   formal   
terminology   as   long   as   we   know   what   we   are    doing .   This   helps   our   
learner   avoid   the   memorisation   paradigm   when   it   comes   to   
descriptions   of   processes.   

00:30   Teacher:   What   was    to   go ?   

Student:    Gehen .   

Teacher:    Gehen .   Good.    I   can   go ?   

Student:    Ich   kann   gehen .   
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Teacher:    Ich   kann   gehen .    Can   I   go?   

Student:    Kann   ich   gehen?   

Above,   we   gradually   build   back   up   to   ‘can   I   go?’   (instead   of   jumping   
from   ‘can   I   come?’   to   ‘can   I   go?’)   because   we   want   our   learner   to   
think   out   that   inversion   again   (rather   than   carrying   it   over   from   ‘kann   
ich   kommen?’   by   replacing   the   verb).     

00:45   Teacher:   We   don't   want   to   hear   any   friction   on   that    ich .   

Correcting   pronunciation   slip   ups   which   we   might   otherwise   let   pass   
can   also   serve   as   masked   repetition   of   the   target   sentence   
structure!     

00:48   Student:    Kann   ich   gehen?   

00:50   Teacher:   Good.    Kann   ich   gehen?    Can't   I   go?    Now,   to   get   
something   more   sure   to   work   with   for   German,   it's   good   to   undo   the   
contractions   in   English.   So   rather   than    can't   I   go? ,    can   I   not   go? ,   
breaking   that   contraction   of    can't ,   the   order   changes   in   English,   and   
that's   closer   to   German.    Can   I   not   go?   

It   is   much   more   interesting   and   memorable   to   show   how   the   
German   word   order   is   possible   in   English,   as   opposed   to   just   giving   
instructions   on   where   to   place   the   words   in   German.   We   are   also   
feeding   into   the   idea   that   there   are   versions   of   English   that   look   
more   like   German,   which   can   be   helpful   to   the   learner   of   German.   
This   idea   will   be   elaborated   on   further   and   has   already   been   
foreshadowed   with   the   mention   of   ‘I   don’t   want’   being   ‘I   want   not’   
(like   old   English,   as   will   be   mentioned),   and   was   also   foreshadowed   
with   the   opening   discussion   about   familiar/everyday   vs.   formal   
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English   stemming   from   Germanic   and   Latin   respectively.   Thinking   of   
different   versions   of   English   (antiquated   vs.   modern,   formal   vs.   
informal,   contracted   vs.   uncontracted)   will   be   a   very   useful   tool   for   
us   in   reconstructing   German.   

01:14   Student:    Kann   ich   nicht   gehen?   

Teacher:    Kann   ich   nicht   gehen?    Very   good.   So   we   can   pull   some   
verbs   right   over   from   English   as   we've   seen,   just   by   sticking    -EN    on   
them,   no?    Learn ,    lernen .    Find ,    finden .    Come ,    kommen .   But   also,   
and   more   interestingly,   there   are   consonant   shifts   to   look   out   for.   

In   the   explanation   above   we   abruptly   shift   our   focus   back   to   
vocabulary   in   order   to   reset   the   cognitive   load   contour   and   to   
provide   context   for   the   coming   information.   In   reminding   our   learner   
of   how   we   have   already   imported   verbs   into   German   and   what   we   
did   there   (adding   -EN),   we   can   then   present   consonant   shifts   as   
something   that    expands    on   that   idea.     
Note   also   how   we   correct   the   learner’s   pronunciation   of   ‘gehen’   
indirectly   (through   intonation   in   the   target   sentence)   in   order   to   not   
occupy   any   of   the   attention   we’ll   want   to   dedicate   to   the   consonant   
shifts.   

01:38   Teacher:   What   does   this   mean?   In   the   history   and   
movements   of   the   Germanic   dialects,   and   other   languages   as   well   
in   the   world,   certain   consonant   shifts   happened.   Some   consonants   
just   decided   to   start   being   other   consonants!   

Of   course,   consonants   didn’t   ‘just   decide’   anything,   and   one   can   
imagine   that   the   learner   knows   this.   The   point   here   then   is   that   we   
are   omitting   how   consonant   shifts   actually   happened   (which   is   
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interesting,   but   complicated).   For   now,   we   can   simply   attribute   it   to  
history.   

01:51   Teacher:   So,   if   you   can   identify   these   patterns,   you   can   
decipher   a   lot   of   vocabulary   that   you   see   and   hear   around   you,   and   
also   access   Germanic   vocabulary   that   you   already   have   in   English,   
that   you   don't   know   you   have!   

So   far   (and   this   changes   with   the   explanation   below),   we   have   little   
to   no   idea   about   what   a   consonant   shift   actually   means   practically   
speaking.   The   above,   therefore,   is   not   so   much   an   explanation   but   
an   effort   to   stimulate   our   learners’   curiosity   and   receptivity   to   the   
information   that   is   coming.   

02:02   Teacher:   For   example,   we   will   find   that   many   English   Ps   
become   Fs   in   German.    To   hope ,    to   hope ,   is    hoffen .   So   we   see   the   
shift   from   P   to   F   in   English   to   German.   How   do   you   think   you'd   say   
to   help ?   

In   Track   2,   we   mentioned   how   seeing   ‘lernen’   and   other   verbs   will   
help   us   internalise   the   -EN   ending   before   having   to   apply   it   to   a   
consonant   shift.   Even   with   the   pre-work   for   -EN   having   been   done,   
we   see   (below)   that   our   learners   might   still   omit   the   -EN   when   
immersed   in   the   application   of   the   consonant   shifts:     

02:18   Student:   /Helf/.   

Teacher:   Good...   

Student:   /Helf/.   

The   intonation   on   ‘good...’   makes   it   a   prompt,   suggesting   that   
something   isn’t   quite   right   or   is   incomplete.   Our   learner   doesn’t   pick   
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up   on   the   prompt,   repeating   herself,   so   we   have   to   be   more   explicit.   
Rather   than   taking   the   answer   as   an   error,   we   are   immersed   in   the   
student’s   mental   theatre   and   thinking   about   her   process,   which   is   
incomplete   rather   than   incorrect,   and   so   we   can   prompt   her   on   to   
the   next   step   that   is   missing:   

Teacher:   And   then   what   do   you   do   to   make   that    TO   help ?   

02:25   Student:    Helfen .   
  

The   mistake   we   have   had   to   correct   helps   us   further   interiorise   the   
-EN   rule.   It   is   a   desirable   mistake   which   is   why   we   didn’t   give   any   
cue   for   the   learners   to   add   the   verb   ending   during   our   initial   
solicitation   further   above   at   02:02.   Thus   we   would   consider   the   
absence   of   directly   cueing   -EN   as   ‘artificial   friction’,   which   can   
achieve   a   useful   mistake.   If   the   student   hadn’t   made   the   mistake,   
we   would   still   have   followed   up   with   something   like:   ‘Great!   English   
P   to   German   F,   then   we   add   our   -EN   for   ‘to’,   ‘help-helf-helfen,’   ‘to   
help’’,   all   to   a   similar   effect.   

02:26   Teacher:    Helfen .   Good.   Exactly.    Helfen .    I   want   to   help ?   

This   is   our   first   use   of   ‘will’   in   this   track,   yet   we   have   not   solicited   the   
word   immediately   prior   to   the   target   sentence   as   we   might   have   
done   to   reduce   cognitive   load.   We   want   our   learners   to   divide   the   
sentence   into   its   parts   by   themselves,   and   to   try   to   find   ‘will’   without   
worrying   about   what   follows.   This,   together   with   what   the   consonant   
shift   offers   us,   works   to   increase   the   learners’   sense   of   language   
competence,   and   also   gives   us   an   opportunity   to   work   on   common   
problems   in   our   learners’   processes;   if   our   learner   can’t   find   ‘will’   
because   they   are   holding   on   to   ‘helfen’,   then   we   get   to   instruct   them   
against   doing   such   things,   and   show   them   how   much   easier   
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sentence   building   becomes   when   we   allow   ourselves   to   think   about   
just   one   thing   at   a   time.   

02:31   Student:    Ich   will   helfen .   

Teacher:    Ich   will   helfen .    I   can   help ?   

02:38   Student:    Ich   kann   helfen .   

Teacher:    Ich   kann   helfen .    Can   I   help?   

Taking   this   opportunity   to   use   ‘helfen’   to   mask   repetition   of   
previously   seen   material   also   allows   us   to   ‘move   away’   from   the   
consonant   shift   so   that   we   can   then   surprise   our   learner   with   it   again   
when   we   continue   to   give   words   from   the   shift   pattern.   This   will   
make   the   consonant   shift   more   memorable,   and   also   creates   
engaging   course   contours.   

Student:    Kann   ich   helfen?   

Teacher:    Kann   ich   helfen?    Very   good.    I   can't   help ?     

We   continue   to   take   advantage   of   the   repetition   inherent   in   this   
section   to   reduce   our   cues,   note   how   we   have   given   ‘can’t’   rather   
than   ‘cannot’   or   ‘not   able   to’   (where   ‘not’   is   much   more   clearly   
identifiable).   

02:50   Student:    Ich   kann   nicht   helfen .   

Teacher:   Good,   but   with   less   /kh/.   

This   is   not   the   first   time   this   pronunciation   error   has   been   made   
during   this   recent   interchange.   We   correct   pronunciation   in   order   to   
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raise   consciousness   of   it,   but   without   insisting   too   much.   We   are   
happy   to   continue   the   lesson   with   less   than   perfect   pronunciation,   
and   to   allow   relapses   when   our   student   is   focused   elsewhere,   to   
then   relay   the   correct   pronunciation   back   when   we   repeat   the   target   
sentence.   What   we   do   is   cue   to   learners   the   areas   of   pronunciation   
that   require   their   attention,   so   that   they   indeed   do   command   their   
attention   there   when   practicing/exposing   themselves   to   the   
language.   For   the   purposes   of   the   recording,   the   volunteer   student’s   
individual   issues   will   be   balanced   against   what   is   important   for   most   
learners.   For   this   reason,   the   learner’s   pronunciation   of   ‘ich’   or   
‘nicht’   is   corrected   more   often   (due   to   the   two   German   
pronunciations   of   CH   that   we   will   see)   than   her   pronunciation   of   
‘kann’,   which   is   often   not   ideal,   and   is   hardly   ever   directly   corrected.   

02:56   Student:    Ich   kann   nicht   helfen .   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Ich   kann   nicht   helfen .   So   you   can   have   a   
strong   T   on    nicht    because   you   will   hear   that   T   in   German,   you   will   
pronounce   it.   But   without   the   /kh/.   

This   commentary   helps   the   learner   separate   the   syllable   of   ‘-icht’   
into   two   sounds,   rather   than   thinking   about   those   sounds   as   one   
and   giving   them   the   same   emphatic   quality,   which   could   have   been  
leading   to   a   hard   /kh/   sound.   
Since   recording,   I   have   been   made   aware   that   the   T   of   ‘nicht’   is   not   
always   pronounced   in   all   dialects   of   German.   That   information   could   
have   been   used   to   reframe   the   same   advice,   using   this   possible   
absence   of   the   T   to   demonstrate   how   pronouncing   it   does   require   
an   extra   effort,   but   that   effort   should   not   be   applied   to   the   soft   /ih/   
sound,   and   to   avoid   that,   some   dialects   barely/don’t   pronounce   that   
T!   That   comment   would   also   increase   language   consciousness   
regarding   the   potential   for   dialectal   differences   to   occur.   
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03:07   Student:    Nicht .   

Teacher:    Nicht .   Very   good.    Ich   kann   nicht   helfen .    Can't   I   help?   
Can   I   not   help?   

Above   we   cue/remind   our   learner   to   undo   the   English   contraction   for   
the   German   word   order.   In   the   progression   of   sentences,   we   can   
also   expect   that   our   student   might   be   working   from   ‘ich   kann   nicht   
helfen’,   to   apply   an   inversion   to   it.   This   is   as   valid   as   working   from   
scratch   for   the   task   at   hand,   which   is   to   make   the   inversion   without   it   
interfering/getting   confused   with   the   rest   of   the   sentence   (namely,   
the   position   of   ‘nicht’).   

03:16   Student:    Kann   ich   nicht   helfen?   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Kann   ich   nicht   helfen?    Good.    Schlafen    is    to   
sleep .    Schlafen .   

Student:    Schlafen .   

Teacher:   Good.   Now,   vowel   changes   are   also   common   and   they   
might   appear   quite   random,   we   see   we   get    sleep    and   then   
schlafen ,   but   if   you   hear   this   in   context   and   you   know   the   P   to   F   
shift,   you   won't   have   a   hard   time   working   out   what's   going   on   and   
learning   the   word   when   you   hear    schlafen ,   even   though   it   sounds   
more   different   to    sleep .   

As   mentioned   previously,   the   learner   might   have   forgotten   all   about   
the   P   to   F   shift   by   now,   and   the   above   explanation   is   worded   in   a   
way   which   takes   advantage   of   this   in   order   to   strengthen   the   
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rediscovery   of   the   shift;   we   don’t   know   what   we   are   talking   about   
until   the   shift   is   mentioned.   

03:50   Teacher:   How   would   you   say    I   want   to   sleep ?   

Student:    Ich   will    /slafen/.   

Teacher:    Ich   will   schlafen .   So   you   have   /sh/   and   /l/   there   together.   
Schlafen .   

It   is   imagined   due   to   the   learner’s   error   that   the   aforementioned   
consonant   combination   is   too   unnatural   for   her,   and   for   this   reason   
our   correction   comes   in   the   form   of   affirming   that   /sh/   and   /l/   are   in   
fact   occurring   together.   

03:59   Student:    Schlafen .   

Teacher:   Good.   Enjoy   it,   putting   all   those   sounds   together.   German   
gives   you   quite   a   lot   of   these   opportunities!   

The   above   improvised   comment   was   to   both   mention   and   make   
light   of   (in   terms   of   being   enjoyable   rather   than   challenging)   how   
German   has   consonant   clusters   unfamiliar   to   English.   Mentioning   it   
as   something   common   helps   cue   to   the   mind   that   it   is   important,   
and   as   something   enjoyable   helps   direct   our   learner’s   
consciousness   to   the   new   sensation   that   producing   the   sound   
causes,   all   of   which   can   aid   memory   and   improve   learners’   attitudes   
towards   unfamiliar   sounds.   

04:07   Student:    Schlafen .   

Teacher:    Schlafen .    I   don't   want   to   sleep ?   
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Student:    Ich   will   nicht   schlafen .   

Teacher:    Ich   will   nicht   schlafen .    I   can't   sleep ?   

Student:    Ich   kann   nicht    /slaften/   /sla/   /slafen/.   

This   particular   student   was   especially   self-conscious   of   how   she   
sounded   when   pronouncing   unfamiliar   sounds,   and   this   interfered   
with   her   pronunciation   and   recall,   too.   Many   learners   may   
experience   something   similar,   and   so   we   should   take   advantage   to   
address   this   in   the   audios   when   the   opportunity   arises   with   our   
recording   student.   The   solution,   as   it   often   is,   is   to   slow   down.   

04:25   Teacher:   So   don't   rush   it.   Take   your   time.   

Student:    Ich   kann   nicht    /shlaften/.   

Teacher:   Even   slower.   Because   of   the   languages   that   we   speak   
already,   there   are   certain   sound   combinations   that   sit   comfortably   
with   us   or   sound   more   common   to   us,   and   others   that   don't.   This   
can   make   some   sounds   more   difficult   to   pronounce,   like   the   /shla/   in   
schlafen ,   or   it   can   even   make   you   put   in   extra   sounds   like   
/shlaften/,   you   were   saying.   So,   the   only   way   you   can   control   this   is   
just   by   slowing   down.   

…and   the   above   extended   intervention   has   the   effect   of   just   
that—slowing   the   student   down!   When   learners   respond   to   requests   
to   slow   down   by   repeating   themselves   more   slowly   (or   we   are   
otherwise   made   aware   that   they   won’t   slow   down   by   themselves)  
we   can   force   them   to   by   talking   until   they   let   go   of   the   sentence   and   
‘reset’.   The   advice   given   is   of   course   also   very   useful;   some   errors   
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will   come   naturally   and   feel   natural   to   us,   and   knowing   that   helps   us   
manage   them.   

04:59   Student:    Ich   kann   nicht   schlafen .   

Teacher:   Good.   You   see   what   I   mean,   eh?   

The   learner   experienced   no   trouble   once   she   stopped   pushing   
herself   to   go   slightly   faster   than   what   she   was   comfortable   with.   

Student:   I   do.   

Teacher:   You   will   know   many   words   in   German   that   you   don't   expect   
to   know,   and   if   you   are   looking   out   for   them,   you   will   find   them.   For   
example    to   ripen ,    to   ripen ,   when   a   fruit   ripens?   

After   a   period   of   higher   cognitive   load,   we   now   play   with   the   
consonant   shift   in   isolation   in   order   to   reset   the   tension   contour,   and   
also   to   make   sure   the   shift   and   the   idea   of   consonant   shifts   is   
committed   to   memory.   
Note   above   how   we   give   ‘ripen’   in   context,   both   for   native   and   
non-native   speakers.   Being   a   fairly   uncommon   word,   even   native   
speakers   might   otherwise   doubt   that   this   is   the   word   they   heard   
(which   is   a   concern   with   shorter   words).   Giving   the   word   with   
context   also   helps   to   reinforce   the   previous   point:   we   will   know   
words   we   don’t   expect   to   know!   

05:16   Student:   /Rifen/.    Reifen .   

The   main   point   here   is   not   to   get   the   word   right,   but   to   experiment   
with   finding   the   word   based   on   the   consonant   shift,   and   also   not   to   
be   put   off   by   unexpected   changes   in   those   target   words   (an   idea   
introduced   with   ‘gehen’   and   ‘schlafen’).   Our   learner   gave   us   both   
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/rifen/   and   ‘reifen’,   which   was   great   to   demonstrate   the   kind   of   
inquisitive   experimenting   we   want   our   learners   to   do   in   real   life!   

05:19   Teacher:    Reifen .    Reifen .   Good.   Other   words   you   might   not   
expect   to   know   in   German:    ape    for   example?   

The   fact   that   the   words   aren’t   particularly   useful   has   been   flipped   on   
its   head   and   turned   into   something   positive;   they   are   words   that   we   
might   not   expect   to   have   access   to.   For   the   course   writer,   these   
uncommon   nouns   are   useful   tools   which   help   make   the   consonant   
shift   more   memorable.     

05:27   Student:   /Eif/.    Affe .   

Again,   we   are   exposed   to   our   learner’s   process   above.   She   first   
makes   the   shift   maintaining   the   rest   of   the   English   pronunciation   of   
the   word,   and   cued   by   the   teacher’s   silence   (edited   out),   she   then   
thinks   about   how   the   word   is   written,   and   self-corrects.     
It   would   have   been   beneficial   to   add   something   like   ‘yes,   like   how   
it’s   written,   we   pronounce   the   E   on   the   end’,   in   order   to   take   
advantage   of   the   error,   and   also   to   avoid   any   tension   that   might   be   
caused   in   learners   who   didn’t   quite   catch   why   it   should   be   
pronounced   /afe/   in   German.   

05:29   Teacher:    Affe .    Ship ?   

Student:    Schiff .   

Teacher:    Schiff .   Exactly.   So   what   was    to   sleep ?   

Student:    Schlafen .   
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Teacher:   Perfect.    Schlafen .    Einschlafen    is    to   fall   asleep ,   to   
‘in-sleep’.   That    ein    is    in .    Einschlafen ,    to   fall   asleep .   

Direct   translations   such   as   the   one   above   help   us:   process   the   new   
word   through   understanding   how   it   is   constructed   semantically,   
clarify   things   such   as   ‘ein’   does   not   mean   ‘fall’,   increase   our   
language   consciousness   by   demonstrating   how   items   like   ‘fall   
asleep’   might   not   be   directly   translatable.   
We   are   beginning   work   on   a   whole   new   thread   here,   which   is   about   
how   German   produces   vocabulary   by   adding   prepositions   to   base   
words.   

05:49   Student:    Einschlafen .   

Teacher:    I   can't   fall   asleep ?   

Student:   /Ein   nih   slafen/,   /slafen/.     

Teacher:   Slowly.    I   can't    is   the   first   bit.  

The   above   prompt   is   key   to   a   confused   student:   what   is   the   first   bit?   
Where   do   I   begin?   We   simply   need   our   learner   to   slow   down   and   
start   again,   calmly,   with   the   orienting   question   of   ‘what   comes   first?’.   

06:00   Student:    Ich   kann   nicht    /slafen/,   /einslafen/,   /slafen/.   

Teacher:   Good,   but   you   are   pushing   yourself   to   go   just   a   little   bit   
faster   than   you   are   comfortable   at,   no?   Take   your   time   and   enjoy   
putting   the   sentence   together.   Don't   add   that   stress   of   rushing   
yourself.   First   bit,    I   can't .    I   can   not ?   

There   is   a   slight   emphasis   on   ‘yourself’   above   in   order   to   reinforce   
the   point   that   no   one   else   is   rushing   the   student.   
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Before   we   continue   correcting,   we   give   positive   feedback   (‘good’)   to   
acknowledge   how   the   learner’s   sentence   is   an   improvement   on   the   
last   one,   even   though   she   is   still   pushing   herself   too   much.   
Apart   from   the   confusion   between   ‘einschlafen’   and   ‘schlafen’,   the   
learner   is   also   mispronouncing   ‘schlafen’   again.   All   of   this   is   easily   
correctable   by   simply   taking   a   second   or   two   more   to   think.   

06:22   Student:    Ich   kann   nicht    /slafen/.   

Teacher:   The   first   bit   only   to   think   about.   If   you   are   only   thinking   
about   the   first   bit,   you   don't   jump   over   things   that...   other   problems   
you   might   have   already   got   over   if   you   go   a   little   bit   slower,   no?   So   
let's   do   just   the    I   can't .   

The   ‘other   problems’   being   referred   to   are   the   mispronunciation   of   
‘schlafen’   (irrespective   of   ‘ein’),   and   also   the   pronunciation   of   ‘ich’.   It   
is   hoped   that   the   extended   intervention   and   how   it   can   force   the   
learner   to   reset   will   help   here.   

06:38   Student:    Ich   kann   nicht .   

Teacher:   Good.   And   the   pronunciation   was   better   this   time,   no?   
Less   /kh/,   because   you   could   think   just   about   that   bit.    Ich   kann   
nicht .   

It   is   important   to   demonstrate   the   benefits   of   slowing   down,   as   done   
above,   especially   when   our   recording   student   shows   such   
resistance   to   it.     
Hanging   around   on   ‘ich   kann   nicht’   for   a   moment   also   helps   our   
learner   let   go   of   the   incorrect   /slafen/   she   was   insisting   on.   
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06:47   Teacher:   Now   think   about    to   fall   asleep .   So   what   was    to   fall   
asleep    in   German.   How   did   we   say   it   in   German?   

We   don’t   give   the   literal   translation   of   ‘to   in-sleep’   again   because   we   
want   our   learner   to   take   back   control   and   think   about   that   for   herself   
(certain   that   the   problems   experienced   here   are   not   a   result   of   
memory).   

06:54   Student:    Einschlafen .   

Teacher:    To   in-sleep ,   good.    Einschlafen .   

Repeating   back   ‘to   in-sleep’   confirms   that   we   expected   our   
recording   student   to   arrive   at   ‘einschlafen’   by   referencing   that   
herself,   and   reminds   our   remote   learners   of   that   association,   too.   
Such   extended   moments   of   tension   or   ‘discord’   (we   have   been   
telling   our   student   to   slow   down   for   a   whole   minute!)   are   included   in   
the   audios   (as   opposed   to   being   edited   out)   as   we   are   very   
conscious   of   the    skills    we   want   to   impart   to   our   learners.   Remote   
learners   can   see   how   to   manage   their   own   difficulties   through   the   
experience   of   the   recording   student,   but   of   course,   we   need   to   
reach   a   balance   in   this   respect   too.   Many   of   these   ‘rut   situations’    are   
edited   out   because   we   don’t   want   to   create   a   tedious   experience   in   
which   our   remote   learners   are   screaming   at   their   devices!   

06:59   Teacher:   So   all   together,    I   can't   fall   asleep ?   

Student:    Ich   kann   nicht   einschlafen .   

Teacher:    I   don't   want   to   fall   asleep ?   

We   don’t   build   up   to   the   new   sentence   (with   ‘I   want’,   and   then   ‘I   
don’t   want’)   or   provide   any   direct   translation   to   assist   with   word   
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order;   we   want   to   finish   the   track   showing   the   learner   that   they   can   
do   this   themselves   with   nothing   but   the   prompt   of   the   target   
sentence—as   long   as   they   take   their   time.   

07:10   Student:    Ich   will   nicht   einschlafen .   

Teacher:    Ich   will   nicht   einschlafen .   Good.   
  
  

The   recording   student   was   tripping   up   due   to   old   learning   
habits   (of   rushing   and   guessing)   which   were   inhibiting   her   full   
engagement   in   the   lesson.   This   is   not   a   result   of   artificial   friction   and   
was   thus   not   planned   for,   but   is   still   expected   to   occur   with   any   
learner   at   different   times   and   to   differing   degrees.   Thus,   lessons   
such   as   these   which   allow   us   to   address   such   issues   directly   in   real   
time   make   for   great   first   lessons.   When   such   problems   arise,   we   
should   see   them   as   a   golden   opportunity   for   us   to   show   our   
audience   how   we   can   regain   control   of   the   mental   theatre   in   difficult   
moments.   In   this   sense,   it   is   a   very   successful   lesson;   we   manage   
to   pull   the   recording   student   out   of   those   bad   habits   whilst   
demonstrating   this   to   the   audience,   so   that   they   too   might   interact   
with   themselves   in   this   way   when   committing   such   errors.   

When   we   do   edit   errors   out,   it’s   because   they   are   repetitive   
and   result   from   the   recording   student,   effectively,   not   upholding   their   
end   of   the   bargain   (consistently   refusing   to   think   things   through,   
which   might   happen   for   any   number   of   reasons,   see   Part   2,   
‘Teaching’).   Some   students   frequently   suffer   from   such   lapses   which   
they   must   be   teased   out   of,   and   much   of   this   would   not   be   included   
in   the   final   recording.   There   is   thus   a   lot   to   be   said   for   choosing   
one’s   recording   student   wisely   in   order   to   both   include   live   error   
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correction,   and   to   not   triple   our   teaching   and   editing   load   with   
students   that   lapse   far   too   often.   

  
  

Track   4   

00:00   Teacher:   What   was    to   come ?   

Student:    Kommen .   

Teacher:    Kommen .   So    kommen    is    to   come .   If   you   say    ich   komme ,   
ich   komme ,   it's    I   come    or    I'm   coming .   

We   don’t   have   to   discuss   the   difference   between   ‘I   come’   and   ‘I’m   
coming’   here   just   because   we   have   given   both,   neither   are   we   
obliged   to   draw   attention   to   the   fact   that   we   have   given   two   
translations.   As   teachers,   we   must   resist   the   temptation   to   get   the   
whole   of   an   idea   off   of   our   chests   at   once   if   it   is   only   for   our   own   
comfort.   We   often   have   to   weave   around   (avoid)   elements   of   one   
idea   so   that   they   don’t   distract   from   the   main   idea.   The   main   idea   
here   is   the   morphological   change   in   the   verb.   

Student:    Ich   komme .   

Teacher:    Ich   komme .   So   we   remove   the    -N .   We   take   that    -N    away   
off   the   ‘ to    form’,    kommen ,   which   is    to   come    and   we   get    ich   komme ,   
I   come .   

Beginning   to   conjugate   verbs   in   the   present   using   the   first   person,   
as   we   did   above,   represents   an   important   decision   in   regard   to   the   
chosen   course   path.   We   could   have   also   begun   with   the   ‘we’   and   
‘they’   forms   of   the   verb   which   employ   the   infinitive   form   in   German.   
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Whilst   this   would   have   reduced   cognitive   load,   it   would   also   set   up   a   
potential   yet   significant   problem:   the   early   fossilisation   of   using   the   
verb   infinitive   for   the   present   tense,   without   thinking   about   whether   
we   need   to   change   it   or   not.   Beginning   with   the   first   person   before   
reverting   back   to   the   ‘infinitive’   for   ‘we/they’   aims   to   counter   this.   
Note   also   the   masked   repetition   above.   We   are   learning   something   
new,   but   we   don’t   miss   the   opportunity   to   affirm   and   reaffirm   the   
nature   of   the   infinitive   along   the   way.   
  

00:24   Teacher:   So   how   is    I   learn ,   or    I'm   learning ?   

Student:    Ich   lerne .   

Teacher:    Ich   lerne .   Good.   From    lernen ,    ich   lerne .   
  

We   decide   to   opt   for   a   higher   cognitive   load,   leaving   our   learner   to   
find   the   infinitive   ‘lernen’   (instead   of   finding   it   with   them   first).   We   
also   expect   that   the   learner   might   jump   from   the   English   form   ‘learn’   
to   render   ‘ich   lern’,   and   in   this   way,   this   is   artificial   friction   that   might   
enable   us   to   feed   back   and   affirm   the   correct   procedure   in   a   
memorable   context.   The   student   gets   the   form   correct,   and   so   we   
relay   the   correct   process   in   the   feedback   (simply   by   mentioning   
‘from   lernen’).   We   continue   to   leave   our   learner   to   ‘pass   through’   the   
infinitive   by   herself   in   the   following   sentences,   and   the   mistake   we   
half   expected   with   the   previous   target   sentence   comes   now:   

00:33   Teacher:    I'm   hoping ,    I   hope ?   

Student:    Ich    /hof/.   

Teacher:   You   take   the    -N    off.   So   you   have    hoffen ...   
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Student:   Yes.    Ich   hoffe .   

Teacher:   Good.    Ich   hoffe .   Not    ich   hoff .   There   you   are   going   
directly   from    hope ,   no?   But   what   you   want   to   do   is   go    to   hope ,   
hoffen …   

By   laying   bare   the   source   of   the   error,   we   reaffirm   the   correct   
procedure   and   in   this   way,   have   foreseen   and   preventatively   
corrected   this   simplification   (of   applying   the   consonant   shift   to   the   
English   form   in   order   to   source   the   German),   which   might   also   occur   
in   remote   learners.   
Even   though   ‘ich   hoff’   or   ‘ich   lern’   is   also   correct   colloquially   (and   
this   is   seen   shortly),   we   take   the   opportunity   to   affirm   that   we   are   
launching   from   our   ‘to’   form,   rather   than   making   a   consonant   shift   
directly   with   ‘hope’   to   ‘hoff’.   In   this   way,   we   can   see   how   establishing   
the   habit   of   going   back   to   the   infinitive   as   a   launching   pad   is   the   
most   important   point   here,   rather   than   just   arriving   at   a   correct   
German   sentence,   which   ‘ich   hoff’   still   is,   colloquially   speaking.     
  

Student:    Hoffen .    Hoffe .   

Teacher:   Bravo.   And   then   work   with   it.   Perfect.   

The   student   interrupted,   and   so   we   make   sure   to   wrap   up   the   point   
for   remote   learners:   find   and   work   with   the   ‘to’   form.   

00:54   Teacher:    I'm   going ?   

Again,   we   solicit   the   conjugated   form   without   first   soliciting   the   
infinitive;   we   want   our   learner   to   find   and   manipulate   the   infinitive   
without   our   prompt.   This   doesn’t   mean   either   that   there   is   no   turning   
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back   now;   we   will   later   go   back   to   walking   our   learner   through   this   
mental   process   step   by   step.   

00:57   Student:    Ich   gehe .   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Ich   gehe .    Es ,   ES,    es    is    it    in   German.    Es .   

‘Es’   will   later   be   used   to   introduce   the   T   to   S   consonant   shift.   

Student:    Es .   

Teacher:    I   want   it ?   

We   solicit   the   above   sentence   without   any   further   explanation   
regarding   word   order.   If   we   were   to   mention   the   position   of   ‘es’,   we   
would   be   weakening   the   cues   that   establish   that   we   should   
reproduce   the   order   of   the   base   language   unless   instructed   
otherwise.   Such   considerations   are   especially   pertinent   at   the   
beginning   of   a   course.   

01:08   Student:    Ich   will   es .   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Ich   will   es .   You   might   also   hear    ich   will's    in   
spoken   German   as   a   contraction.    Ich   will's .   

When   we   tell   a   learner   they   might   hear   something   around   in   this   
way,   we   are   cueing   that   we   are   indifferent   to   them   using   it,   and   so   it   
shouldn’t   contribute   to   cognitive   load.   

Student:    Ich   will's .   

Teacher:   What   is    to   find ?   

Student:    Finden .   
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Teacher:    Finden .   Good.    I'm   finding   it ?   

German   has   its   own   continuous   tense,   only   that   it’s   not   used   in   the   
same   way   as   the   English.   The   majority   of   English   continuous   
phrases   would   translate   as   the   simple   present   in   German,   and   so   
we   can   alternate   between   the   simple   and   continuous   present   tenses   
with   our   target   sentences,   and   save   the   explanation   for   a   later   time.     

01:28   Student:    Ich   finde   es .   

Teacher:    Ich   finde   es .   Good.    I'm   not   finding   it .   In   German   you   will   
say    I'm   finding   it   not ,    I   find   it   not .   Like   old   English.    I   find   it   not .   You'll   
notice   that   the   structure   in   German   is   often   like   old   English.    I   find   it   
not ?   

Previously,   we   had   just   given   the   direct   translation   of   the   position   of   
‘nicht’   (‘I   want   not’),   and   only   now   we   mention   how   it   is   similar   to   old   
English.   We   must   feel   comfortable   with   spreading   ideas   out   over   
time   in   this   manner,   as   it   is   often   the   best   way   for   them   to   be   
internalised;   this   memorable   moment   of   comparing   German   to   old   
English   has   been   saved   for   the   more   complicated   word   order,   with   
‘es’.   

01:49   Student:    Ich   finde   nicht .   

Teacher:    I   find   IT   not .   

If   we   had   repeated   the   target   sentence   back   without   the   emphasis   
on   ‘it’,   our   learner   might   have   not   noticed   that   she   hadn’t   included   
‘es’,   and   may   try   correcting   something   else   in   the   sentence   (often   
leading   to   very   odd   results!).   ‘It’   is   something   that   is   very   easy   to   
forget   about,   especially   when   it   changes   position   in   a   sentence   
(between   base   and   target   languages),   and   so   we   can   expect   our   
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learners   to   often   be   none   the   wiser   when   they   have   forgotten   to   
include   ‘it’!   

01:54   Student:    Ich   finde   es   nicht .   

Teacher:    Ich   finde   es   nicht .   Very   good.   You   might   have   heard   
thank   you    in   German,    danke .   

02:04   Student:    Danke .   

Teacher:    Danke .   This   presents   us   with   a   new   consonant   shift:   
English   TH   becoming   D   in   German.    Thank ,    danke .   

With   ‘thank   you’,   we   have   created   something   like   a   memory   hook   
for   the   consonant   shift   without   asking   the   student   to   make   it   a   hook.   
Instead,   the   learner   is   likely   to   be   reminded   of   the   consonant   shift   
when   they   hear   ‘danke’.   
Mentioning   the   well-known   word   ‘danke’   in   the   build   up   to   
mentioning   the   consonant   shift   also   makes   the   shift   more  
memorable,   again   it   feels   more   like   a   discovery.   

02:17   Teacher:   If    danke    is    I   thank —no?   When   we   say    thank   you    we   
are   saying    I   thank   you —what   is    to   thank ?   

We   include   ‘I’   (which   we   understand   as   a   hidden   element   of   ‘thank   
you’)   to   demonstrate   which   is   the   word   type   (verb)   of   ‘danke’,   and   
which   form   of   it   is   being   used   in   this   expression.   We   can   then   use   
this   information   to   ‘work   backwards’   in   German   to   find   the   infinitive   
‘to   thank’.   Thus   we   are   also   demonstrating   to   our   learner   what   they   
can   do   mentally   with   a   verb   they   might   come   across   in   everyday   life;   
working   out   the   infinitive   from   an   alternative   verb   form   we   come   
across   is   a   very   useful   habit.   
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02:25   Student:    Danken .   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Danken .   So   we   can   work   backwards   also.   We   
can   work   from    danke ,   the   ‘ I    version’   to   get   the   ‘ to    form’,    danken ,    to   
thank .   

Naming   what   we   just   did   helps   our   learner   appreciate   the   skill   we   
have   employed   and   its   usefulness.   Note   how   naming   ‘working   
backwards’   has   also   helped   mask   repetition   of   the   very   process   we   
are   discussing.   

02:35   Teacher:   So   we   said   we   had   TH   to   D,   English   TH   to   German   
D.    To   think    is    denken ,    denken .   

It   is   important   to   repeat   which   TH   to   which   D   as   we   do   above   
(English   to   German).   This   will   help   our   learner   to   not   confuse   which  
way   around   the   shift   works,   or   simplify   the   rule   to   ‘TH   and   D   are   
interchangeable’.   

02:45   Student:    Denken .   

Teacher:   So   we   have   a   vowel   change   again,   but   we   could   recognise   
that   in   context.    Denken ,    to   think .     

Giving   another   verb   that   undergoes   a   vowel   change,   soon   after   
introducing   the   new   shift,   cues   about   the   use   of   these   consonant   
shifts;   they   are   not   fixed   rules   to   access   vocabulary   (like   in   the   Latin   
language   courses)   but   are   more   something   that   can   help   orient   us,   
and   help   us   guess    uncertainly    at   vocabulary.   

Teacher:   How   would   you   say    to   bathe ,    to   bathe ?   

Student:    Baden .   
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Teacher:    Baden .    Baden .   And   a    bath ,   like    a   bath ,    the   bath ?   

When   we   say   ‘a   bath,   the   bath’   we   are   helping   our   learner   
understand   the   difference   between   ‘bath’   and   ‘to   bathe’   in   a   way   
which   avoids   using   the   term   ‘noun’,   which   we   are   yet   to   define,   and   
do   not   want   to   add   to   the   current   cognitive   load   by   doing   so.   
Until   now,   we   have   used   our   consonant   shifts   on   verbs;   converting   
consonants   and   then   adding   -EN.   For   this   reason,   converting   a   
word   more   directly,   maintaining   its   original   form,   is   jolting   for   the   
learner.   The   learner   soon   realises   that   they   won’t   be   adding   -EN   (if  
they   try   to)   as   this   would   render   the   same   word   they   had   just  
produced   (baden).   The   truth   is,   there   is   nothing   to   be   done   here   but   
to   let   go   of   previous   expectations   (for   verbs)   and   convert   the   word   
directly   based   on   sound.   Although   this   is   apparently   simple,   some   
learners   will   experience   a   breakdown   here   and   give   up,   but   we   can   
learn   from   that!   The   blinding   effect   of   bias,   of   how   we   expect   things   
to   be,   will   often   lead   us   to   dead   ends   in   sentence   construction,   and   
there   are   many   subtle   ways   we   can   demonstrate   this   to   our   
learners.   Often,   it   will   be   through   showing   them   that   what   they   were   
trying   to   make   complicated   (by   including   unnecessary   elements)   
was   in   fact   very   simple!   
Whatever   happens   here   with   the   recording   student,   the   cues   are   the   
same;   that   we   must   let   go   of   things   we   know   when   they   are   not   
relevant,   and   also,   that   the   teacher   will   not   randomly   solicit   things   
one   is   lacking   the   knowledge   to   decipher.   

03:02   Student:    Bad .   

Teacher:    Bad .    I'm   bathing ?   

Student:    Ich   bade .   
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The   student   should   not   have   added   an   -E   to   ‘Bad’,   but   rather   would   
have   gone   back   to   ‘baden’.   We   can   be   as   sure   of   this   as   we   can   be   
because   we   have   been   removing   the   -N   of   the   infinitive   to   reach   the   
first   person   conjugation   rather   than   adding   an   -E   to   anything.   What   
this   means   is   that   the   learner   has   had   to   let   go   of   the   verb   in   order   
to   find   ‘Bad’,   and   then   let   go   of   ‘Bad’   in   order   to   return   to   ‘baden’.   
Here,   then,   we   have   an   important   lesson   in   letting   go,   which   is   a   
skill   which   should   not   be   underestimated   for   this   way   of   learning.   

03:09   Teacher:    Ich   bade .   If   you   heard    Bruder ,   what   would   you   think   
it   is?    Bruder .   

Continuing   from   ‘Bad’,   we   now   see   another   noun,   or   in   other   words,   
a   word   which   involves   the   consonant   shift   but   no   additional   -EN   
ending   like   the   verbs.   We   are   cueing   how   consonant   shifts   are   more   
general   in   the   language   (not   just   for   verbs)   whilst   giving   ourselves   
some   noun   fodder   to   work   with   for   future   target   sentences.     
Of   course,   we   are   also   ‘working   backwards’   here,   requiring   our   
learner   to   undo   the   consonant   shift   in   ‘Bruder’   in   order   to   find   the   
English.   

03:16   Student:    Brother .   

Teacher:    Brother .   Good.    Mein   Bruder ?   

Although   ‘mein’   doesn’t   sound   too   much   like   ‘my’,   it   does   sound   like   
‘mine’.   This   is   enough   for   the   learner   to   produce   the   correct   English.   

03:21   Student:    My   brother .   
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Teacher:    My   brother .   Good.   So    mein ,   we   have   the   word    mine    in   
English   as   well,   but   we   use   it   in   a   different   way.    Mein    is    my    in   
German.    Mein   Bruder ,    my   brother .   

We   make   the   connection   with   English   explicit   for   any   remote   learner   
that   didn’t   arrive   at   ‘my’   through   ‘mein’.   We   then   resume   by   
providing   the   takeaway   information   again:   ‘‘mein’   is   ‘my’’.   

03:32   Student:    Mein   Bruder .   

Teacher:   And   you   notice   the   German   accent   here   is   much   like   the   
English,   you   have   -ER   on   the   end   of    brother    but   you   don't   really   
pronounce   it   like   an   -ER.   It's   a   little   bit   like   an   A.    Bruder .    My   brother   
can   come .    My   brother   is   able   TO   come .    My   brother   can   ‘TO’   come ?   

The   last   direct   (and   uncomfortable)   translation   draws   great   attention   
to   how   in   English   ‘can’   is   not   followed   by   ‘to’,   whilst   it   is   followed   by   
the   ‘to’   form   in   German.   We   make   this   reference   more   strongly   now   
(if   we   compare   to   previously)   as   we   have   now   seen   the   first   person   
conjugation.   This   means   that,   unlike   on   previous   occasions   that   this   
‘can’   structure   has   arisen,   we   have   a   verb   form   at   our   disposal   other   
than   the   infinitive,   and   so   we   add   stronger   cues   for   the   learner   to   
choose   the   infinitive   form.   
We   are   able   to   use   ‘mein   Bruder’   as   a   verb   subject   only   because   
‘kann/can’   is   irregular   in   both   languages   (otherwise   we   would   need   
to   conjugate   for   the   third   person,   which   we   are   yet   to   learn).     

03:52   Student:    Mein   Bruder   kann   kommen .   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Mein   Bruder   kann   kommen .    Can   my   brother   
come?   
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Here,   the   cue   to   reproduce   the   (unmentioned)   inversion   is   in   the   
teacher's   intonation   which   reinforces   the   base   language   word   order.   
This   in   turn   strengthens   the   general   cue   for   the   learner   to   reproduce   
the   base   language   word   order   unless   they   know   not   to.   That   all   
helps   hold   everything   together   whilst   we   focus   on   undoing   the   (very   
common)   English   contractions,   in   the   context   of   using   that   to   get   
closer   to   the   German   word   order:   

04:03   Student:    Kann   mein   Bruder   kommen?   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Kann   mein   Bruder   kommen?    Good.    Can't   my   
brother   come?    So   again,   we   will   undo   the   contraction   to   find   the   
word   order   in   German.   So,    can   my   brother   not   come?   

We   are   making   a   notable   effort   to   establish   the   habit   of   undoing   the   
English   contractions,   such   that   we   have   avoided   discussing   (further   
above)   the   inversion   of   ‘my   brother/can’   in   order   to   not   interfere   in   
this   effort.   

04:21   Student:    Kann   mein   Bruder   nicht   kommen?   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Kann   mein   Bruder   nicht   kommen?     Can't   my   
brother   come?    What   do   you   think    Ding    means   in   German?    Ding .   

It   is   our   learner   being   sure   that   we   will   not   solicit   things   from   them   
which   they   do   not   have   the   means   to   arrive   at,   that   will   spur   the   
internal   search   that   makes   them   remember   the   consonant   shift.   
Having   cued   such   things   well   gives   us   the   freedom   to   make   abrupt   
jumps   in   focus   as   above.   

Student:    Thing .   

Teacher:   Of   course!   
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What   comes   below   I   probably   wouldn’t   include   in   a   Complete   
German   remake   or—were   it   to   remain   included—I   would   mention   
that   ‘denn’   in   this   way   sounds   much   like   ‘for’   when   it’s   used   as   
‘because’   (i.e.,   formal   and   not   too   useful).   The   current   cue,   that   one   
‘ can’    use   ‘denn’   like   ‘because’   is   too   weak.   

04:40   Teacher:   You   can   use   the   word    then    in   German   like    because .   
How   would    then    be   in   German?    Then .   

Note   how   we   have   reversed   the   mental   process   compared   to   the   
recent   solicitations   in   which   we   had   given   the   German   word   and   
solicited   the   English.   We   repeat   ‘then’   to   help   make   the   reversal   
click!   

Student:    Denn .   

Teacher:    Denn .   Good.   So   you   can   use   this   word   like    because .    Can   
my   brother   come,   because   I   can't .    Can   my   brother   come,   because   I   
can't .   So   let's   start   with    can .   

We   cue   our   learner   to   start   with   ‘can’   as   if   it   were   in   order   to   break   
the   whole   sentence   down,   but   in   doing   that   we   seamlessly   bypass,   
yet   again,   discussing   the   inversion   of   ‘mein   Bruder’.   
Connecting-words   like   ‘because’   present   a   great   opportunity   to   do   
some   recapping,   which   is   also   often   a   great   time   to   finish   a   lesson   
with   a   sense   of   control   and   completion.   
  

05:01   Student:    Kann   mein   Bruder   kommen .   

Teacher:   Good.    Because    or    then ?   

Student:    Denn .   
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Teacher:    I   can't ?   

Student:    Ich   kann   nicht .   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Kann   mein   Bruder   kommen,   denn   ich   kann   
nicht .    I   want   to   go   because   I   can't   sleep .    I   want   to   go   because   I   
can't   sleep .   So   the   first   bit   is    I   want   to   go ?   

We   return   to   two   verbs   we   haven’t   looked   at   for   some   time,   and   
include   a   (simple)   negation   which   we   do   not   de-contract   for   our   
learner.   We   have   increased   cognitive   load   and   this   is   in   order   to   
finish   the   lesson   with   a   real   sense   of   what   we   have   achieved   in   
German.     

Student:    Ich   will   gehen .   

Teacher:    Because ?   

Student:    Denn .   

Teacher:   Like   English    then .    Denn .   I   can't   sleep?   

We   take   just   a   moment   above   to   remind   our   learner   of   the   TH   to   D   
consonant   shift.   This   can   help   our   learner   let   go   of   previous   
translations   and   focus   on   ‘I   can’t   sleep’   with   a   fresher   mind.   
  

05:37   Student:    Ich   kann   nicht    /einslefen/,   /einslafen/.   

Teacher:   You   said    because   I   can't   fall   asleep ,   no?   Which   makes   
sense   here   as   well.    Ich   will   gehen,   denn   ich   kann   nicht   
einschlafen ,   or    ich   kann   nicht   schlafen .   Both   would   be   fine.   
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It   felt   much   more   upbeat   to   ‘correct’   the   student   through   the   
feedback   than   work   to   get   her   to   render   ‘schlafen’,   which   wouldn’t   
just   be   about   removing   ‘ein-’   but   also   correcting   her   pronunciation   
again.   It   is   preferable   here   to   make   an   indirect   correction   of   the   
pronunciation,   using   the   learner’s   incorrect   but   workable   vocabulary   
choice.   In   this   way,   we   keep   the   upbeat   ending   of   the   lesson,   with   
the   sense   of   control   that   the   above   feedback   maintains   in   the   face   
of   the   otherwise   unfortunate   final   mistake!   
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3.5   Turkish   

  
Turkish   as   a   language,   like   Swahili,   is   entirely   unrelated   to   

English   and   thus   the   onus   for   inspiring   how   the   course   should   start   
is   naturally   much   more   on   the   target   language   than   on   the   base   
language.     

Below,   we   can   jump   straight   into   analysing   the   first   tracks   of   
Introduction   to   Turkish   in   order   to   shed   light   on   why   this   course   
happens   in   the   way   it   does!   

  
  

Track   2   
  

00:00   Teacher:   So   let’s   learn   some   Turkish.   

Student:   Ok.   

Teacher:   Ok,   so,   before   we   begin   I   want   to   tell   you   a   little   bit   about   
Turkish   as   a   language   and   its,   its   characteristics   as   a   language.   So   
Turkish,   as   a   language,   is   all   about   suffixes.   It’s   all   about   endings.   
Don’t   be   scared   by   the   terminology.   A   suffix   is   just   something   you   
add   on   to   the   end   of   the   word   to   alter   or   refine   its   meaning.   

Whilst   we   tend   to   avoid   terminology—and   definitely   don’t   make   a   
habit   of   opening   with   it!—here,   the   short   discussion   around   the   
terminology   allows   us   to   mask   repetition   of   the   idea   of   
endings/suffixes.   It   also   makes   it   more   memorable   that   suffixes   are   
such   an   important   element   of   Turkish.   
We   are   able   to   use   otherwise   confusing   language   such   as   ‘alter   or   
refine   its   meaning’   as   above,   because   we   are   about   to   give   clear   
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examples   of   what   that   means.   Any   tension   caused   by   the   
explanation   is   about   to   be   immediately   resolved:   
  

00:27   Teacher:   For   example,   the   plural   -S   in   English   is   a   suffix.   
When   we   get   'trees'   from   'tree',   this   -S   is   a   suffix.   Or   the   -ED   that   
gives   us   the   past—'want',   'wanted'.   
  

The   paragraph   above   does   something   very   refreshing   and   this   is   a   
common   resource   in   the   courses;   making   something   that   we   might   
assume   quite   alien   suddenly   very   familiar   and   tangible.   We   learn   
that   we   already   use   suffixes   in   English,   and   that   we   already   know   
what   they   are.   In   this   way,   the   beginning   of   this   course   might   have   
the   effect   of   immediately   increasing   learner   confidence.   
  

00:41   Teacher:   But   I'm   not   so   fond   of   grammatical   terminology,   so   
we   will   just   call   them   endings.   

Student:   Ok.   

Teacher:   You   don’t   have   to   worry   about   calling   them   suffixes.     

Even   though   the   teacher   will   still   say   ‘suffixes’   at   times   (as   
immediately   below)   the   point   here   is   not   that   the   learner   won’t   hear   
‘suffixes’   again,   but   that   they   need   not   worry   about   trying   to   
remember   the   term.   

Teacher:   Turkish   is   so   much   about   these   endings,   or   these   suffixes,   
that   often   a   whole   sentence   in   English   becomes   just   one   word   in   
Turkish.   
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In   another   context,   the   above   fact   might   be   used   to   state   how   
difficult   Turkish   is!   Here,   we   are   presenting   it   as   supporting   evidence   
for   our   simplification   of   the   language   (that   it   is   ‘all   about   endings’).     
  

00:59   Teacher:   This   is   the   key   feature   of   Turkish   which   we   can   boil   
everything   down   to   and   begin   exploring   it   right   away.   
  

We   haven’t   learnt   any   Turkish   yet,   but   still   we   can   appreciate   the   
nature   of   the   language   and   how   what   we   will   learn   will   fit   into   that.   In   
this   way,   we   are   also   generating   curiosity   or   in   other   words,   a   
tension   contour   to   resolve   when   we   learn   our   first   Turkish   suffix.   
This   does   something   very   similar   to   the   beginning   of   Introduction   to   
Arabic,   in   which   we   show   that   the   Arabic   language   is   all   about   ‘roots   
and   patterns’.   
  

01:06   Teacher:   So,   the   English   word    I’m    or    I   am    is   an   ending   in   
Turkish   rather   than   a   separate   word.   
  

It   is   atypical   for   an   LT   course   to   start   with   something   like   a   suffix   
rather   than   a   word;   this   is   the   first   tangible   element   of   Turkish   that   
we   have   given   the   learner,   and   it’s   not   even   a   word!   Whilst   this   is   
not   a   common   way   for   LT   courses   to   begin,   it   is   justified   by   both   the   
focus   the   course   opening   has,   and   by   the   fact   that   ‘I’m’   in   English    is   
a   word   (or   rather   two   words,   ‘I   am’).   In   this   way,   it   is   not   the   same   to   
start   with   a   Turkish   suffix   which   represents   a   word   in   the   base   
language,   as   it   would   be   to   begin   with   one   which   doesn’t   represent   
a   word   in   the   base   language   (i.e.,   beginning   with   a   Turkish   suffix   
which   represents   another   suffix   in   English).   The   above   is   phrased   in   
a   way   which   highlights   this   contrast   and   thus   further   demonstrates   
our   point   about   Turkish   being   ‘all   about   suffixes’;   we   highlight   how   
this   word   in   English   is   not   a   ‘separate   word’   in   Turkish.     
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Teacher:   And   that   ending   is    -im .   Luckily,   it   looks   just   like    I’m .    -im ,   
I-M.   

Student:    -im .   

Teacher:    -im .   
  

With   ‘luckily’,   and   the   teacher’s   intonation,   we   aim   to   imply   that   this   
is   not   the   kind   of   arbitrary   connection   our   courses   are   based   
around;   we   mention   the   coincidence   but   we   don’t   instruct   our   
student   to   make   any   connection   based   on   it   or   to   remember   ‘-im’   in   
this   way.   As   previously   discussed,   we   avoid   such   artificial   ways   of   
processing   new   language   due   to   their   superficiality   which   might   stop   
our   learners   looking   deeper   when   ‘cheaper’   connections   are   
available,   and   because   meaningless   connections   are   much   more   
easily   corrupted   in   the   memory   than   meaningful   ones.   
Starting   with   ‘-im’,   though,   has   also   been   a   choice,   as   other   
variations   of   this   ending   (such   as   ‘-um’)   occur   with   the   same   
frequency   in   Turkish.   We   take   advantage   of   how   the   similar   forms   of   
‘-im’   and   ‘I’m’   help   to   both   reduce   cognitive   load,   and   to   contrast   
how   one   is   a   word   and   the   other   is   an   ending.   
  

01:23   Teacher:   So   we'll   add   this   to   the   end   of   the   word   to   get   the   
meaning   of    I   am ,   so   we   can   actually   pull   out   some   words   which   are   
the   same   in   English   and   Turkish,   to   practice   this   without   having   to   
worry   about   remembering   anything.   
  

Here,   we   let   our   student   in   on   what   we   are   doing!   As   we   have   seen   
the   suffix   before   seeing   a   word   we   can   use   it   with,   this   uncommon   
resource   of   explicitly   letting   our   learner   know   what   we   are   doing   and   
why   will   offer   some   essential   grounding.   We   are   also   creating   
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tension   to   resolve,   appreciating   as   writers   that   our   learner   is   unlikely   
to   grasp   what   any   of   the   above   explanation   means   practically   until   
we   provide   an   example   to   resolve   that   doubt:   
  

01:35   Teacher:   So   for   example   the   word    social    in   Turkish   is    sosyal ,   
sosyal .   

Student:    Sosyal .   

Teacher:   Good.   So   it’s   SOSYAL   in   Turkish.    Sosyal .   
  

Giving   the   spelling   helps   our   learners   understand   the   difference   in   
pronunciation   between   the   English   and   Turkish   words,   which   might   
not   be   easy   for   all   learners   to   pick   up   from   the   audio.   

Teacher:   And   if   you   want   to   say    I   am   social    you   are   just   going   to   
hook   on   this    -im ,   this    I’m    ending,   on   to   the   end   of   that   word.   

Note   the   repetition   above   about   what   ‘-im’   gives   us   in   Turkish   (‘this   
‘I’m’   ending’).   These   subtle   and   constant   repetitions   are   a   large   part   
of   what   stops   our   learner   from   getting   confused,   and   what   allows   
them   to   resolve,   by   themselves,   any   doubts   they   might   have   during   
course   time.   These   repetitions   also   show   the   learner   that   they   need   
not   try   to   memorise.   

Teacher:   So   how   would   that   sound?   

Student:    Sosyalim .   

Teacher:   Good.    Sosyalim .   And   that’s   it!    I   am   social .    Antisocial    in   
Turkish   is    asosyal ,    asosyal .   

Student:    Asosyal .   
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This   is   still   intuitive   in   English   (‘asexual’,   for   example)   and   that   could   
(and   should!)   have   been   made   clearer   by   making   an   English   
pronunciation   of   the   new   word   before   introducing   the   Turkish,   so:   
‘‘Antisocial’   in   Turkish   is   ‘a-social’,   ‘asosyal’’.   
  

02:09   Teacher:   So   how   would   you   say    I'm   antisocial    in   Turkish?   

Student:    Asosyalim .   

The   fact   that   this   is   not   ‘antisosyalim*’   in   Turkish   offers   a   little   
artificial   friction   which   forces   our   learners   to   engage   more,   helping   
them   steer   clear   of   autopilot;   we   cue   that   we   will   be   requiring   their   
attention   during   this   process!   

Teacher:   You   will   have   the   accent   just   before   this    -im .    Asosy a lim .   
Good.   

The   learner   misplaced   the   accent   above   and   this   was   likely   just   due   
to   saying   the   sentence   out   loud   whilst   thinking   about   it.   We   take   
advantage   of   this   situation   to   mention   how   the   accent   comes   just   
before   ‘-im’,   which   is   a   general   rule,   rather   than   mentioning   how   (in   
these   cases)   the   accent   is   simply   not   moving.     
  

02:20   Teacher:   The   word   for    active    in   Turkish   is    aktif .   Here   the   V   
becomes   an   F.    Aktif .   
  

When   we   are   not   learning   a   rule,   we   say   things   like,   ‘here...’   (above)   
to   hint   to   that   effect;   we   are   just   describing   the   new   word   in   Turkish   
rather   than   talking   about   Vs   becoming   Fs   generally.   Such   cues   
should   happen   naturally   when   the   teacher   knows   what   they   are   
teaching   and   why,   at   each   moment   of   a   course.   If   someone   were   to   
teach   using   this   transcript,   but   unaware   of   its   general   structure,   their   
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intonation   or   phrasing   here   might   suggest   that   we   are   learning   a   
rule,   and   that   assumption   on   the   part   of   the   student   might   provoke   
any   number   of   problems   later   on.   

Student:    Aktif .   

Teacher:    I   am   active ?   

Student:    Aktifim .   

Above,   the   recording   student   misplaces   the   word   stress   as   before   
but   we   choose   not   to   comment   on   it   again,   it   is   all   part   and   parcel   of   
saying   words   whilst   thinking   them   out!   

Teacher:    Aktifim .   

We   have   gone   from   a   word   ending   ‘-al’   in   English,   followed   by   
another   ending   ‘-ive’,   and   we   now   return   to   another   word   ending   
‘-al’,   but   with   a   different   ending   in   Turkish   (below).   This   altogether   
should   make   it   clear   to   those   familiar   with   other   LT   courses   that   we   
are   not   seeing   a   similar   rule   for   importing   vocabulary   into   Turkish,   as   
we   have   done   with   Latin   languages.   Even   though   we   haven’t   said   
we   are,   those   familiar   with   other   courses   may   ‘hear   that’   anyway,   
and   so   we   can   subtly   demonstrate   that   this   is   not   the   case   through   
our   course   structure.   
  

02:33   Teacher:    Professional    is    profesyonel .   Here   the   -AL   in   
English,   it   becomes   -EL   in   Turkish.    Profesyonel .   
  

We   want   to   mention   that   the   word   is   different   in   Turkish   also   
because   many   of   our   remote   learners   may   continue   pronouncing   it   
with   ‘-al’.   Taking   into   consideration   what   is   discussed   above,   a   word   
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like   ‘here’   is   once   again   enough   to   cue   to   our   learner   that   this   is   not   
a   rule   per   se.   

Student:    Profesyonel .   

Teacher:   Good.   How   would   you   say    I   am   professional ?   

Student:    Profesyonelim .   

Teacher:   Bravo.    Profesyonelim .   So   this   could   actually   mean    I   am   
professional    or    I   am   a   professional    because   we   don’t   need   to   use   
that    a    in   Turkish.   So   the   meaning   could   be   either   here,    I   am   
professional ,    I   am   a   professional .    Profesyonelim .   

As   per   previous   comments   for   other   courses,   the   alternative   
translation   could   have   been   explained   before   soliciting   
‘profesyonelim’,   but   that   wouldn’t   have   been   as   interesting!   Giving   
the   additional   translation   as   feedback   inspires   more   of   an   ‘ah!’   
moment;   we   have   translated   with   a   specific   meaning   in   mind,   to   
then   discover   another   meaning   of   what   we   have   just   said,   which   in   
turn   requires   us   to   reinterpret   the   target   sentence   (with   ‘a’).   We   
might   have   instead   said   something   like,   ‘‘profesyonel’   can   be   an   
adjective   or   a   noun’,   and   this   is   the   kind   of   explanation   that   most   
teachers   tend   to   give,   but   it   does   not   offer   much   immediate   clarity   
for   most   learners.   It   is   preferable   to   show   that   difference   in   the   base   
language,   as   is   done   above.   
  

03:07   Teacher:   So    I’m    or    I   am    is    -im .   And   it’s   not   a   word   by   itself,   it’s   
just   something   we're   hooking   on   to   the   end   of   another   word.   
  

Again,   this   is   masked   repetition.   Saying   that   ‘-im’   is   not   a   word   in   
itself,   is   just   another   way   of   reminding   our   learner   that   it   is   a   suffix.   It   
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also   helps   us   lead   into   new   information   by   contrast   (‘ben’    is    a   word   
in   Turkish),   as   does   the   fact   that   we   have   undone   the   contraction   
above,   saying   ‘I   am’:   
  

03:17   Teacher:   So   you   may   have   noticed   then   that   we're   not   using   
any   separate   word   for    I    in   Turkish,   in   this   case.   But   this   word   exists,   
the   word   for    I    is    ben ,   BEN,    ben .   
  

The   fact   that   ‘-im’   looks   so   much   like   ‘am’   allows   us   to   isolate   ‘I’   in   
this   intuitive   way.   

Student:    Ben .   

Teacher:   And   usually   we'll   only   use   it   if   we   want   to   give   some   
emphasis   to    I    because   the   information   is   already   included   in    -im ,   
no?   

Note   above   how   the   ‘information’   rather   than   ‘the   word’   is   included   
in   ‘-im’.   Were   we   to   refer   to   the   word,   we’d   be   referring   to   ‘ben’   and   
it   might   be   understood   that   ‘ben’   is   somehow   physically   included   in   
‘-im’.   We   also   want   to   be   able   to   think   about   language   in   terms   of   
information   or   thoughts,   rather   than   words,   and   so   we   cue   to   this   
effect.   
  

03:37   Teacher:   So   maybe   if   you   wanted   to   stress   and   say   ‘ I’   am   
professional ,   then   you   could   use    ben ,   and   you   would   put   that   first.   
  

Arguably,   we   don’t   have   to   talk   about   the   position   of   ‘ben’   as   it   is   the   
same   as   in   English.   This   would   be   reinventing   the   wheel   (had   we   no   
other   reason   for   mentioning   it)   and   although   that   might   be   of   little   
import   here,   it   may   contribute   to   the   weakening   of   the   cues   that   not   
reinventing   the   wheel   establishes   throughout   our   course   (such   as   
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assuming   the   word   order   from   the   base   language   unless   instructed   
otherwise).   Here   though,   we   are   working   to   counter   an   
overgeneralisation   of   the   idea   that   Turkish   is   all   about   endings;   
separate   words   are   not   endings.   
  

03:43   Teacher:   So   how   would   that   be?    I   am   professional ?   

Student:    Ben     profesyonelim .   

Teacher:   That’s   it.   

Student:    Ben     profesyonelim .   

Teacher:   Good.    Ben   profesyonelim .   

The   learner   is   slightly   mispronouncing   the   word   and   also   misplacing   
the   accent.   To   not   draw   attention   away   from   the   new   structure   with   
‘ben’,   we   correct   this   indirectly   in   our   repetition   of   the   target   phrase.   
When   the   student   then   self   corrects   (below),   we   decide   to   focus   on   
the   word   stress,   and   give   secondary   attention   to   the   pronunciation   
by   reminding   our   learner   how   the   word   is   spelt:   

Student:    -nelim   

Teacher:   Yeah,   you   will   be   putting   the   accent   just   before   this    -im   
ending.    Ben   profesyonelim ,    profesyonelim .   And   also   a   note   
about   the   spelling,   instead   of   ION   like   you   get   in   English,   you   get   
YON.    Profesyonel ,    profesyonelim .   

Our   aim   is   not   to   learn   how   to   spell   the   word,   but   to   highlight   
through   the   spelling   how   a   particular   part   of   the   word   sounds   
different   in   Turkish.   
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04:15   Teacher:   How   do   think   you   would   say    I   am   an   optimist,    if   the   
word   is   the   same   in   Turkish?   
  

Here,   we   are   applying   what   we   have   learnt   in   the   previous   sentence   
(that   we   can   omit   ‘a’),   but   in   a   context   where   an   alternative   form   of   
the   sentence   without   ‘a(n)’   is   unworkable   (‘I’m   optimist*’   isn’t   a   
sentence).   In   this   way,   we   can   appreciate   how   seeing   the   alternative   
meanings   of   ‘profesyonel’   has   been   a   structural   precursor   to   using   
this   vocabulary   item.   

Student:    Optimistim .   

Teacher:   Good,   and   where   does   the   stress   go?   I   think   actually   
because   you   are   asking   me   'Oh,   is   this   correct?',   no,   you   are   putting   
the   stress   on   the   end.    'Optimistim ?   Is   this   correct,   Mihalis?'   But   in   
normal   speech   you   are   going   to   be   putting   it   actually   just   before   that   
-im .   

Explaining   the   learner’s   mistake   in   the   above   manner   will   help   the   
remote   learners   pick   up   on   it   themselves   and   thus   not   reproduce   it,   
it   will   also   help   them   understand   why   we   often   do   not   stop   to   correct   
the   mistake.   
  

04:41   Student:    Optimistim .   

Teacher:   Bravo,   perfect.    Optimistim .   And   I’m   emphasising   a   little   
the   stress   here   to   show   where   it   is,   but   it   is   worth   noting   that   the   
stress   in   Turkish   is   very   light.   Turkish   doesn’t   tend   to   have   a   strong   
stress.    Optimistim .   
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The   above   information   about   the   light   stress   in   Turkish   needed   to   be  
included   at   some   point,   and   it   fits   in   well   here   in   the   context   of   
correcting   the   learner’s   stress   placement.   
  

04:56   Teacher:   And   what   if   you   wanted   to   emphasise,   ‘ I’   am   an   
optimist ?   
  

Student:    Ben   optimistim .   

Teacher:   Bravo.    Ben   optimistim .   Good.   So    -im    is   our   ending   for    I   
am    or    I’m .   And   we   have   the   ending    -sin ,   SIN,   with   an   N   this   time,   
SIN,   for    you    or    you   are .   Informally,   if   we   are   speaking   informally   to   
somebody.   So   how   would   you   say    YOU   are   a   professional ?   

‘For   ‘you’   or   ‘you   are’’   is   a   careless   mistake,   what   was   meant   was   
‘for   ‘you’re’   or   ‘you   are’’.   
We   scoot   over   the   issue   of   formality   as   to   not   distract   from   the   new   
suffix,   but   it   is   mentioned   so   that   learners   not   be   confused   when   
they   do   come   across   an   alternative   ‘you’   suffix   in   Turkish.   This   
mention   is   to   give   us   the   freedom   of   not   being   rushed   to   see   
alternative   versions   of   ‘you’   for   fear   that   our   learner   will   come   across   
them   in   ‘real   life’.   Still,   that   mention   could   have   come   later,   i.e.,   not   
when   we   are   presenting   ‘-sin’   for   the   very   first   time!   
This   is   a   good   moment   to   introduce   ‘sin’—another   element   which   
behaves   like   ‘-im’—as   this   helps   reinforce   our   initial   point   about   
suffixes   taking   centre   stage   in   Turkish,   before   we   finish   the   track.   
Furthermore,   were   we   to   hang   around   so   long   on   ‘I   am’   sentences   
that   the   use   of   the   suffix   started   to   become   automatic,   we   would   
likely   hear   ‘-im’   pop   up   where   we   don’t   need   it   elsewhere   in   the   
language,   once   we   move   away   from   this   structure!   
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05:25   Student:   /Profesyonalsin/.   

Teacher:   And   the…   

Student:    Profesyonelsin .   

Teacher:   Bravo.    Profesyonelsin .   Perfect.   And   how   would   you   say  
you   are   active ?   Here   we   had   another   change,   a   small   change,   the   V   
became   an   F.   

Student:    Aktifsin .   

Teacher:    Aktifsin .   

The   learner   continues   to   put   the   accent   on   the   end   when   she   thinks   
the   sentence   out,   but   we   have   discussed   this   enough   now   to   be   
able   to   correct   simply   through   the   repeated   target   sentence.   

Student:    Aktifsin .   

Teacher:   The   word   for    funny    in   Turkish   is    komik .    Komik .   So   how   
would   you   say    you   are   funny ?   

Note   how   we   interweave   novelty   and   familiarity   with   the   application   
of   the   new   suffix.   We   apply   the   suffix   to   seen   words   and   also   
introduce   new   ones,   which   we   will   then   also   be   able   to   apply   ‘-im’   to.   
  

Student:    Komiksin .   

Teacher:    Komiksin ,   great.   The   word   for    very    is    çok ,    çok .   It’s   spelt   
Ç—with   a   little   tail   on   the   Ç,   which   gives   us   the   equivalent   to   CH   in   
English—OK.    Çok .   
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Student:    Çok .   

Teacher:   So   how   would   you   say    very   funny ?   

It   would   be   a   big   jump   to   solicit   ‘you   are   very   funny’   without   some   
help   such   as   a   literal   translation.   Instead,   we   help   by   getting   our   
learner   to   produce   ‘very   funny’   in   isolation,   which   will   help   them   
separate   the   concepts   that   will   need   to   be   represented   in   the   
coming   sentence.   This   preliminary   step   also   ensures   that   we   have   
understood   that   ‘ çok ’   is   a   word   rather   than   an   ending.   
The   learner   actually   produces   the   sentence   we   are   building   up   to,   
but   this   is   not   likely   because   she   was   thinking   of   that   sentence,   but   
rather   because   she   was   so   concentrated   on   adding   ‘ çok ’   that   she   
recycled   ‘komiksin’   from   her   previous   use   of   the   word.     

Student:    Çok   komiksin .   

Teacher:   That   was   my   next   question!    You   are   very   funny .   Good.   
Çok   komiksin .    Very   funny ,    çok   komik .    You   are   very   funny ,    çok   
komiksin .   
  

We   make   light   of   the   error   and   relay   the   two   target   sentences   back   
so   that   the   remote   learner   can   still   appreciate   the   progression   of   
thought   from   one   target   sentence   to   the   other,   or   rather   the   utility   of   
separating   ideas.   We   should   make   such   ‘interventions’   when   the   
particularities   of   any   given   recording   experience   bypass   our   aims   in   
this   way.   
This   more   complicated   target   sentence   has   potential   to   be   a   
moment   of   high   tension,   and   so   below   we   reset   the   contour   with   
some   interesting   information,   before   using   that   to   revisit   what   we   
know.   
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Teacher:   You   will   also   hear   a   lot    çok   güzel .    Güzel    literally   is   
beautiful ,   but   it’s   used   in   that   expression   like    perfect ,    great .    Çok   
güzel .   So   if    güzel    literally   means    beautiful ,   how   would   you   say    you   
are   very   beautiful ?  

We   introduce   ‘çok   güzel’   as   a   unit,   we   then   isolate   ‘güzel’   as   literally   
‘beautiful’,   and   then   solicit   ‘you   are   very   beautiful’.   In   this   way,   we   
are   requiring   learners   to   return   ‘çok’   to   ‘güzel’,   rather   than   to   source   
the   (identical)   saying   we   used   to   introduce   the   word.   

06:40   Student:    Çok   güzelsin .   

Teacher:    Çok   güzelsin .   What   was...   

Student:   Is   it   like   a   prefix   in   the   word   or   is   it   a   separate   word?   

Teacher:    Çok ?   It’s   a   separate   word.   You   don’t   get   prefixes   in   
Turkish,   ah?   

Student:   Oh,   only   on   the   end.   

Teacher:   Only   endings.   Turkish   is   all   about   endings.   

Above,   instead   of   just   answering   the   learner’s   question   with   that   
‘çok’     is   a   word   in   its   own   right,   or   even   by   reminding   our   learner   
outright   of   what   we   had   said   at   the   beginning   of   the   lesson   about   
suffixes,   we   do   something   more   interesting;   we   prompt   the   learner   
to   remember   our   grounding   point   about   Turkish   to   resolve   her   doubt   
herself.   We   do   this   simply   by   stating   how   Turkish   doesn’t   have   
prefixes.   This   prompts   our   learner   to   remember   the   importance   of   
suffixes   in   Turkish,   which   we   then   highlight   in   our   feedback.   
  

07:00   Teacher:   What   was   the   word   for    professional ?   
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Student:    Profesyonel .   

Teacher:    Profesyonel .    I   am   professional ?   

Student:    Profesyonel im .   

Teacher:    Profesyo nel im .   

Student:   Ah,    profesyonelim .   

We   see   above,   with   ‘ah’   and   her   repetition   of   the   correctly   stressed   
target   sentence,   that   our   learner   is   picking   up   on   our   indirect   
corrections.   

Teacher:   Perfect.    I   am   very   professional ?    Very   professional   I’m ?   

Student:    Çok   profesyonelim .   

Teacher:   Perfect.    Çok   profesyonelim .   And   what   was   the   word   for    I,   
if   you   wanted   to   stress   that?   

Soliciting   the   word   for   ‘I’   in   isolation   not   only   allows   us   to   bring   it   to   
the   forefront   before   using   it   in   a   target   sentence,   but   also   allows   us   
to   mask   repetition   about   its   use   (we   include   a   comment   on   its   
emphatic   use   in   our   solicitation   of   the   word).   
  

07:27   Student:    Ben .   

Teacher:    Ben .   So   how   would   you   say   that   ‘ I’   am   very   professional ?   

Student:    Ben   profesyone ...    Be ...    Ben   çok   profesyonelim .   

Teacher:   Perfect.    Ben   çok   profesyonelim .   
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Due   to   Turkish   vowel   harmony,   the   above   lesson   was   trickier   
to   write   than   what   might   otherwise   be   imagined;   the   endings   ‘-im’   
and   ‘-sin’   are   only   ‘-im/-sin’   when   they   are   preceded   by   certain   
vowels.   Otherwise   they   are   ‘-sun’   and   ‘-um’.     

It   may   be   argued   that   there   are   sharper   ways   to   begin   this   
course,   such   as   using   more   Turkic   vocabulary.   The   truth   is   that   the   
cognates   seen   are   very   much   used   in   Turkish,   and   whilst   Latin   isn’t   
a    defining    characteristic   of   Turkish,   it    is    an   important   source   of   
vocabulary   in   contemporary   Turkish.   For   this   reason,   it   felt   entirely   
justifiable   to   begin   the   course   in   this   way   and   still   keep   our   focus   on   
the   nature   of   Turkish   (rather   than   on   the   nature   of   English   and   what   
it   can   do   for   us   in   Turkish).   Just   like   in   the   Romance   language   
courses,   we   are   beginning   with   Latin   cognates   in   Introduction   to   
Turkish,   yet   they   are   being   used   in   an   entirely   different   way.   
  
  

Track   3   
  

Teacher:   The   word   for    not    in   Turkish   is    değil ,    değil .   

Student:    Değil .   

Teacher:    Değil .    Değil    is   spelled   DEĞ,   and   this   Ğ   has   a   kind   of   
upside   down   point   above   the   Ğ   which   is   showing   us   it’s   a   soft   Ğ   
pronounced   actually   like   a   Y,   and   then   it's   IL.   DEĞ,   with   this   mark   on   
the   top,   IL.   

‘Soft   G’   doesn’t   mean   much   to   an   English   speaker,   and   this   
probably   ‘slipped   out’   as   I   was   recording   in   Greece,   and   in   Greek   
we   also   have   a   soft   and   hard   G!   And   so,   we   could   have   omitted   the   
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term   ‘soft   G’   and   simply   stuck   to   our   description   of   how   this    Ğ   
sounds   like   a   Y.   
  

00:22   Teacher:   But   in   spoken,   most   of   the   time   you're   not   going   to   
hear    değil ,   you're   gonna   hear   /diil/.   /Diil/.   With   a   long   vowel,   /diil/,   in   
spoken   Turkish.   Just   because   it’s   such   a   common   word,   that   years   
and   years   you   can   imagine   of    değil ,    değil ,   /diil/,   /diil/,   /diil/…   it   just   
turned   into   this   and   saved   Turkish   speakers   some   calories.   How   do   
you   think   you   would   say   then    I   am   not ?   
  

This   explanation   has   arguably   come   a   little   too   soon,   and   might   
have   been   better   as   a   follow-up   once   we   had   used   ‘değil’   in   its   full   
form.   This   is   because   in   spite   of   efforts   to   show   that   this   change   in   
the   word   is   about   ‘değil’   specifically,   there   is   still   some   potential   to   
confuse   the   general   comment   about   the   Y   sound   of   Ğ   with   the   fact   
that   ‘değil’   is   shortened   to   /diil/   in   spoken   Turkish.   
‘Değil’   or   ‘not’   is   a   different   type   of   word   to   what   we   have   been   
adding   ‘-im’   on   to   so   far,   and   this   adds   some   friction.   We   could   
relieve   some   of   this   friction   by   soliciting   ‘-im’   first,   but   we   prefer   in   
this   case   to   give   our   learner   the   opportunity   to   see   that   they   can   
work   out   how   to   say   ‘I   am   not’—seemingly   different   as   it   is   to   
previous   solicitations—completely   by   themselves.   Even   if   they   don’t   
manage   it,   they   will   get   to   see   that   they   could   have!   This   is   artificial   
friction   aimed   at   ‘stretching’   the   effort   the   learner   will   make   before   
giving   up   and   deciding   that   they   can’t   say   something.   

Student:    Diil .   

Teacher:    Diil    is   not.   What   was    I   am ?   Or    I’m ?   

Our   recording   student   hasn’t   managed   to   break   the   thought   process   
up,   and   so   we   show   her   how   she   could   have   done   so.   
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00:56   Student:    Ben ?    Ben   değil .   
  

The   student   still   attempts   to   reproduce   the   target   sentence   rather   
than   stopping   to   apply   all   of   her   mental   faculties   to   just   one   part   of   it,   
as   was   solicited.   This   leads   to   loose   approximations   as   can   be   seen   
in   her   response   above.   In   our   feedback,   we   must   insist   on   this   
separation   of   steps   rather   than   addressing   the   target   sentence   as   a   
whole.     
All   of   this   erring   just   makes   the   point   being   demonstrated   here   more   
pronounced;   our   learner   shouldn’t   be   distracted   by   the   fact   that   ‘I   
am   not’    feels    so   different   to   ‘I   am   professional’.   

Teacher:   So    ben    is   just    I ,   no?   

My   suspicion   was   that   ‘ben’   arose   because   the   learner   was   focused   
on   the   whole   sentence   rather   than   on   finding   ‘I’m’,   which   can   lead   to   
‘guesswork’.   I   wasn’t   convinced   that   the   error   arose   from   a   genuine   
confusion   about   meaning.   Still,   we   take   the   opportunity   to   clarify   
when   we   resolicit,   both   for   our   recording   student   and   for   remote   
learners,   and   so   we   do   the   simple   but   important   thing   of   contrasting   
our   meanings   of   ‘I’   and   ‘I   am’   when   we   clarify   that   ‘ben’   is   just   ‘I’.   
  

01:02   Student:   Yeah.   

Teacher:   What   was   the   ending   for    I   am ?   Or    I'm ?   

Student:   Ah,    -im !   

Teacher:   Bravo.   

Student:   Yeah.    Değilim .   
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Teacher:    Değilim ,   if   you   are   saying   it   how   it   is   written,   or   in   spoken   
/diilim/.   That’s    I’m   not ,   and   if   you   wanted   to   stress    I ,   how   would   you   
do   that?   

It   wasn’t   scripted   here   to   include   ‘ben’   in   this   way,   but   we   do   so   in   
order   to   both   address   and   take   advantage   of   the   learner’s   error   
further   above,   contrasting   ‘ben’   and   ‘-im’   by   showing   how   they   can   
both   be   present   at   once.   
Note   also,   we   want   our   learner   to   pronounce   ‘diil’,   but   we   don’t   have   
to   necessarily   ‘correct’   when   she   pronounces   ‘değil’   as   above.   
Above,   we   haven’t   told   our   learner   directly   not   to   use   ‘değil’,   we   just   
remind   her   how   this   sounds   in   spoken   Turkish,   and   this   is   enough   to   
get   her   using   ‘diil’   again:   
  

01:17   Student:    Ben   diilim .   

Teacher:   Bravo,   perfect.    Ben   diilim .   How   would   you   say    you   are   
not ?   What   was   that   ending   for    you   are ?   

Note   above   how   we   give   the   target   sentence   to   let   the   student   know   
where   we   are   headed,   but   then   solicit   ‘you   are’   in   isolation   in   order   
to   cue   again   what   the   mental   process   should   be   for   building   the   
sentence   (first   we   find   the   ending,   then   we   add   it   on).     

Student:    -sin .   

Teacher:    -sin ,   with   an   N,   perfect.   

Mentioning   the   N   is   a   preventative   measure.   M/N   are   similar   
sounding   (especially   on   an   audio)   and   learners   may   easily   
assimilate   ‘-sin’   to   ‘-im’   incorrectly,   rendering   it   ‘-sim*’.   
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01:28   Teacher:   So    you   are   not ?   

Student:    Diilsin .   

Teacher:    Diilsin .   Good.   Perfect.   How   was    you   are   funny ,    funny   you   
are ,    comic   you   are ?   
  

Solicitations   such   as   the   one   above   markedly   lower   the   cognitive   
load   requirement   from   our   learner,   doing   much   of   the   work   for   them.   
When   we   use   ‘comic’   we   remind   the   learner   that   they   know   the   word   
for   ‘funny’   in   Turkish,   and   the   direct   translation   reminds   the   learner   
of   the   word   order.   This   will   help   prevent   the   learner   from   
reproducing   ‘diil’   automatically   here.   
  

01:39   Student:    Komiksin .   

Teacher:   Perfect.    Komiksin .   Now   if   you   want   to   say    you   are   not   
funny ,   in   Turkish   you   will   say    funny   not   you   are .   This   is   the   word   
order   in   Turkish.   So   how   would   that   be?   
  

Above,   we   have   provided   a   true   direct   translation   for   the   Turkish   
sentence,   but   a   semi-direct   translation   may   have   also   been   
provided.   In   a   semi-direct   translation   we   would   say   ‘funny   you   are   
not’,   leaving   our   learner   to   reorder   ‘you   are   not’   into   Turkish,   as   we   
have   been   doing   since   the   beginning   of   the   lesson.   This   semi-direct   
translation   would   better   highlight   the   main   point   being   made,   and   
that   is   that   ‘komik’   will   come   first.   The   true   direct   translation,   whilst   
being   more   accurate,   possibly   communicates   less;   we   are   simply   
showing   our   learner   how   the   Turkish   sentence   will   be   rather   than   
highlighting   any   particular   element   of   it,   as   we   would   have   done   with   
a   semi-direct   translation   here.   The   true   direct   translation   won   the   
battle   though,   as   the   semi-direct   one   would   have   too   great   a   
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potential   to   render   incorrect   responses   such   as   ‘komiksin   diil*’   if   
taken   too   literally,   even   with   the   appropriate   intonation   to   separate  
the   ideas   (‘funny,   you   are   not’).   
  

01:54   Student:    Komik   diilsin .   

Teacher:   Perfect.    Komik   diilsin .   How   would   you   say    you   are   not   
very   funny ?    Very   funny   not   you   are .   What   was   the   word   for    very ?...It   
begins   with   this   C   with   the   tail?   

When   we   solicit   ‘very’   there   is   a   pause   in   which   the   learner   seems   
unlikely   to   remember   the   word.   Speaking   slowly,   we   begin   to   
elaborate   on   the   word   and   the   learner   quickly   remembers   it.   Had   
she   not   remembered   it   when   she   did,   we   would   have   continued   with   
‘...which   gave   us   a   /ch/   sound’.   We   might   call   this   a   ‘scaled   prompt’,   
in   which   we   give   the   learner   the   opportunity   to   come   in   at   the   
moment   their   memory   is   jogged.     
As   mentioned   previously,   finding   the   first   sound   is   often   enough   to  
trigger   the   rest   of   the   word,   but   here   we   haven’t   given   the   first   sound   
directly,   but   made   the   learner   remember   the   first   sound   when   we   
described   the   letter.     
  

02:09   Student:    Çok .   

Teacher:   Good.   So    very   funny   not   you   are ?   

We   shouldn’t   insist   for   too   long   with   the   true   direct   translation   
because   it   communicates   a   lack   of   rules,   being   an   arbitrary   
instruction.   Until   now,   we   have   used   it   to   establish   the   norm   of   
putting   ‘-im/-sin’   on   ‘diil’   in   the   presence   of   an   adjective,   but   soon   we   
must   say   explicitly   that   if   we   have   /diil/,   our   endings   will   go   there,   
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and   then   move   to   a   semi-direct   translation   (‘funny,   you   are   not’),   if   
indeed   we   are   to   continue   using   direct   translations   for   this   structure.   

Student:    Çok   komik   diilsin .   

Teacher:   Perfect.    Çok   komik   diilsin .    You   are   not   very   funny!     I   am   
not   very   funny ?   

Student:    Çok   komik   diilim .  

It   is   worth   noting   that   we   have   avoided   ‘I   am   funny’   in   the   affirmative   
as   this   structure   occasions   a   phonetic   change   which   we   don’t   want   
to   address   yet.   In   this   way,   the   first   time   we   use   this   adjective   for   the   
first   person,   is   with   the   negation.   

Teacher:   Bravo.    Çok   komik   diilim .   And   what   if   you   wanted   to   stress   
I ,    I’m   not   very   funny ?   

Note   how   ‘ben’   allows   us   to   mask   repetition   of   the   structure   being   
seen.   

Student:    Ben   çok   komik   diilim .   

Teacher:   Bravo,   well   done.    Ben   çok   komik   diilim .   Very   good.   

When   we   leave   room   for   error   (like   in   getting   our   learners   to   place   
‘ben’   without   any   direction)   we   can   give   slightly   more   enthusiastic   
positive   feedback   to   cue   that   the   learner   did   the   right   thing   (as   
above),   and   in   this   way,   we   acknowledge   that   some   remote   learners   
might   have   misplaced   ‘ben’   (such   as   saying   ‘çok   komik   ben   diilim’).   
We   don’t   want   to   comment   on   its   position   right   now,   so   with   these   
subtle   cues   we   do   the   next   best   thing.   
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Teacher:   So   we   had    ben    for    I ,   if   you   wanted   to   emphasise   that    I .   
And   for    you    we   have    sen .   So   we   have    ben    and    sen .   

When   we   pair   ‘ben’   and   ‘sen’   together   to   show   that   they   sound   
similar,   ‘sen’   feels   less   like   a   loose   vocabulary   item   to   learn.   The   
pairing   also   makes   sense   grammatically,   ‘ben’   and   ‘sen’   are   the   
same   type   of   word   and   behave   in   the   same   way.   
Introducing   a   new   word   helps   us   reset   the   tension   contour.   We’ll   
then   use   this   new   word   to   build   back   up   to   those   more   complicated   
sentences   from   the   more   simple   ones,   recapping   everything   else   on   
the   way.   We   do   this   in   a   way   which   appears   focused   around   the   use   
of   our   new   word   ‘sen’.   This   is   artificial   structure,   as   we   are   really   
focused   on   recapping   the   material   we   have   seen   thus   far.   
  

02:50   Teacher:   Tell   me   again   how   was    you   are   not ?   

Student:    Diilsin .   

Teacher:    Diilsin .   And   what   if   you   wanted   to   stress    YOU   are   not ?   

Student:    Sen   diilsin .   

Teacher:   Good.    Sen   diilsin .   Perfect.   How   would   you   say    you   are   
active ,   emphasising    you ?   

We   don’t   presolicit   ‘aktif’   as   to   provide   a   little   ‘artificial   friction’.   

Student:    Sen   aktifsin .   

Teacher:    Sen   aktifsin .   Perfect.    You   are   social ,   again   with   
emphasis?   

Student:    Sen   sosyalsin .   
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Teacher:   Good.    Sen   sosyalsin .   So   generally   we   don't   need   to   use   
words   like    ben    or    sen ,   but   we   will   use   them   to   give   some   emphasis   
or   contrast.   So   you   can   imagine   the   context,   no?   Maybe   you   are   
saying    you   are   social ,   but   you   will   go   on   to   say    but   I   am   not ,   or    but   
most   people   are   not   that   social ,   or   whatever.   For   some   reason   
you're   wanting   to   stress   the   word    you .   

It   is   important   to   duck   into   real   life   and   give   examples   of   what   
‘emphasis’   or   ‘contrast’   and   other   such   terms   mean.   This   is   useful   to   
help   make   the   learners’   use   of   words   like   ‘sen’   and   ‘ben’   organic;   
they   get   used   to   the    feeling    the   words   convey.   With   these   comments   
on   context,   we   also   foreshadow   the   word   for   ‘but’,   which   we   are   
about   to   learn.   
  

03:43   Teacher:    YOU   are   very   professional ?   

Student:    Sen   çok   profesyonelsin .   

Teacher:   Good.    Sen   çok   profesyonelsin .   The   word   for    but    is    ama .   
Ama .   

Student:    Ama .   

Teacher:   So   now   you   can   say   something   like    you   are   funny,   but   I   am   
not   very   funny .   So   we   want   to   break   it   up   and   think   about   each   bit   at   
a   time,   no?   First   bit   that   we   want   to   think   about,   all   our   mental  
energy   just   on    you   are   funny .   We   don't   want   to   think   about   the   rest   
for   now.   Just    you   are   funny ?   

With   this   elaborate   sentence,   we   are   making   an   effort   to   surprise   
our   learners   with   what   they   can   say;   we   want   to   show   them   that   
when   breaking   the   sentence   up   and   tackling   it   one   part   at   a   time,   it   
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poses   no   problem   at   all.   ‘Not   thinking’   is   as   important   an   instruction   
here   as   ‘thinking’   is;   we   do   not   want   to   think   about   the   rest   of   the   
sentence   as   we   tackle   it   in   parts.   And   we   do   little   short   of   oblige   this   
upon   the   learner;   our   drawn   out   commentary   helps   ensure   the   
learner   forgets   the   rest   of   the   target   sentence!  
  

04:15   Student:    Komiksin .   

Teacher:    Komiksin .    But ?  

Student:    Ama .   

Teacher:    Ama .   Good.   AMA,    ama .   

We   spell   ‘ama’   here   because   we   expect   many   learners   won’t   
remember   this   word   that   we   only   just   mentioned   and   are   yet   to   use,   
and   so   we   want   to   reinforce   it   for   those   learners   that   didn’t   
remember   it.   Giving   the   spelling   is   simply   a   mechanism   of   masked   
repetition   that   allows   us   to   do   this.     

Teacher:    I   am   not   very   funny ?    Very   funny   not   I’m ?   

We   are   more   concerned   with   dividing   up   and   working   our   way   
through   the   longer   sentence   than   including   ‘ben’   for   the   contrast   for   
now,   and   so   ‘ben’   will   be   addressed   in   a   moment.   Saving   ‘ben’   for   a   
moment   later   will   also   help   us   internalise   its   use   here.   Remote   
learners   that   did   include   ‘ben’   will   soon   have   that   tension   contour   
resolved   in   their   favour!   
  

04:31   Student:    Çok   komik .   

Teacher:    I   am   not ?   
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Even   though   we   have   solicited   ‘I   am   not   very   funny’   altogether   
above,   we   can   still   break   the   sentence   up   further   once   we   have   
begun   deciphering   it.   This   is   an   especially   useful   technique   when   
we   want   our   learner   to   think   about   one   idea   at   a   time,   and   when   
those   ideas   come   in   starkly   different   orders   in   the   base   and   target   
language.   For   the   remote   learner,   it   means   they   get   to   repeat   if   they   
have   already   said   the   second   part   of   the   sentence,   and   get   an   
opportunity   to   try   again   if   they   hadn’t   gotten   that   far   or   committed   an   
error.  
  

04:33   Student:   /Dilii.../    Diilim .   
  

Teacher:   Very   good.   Now,   we   will   take   it   from   the   beginning,   not   
from   memory,   but   thinking   it   through   again,   and   let’s   include   the   
words   for    you    and    I ,   as   we   are   making   this   kind   of   contrast,    you’re   
funny,   but   I   am   not   very   funny .   So,   let's   do   it   again,   not   from   
memory,   thinking   it   through   again,   taking   the   time   to   find   what   we   
need.     
  

Repeating   the   fact   that   the   ‘new’   sentence   should   not   be   from   
memory   is   as   much   due   to   the   importance   of   the   instruction   as   it   is   
to   create   a   pause   and   help   our   learner   forget/let   go   of   the   sentence   
they   have   just   built.   
We   were   using   this   long   sentence   to   show   our   learner   what   they   can   
do,   but   we   had   to   cue   carefully   for   it   to   happen   correctly.   We   still   
want   to   show   our   learner   that   they   can   dominate   such   a   structure,   
so   we   can   leave   them   to   think   it   through   again   with   slightly   less   
cueing,   now   including   ‘ben/sen’   to   help   mask   the   repetition.   
  

04:53   Teacher:   So,   using   the   word   for   you,    sen ,    you   are   funny ?   
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Student:    Sen   komiksin .  

Teacher:    Sen   komiksin .    But   I ?   

Student:    Ama   ben .   

Teacher:    Am   not   very   funny ?   

Student:    Çok   komik    /del...im/,    diilim .   

Teacher:   Perfect.    Sen   komiksin,   ama   ben   çok   komik   diilim .   You   
don't   have   to   worry   about   where   you   are   using   these   words    ben    and   
sen ,   they   should   come   really   naturally,   like   how   in   English   we   will   
emphasise   with   the   voice,    you   are   funny,   but   I   am   not   very   funny .   
We’re   doing   it   already   naturally   in   English   with   the   voice.   So   that   will   
just   carry   over.   The   point   is   just   to   realise   that   you   don't   always   need   
these   words,   like   you   do   in   English.   

As   long   as   our   learner   is   aware   of   the   optional   nature   of   these   
words,   then   they   should   very   naturally   use   them   correctly.   We   could   
have   given   a   lot   of   descriptions   and   target   sentences   on   these   
words   and   how   they   are   used,   but   it   is   not   necessary;   all   of   that   
would   mean   reinventing   the   wheel   if   in   the   base   language   we   
emphasise   subjects   in   a   similar   way.   It’s   much   more   refreshing   to   
say,   ‘this   is   something   you   already   know   how   to   do’.   
  

05:39   Teacher:   Let's   make   a   little   recap.   What   was   the   word   for   
active ?   
  

We’ve   seen   quite   a   bit   of   material   in   our   first   two   lessons,   and   it   
makes   sense   to   recap   it   not   for   the   purpose   of   reviewing   itself   (we   
have   already   been   recapping!),   but   to   show   the   learner   what   they   
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have   learnt   and   that   they   can   access   it   simply   through   thought.   In   
this   way,   overt   recapping   is   often   an   example   of   artificial   structure.     
  

05:43   Student:    Aktif .   

Teacher:   Good.    I’m   active ?   

Student:    Aktifim .   

Teacher:    I’M   active ?   

Stressing   ‘I’m’   is   enough   to   make   our   learner   realise   that   they   
should   use   ‘ben’,   we   don’t   need   to   undo   the   English   contraction.   

Student:    Ben   aktifim .   

Teacher:   Good.    I’m   very   active ?   

Student:    Ben   çok   aktifim .   

Teacher:   Good.    I’m   not   very   active ?   

Student:    Ben   çok   aktif   diilim .   

Above,   we   are   requiring   our   learner   to   change   the   position   of   ‘-im’   
compared   to   the   last   target   sentence.   This   contrast   is   a   precursor   to   
when   we   will   discuss   the   placement   of   ‘-im’   directly,   although   that   
could   have   been   commented   on   now   to   resolve   tension   for   those   
learners   who   misplaced   the   suffix.   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Ben   çok   aktif   diilim .   We   saw   that   for    optimist   
we   can   just   use    optimist    in   Turkish.   So   how   would   you   say    I   am   an   
optimist ?   
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With   ‘optimist’   we   are   making   a   similar   recap   as   above,   only   now   we   
are   using   a   noun   rather   than   an   adjective.   

06:17   Student:    Optimistim .   

Teacher:    Optimistim .    But   you’re   not ,    but   you’re   not ?   

Student:    Ama   diilsin .   

Teacher:   Good,   but   with   the   contrast   you   will   also   include   the   word   
for    you .   

It   is   important   to   remind   our   learner   of   why   we   are   soliciting   ‘sen’,   as   
above.   

Student:    Ama   sen   diilsin .   

Teacher:   Bravo.   Altogether    I   am   an   optimist   but   you’re   not ?   

Student:   With   the    I ?   

Teacher:   I   think   it’s   nice   with   the    I ,   because   you’re   making   that   
contrast.   

‘I   think   it’s   nice’   is   another   way   of   saying   that   ‘ben’   is   not   obligatory   
in   this   structure,   but   that   here   it   seems   to   fit   well   in   context.   It   says   
this   without   giving   any   rules   for   when   the   use   of   ‘ben’   or   ‘sen’   might   
be   more   or   less   obligatory,   as   we   are   avoiding   rules   for   this   
particular   topic;   preferring   to   transfer   our   sense   of   emphasis   from   
the   base   language   whilst   also   getting   our   learner   to   notice   their   
emphasis   in   the   base   language,   so   that   transferring   that   over   
becomes   more   intuitive.   
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Student:    Ben   optimistim   ama   sen   diilsin .   

Teacher:   Good.    I   am   an   optimist   but   you   are   not .    Ben   optimistim   
ama   sen   diilsin .   

  
Track   4   

  
00:00   Teacher:   So   with   this   we   already   get   a   taste   of   the   nature   of   
Turkish,   adding   on   to   the   end   of   the   word,   we   will   see   throughout   
the   language.   
  

We   remind   our   learner   of   our   main   concept:   that   Turkish   is   all   about   
endings.   This   helps   ground   us   for   the   new   lesson.   
  

00:08   Teacher:   As   we   stick   this   stuff   on   to   the   end   of   words   in   
Turkish,   we   are   actually   making   an   effort   to   make   it   sound   similar,   or   
the   same,   to   the   last   bit   of   the   word   you   add   it   on   to.   
  

‘This   stuff’   helps   make   reference   to   the   ‘physical’   nature   of   the   
suffixes,   this   helps   us   move   into   a   focus   on   their   forms,   rather   than   
the   more   semantic   focus   we   have   thus   sustained.   
Note   how   we   say   that   we   are   making   an   effort   to   do   something   
which   we   actually    haven’t    been   doing   yet!   This   creates   a   tension   
contour   to   resolve   and   thus   serves   to   perk   up   the   learners’   attention.   
Of   course,   the   effort   of   matching   our   suffixes   to   the   vocabulary   we   
have   used   hasn’t   been   made   by   the   learner   but   by   the   course   writer,   
who   has   chosen   words   that   fit   with   the   endings   we   have   introduced.   
  

00:18   Teacher:   For   example,   if   you   say    I   am   a   doctor ,   you   won't   say   
/doktorim/,   but    doktorum .   
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Rather   than   explaining   that   after   an   O   we’ll   use   ‘-um’,   and   then   
giving   a   word   like   ‘doktor’,   we   give   the   word   (with   ‘-um’)   first,   and  
then   explain   why   we   used   ‘-um’   (below).   This   makes   the   feature   
more   memorable   as   in   this   way,   we   create   another   tension   contour   
to   resolve   with   the   explanation.   ‘Doktor’   is   a   great   word   to   use   
because   it   does   not   distract   us   from   the   point   at   hand,   being   a   loan   
word   which   is   the   same   in   the   base   language.   

Teacher:   Now   this    -im    and   this    -um ,   they   are   the   same,   one   is   spelt   
IM,   one   is   spelt   UM,   but   they   both   mean    I   am    or    I’m .   Just   this   /u/   is   
closer   to   the   /o/   sound   that    doktor    ends   in   and   flows   off   easier.   

Whilst   it   might   be   considered   obvious,   it   is   grounding   and   will   nip   
many   doubts   in   the   bud   to   clarify   how   ‘-im’   and   ‘-um’   are   the   same   
thing.   Reminding   our   learner   of   that   also   helps   highlight   that   this   
change   is   entirely   phonetic,   rather   than   having   to   do   with   meaning.   

Teacher:   You   can   feel   this   yourself   just   by   comparing   /doktorim/,   
doktorum .   

This   helps   us   understand   practically   the   logic   of   Turkish,   which   is   
important   to   reduce   any   rejection   or   resistance   our   learners   might   
feel   towards   this   new   feature   (which   might   feel   quite   exasperating   to   
some   learners   as   we   are   essentially   ‘relearning’   semantic   areas   we   
have   already   seen).   

Student:   /Doktorim/,    doktorum .   

Teacher:   Can   you   feel   that    doktorum    is   so   much   easier?   

Student:   Ahem!   
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It   would   have   been   very   beneficial   to   add   something   like   ‘you   don’t   
have   to   move   your   mouth   as   much’,   to   make   it   clear   what   we   mean   
by   ‘easier’.   For   someone   who   is   used   to   thinking   about   sounds,   it   is   
very   clear   what   this   means.   For   someone   who   isn’t,   it   might   be   
much   harder   for   them   to   appreciate   the   minuscule   increase   of   effort   
required   to   move   from   an   O   to   an   I   (as   in   the   incorrect   /doktorim/)   
than   to   move   from   an   O   to   a   U   (as   in   the   correct   ‘doktorum’).   
  

00:52   Teacher:   This   helps   the   word   flow   along,   which   is   important   if   
you   are   adding   suffixes   to   get   so   many   different   meanings,   as   we   
will   see   throughout   the   language.   
  

Here   we   tie   this   new   information   in   with   our   grounding   point   about   
Turkish   and   in   this   way   offer   a   refreshing   and   memorable   
coherence.   
  

01:01   Teacher:   It   helps   us   also   to   understand   what   belongs   to   what   
when   we   are   adding   on   these   endings   in   Turkish.   Helping   us   to   
understand   when   one   word   finishes   and   another   one   begins   also.   
And   most   importantly,   because   languages   always   strive   to   be   
efficient,   it’s   a   great   calorie   saver!   If   you   think   of   all   of   that   energy   
that   is   saved   amongst   all   of   the   Turkish   speakers   saying    doktorum   
instead   of   /doktorim/,   and   that   little   bit   of   energy   that   saves.   But   
amongst   a   whole   population   sharing   a   language,   they   are   some   
important   adjustments!   
  

We   really   are   making   an   effort   to   get   our   learner   to   accept   this   new   
feature   of   Turkish!   The   more   they   understand   its   reason   for   being,   
the   more   they   will   acknowledge   its   importance   and   be   positively   
predisposed   to   learning   it.   If   it   weren’t   for   this,   we   would   spread   the   
above   information   out   rather   than   concentrating   it   in   one   place,   but   
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our   concern   about   our   learner’s   emotional   reaction   to   this   feature   is   
so   important   that   it   has   shaped   our   course   in   this   way.   Rather   than   
approaching   vowel   harmony   as   an   obstacle   that   we   must   get   over   in   
order   to   use   Turkish,   we   stop   to   appreciate   what   it   offers.   This   
should   increase   our   learners’   receptiveness   to   the   phenomenon   and   
desire   to   dominate   it.   
  

01:37   Teacher:   If    I   am   a   doctor    is    doktorum ,   how   do   you   think   you   
would   say    you   are   a   doctor ?   
  

We   relaxed   the   cognitive   load   with   the   previous   ‘monologue’,   before   
requiring   quite   a   thought   process   of   our   learner!   Of   course,   the   
student   must   surmise   ‘‘-im’   to   ‘-um’,   so   ‘-sin’   to   ‘-sun’’.   Rather   than   
teaching   ‘-sun’,   we   have   shared   concepts   which   allow   the   learner   to   
surmise   it   for   themselves.   
  

01:44   Student:    Doktorsun .   
  

Of   course,   our   course   structure   makes   ‘-im/-sin’   the   ‘standard   
endings’,   thus   making   them   the   launching   point   for   us   to   arrive   at   
other   endings   such   as   ‘-um/-sun’.   This   is   artificial,   and   none   of   these   
endings   can   be   considered   ‘standard’   objectively.   

Teacher:    Doktorsun .   Perfect.   The   word   for    champion    in   Turkish   is   
şampiyon .    Şampiyon ,   the   /ch/   becomes   /sh/.   

We   might   have   added   a   word   like   ‘here’   above,   in   order   to   make   it   
clear   that   the   sound   change   mentioned   is   not   a   rule,   but   such   cues   
tend   to   naturally   trail   off   when   we   have   already   made   similar   cues   
with   previous   examples.   

Student:    Şampiyon .   
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‘Şampiyon’   is   chosen   as,   like   doctor,   it   is   a   word   that   won’t   require   
much   cognitive   load   and   so   we   will   be   able   to   focus   more   on   its   last   
vowel   which,   like   in   ‘doktor’,   is   also   O.   With   O,   we   are   focused   
(although   not   yet   consciously)   on   only   one   of   the   situations   that   
produce   U   in   our   suffixes.   
  

01:56   Teacher:    Şampiyon .   And   this   /sh/   is   spelt   with   an   Ş   with   a   
little   tail   on   the   Ş,   just   like   how   we   got   CH,   /ch/,   with   a    Ç    with   a   tail,   
we   get   SH   with   an   Ş   with   a   tail.    Şampiyon .   
  

We   are   hinting   at   a   pattern   here   with   the   addition   of   H   giving   us   a   
tail   on   the   letter.   The   pattern   in   itself   isn’t   important,   but   the   
contextualising   of   previously   seen   material   and   the   pairing   of   the   
letters   helps   us   feel   more   grounded   in   the   course.   Furthermore,   we   
get   to   spend   a   moment   more   on   ‘şampiyon’   through   this   
commentary,   which   will   help   our   learner   identify   the   last   vowel   of   the   
word.   
  

02:09   Teacher:   So   how   do   you   think   you   would   say    I   am   a   
champion ?   

Student:    Şampiyonum .   

Teacher:   Bravo.    Şampiyonum .   

Note   how   we   are   not   giving   feedback   yet   regarding   the   last   letter   of   
the   new   word   (O),   as   for   now   the   idea   is   that   our   learner   should   
choose   between   our   endings   based   on   sound   alone.   Leaning   on   the   
more   tangible   rules   too   soon   would   make   it   harder   for   us   to   develop   
the   learner’s   consciousness   regarding   similar   and   dissimilar   sounds,   
which   will   also   be   important   for   other   phonetic   changes   that   occur   in   
Turkish   which   we   are   yet   to   see.   
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02:16   Teacher:    You   are   a   champion ?   

Student:    Şampiyonsun .   

Teacher:    Şampiyonsun .   Perfect.   How   would   you   say    I   am   not   a   
doctor ,    I’m   not   a   doctor ?   

Student:   Ehm,   now   the   I,   do   I   have   to   change   it   to   make   it   more   like   
an   /u/,   so   I   don't,   do   I   have   to   change?   

The   learner   appears   to   be   thinking   about   adding   the   ending   on   to   
the   negation   (correctly)   rather   than   on   to   ‘doktor’   (otherwise   she   
would   have   chosen   ‘-um’   without   doubts),   and   so   it   appears   that   she   
is   thinking   about   vowel   harmony   as   a   grammatical   issue   in   this   
moment;   she   is   thinking   about   the    ideas    of   the   sentence   and   
becomes   unsure   which   idea   takes   precedence   for   our   ending,   rather   
than   simply   looking   to   the   word   our   ending   falls   on.   And   so,   we   take   
this   opportunity   to   clarify   how   vowel   harmony   has   nothing   to   do   with   
‘grammar’   or   ‘meaning’;   ‘doktor’   has   no   influence   on   the   ending  
here.   
  

02:35   Teacher:   Exactly!   So   this   is   not   grammar.   Let’s   say,   it’s   pure   
phonetics,   it’s   just   about   sound.   
  

‘Exactly!’   responds   to   how   our   learner   has   hit   the   nail   on   the   head   
with   her   doubt.   When   we   affirm   that   this   is   about   sound,   it   should   be   
understood   that   ‘doktor’   has   no   bearing   on   our   ending   (which   will   be   
placed   on   ‘diil’).   How   much   of   this   interchange   is   picked   up   on   by   
the   remote   learner   is   questionable!   
  

02:41   Student:   So   I   don’t   change   it?   
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Teacher:   No,   you   don’t   need   to.   

We   don’t   elaborate   more   for   now   as   we   want   to   get   the   target   
sentence   before   feeding   back   in   full.   

Student:    Doktor   diilim .   

Teacher:   Perfect.    Doktor   diilim .   So   this   phenomenon   is   called   
vowel   harmony.   What   Turkish   does   here   to   make   these   endings   
sound   more   like   what   we   are   attaching   them   to,   is   called   vowel   
harmony.   It’s   a   completely   phonetic   phenomenon,   not   about   
grammar.   So   if   you   are   adding   this    -im    on   to    diil ,   you   only   need   to   
worry   about   the   sound,   you   don’t   need   to   worry   about    doktor ,   or   
whatever   else   is   coming   before   that    diil .   

We   introduce   the   term   ‘vowel   harmony’   for   this   phenomenon   now,   
which   also   attests   to   it   being   about   sound   rather   than   meaning,   and   
we   then   tie   that   into   our   student’s   doubt.   We   show   through   the   
target   sentence   that   considerations   about   vowel   harmony   only   need   
to   come   at   the   moment   of   adding   the   suffix,   and   other   elements   of   
the   sentence   should   not   interfere   with   them.   
  

03:12   Teacher:   So,   I   will   give   you   some   words   now   and   let   you   
decide   what   do   you   think   you   will   add   on   to   the   end.   So   a   useful   
adjective,   a   useful   describing   word,   is    boş .    Boş .   BOŞ,   and   that   Ş   
with   a   little   tail,   giving   us   SH.    Boş    is   especially   useful   as   it   means   
empty    and    free .   Both   meanings,    empty    and    free .   Actually   when   you  
are   saying    I’m   free ,   you   are   saying    I   am   empty ,   no?   Like    my   
schedule   is   empty .     
  

In   a   dictionary,   a   learner   might   find:   ‘boş:   empty,   free’,   and   might   
understand   from   that   that   the   context   in   which   ‘boş’   means   ‘free’   is   
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much   wider   than   it   actually   is,   like   the   English   word   ‘free’   which   can   
also   pertain   to   ‘freedom’   or   something   obtainable   without   money.   
For   this   reason,   we   give   context   as   to   how   ‘boş’   came   to   mean   
‘free’,   and   by   extension,   the   type   of   ‘free’   it   means.   We   frame   
‘empty’   as   the   principal   meaning   of   ‘boş’   even   though   it   might   not   be   
the   most   useful   or   the   most   common   meaning,   stating   how   we   are   
effectively   saying   ‘my   schedule   is   empty’   to   say   ‘I’m   free’.   This   can   
all   do   wonders   in   helping   make   our   learners   become   wiser   to   this   
common   error   of   overgeneralizing   the   translations   they   find,   and   
ultimately   misusing   vocabulary.   

Student:   Ok.   

Teacher:   So   how   do   you   think   you   would   say   it,    I   am   empty .   Do   you   
think   you   will   say    boşum ?   Or   /boşim/?   See   what’s...   feels   closer.   

We   are   prompting   our   learner   to   reproduce   both   versions   and   see   
which   ending    feels    closer   to   ‘boş’.   Our   learner   doesn’t   do   that   and   
so   we   confirm   below   that   they   can   try   sounding   out   both   versions   to   
help   decide   which   is   more   appropriate.   

Student:    Boşum .   It’s   better.   

Teacher:   Perfect.    Boşum .   So   you   can   try   it   and   feel   the   sounds,   feel   
that   the   /um/   is   closer   or   you   can   reference    doktor ,    doktorum ,   you   
had   the   /o/   in    doktor ,   so   you   know   ‘ok,   /o/   is   going   with   this   - um ’.   
Now,   you   can   do   either,   you   can   reference   another   word   that   you   
know   and   have   a   look   back,   or   you   can   just   try   it— boşim ,   
boşum —and   you   will   feel   very   quickly   that    boşum    is   much   closer.   

We   have   just   given   the   more   concrete   and   general   rule   of   ‘/o/   goes   
with   -um’,   in   the   context   of   offering   an   alternative   to   checking   what   
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ending   sounds   better   in   each   individual   case.   The   fact   that   this   is   
just   an   ‘option’,   helps   stop   the   learner   trying   to   memorise   the   rule   
(which   is   easily   corruptible   in   the   memory   if   we   devoid   it   of   its   
context,   and   which   will   become   more   complicated   seeing   as   we   
have   two   Os   in   Turkish).   
  

04:17   Teacher:   How   would   you   say    you   are   free    or    you   are   empty ,   
literally?   
  

Insisting   on   this   literal   translation   reminds   us   of   how   we   came   to  
give   this   word   two   translations.   In   this   way,   we   are   attributing   it   the   
main   translation   of   ‘empty’   and   giving   ‘free’   as   an   additional   
translation,   although   we   don’t   (and   can’t   yet)   use   the   word   with   its   
main   translation.   
  

04:23   Student:   /Boşumsun/.   

Teacher:   What   was   the   word   for...   

Student:   No!    Boş ,    boş    just    boş ?   /Boşun/.   

The   learner   added   ‘-sun’   to   boşum,   which   is   of   course   already   ‘I   am   
free’,   but   quickly   realises   this   in   the   middle   of   our   solicitation   of   the   
word   for   ‘free’   by   itself.   There   is   then   an   error   in   pronunciation   which   
is   the   result   of   the   unusual   combination   produced   by   /sh/   and   /s/.   
This   we   correct   indirectly   in   our   feedback.   
  

04:30   Teacher:    Boşsun .   Good.    Tourist    is    turist .   How   do   you   think   
you   would   say    I   am   a   tourist ?   

Student:    Turistim .   
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We   could   have   seen   another   ‘-um/-sun   word’,   but   we   want   our   
student   to   actively   check   the   words   for   the   ending   they   should   use,   
rather   than   working   from   autopilot   and   adding   the   new   endings   
automatically.   In   this   way,   ‘turist’   makes   our   learner   think,   or   trips   
them   up   so   they   realise   they   didn’t   think!   The   lack   of   cues   when   we   
introduce   this   new   word   (requiring   our   old   endings)   adds   artificial   
friction,   and   the   fact   that   it   is   a   simple   cognate   arguably   does   the   
same.   That   is   because   a   more   unfamiliar   Turkic   word   would   make  
us   more   likely   to   notice   that   it   ends   in   a   different   vowel   to   the   
previous   example,   especially   since   we   would   likely   spell   it   out.   
Furthermore,   the   greater   amount   of   time   that   would   be   spent   on   
introducing   a   non-cognate   would   also   distance   us   a   little   more   from   
the   ‘-um/-sun’   endings   we   have   been   using,   which   would   make   it   
more   natural   for   the   student   to   simply   revert   back   to   ‘-im/-sin’,   rather   
than   deciding   on   these   endings   more   consciously.   For   all   of   these   
reasons,   ‘turist’   gives   us   a   great   opportunity   to   check   and  
consolidate   our   learner’s   process.   
  

04:39   Teacher:    Turistim ,   good.   And   if   you   use   the   word   for    I ?   
  

‘Ben’   allows   us   to   mask   repetition   of   the   target   sentence   for   those   
remote   learners   who    were    on   autopilot   and   added   ‘-um’.   
  

04:45   Student:    Ben   turistim .   

Teacher:    Ben   turistim .    You   are   a   tourist ?   

Student:    Sen   turistsin .   

Teacher:   Good.   If   you   are   emphasising   that    you ,    sen   turistsin ,   
perfect.   
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We   remind   our   learner   why   we   would   use   a   word   like   ‘sen’,   
especially   since   we   omitted   that   information   when   we   asked   for   the   
target   sentence   with   ‘ben’.   

Teacher:   The   word   for    tired    is    yorgun ,    yorgun .   

Student:    Yorgun .   

Teacher:   How   do   you   think   you   would   say    I   am   tired ?   

Note   how   we   are   interweaving   loan   and   Turkic   words.   This   will   help   
the   Turkic   words   sound   more   interesting   or   special   to   our   learner;   
they   are   more   likely   to   be   thirsty   to   learn   them   than   worried   about   if   
they   will   remember   them!   

Student:    Yorgunum .   

Teacher:   Good.    Yorgunum .    I   am   very   tired ?   

Student:    Çok   yorgunum .   

Teacher:    Çok   yorgunum ,   good.    I   am   not   very   tired ?   

Student:    Çok   yorgun   diilim .   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Çok   yorgun   diilim .   Very   good.   

Note   the   lack   of   cues   above.   We   are   measuring,   and   demonstrating,   
the   level   to   which   the   learner   is   able   to   manipulate   Turkish   by   
themselves.   We   then   feedback   a   literal   translation   to   help   any   erring   
remote   learners.   
  

5:28   Teacher:    Çok   yorgun   diilim .    Very   tired   I   am   not .   
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Whether   we   use   a   semi-direct   translation   (as   we   have   done)   or   a   
true   direct   translation   (‘very   tired   not   I   am’)   here   is   of   little   relevance   
if   the   teacher's   intonation   makes   the   point   clear;   separating   ‘very   
tired’   and   ‘I   am   not’   so   that   our   ending   goes   on   ‘diil.’   
  

05:31   Teacher:   How   would   you   say    you   are   very   tired ?   
  

When   we   solicit   a   sentence   which   we   haven’t   built   up   to   in   this   way,   
we   require   our   learner   to   discard   all   elements   of   the   previous   
sentence   and   build   the   new   one   up   from   scratch,   even   if   it   recycles   
many   of   those   elements.   

Student:    Çok   yorgunsun .   

Teacher:   Very   good.    Çok   yorgunsun .    But   I   am   not ?   What   was   the   
word   for    but ?   

Student:    Ama .   

Teacher:    Ama .   Good.   

As   mentioned   previously,   when   we   ask   for   a   lone   word   in   this   way   it   
is   because   we   are   not   expecting   all   learners   to   remember   it.   Those   
who   don’t   are   effectively   being   reminded   of   it   here   in   preparation   for   
the   target   sentence.   
  

05:44   Teacher:    But   I’m   not ?   

Student:    Ama    /delim/,    diilim .   
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Teacher:   Good.   But   here   making   this   contrast,    but   I   am   not ,   we  
would   include   the   word   for    I .   So,   all   together,    you   are   very   tired   but   I   
am   not ?   

There   was   previously   little   cue   to   use   ‘ben’,   and   the   teacher   even   
avoids   stressing   ‘I’   with   the   voice.   This   is   because   we   would   use   the   
lack   of   ‘ben’   as   a   pretext   to   thinking   through   the   target   sentence   
again   from   scratch:   

Teacher:   Again,   not   from   memory,   but   taking   the   opportunity   to   think   
it   through   again,   and   dividing   it   intuitively.    You   are   very   tired    is   the   
first   bit?   

Student:    Çok    /yogu...nsun/.   

Teacher:    Çok   yorgunsun .   

Student:    Çok   yorgunsun   ama   ben   diilim .   

Teacher:   Good.    Çok   yorgunsun   ama   ben   diilim .   Or   with    sen    as   
well,    sen   çok   yorgunsun   ama   ben   diilim .    You   are   very   tired   but   I   
am   not .   

Giving   an   option   with   ‘sen’   helps   us   show   how   these   words   are   
sometimes   optional   and   sometimes   obligatory.   Above,   ‘ben’   is   
important   and   ‘sen’   is   much   more   optional.   This   is   cued   lightly   and   
we   will   not   address   this   in   any   great   detail,   it   is   something   that   is   
easily   picked   up   through   using   the   language.   

Teacher:   How   would   you   say    I   am   free   but   I   am   tired ?    I   am   free,   I'm   
empty,   but   I'm   tired ?   
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In   this   sentence,   there   is   no   reason   to   add   ‘ben’   (there   is   no   contrast   
in   subject)   but   our   learners   may   have   connected   ‘ben/sen’   with   the   
use   of   ‘ama’   rather   than   with   the   context.   This   sentence   helps   us   
counteract   that   possible   overgeneralisation.  
  

06:37   Student:    Boşum   ama     yorgunsun ...    yorgunum !   

Teacher:   Bravo.    Boşum   ama   yorgunum .   Well   done.   

Our   learner   didn’t   make   the   ‘intended’   error   as   discussed   
immediately   above,   but   suffered   another   wire-crossing   as   a   result   of   
the   presence   of   ‘ama’;   she   went   to   ‘-sun’   before   quickly   realising   
and   self-correcting.   This   is   a   brilliant   example   of   the   relevance   of   the   
finer   considerations   we   have   during   course   writing;   we   really   are   
wrestling   with   important   details   which   do   leave   their   mark   and   they   
shouldn’t   be   underestimated.   This   has   been   evidenced   here   by   our   
learner’s   brief   misstepping   which   was   due   to   the   association   of   
‘ama’   with   a   change   of   grammatical   person!   
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3.6   Arabic   
  

Generally   speaking,   we   want   to   begin   a   course   with   common   
overarching   ideas   about   the   target   language.   Note   the   term   
‘common   ideas’   rather   than   ‘common   language’.   We   don’t   want   to   
begin   with   talking   about   the   weather   or   asking   where   someone   is   
from   just   because   it   is   common   language,   but   it    is    great   to   start   with   
common    ideas    such   as   ‘I   want…’,   ‘I   have   to...’,   ‘I   can...’,   as   we   often   
do.   This   gets   us   straight   into   the   verb   system,   and   from   there   we   
have   a   base   from   which   to   weave   in   and   develop   on   everything   
else...   but   to   finally   convince   you   that   nobody   can   simply   tell   you   
how   to   begin   a   course,   only   how   to   think   about   it,   we   have   
Introduction   to   Arabic!   

Whilst   verbs   are   essential   in   most   meaningful   sentences,   in   
some   languages   there   are   other   ways   of   achieving   meanings   which   
in   most   other   languages   would   be   achieved   with   verbs.   This   is   the   
case   in   Arabic.   On   top   of   this,   Arabic   has   two   all-encompassing   
umbrella   concepts   whose   veins   run   throughout   the   language   even   
more   thoroughly   than   the   verb   structure   does,   and   those   are   the   
root   and   pattern   systems.   In   Arabic,   sets   of   sounds   (root   sets)   relate   
to   certain   meanings:   /s/f/r/   relates   to   travel   (from   which   we   get   
‘safari’,   in   English),   /sh/r/b/   relates   to   drinking   (from   which   we   get   
‘sherbet’,   and   even   ‘syrup’,   after   some   phonetic   accidents).   Arabic   
puts   these   sound   sets   into   different   patterns   to   get   all   kinds   of   
related   words,   so   from   the   /s/l/m/   root   relating   to   peace   and   
submission,   we   get   the   words   for:   ‘islam’,   ‘muslim’,   ‘peace’,   
‘unscathed’,   ‘safety’,   and   others,   all   connected   somehow   to   the   idea   
of   peace   and   submission,   or   at   least   according   to   Arabic!   The   verb   
system   is   pretty   much   just   a   branch   of   the   pattern/root   tree   and   so,   
in   Introduction   to   Arabic,   we   begin   with   understanding   the   main   
concepts   of   the   root   and   pattern   systems.   Introduction   to   Arabic   
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delves   into   the   mechanics   of   the   language   whilst   paying   next   to   no   
heed   to   the   verb   structure.    

As   mentioned,   this   peculiar   course   model   is   enabled   by   some   
other   features   of   Arabic   which   allow   us   to   weave   around   (avoid)   
verbs   for   some   time.   The   fact   that   Arabic   has   an   adjective   form   
which   is   very   commonly   used   like   a   verb,   that   is   to   say   with   a   verbal   
meaning,   as   well   as   having   unconventional   ways   of   expressing   
other   concepts   such   as   possession   (for   which   Arabic   uses   a   
preposition   rather   than   a   verb   like   ‘have’),   means   that   we   manage   to   
make   (what   would   be)   verbal   sentences   in   the   present,   past   and   
future   without   having   to   get   into   the   verb   structure!   On   the   way,   we   
establish   all   the   groundwork   for   the   root   and   pattern   systems   so   that   
in   the   Complete   Arabic   follow-up   (currently   unrecorded)   we’ll   be   
able   to   jump   straight   into   and   make   easy   work   out   of   all   the   verb   
forms,   whilst   elaborating   on   other   features   of   the   language   that   will   
require   our   attention.   

Whilst   I   am   still   excited   about   what   Introduction   to   Arabic   
achieves   and   how,   having   recorded   it   in   2014   (being   the   first   
scripted   course   recorded   in   English,   as   Complete   Spanish   was   
semi-improvised),   I   wouldn’t   mind   whoever   makes   the   Complete   
segment   to   also   rework   the   Introduction,   which   exhibits   quite   some   
room   for   improvement.   One   of   the   decisions   I   took   in   Introduction   to   
Arabic   which   I   feel   is   questionable,   is   to   begin   with   quite   the   
monologue   which   could   (or   maybe   ‘should’)   have   been   divided   up   
and   interwoven   with   more   interaction   from   the   learner.   
  
  

Track   2     

00:00   Teacher:   So   before   we   start   to   learn   Arabic,   I   want   to   tell   you   
a   little   bit   about   Arabic   and   the   Arabic   speaking   world.   
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The   ‘before   we   start   to   learn   Arabic’   is   to   relax   the   student;   they   can   
be   sure   that   they   won’t   need   to   try   and   remember   any   of   what   will   
be   discussed.   That   said,   we   will   be   sharing   essential   concepts   here   
but   we   open   in   this   way   to   help   our   learners   grab   on   to   the   bigger   
picture   of   what   we   will   share,   rather   than   focusing   on   the   details.   

Teacher:   So   you   probably   know   that   different   dialects   of   Arabic   are   
spoken   all   over   Northern   Africa   and   the   Middle   East.   For   example   
Morocco,   Tunisia,   Egypt,   Iraq   and   Yemen   are   all   Arabic-speaking   
countries.   But   to   understand   this   linguistic   situation   and   how   Arabic   
is   used   in   different   places,   first   we   must   speak   about   the   difference   
between   a   dialect   and   a   language.   

We   are   building   up   to   the   news   that   we   will   be   learning   the   Egyptian   
dialect,   but   we   also   want   our   learner   to   understand   what   that   
means,   and   that   what   we   learn   is   still   useful   for   Arabic   in   general   
(we   don’t   want   learners   to   stop   listening   when   they   hear   that   we’ll   
learn   Egyptian   just   because   they   are   focused   on   Lebanese!).   We   
don’t   just   ‘say’   this,   we   make   our   learner   understand   how   that   is   
true:   

00:33   Teacher:   The   only   difference   really   between   a   dialect   and   a   
language   is   political,   in   fact.   There   was   a   saying   that   I   like   quite   a   lot   
by   one   linguist   that   says,   'the   only   difference   between   a   language   
and   a   dialect   is   an   army   and   a   navy'.   The   difference   is   just   political.   
So   when   countries   are   forming,   some   dialect   is   chosen   to   be   the   
language,   to   be   the   official   dialect   of   the   country,   but   in   fact   there   
are   no   languages   and   dialects,   there   are   only   dialects.   Some   
dialects   we   choose   to   call   them   languages.   Now   when   we   speak   
about   languages   and   dialects   of   languages,   it   kind   of   implies   like   a   
lineage,   like   there   are   some   languages   going   around   and   having   
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dialectal   babies.   You   know,   we   say   'a   dialect   of   English',   rather   than   
'an   English   dialect',   which   would   be   more   accurate.   

We   want   to   remove   the   hierarchy   of   ‘dialect’   and   ‘language’   and   put   
everything   on   the   same   page   so   that   we   can   understand   variation   
as   the   norm,   rather   than   understanding   ‘language’   as   the   norm   and   
‘dialect’   as   the   deviation.   This   is   especially   important   for   Arabic   
as—as   will   be   mentioned—‘Modern   Standard   Arabic’   is   a   somewhat   
‘artificial’   language   with   limited   use   and   no   native   speakers!   This   
can   all   be   very   disheartening   to   a   new   learner   who   just   wants   to   
learn   ‘Arabic’,   unless   we   make   it   wildly   interesting   and   informative.   
  

01:18     Teacher:   For   example,   if   we   refer   to   the   Romance   languages   
connected   to   Latin   and   Romans,   no?   So   like   French,   Portuguese,   
Spanish,   Romanian,   for   example.   When   we   speak   about   these,   we   
speak   about   different   languages,   no?   And   each   one   has   its   own   
name.   But,   when   we're   speaking   about   the   Arabic   of   Morocco,   when   
we   are   speaking   about   the   Arabic   of   Egypt   or   Libya,   in   English   we   
tend   just   to   say   Arabic.   But   actually,   it's   like   the   same   kind   of   
situation   in   the   Arabic   speaking   world   that   we   have   with   the   
Romance   languages.   Just   as   we   have   these   different   Arabic   
dialects,   we   have   these   different   Latin   dialects.   Only   when   we   speak   
of   the   Arab   world,   we   call   them   all   Arabic,   and   when   we   speak   of   
the   Latin   dialects,   we   have   national   names   for   them,   no?   
Portuguese,   French,   Spanish.   
  

Above,   we   do   something   very   similar   to   what   we   do   when   we   show   
that   a   ‘new’   grammatical   feature   is   actually   already   present   in   the   
base   language.   In   the   same   way,   we   have   shown   that   the   discussed   
situation   south   of   the   Mediterranean   occurs   also   in   the   north;   we   are   
already   familiar   with   the   linguistic   situation   that   Arabic   presents.   
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Teacher:   Even   though   in   Spain,   for   example,   there   are   other   
languages   that   are   native   of   Spain   like   Catalan,   or   Galician,   or   
Basque,   which   is   unrelated   to   Spanish.   So   you   can   see   this   is   a   
political   situation,   how   we   are   speaking   about   languages   and   
dialects.   So   even   though   Moroccan   Arabic   and   Iraqi   Arabic,   for   
example,   have   far   less   in   common   than   Spanish   and   Portuguese,   
we're   still   calling   them   the   same   language.   So,   it's   really   just   about   
the   way   we're   speaking   about   the   situation.     
  

Not   only   have   we   given   our   learner   a   whole   new   (and   true!)   
perspective,   we   have   turned   the   tables,   too!   Rather   than   having   to   
learn   loads   of   types   of   Arabic,   it’s   that   we   call   loads   of   ‘languages’   
Arabic!   We   will   later   build   on   this   idea   and   show   how   we   can   access   
all   of   those   ‘languages’   from   our   root/pattern   perspective.   
Even   though   I   am   personally   not   fond   of   starting   a   course   with   a   
monologue,   I   get   a   lot   of   glowing   feedback   from   students   (especially   
those   who   have   already   tried   to   learn   Arabic)   about   how   much   they   
love   this   course   opening.   I   suspect   it   is   because   what   was   before   a   
totally   intangible   concept   for   many   English   speakers,   is   suddenly   
made   very   clear   by   this   comparison   of   Latin   and   Arabic   dialects.     
  

Teacher:   Now,   there   is   a   language   in   the   Arabic   speaking   world,   an   
official   standard   Arabic,   but   there   are   no   native   speakers,   it's   a   
language   you   learn   at   school.   So   this   MSA,   or   Modern   Standard   
Arabic,   or   'Fus-ha'   in   Arabic,   is   to   Arab   dialects   a   little   like   how   Latin   
is   to   Portuguese,   French   and   Spanish.   So,   it's   as   if   in   Spain,   or   
Portugal,   or   France,   you   would   learn   Latin   at   school   to   then   use   at   
work   or   to   watch   the   news   in,   or   to   read   religious   text   in.   So   this   is   
what   we   can   compare   Modern   Standard   Arabic   to,   something   like   
Latin.   
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Above   and   below,   we   are   down-selling   MSA!   Not   because   our   
course   is   for   Egyptian,   but   rather   our   course    is    for   Egyptian   because   
of   these   reasons.   We   do   this   in   a   way   which   builds   on   the   previous   
idea   of   a   comparable   situation   north   and   south   of   the   
Mediterranean,   the   hypothetical   comparison   of   Latin   and   MSA   does   
this   seamlessly.   

03:07   Teacher:   Now,   what   we're   going   to   learn   here   is   not   this   
language   that   has   no   native   speakers,   this   formal   language,   
although   traditionally   this   is   what   most   learning   material   has   
approached   because   people   traditionally   were   learning   Arabic   for   
business   reasons,   no?   So   it   made   sense   that   they   learnt   this   
Modern   Standard   Arabic.   But   if   you're   learning   Arabic   for   cultural   
reasons,   to   communicate   with   other   Arabic   speakers   in   more   
everyday   situations,   then   ‘Fus-ha’   might   not   be   the   best   dialect   to   
start   with.   

We   take   a   moment   to   outline   the   reason   why   MSA   is   a   traditional   
choice   when   it   comes   to   learning   Arabic,   this   will   help   our   learners   
accept   how   we   will   go   against   the   grain.   Note   that   ‘Introduction   to   
Arabic’   doesn’t   include   the   dialect   in   the   title   so   that   learners   can   
hear   this   before   making   a   decision   about   learning   Egyptian   or   not.   
  

03:38   Teacher:   Fus-ha,   or   Modern   Standard   Arabic,   is   also   much   
more   complicated   than   most   of   the   dialects.   So   what   we   will   start   
with   today   is   Cairene   Arabic,   the   Arabic   of   Cairo,   of   Egypt.   Now,  
everybody   in   the   Arabic   speaking   world   recognises   the   Egyptian   
accent   and   dialect   because   the   great   amount   of   popular   culture   that   
was   traditionally   produced   by   Egypt   or   by   Cairo   more   specifically.   
So   this   is   the   kind   of   influence   that   Egypt   had,   and   continues   to   
have   on   some   level,   so   everybody   recognises   the   Egyptian   accent.   
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The   blend   between   the   terms   ‘Cairene’   and   ‘Egyptian’   above   is   
because   even   between   Cairo   and   Alexandria   for   example   we   find   
differences.   Still,   the   Arabic   of   ‘Cairo’   is   considered   ‘standard   
Egyptian’   and   we   don’t   need   to   get   into   that   now,   we   have   already   
stretched   our   learners’   tolerance   for   this   new   language   quite   a   bit!     
Note   also   the   mention   that   MSA   is   a   more   complicated   dialect,   
which   will   surely   get   more   folks   onboard   with   the   idea   of   learning   
Egyptian!   
  

04:11   Teacher:   So   we   begin   learning   the   Egyptian   dialect,   looking   at   
Arabic   in   a   way   that   will   allow   you   to,   with   your   Egyptian   Arabic,   
work   out   things   from   other   dialects   of   Arabic   that   you   hear.   
  

In   the   above   sentence,   we   take   our   first   step   in   blending   this   
discussion   of   dialects   with   a   discussion   on   the   pattern/root   systems;   
it   will   be   patterns   and   roots   that   will   make   what   is   learnt   in   one   
dialect   useful   for   any   other.   
  

04:22     Teacher:   This   doesn't   mean   neither   that   you   need   to   preserve   
this   Egyptian   accent   that   we're   learning.   You   might   mix   it   when   you   
are   practicing   with   different   Arabic   speakers.   You   get   many   Arab   
speakers   actually   that   have   some   kind   of   pan-Arabic,   some   mixed   
Arabic   dialect   because   they   are   moving   around   in   the   Arabic   
speaking   world   or   they   have   friends   from   different   places,   and   this   is   
something   that   you   could   adopt   as   a   learner   as   well.   
  

Apart   from   countering   more   possible   resistance   to   learning   Egyptian   
(in   stating   that   the   learner   need   not   stick   to   this   variant),   the   above   
is   important   because   it   relieves   tension   associated   with   being   
surrounded   by   all   of   these   different   dialects   and   having   to   make   
decisions   about   them   all;   it’s   ok   that   the   dialectal   situation   causes   
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‘problems’   and   renders   an   ‘odd’   Arabic,   and   this   happens   to   native   
speakers   too.   That   fact   also   helps   to   evidence   the   linguistic   situation   
described.   The   same   international   dialects   also   occur   in   some   
English   speakers,   which   I   could   have   mentioned,   or   even   given   my   
own   ‘non-native   native   English’   as   an   example!   I   personally   might   
say   ‘trash’   rather   than   my   native   ‘rubbish’   because   I   have   grown   
accustomed   to   both   the   more   ‘international’   word,   and   to   people   that   
won’t   understand   my   version   of   it,   too.   
  

04:45   Teacher:   So   we're   choosing   this   dialect   to   begin   our   
investigation   of   Arabic   in,   but   it   doesn't   necessarily   mean   that   you   
have   to   stick   to   Egyptian.   Even   if   you   are   learning   for   business   
reasons,   then   it's   still   great   to   do   this   course   because   of   how   we're   
going   to   look   at   and   think   about   Arabic,   using   Egyptian   as   an   
example,   but   embarking   on   a   way   of   approaching   Arabic   which   is   
applicable   to   all   Arabics.   
  

It’s   a   bit   of   a   hard   sell,   but   we   really   do   want   all   of   our   learners   to   
continue   on   with   us   and   do   our   course   anyway,   even   if   they   did   have   
other   ideas.   This   is   not   because   we   are   selling   anything   of   course,   
but   because   we   know   that   what   we   have   to   share   will   be   useful   to   
any   learner   learning   any   Arabic.   
Note   the   ungrammatical   ‘Arabics’,   the   use   of   which   really   helps   to   
affirm   the   point   regarding   languages   and   dialects   being   one   and   the   
same.   
  

05:08     Teacher:   So   let's   get   to   know   the   personality,   let's   say,   of   
Arabic.     
  

Calling   what   is   coming   below   the   ‘personality’   of   Arabic   signals   to   its   
generality   and   applicability   to   all   of   the   Arabic   dialects.   
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Teacher:   One   of   the   most   interesting   and   distinguishing   things   about   
Arabic,   all   Arabics,   and   other   Semitic   languages   as   well   like   Hebrew   
or   Aramaic,   for   example,   is   what   we   can   call   the   root   system.   
  

We   don’t   mention   other   Semitic   languages   for   completeness,   but   
rather   to   continue   to   contextualise   Arabic   as   a   language   and   in   
doing   so,   help   the   learner   feel   like   they   are   learning   Arabic,   even   
whilst   we   are   still   yet   to   learn   any   Arabic!   The   detail   that   really   helps   
us   feel   like   we   are   discovering   here   is   that   Arabic   is   Semitic   (which   
is   of   course   a   term   associated   with   Jewishness   in   English).   

05:25     Teacher:   In   Arabic,   you   have   certain   sounds   or   combinations   
of   sounds   associated   with   certain   meanings.   We'll   see   how   that   
helps   to   be   a   speaker   of   Algerian   Arabic,   for   example,   and   
understand   people   in   Qatar.   
  

The   last   sentence   above   connects   back   to   the   dialectal   question   we   
have   been   discussing   until   now   and   reiterates   to   the   learner   how   
they   will   be   able   to   use   what   they   learn   here   for   all   Arabic   dialects.   
  

05:37   Teacher:   So   you   have   mostly   three   sounds   which,   together   
and   in   their   specific   order,   have   something   to   do   with   a   specific   
meaning.   For   example,   you   may   have   heard   the   word    habibi ,   a   
term   of   endearment   used   very   often   in   the   Arab   world.   Have   you   
heard    habibi ?     

Note   above   how   we   have   gradually   increased   the   information   about   
root   sets.   We   had   first   mentioned   that   Arabic   has   sound   sets   
associated   with   different   meanings,   and   then   when   we   repeat   that   
above,   we   add   how   they   are   usually   three   sounds   and   come   in   a   
specific   order.   
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05:53   Student:   Yep.   

Teacher:   Yep.   So    habibi    literally   means   something   like    my   darling   
but   it's   not   necessarily   romantic   in   any   way.   It's   used   between   
friends,   between   men,   it's   extremely   common.   So   in    habibi    we   have   
three   consonants,   no?   If   we   strip   away   the   vowels,   we   have   three   
consonants   there.   We   have   /h/,   /b/,   and   then   /b/   again   in    habibi .   
Now   this   /h/b/b/   in   this   specific   order,   in   this   specific   order,   not   just   
these   three   sounds.   So   these   three   sounds   all   together   in   this   order,   
/h/b/b/,   relate   to   liking   and   loving.   

We   aren’t   just   repeating   in   our   drawn-out   explanation   above,   we   are   
also   creating   anticipation   for   the   meaning   the   sound   set   gives   us.   
  

06:29   Teacher:   So,   many   words   that   have   something   to   do   with   
liking   and   loving   will   have   these   sounds   in   them.   So   actually   the   
word   for   love,    hobb ,   you   can   see   again   those   same   sounds   
occurring.    Hobb ,   HOBB,   a   double   B   on   the   end   there.   You   get   the   
word    mahboub ,   which   means    popular .   There   we   have   a    ma- ,   which   
is   not   part   of   the   root,   it's   part   of   the   pattern   and   we'll   talk   more   
about   that   later.   So   we   ignore   that   and   we   have   the   root   /h/b/b/   in   
the   word    popular ,    mahboub .   

It   would   have   been   preferable   to   begin   with   a   root   set   that   has   three   
different    sounds,   and   to   also   avoid   any   mention   of   patterns   until   they   
can   receive   our   direct   attention.   As   a   general   rule,   I   avoid   having   to   
say   ‘don’t   worry   about   that   now,   we’ll   see   it   later’,   deeming   such   
comments   as   bandaids   for   imperfect   course   design.   

07:00   Teacher:   We   can   also   see   this   phenomenon   in   English   words   
which   have   come   from   Arabic.   The   root   in   Arabic   for   traveling   for   
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example,   the   three   sounds   which   we   find   in   words   that   have   
something   to   do   with   traveling,   are   /s/f/r/,   /s/f/r/.   

Note   above   how   we   take   a   moment   to   define   again   the   term   ‘root’;   
we   first   say   ‘the   root   for   traveling’   and   then   ‘the   three   sounds   for   
traveling’.     
  

07:15   Teacher:   That   sound   like   any   word   that   we   have   in   English?   

Student:   Chauffeur?   

Teacher:   Chauffeur,   that   is   a   good   guess   but   it's   uh...   

…that   threw   me   because   it   was   a   great   guess   that   I   wasn’t   
expecting.   Before   I   could   think   any   more   about   it,   our   student   found   
the   more   obvious   answer:   

07:21   Student:   Safari?   

Teacher:   Safari!   Good,   Safari!   /S/f/r/.   And   this   word,   whilst   of   Arabic   
origin,   found   its   way   into   English   through   Swahili!   

Such   details   increase   general   language   consciousness,   helping   our   
learners   understand   language   in   a   new   way   which   tends   to   be   much   
less   black   and   white   than   previously.   This   detail   also   feeds   into   the   
bigger   picture;   an   Arabic   word   changing   a   bit   from   one   dialect   to   
another   is   not   such   an   overwhelming   concept   when   one   
understands   how   an   English   word   like   ‘safari’   is   actually   an   Arabic   
word   that   hitched   a   ride   on   Swahili!   
We   quickly   move   on   to   a   new   root   set   (below),   cueing   to   the   
learners   that   we   aren’t   expected   to   remember   these   sets,   only   to   get   
the   main   idea   behind   them.   
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07:29   Teacher:   We   have   in   English    sherbet ,   this   is   a   sweet,   I   don't   
know   if   you   know   that.   

The   last   comment   above   affirms   that   it’s   not   important   if   the   remote   
learner   doesn’t   know   the   English   word,   it   will   still   serve   for   our   
example.   

Teacher:   And   we   have    syrup .   Here   the   sounds   changed   in   English,   
but   they   are   from   the   root   /sh/r/b/,   which   you   as   a   Turkish   speaker   
actually   might   be   able   to   guess,   what   the   root   /sh/r/b/   has   something   
to   do   with.   How   do   you   say    wine    in   Turkish?   

Above,   we   mention   two   English   words   without   any   context   as   to   why   
we   are   mentioning   them.   We   then   talk   about   the   /sh/r/b/   root   set   by   
means   of   explaining   how   we   got   the   sounds   in   ‘syrup’.   This   
unconventional   weaving   helps   us   internalise   the   different   
interplaying   elements   behind   root   sets,   as   is   generally   the   case   
when   we   present   elements   in   different   orders   and   play   with   tension   
contours   in   doing   so.     

Student:   ‘Şarap’.     

Pulling   in   our   learner’s   Turkic   background   has   allowed   us   to   
reinforce   the   point   touched   upon   with   the   comment   above   about   the   
arrival   of   ‘safari’   to   English   through   Swahili.   We   are   understanding   
language   in   a   whole   new   way—for   most   folks—and   this   really   helps   
counter   the   fact   that,   unlike   in   other   courses,   we   have   not   yet   
produced   any   of   the   target   language   after   several   minutes!   
  

07:53   Teacher:   Ah!   So   /sh/r/b/   is   about   drinking.   Not   alcohol,   all   
drinking.    Sherbet    is   a   sweet   that   was   based   on   a   sweet   drink,    syrup ,   
you   can   see   that   it   changed   quite   a   bit.     
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We   elaborate   on   the   meaning   and   origin   of   ‘sherbet’   at   the   same   
time   as   we   resolve   another   tension   contour;   we   are   finally   giving   the   
meaning   behind   the   root   set.   In   this   way,   we   resolve   two   contours   at   
once   here.   

Teacher:   And   then   we   have   the   word   for    drink    in   Arabic   which   is   
mashroub ,   like    a   drink .   Again   we   have   this    ma-    like   we   had   in   
mahboub ,   that's   something   else,   but   again   in    mashroub    you   hear   
/sh/r/b/,   so   you   can   see   again,   you   can   identify   these   roots.   

Whilst   the   point   above   is   to   home   in   on   the   roots   and   block   out   the   
rest,   and   words   like   ‘mashroub’   require   just   that   of   us,   it   probably   
would   have   been   beneficial   to   avoid   such   words   at   this   stage   of   the   
course   in   order   to   not   taunt   our   learners   with   complications   (the   
presence   of   ‘ma-’)   which   we   are   yet   to   address!   

Teacher:   So   this   is   a   very   interesting   element   of   Arabic,   that   we   
have   usually   three   roots,   sometimes   there   are   two,   sometimes   there   
are   four,   very   rarely   there   are   five,   but   usually   three   roots   that   relate   
to   a   certain   meaning   that   we   will   find   throughout   the   Arabic   
language.   

It   might   have   arguably   been   better   to   leave   the   above   at   ‘usually   
three   roots’   for   added   clarity   and   a   greater   sense   of   closure,   but   at   
the   same   time,   mentioning   the   anomalies   also   helps   us   remember   
that   there   are   usually   three   roots,   without    trying    to   remember   that  
number.   Mentioning   those   anomalies   has   allowed   us   to   mask   
repetition   about   the   norm   of   having   three   roots   per   set   in   Arabic,   
which   is   said   twice   above.   
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In   this   entire   track   we   have   not   produced   any   sentence   or   

clause   in   Arabic.   Nevertheless,   there   is   still   an   interaction,   a   to   and   
fro   with   the   learner,   by   the   way   we   piece   information   together   and   
the   internal   dialogue   we   prompt   whilst   doing   so.   The   main   problem   
though   is   that   we   cannot   follow   that   internal   dialogue   because   we   
are   not   soliciting   any   production   of   Arabic.   

If   I   were   to   remake   Introduction   to   Arabic,   I   would   experiment   
with   creating   this   framework   more   gradually   rather   than   
‘monologuing   it   out’   at   the   beginning   in   this   way,   but   that   was   also   
an   experiment   in   itself!   I   knew   there   was   no   reason   for   every   course   
to   start   in   the   same   way   and   decided   that   for   Arabic   I   would   do   
something   different.   I   think   it   works   in   what   it   is,   but   that   maybe   the   
‘standard   way’   might   still   work   best.   

  

Track   3     

00:00   Teacher:   So,   Arabic   has   sets   of   sounds   which   in   their   specific   
order   relate   to   a   general   meaning.   We   saw   /h/b/b/   being   about   
loving   or   liking   as   in    habibi ,    my   dear    or    my   darling    or    my   friend   
even.   We   saw   /sh/r/b/   related   to   drinking   as   in    sherbet    and    syrup ,   
these   English   words   of   Arabic   origin.   We   saw   /s/f/r/   related   to   travel   
in    safari    in   English,   which   is   also   of   course   of   Arabic   origin.   We   have   
sifaara    in   Arabic   meaning    embassy ,   again   with   those   sounds   for   
traveling   /s/f/r/,    sifaara .   

Above,   we   manage   to   summarise   the   information   about   the   root   
sets,   and   also   weave   in   a   new   word   to   demonstrate   the   /s/f/r/   
pattern.   This   element   of   novelty   helps   mask   our   repetition.   
  

00:39   Teacher:   So   there   are   sets   of   root   sounds   which   relate   to   
different   general   meanings   and   then   certain   patterns   we   can   fit   
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those   root   sounds   into   to   give   us   a   more   specific   meaning,   and   this   
is   what   we   will   be   most   interested   in   during   our   exploration   of   
Arabic.   A   good   working   knowledge   of   roots   and   patterns   in   Arabic   
allows   you   to   guess   the   meanings   of   words   you   don't   know   and   to   
experiment   with   forming   words   that   you   otherwise   wouldn't   have.     

As   mentioned,   upon   doing   a   remake   I   would   likely   avoid   mentioning   
patterns   for   now   in   order   to   focus   our   attention   on   root   sets.   Apart   
from   that,   it   is   hard   for   the   learner   to   appreciate   how   roots   and   
patterns   will   help   us   guess   words   at   this   stage.   Here,   I   have   been   
guilty   of   something   I   warn   of   often:   inadvertently   trying   to   offload   or   
‘get   off   of   our   chests’   as   writers,   an   idea   which   we   are   developing.   
In   my   rush   or   excitement   to   arrive   at   the   simplicity   of   ‘Arabic   is   all   
about   roots   and   patterns’,   I   may   have   created   a   tension   contour   
which   takes   too   long   to   resolve   (until   we   reach   patterns).     
  

01:09   Teacher:   So   right   from   the   outset,   we   want   to   establish   the   
habit   of   identifying   root   sounds   in   the   vocabulary   that   we   see.   You   
want   to   do   this   whenever   you   come   across   a   new   word,   try   to   
identify   what   are   the   roots.   Now   in   the   simplest   words,   to   identify   the   
root   sounds   we   just   have   to   get   rid   of   any   vowels.     

The   main   reason   for   doing   this   now   is   simply   to   mask   repetition   of   
the   new   words   we’ll   introduce,   and   of   course   the   root   concept   we   
have   just   seen.   If   we   were   sharing   this   important   habit   just   for   the   
value   it   has   in   itself,   we   would   have   waited   to   do   it   at   a   later   stage.   

Teacher:   The   word   for    coming ,   the   word   for    coming    in   Arabic   is   
gayy ,   in   Egyptian   Arabic,    gayy .   
  

Note   the   given   translation   is   ‘coming’   and   (currently)   doesn’t   include   
‘come’,   this   is   because   we   will   make   it   clear   that   these   words   are   
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not   verbs.   Using   just   ‘coming’   helps   keep   the   word   type   ambiguous   
for   now!   

01:35   Student:    Gayy .   

Teacher:   Good.   How   am   I   saying   it?    Gayy .   Do   you   notice   something   
there   that   might   sound   odd   to   an   English   speaking   ear?   

Student:   Two   Ys,   seems   longer   than   usual.   

Teacher:   Good.   Good,   there’s   two   Ys   there.   Good,   and   you   must   
pronounce   them   both   if   you   have   two   Ys   in   Arabic,   you   will   hear   
them   clearly   and   you   must   reproduce   them   clearly.   

It   appears   like   we   are   making   an   offshoot   about   pronunciation,   but   
noting   the   double   Y   is   a   prelude   to   identifying   the   three   root   sounds.   
    

01:54   Student:    Gayy .   

Teacher:   Good.    Gayy .   So   what   are   the   roots   here?   

Student:   /G/y/,   you   mean?   

02:01   Teacher:   Yeah.     

The   student   is   actually   asking   whether   he   should   be   replying   in   this   
way   (making   sounds),   which   is   why   the   reply   is   affirmative.   

Student:   /G/y/y/.   

Teacher:   Good,   and   there's   two   /y/   just   like   we   had   two   Bs   in    habibi ,   
this   is   possible.   
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We   congratulate   our   learner   for   identifying   /y/   as   a   root   twice,   and   
use   that   to   reference   an   example   we   have   already   seen   where   the   
same   thing   occurs.   Referencing   that   familiar   word   to   contextualise   
‘gayy’   helps   us   feel   grounded.   In   said   example,   the   Bs   are   
separated   which   also   helps   contextualise   the   example   of   ‘gayy’,   
where   the   Ys   are   found   together.   
  

02:08     Teacher:   Now,   the   order   of   the   roots   is   never   going   to   change.   
If   the   order   changes   then   it's   a   different   root,   it's   a   different   meaning.   
So   we   keep   this   order,   just   as   we   had   /h/b/b/   for   love   and   liking   from   
habibi ,   here   we   have   /g/y/y/   from    gayy ,    coming ,    gayy .   
  

Whilst   we   refer   to   the   order   of   the   root   sounds   here,   that   point   is   not   
actually   taking   the   main   focus   (if   it   were,   we’d   be   entering   now   into   a   
root   set   that   has   the   same   sounds   in   a   different   order).   The   detail   
above,   whilst   important,   here   simply   allows   us   to   mask   repetition   
about   the   root   sets   we   have   seen,   and   how   they   relate   to   certain   
meanings.   
  

02:25     Teacher:   The   word   for    I    in   Arabic   is    ana ,    ana .   

Student:    Ana .   

Teacher:   Now,   in   Arabic   generally   speaking   there   is   no   word   for    am ,   
there   is   no   word   for    are ,   there   is   no   word   for    is .   So   if   you   want   to   say   
I'm   coming ,   you   only   have   to   say    I ,   and   then    coming .   So   how   would   
that   sound?  

It   is   premature   to   relate   ‘am’,   ‘is’   and   ‘are’   in   this   way   as   it   will   still   be   
unclear   to   most   learners   how   these   words   are   connected.   For   this   
reason,   we   could   have   shortened   our   explanation   to   that   there   is   no   
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word   for   ‘am’,   for   now.   Again,   this   is   a   writer   error   caused   by   an   
impetus   to   offload   too   much   of   an   idea   at   once!   

02:46   Student:    Ana   gayy .     

Teacher:   Good,   very   good.    Ana   gayy .   If   it's   obvious   you   mean   you,   
no,   maybe   somebody   calls   you   and   says   'where   are   you?'   and   you   
want   to   say   'I'm   coming',   you   don't   have   to   use   the   word   for   'I'.   

Even   though   we   are   getting   our   learner   to   reproduce   just   ‘gayy’   
again,   we   are   still   getting   them   to   think   about   omitting   ‘ana’.   In   this   
way   we   are   repeating,   and   masking   repetition   of,   the   same   
structure.   

03:01     Student:   So   it   would   just   be    gayy .   

Teacher:    Gayy .   There   is   no   problem   there   to   put    ana ,    ana   gayy ,   but   
you   don't   need   to   all   the   time.   If   by   the   context   it’s   obvious   who   
you’re   talking   about,   you   can   just   use   these   words   by   themselves.   

‘These   words’   refers   to   words   like   ‘gayy’,   and   the   uncomfortable   
wording   above   is   an   example   of   not   occupying   well   enough   the   
learner’s   mental   theatre   who,   as   of   yet,   does   not   have   ‘these   words’   
for   reference,   only   one   word:   ‘gayy’!   

03:13     Teacher:   We   won’t   use   any   unhelpful   grammatical   
terminology   in   this   course,   but   still   some   words   it’s   good   to   define   
what   are   they,   because   you   notice   in   language   that   certain   groups   of   
words   or   types   of   words   behave   in   a   certain   way.   So,   it's   good   to   
clear   up   what   is   a   verb.   A   verb   is   a   'to'   word   in   English,   a   word   we   
can   put   'to'   in   front   of.   'To   go',   'to   come',   'to   be'.     
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Mentioning   word   types   (and   giving   verbs   as   the   example)   will   
enable   us   to   ease   into   a   description   of   our   strange   ‘adjective-verbs’   
in   Arabic.   Still,   the   above   would   have   been   more   appropriate   had   
we   already   visited   more   words   like   ‘gayy’.   Once   again,   in   this   early   
course,   my   excessive   keenness   is   notable   and   I   am   developing   (or   
rather   ‘offloading’)   ideas   too   quickly!   

Teacher:   Now,   we're   told   in   English   that   verbs   are   'doing   words',   
which   is   not   a   necessarily   useful   description   because,   'to   be'   you   
are   not   really   doing   anything.   When   you   say   ‘he   is’,   'is',   'is'   is   a   verb   
because   'is'   comes   from   'to   be',   you   don’t   say   'he   be',   you   say   'he   is'.   
  

The   above   (showing   how   ‘is’   actually   comes   from   ‘to   be’,   and   
neither   are   about   ‘doing’)   is   an   interesting   and   memorable   way   of   
demonstrating   the   nature   of   verbs.   Of   course,   it   is   not   obvious   by   
their   forms   that   these   words   are   related,   but   when   we   render   ‘he   
be’,   we   can   ‘feel’   how   what   we   need   is   ‘is’,   and   in   this   way   how   the   
two   words   are   related.     
Still,   this   commentary   is   not   especially   well   placed   due   to   the   
potential   it   has   to   spur   our   learners   to   connect   it   with   our   previous   
comments   about   the   absence   of   ‘is/am/are’.   If   our   learner   thinks   this   
is   the   connection   we   are   making,   we   are   sure   to   create   some   
unnecessary   mental   baggage!   
  

03:57   Teacher:   So   we   want   to   think   about   it   like   that.   Verbs   are   
words   that   we   put   ‘to’   in   front   of   and   the   words   that   come   from   them,   
so   ‘to   go’,   ‘he   goes’,   ‘she   goes’,   it’s   all   verb.   And   in   Arabic   we   can   
say   quite   a   lot   without   looking   at   the   verb   structure,   and   in   fact   we   
are   not   going   to   look   at   the   verb   structure   in   this   Introduction   to   
Arabic,   we’re   gonna   take   advantage   of   the   fact   that   because   of   
some   peculiarities   of   Arabic,   which   I   will   discuss   now,   we   can   say   so   
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much   without   looking   at   the   verb   structure   and   that   allows   us   to   
actually   focus   on   roots   and   patterns   interacting   in   Arabic,   without   
worrying   yet   about   the   verb   structure.   
  

Again,   it   is   clear   that   the   impatient   Mihalis   of   2014   had   too   much   to   
share   too   soon   (or   I   may   have   been   too   concerned   with   convincing   
folks   about   my   courses,   exposing   as   much   of   the   ‘genius’   behind   
them   as   I   could   at   the   beginning)!   Rather   than   telling   our   learner   all   
of   this   now   (which   does   have    some    positive   effects),   it   would   have   
made   more   sense   to   work   through   this   with   target   sentences,   and   
only   then   marvel   at   all   we   can   say   without   verbs   in   Arabic.   It   is   too   
much,   too   soon   and   would   be   much   better   digested   once   the   learner   
has   more   Arabic   to   get   their   teeth   into.   In   this   way,   we   can   
appreciate   how   this   type   of   impatience   leads   to   a   certain   absence   
from   the   learner’s   mental   theatre,   which   allows   said   impatience   to   
flourish!   If   we   are   inhabiting   the   learner’s   mental   theatre,   we   can   
clearly   see   how   all   of   this   doesn’t   yet   mean   to   them   everything   it   
does   to   the   teacher.   
  

04:34   Teacher:   So   there   are   two   main   reasons   why   we   can   say   so   
much   in   Arabic   without   looking   at   the   verb   structure.   One   of   these   
reasons   is   that   we   have   no   word   for   'is'   or   'am'   or   'are',   so   ‘to   be’   in   
the   present   in   Arabic   is   mostly   invisible.   

Previous   criticisms   aside   regarding   the   prematurity   of   these   ideas,   
we   do   well   here   to   relate   one   of   those   two   reasons   we   can   say   so   
much   in   Arabic   without   verbs   back   to   something   we   already   know:   
‘to   be’   is   (mostly)   absent   in   Arabic.   
Discussing   the   absence   of   ‘to   be’,   we   have   used   words   like   ‘mostly’   
and   ‘generally’   as   subtle   cues   that   this   is   not   always   the   case.   This   
is   in   an   effort   to   prevent   overgeneralisation   of   this   rule   and   future   
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difficulties   in   the   situations   where   we   do   need   to   reproduce   ‘to   be’.   
The   cues   are   subtle   in   order   to   not   create   bothersome   unresolved   
tension   contours.   

04:48   Teacher:   So   that   allows   us   to   make   sentences   with   'am',   'is',   
and   'are'   without   using   those   words,   so   for   example   we   said    I   am   
coming ,   which   was?   

It   has   been   beneficial   above   to   offer   the   uncontracted   English   
sentence   as   using   the   contraction   (‘I’m’)   would   not   expose   as   much   
the   ‘am’   there,   which   of   course   would   weaken   the   point   being   made.   

Student:    Ana   gayy .  

Teacher:    Ana   gayy ,   good.   And   the   other   reason   we   can   say   so   
much   without   specifically   addressing   the   verb   structure   is   because   
words   like    gayy    aren’t   actually   verbs.   In   Arabic,   words   like    gayy    are   
adjectives,   'describing'   words,   words   like   'yellow',   'big',   'sad'.   

If   we   are   truly   inhabiting   the   mental   theatre   of   the   novice   learner,   we   
can   appreciate   how   our   dense   explanations   with   little   sentence   
production   all   require   quite   the   investment   from   our   learner.   We   
can’t   be   sure   how   many   learners   will   make   that   initial   investment,   
especially   so   early   on   in   the   course   when   they   are   likely   yet   to   be   
convinced   by   the   method.   
  

05:18   Teacher:   They   come   from   verbs   of   course,   and   they   are   
fulfilling   the   meaning   of   verbs.   Here   we   would   use   a   verb   in   English,   
I   come ,    I’m   coming ,   no?   But   in   Arabic,   this   is   actually   like   a   
describing   word,   an   adjective,   that   comes   from   the   verb,   and   it   
behaves   as   such.   So   for   example,   if   you   were   a   female   and   you   say   
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I’m   coming ,   you   don’t   say    ana   gayy ,   you   say    ana   gayya    and   you   
put   an   -A   for   feminine.   

Although   most   learners   should   be   familiar   with   the   concept   of   ‘-A   for   
feminine’   from   the   most   basic   classroom   exposure   to   Romance   
languages,   there   will   still   be   learners   who   do   not   find   that   
association   a   natural   one.   If   we   had   first   seen   how   adjectives   
behave   in   Arabic,   the   information   about   ‘gayya’   would   fit   better,   and   
the   whole   discussion   about   the   word   type   of   ‘gayy’   would   be   better   
contextualised.   
  

05:47   Student:    Ana   gayya .   

Teacher:   Good.   So    ana   gayya .   So   whilst   we’re   using   this   to   say    I’m  
coming ,   it’s   kind   of   more   like   something   like    I’m   the   coming   one ,   
let’s   say.   Just   as   you   might   say   'the   yellow   car',   'the   big   car',   'the   
coming   car',   'yellow'   and   'big',   they   are   adjectives.   And   then   'the   
coming   car',   again   it’s   like   a   describing   word,   so   this   is   what   we   
have   here   in   Arabic   actually.   
  

‘Gayy’   was   the   perfect   ‘adjective-verb’   for   the   above   explanation,   
and   others   that   we   will   visit   soon   don’t   fit   as   well   into   the   neat   
justification   we   have   managed   to   outline   above   (consider   ‘the   
seeing   car’   or   ‘the   knowing   car’!).   It   is   easy   to   understand   ‘coming’   
as   an   adjective   in   ‘the   coming   car’,   paired   with   and   contextualised   
by   the   other   examples   like   ‘the   big   car’.   This   is   a   great   example   of   a   
time   where   we   as   writers   might   not   expect   to   find   a   sensible   
correlation   between   the   base   and   target   languages!   
  

06:12     Teacher:   All   we   need   to   understand   from   this   is   that   these   
words,   words   like    gayy,    and   we’ll   see   others,   don’t   behave   like   
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verbs,   they   behave   like   adjectives,   which   is   consequently   much   
more   simple.   

After   such   complicated   weaving,   we   have   boiled   everything   down   to   
the   main   takeaway.   Mentioning   that   adjectives   are   simpler   than   
verbs   helps   cue   that   we   have   not   given   the   above   explanations   for   
any   complicated   reasons.   This   should   help   reset   the   tension   
contour.   
  

06:25   Teacher:   So   again,   how   would   you   say    I’m   coming ?   

Student:    Ana   gayy .  

Teacher:   Good.   And   if   you   were   female?   

Student:    Ana   gayya .   

The   above   solicitation   deals   with   a   technical   issue   which   arises   in   
many   languages:   how   to   solicit   the   ‘other   gender’   (to   your   recording   
student)   when   you   might   need   to   do   so   structurally,   but   do   not   have   
feminine/masculine   subjects   in   order   to   make   it   natural.   Quite   simply   
‘and   if   you   were   female/male?’   or   ‘and   what   would   a   female/male   
say?’   is   an   unproblematic   workaround   to   this   problem.   

Teacher:   Good.   Very   good.    Ana   gayy ,    ana   gayya .   Now   that   we   
know   how   adjectives   behave   for   masculine   and   feminine,   we   can   do   
something   very   useful   in   Arabic,   we   can   turn   our   friends'   names   into   
vocabulary.   In   Arabic,   names   mean   something,   they   carry   some   
meaning.   When   you   give   your   child   a   name,   some   of   the   time   
maybe   you   are   naming   them   after   somebody   and   maybe   some   of   
the   time   actually   you   are   choosing   the   meaning   behind   that   name   
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when   you   give   that   name.   So   to   give   you   an   example,   you   might   
have   heard   the   name   Kariim,   did   you   ever   hear   Kariim?   

Introduction   to   Arabic   might   have   taken   another   route,   opening   with   
a   discussion   on   names   in   order   to   get   to   know   the   root   system   and   
to   understand   the   difference   between   feminine   and   masculine,   then   
using   the   names   in   sentences   as   adjectives   before   moving   on   to   the   
‘adjective-verbs’,   with   which   we   could   also   use   the   names   as   
subjects!   
  

07:05   Student:   Yeah.   

Teacher:    Kariim    means   generous.   So   whilst   this   is   a   name,   the   
name   actually   also   is   an   adjective.   And,   that   adjective   you   can   use   
it,   you   can   say    I’m   generous .   So   how   would   you   say   that?   

The   fact   that   our   previous   sentences   with   ‘ana’   had   a   very   different   
function   (being   essentially   verbal   sentences),   helps   afford   a   sense   
of   progress   as   the   two   structurally   identical   sentences   we   have   
created   with   ‘ana’   are   semantically   very   different.   It   also   helps   us   
mask   repetition   of   this   structure   in   which   we   are   omitting   ‘am’.   

Student:    Ana   kariim .   

07:21   Teacher:    Ana   kariim .   Now   if   you   say    ana   kariim ,   depending   
on   the   context   somebody   might   understand   ‘o kay ,    I’m   Kariim ,    my   
name   is   Kariim '   or   ' I’m   generous ',   of   course,   from   the   context   you   
will   understand   that.   And   even   in   Arabic   people   sometimes   kind   of   
make   jokes   with   this   er...   

Student:   ...double   meaning.   
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Paying   special   attention   to   this   ambiguity   helps   reinforce   the   point   
about   the   meanings   behind   names.   Shortly,   we’ll   do   that   even   
further,   explaining   how   learners   might   use   names   they   come   across   
to   their   advantage   in   their   learning   journey.   

07:37   Teacher:   Yes   exactly.   So    ana   kariim ,    I’m   generous .   What   if   
you   were   female?   

Student:    Ana   karima .   

Teacher:    Ana   karima .   And   you   did   something   very   natural   there,   
there’s   a   long   vowel   on   /kariim/,   /ana   kariim/,   and   you   made   it   
shorter   when   you   put   the   /a/.    Ana   karima .   That’s   correct   and   very   
natural.   

In   order   to   not   give   the   information   about   the   shortening   /i/   sound   as   
a   further   detail   to   worry   about   at   the   same   time   as   recalling   the   
feminine   -A,   we   can   plan   to   address   it   in   the   feedback   (whether   our   
learner   pronounces   the   correct   sound   or   not).     
The   above   also   constitutes   important   weaving,   as   the   reduction   of   
the   double   /ii/   sound   here   is   a   prelude   to   the   total   disappearance   of   
the   shorter   /i/   sound   in   the   same   position,   as   will   occur   with   
‘adjective-verbs’   when   we   add   the   feminine   -A.   
  

07:55   Teacher:   Have   you   ever   heard   the   name   Amiin?   

Student:   Yes.   

Teacher:   Yeah?   You   have   any   idea...,   you   have   it   in   Turkish   as   well?   

Student:   Yeah   we   have.   Yeah.    Emin .   It   means   ‘to   be   sure’.   
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Teacher:   In   Arabic   it’s    honest .   You   can   see   there   the   connection   no,   
between   ‘sure’   and    honest .   When   words   move   between   languages   
the   meanings   can   change.   This   one   is   quite   a   slight   change   and   
even   in   English   we   sometimes   use   the   word   'sure'   to   ask   if   someone   
is   telling   the   truth.   We   can   say   'are   you   sure?'   meaning   'are   you   
telling   me   the   truth?',   'are   you   sure?'.   So   that’s   very   interesting,   the   
way   that   word   changed,   the   way   the   meaning   of   that   word   changed   
between   Arabic   and   Turkish,   it   already   does   in   English.   

This   edit-in   to   take   advantage   of   our   student’s   comment   may   be   a   
little   overkill!   The   point   was   to   show   the   kind   of   ways   meanings   shift   
in   language,   which   is   great   background   knowledge   for   getting   to   
grips   with   the   root   and   pattern   systems   in   Arabic,   but   the   example   is   
possibly   a   little   too   contrived   and   definitely   badly   placed   to   have   
much   real   value.   

08:35   Teacher:   So    amiin    means    honest    in   Arabic,   and   you   could   
use   it   like    honest ,   so   you   can   say    I’m   honest ?   

Stating   what   might   seem   obvious—that   the   name   can   be   used   like   
‘honest’—actually   cues   that   not   all   names   can   be   used   as   
adjectives.   This   will   be   confirmed   explicitly   later.   

Student:    Ana   amiin .   

Teacher:    Ana   amiin .   And   if   you   were   female?   

Student:    Ana   amina .   

Note   how   it   has   been   useful   to   begin   this   particular   course   script   
with   a   male   student,   as   we   have   begun   with   the   masculine/standard   
form   and   then   added   an   -A   for   the   feminine,   which   occasions   a   
change   to   the   masculine   word   from   which   we   launch.   To   begin   with   
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a   female   student   we   would   have   had   to   adjust   our   course   a   little,   
maybe   beginning   with   ‘he’   or   the   masculine   ‘you’   as   to   make   sure   
we   still   begin   with   the   masculine.   This   is   because   otherwise   
(beginning   with   the   feminine),   we   would   be   removing   the   feminine   
-A   and   then   elongating   the   final   /i/   sound   to   achieve   the   masculine   
from   the   feminine,   where   there   would   be   no   intuitive   justification   for   
stretching   that   vowel   as   there   is   for   shortening   it   when   we   add   a   
syllable   (-A)   to   the   word.     
The   feminine   as   standard   is   still   not   an   entirely   unworkable   idea   
though;   the   plural   and   feminine   forms   in   Arabic   share   traits   which   
could   easily   frame   the   masculine   as   the   anomaly.   For   example,   they   
both   lose   the   final   /i/   of   the   ‘adjective-verbs’   whilst   the   masculine   
preserves   it,   compare   the   versions   of   ‘seeing’:   masc.   ‘shaay i f’,   fem.   
‘shaayfa’   and   the   plural   ‘shaayfiin’   (where   ‘-iin’   is   the   ending).   These   
are   the   kinds   of   things   we   should   find   ourselves   wrestling   with   whilst   
we   are   planning   and   writing   our   courses.   We   have   the   freedom   to   
frame   the   language   in   entirely   unconventional   ways   as   long   as   they   
are   coherently   justifiable,   so   we   should   let   our   imaginations   run   wild   
and   pursue   those   paths   to   see   where   they   lead.   Even   if   they   lead   
nowhere,   they   will   make   us   consider   a   whole   bunch   of   useful   stuff   
along   the   way!   
  

08:47   Teacher:   Good.    Ana   amina .   And   of   course,   the   names   as   
well   have   a   masculine   and   a   feminine   so   you   may   hear    Kariim    or   
Karima    as   a   name,    Amiin    or    Amina    as   a   name.   

We   can   appreciate   this   weaving   in   which   we   have   taken   names,   
shown   how   they   are   also   adjectives,   used   those   adjectives   in   the   
feminine,   and   then   resolved   back   to   feminine   names   by   means   of   
reaffirming   what   we   have   learnt   about   adjectives!   
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08:56   Teacher:   And   you   can   ask   people   what   their   names   mean,   
and   also   you   can   ask,   or   check   by   listening,   if   it’s   used.   Because   not   
all   of   the   names   are   used   currently   as   adjectives.   Even   if   they’re   not   
used   as   adjectives,   just   asking   people   what   their   names   mean,   and   
having   a   look   what   the   roots   are,   will   increase   the   bank   of   roots   you   
have   to   work   with.   

The   fact   that   not   all   names   are   used   as   adjectives   means   this   
question   of   names   may   not   be   quite   as   useful   as   the   learner   might   
have   imagined   (although   it   has   been   very   useful   to   us   as   course   
writers!).   That   blow   is   softened   well   enough   through   some   delicate   
weaving;   as   a   minimum,   exploring   names   will   add   to   our   trove   of   
roots.   
  

09:17   Teacher:   How   again   was   the   word   for    coming ?   

Student:    Gayy .  

Teacher:    Gayy .   

Student:    Gayy .  

Teacher:   Good.   And   you’re   pronouncing   the   two   Ys   very   well.   And   
I’m   coming ?   

Congratulating   the   recording   student’s   pronunciation   was   simply   a   
way   to   reiterate   the   presence   of   two   Ys,   and   by   extension,   how   
‘gayy’   fits   into   (and   reminds   us   of)   our   principal   idea   of   three   roots.   

Student:    Ana   gayy .  

Teacher:   Good.   
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The   first   tracks   of   Introduction   to   Arabic   demonstrate   some   

great   weaving,   although   the   compacted   nature   of   this   weaving   also   
demonstrates   a   very   relevant   problem   for   the   course   writer:   the   
temptation   to   ‘unfold’   too   much   at   once.   I   say   a   lot   of   what   I   want   to   
say   about   Arabic   in   these   first   tracks,   but   as   is   often   commented   on   
here,   much   of   that   would   have   been   better   saved   for   later.   As   
mentioned,   this   was   the   first   scripted   course   in   English   and   so   the   
script   simply   didn’t   get   all   the   revisions   that   later   ones   did;   I   was   still   
working   out   how   to   produce   recorded   courses   and   didn’t   realise   just   
how   many   revisions   my   scripts   would   need!   To   this   day,   my   first   
drafts   are   still   very   compact,   but   as   read-throughs   and   edits   go   on   
and   on,   what   is   included   in   two   pages   can   easily   find   itself   spread   
throughout   half   a   course!   
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4.0   The   Nitty   Gritty   
  
  

4.1   Thinking   and   Preparing   -   Grammar/Structure   
Panoramas   
  

Whilst   course   writing   is   a   great   exercise   in   itself—and   we   can   
make   attempts   at   writing   as   preparatory   exercises—it   makes   a   lot   of   
sense   to   create   some   tools   before   we   get   around   to   writing.   These   
are   our   panoramas.   We   want   to   create   panoramas   for   both   
grammar/structure   and   vocabulary.   The   former   just   means,   for   
example,   making   tables   of   verb   forms   divided   into   tenses   (and   
moods   or   whatever   else   the   language   in   question   does),   with   all   
their   possible   forms,   complete   with   notes   on   their   usage.   When   we   
divide   grammar   up   ‘vertically’   in   this   way,   we   can   then   look   at   the   
language   horizontally,   seeking   sense   across   all   of   those   vertical   
representations   we   have   made.   If   we   create   vertical   lists   of   verb   
tenses   in   Spanish,   for   example,   we’ll   be   able   to   spy   the   horizontal   
sense   in   them   and   notice   things   like   how   all   conjugations   of   ‘they’   
use   -N   in   some   way   or   another.   Instead   of   learning   this   -N   a   number   
of   times   as   part   of   different   verb   endings,   we   can   learn   the   general   
idea   of   using   an   -N   for   ‘they’,   and   then   reaffirm   that   truth   time   and   
again   when   we   come   across   those   different   endings   which   employ   
this   -N,   be   they    -an    or    -ieron    or    -aban    etc .    The   vertical   panorama   
highlights   the   obvious—that,   for   example,   the   past   continuous   uses   
-aba-    consistently—but   it   is   the   horizontal   perspective   that   helps   us   
to   identify   subtler   things,   such   as   how   all   forms   of   ‘they’   use   -N   
across   the   board.   In   this   way,   looking   horizontally   at   our   vertical   
representations   has   helped   us   arrive   at   the   conclusion   that   we   
should   often   be   treating   verb   endings   as   being   composed   of   two   
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separate   parts:   a   sound   which   marks   time   and   another   which   marks   
person,   rather   than   the   single   sound   which   is   usually   taught.   This,   in   
turn,   allows   us   to   get   our   learners   to   work   out   many   verb   endings   for   
themselves   (for   example,   we   can   give    -aba-    for   the   imperfect   past   
and   ask   our   learner   for   the   conjugation   for   ‘they’,    -aban ).   So   whilst   
such   horizontal   sense   or   coherence   in   a   language   is   not   generally   
reproduced   well   vertically,   it   is   much   easier   to   spot   when   we   are   
looking   across   various   vertical   panoramas   at   once.   The   above   
example   is   a   more   obvious   one   but   nevertheless,   few   coursebooks   
for   Spanish   stop   to   mention   the   general   coherence   of   the   recurring   
-N,   -S   or    -mos ,   instead   only   grouping   the   endings   vertically   (i.e.,   via   
their   common   base   of    -aba- ,   for   example).   

When   we   have   the   bulk   of   what   the   language   does   in   just   
one   place,   we   can   ponder   over   those   forms   and   notice   similarities   
between   them,   as   well   as—more   importantly—similarities   in   the   
thoughts   we   need   to   have   in   order   to   arrive   at   them.   One   of   those   
similarities   of   thought   might   be,   for   example,   the   need   to   move   in   
some   way   the   stress   of   a   verb   when   conjugating   it.   The   fact   that   
certain   tenses   might   have   their   accent   on   the   penultimate   syllable,   
others   on   the   last,   and   some   three   from   the   end,   is   likely   to   be   quite   
influential   in   our   overall   course   design.   If   other   areas   of   the   
language   also   play   with   word   stress   in   some   way,   then   we   may   
need   either   to   tie   that   all   in   together   or   make   an   effort   to   separate   it.   
Maybe   nouns   also   manipulate   word   stress,   but   do   so   in   a   way   
contrary   to   how   verbs   do.   Whether   nouns   and   verbs   manipulate   
stress   in   comparable   ways   or   not   will   dictate   whether   we   weave   
those   areas   together   or   instead   provide   distance   between   them   in   
our   course,   or   possibly   both!   The   placement   of   stress   goes   beyond   
the   form   of   a   word   strictly   speaking,   so   we   might   be   less   likely   to   
notice   its   importance   as   writers   if   we   are   not   inhabiting   the   mental   
theatre   of   the   learner.   
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So,   first   of   all,   we   want   to   create   panoramas   of   everything   the   

target   language’s   grammar   does.   Depending   on   the   language,   some   
areas   might   need   very   little   description   whilst   others   may   need   very  
extensive   attention.   For   example,   maybe   the   only   thing   a   language   
does   with   nouns   is   to   make   them   plural,   and   maybe   the   language   
does   that   with   an   -S   or   another   simple   prefix   or   suffix.   In   such   a   
case,   there   might   not   be   too   much   to   discuss,   but   we   should   
maintain   an   open   mind,   and   create   a   panoramic   representation   for   
nouns   anyway   (as   bare   as   we   might   expect   it   to   be).   When   reading   
the   last   description   of   nouns   not   doing   anything   but   forming   plurals   
with   an   -S,   many   readers   would   have   thought   ‘ah,   like   English’,   but   
English   nouns    do    do   more   than   that.   Other   than   for   the   plural,   we   
can   also   add   an   -S   to   nouns   to   mark   possession   (‘my   friend ’s   
house’)   which   of   course   has   great   potential   to   interfere   with   the   idea   
of   the   plural   (especially   as   in   ‘my   friend s’    house’),   and   thus   we’ll  
want   to   carefully   weave   for   that.   We   also   have   plurals   in   English   like   
‘mice’,   ’lice’,   ‘octopi’,   ‘sheep’   or   ‘series’,   and   the   latter   two   are   of   
course   also   the   singular.   Our   panoramas   don’t   just   pertain   to   forms   
either,   and   we’ll   want   to   include   in   them   all   questions   of   behaviour   of   
a   particular   word   type,   such   as   how   in   English   plural   nouns   
sometimes   appear   to   be   represented   as   singular   (‘20   pounds    is    not   
enough’).   So,   however   simple   an   area   might   at   first   appear   to   be   in   
a   language,   we   should   still   dedicate   a   physical   space   to   it   in   our   
panoramic   representations;   we   might   be   surprised   about   all   the   
things   that   occur   to   us   later   which   we’ll   want   to   add   to   it.   

So   our   first   exercise   is   reading   and   thinking   about   how   our   
target   language   works,   and   representing   that   to   ourselves   visually   in   
a   way   which   makes   sense   to   us   as   course   writers   (rather   than   to   
anybody   else).   I   wouldn’t   like   to   prescribe   too   much   how   each   
individual   course   writer   creates   their   representations,   and   this   can   
remain   a   personal   choice.   As   I   am   personally   very   comfortable   with   
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messy   and   unorganised   thought,   my   panoramas   seem   to   reflect   that   
(see   below).   Especially   since   the   panoramas   log   a   series   of   ongoing   
discoveries   which   often   occur    during    the   preparation   of   the   
panoramas,   we   might   even   say   they    should    be   messy!   Whether   you   
need   to   get   out   rulers   and   make   neat   and   tidy   tables,   write   in   five   
colours   or   simply   take   notes…   this   bit   is   up   to   you!     

Neither   can   I   give   much   instruction   on   what   to   look   for   other   
than   ‘everything’!   Grammar   really   is   like   a   crazy   dictator   which   in   
any   given   language   might   demand   any   number   of   things   from   its   
speakers.   Language   might   decide   that   you   must   throw   a   word   
stress   back   and   forth   to   represent   time,   or   that   you   must   hop   on   
your   left   foot   and   touch   your   nose   with   your   writing   hand   whenever   
you   use   a   noun   (well,   not   quite,   but   the   possibilities   are   almost   
endless!).   Furthermore,   the   target   language   may   transpose   
elements   of   reality   that   the   base   language   doesn’t,   such   as   marking   
in   a   verb   the   nature   of   the   source   of   information,   like   whether   it   was   
witnessed   directly   by   the   speaker   or   reported   to   them   (as   Turkish   
does).   Or,   the   target   language   might   represent   persons   in   a   different  
way   to   how   the   base   language   does,   having,   for   example,   an   
exclusive   vs.   inclusive   ‘we’,   or   a   feminine   ‘you’.   For   this   reason,   we   
need   to   be   looking   at   everything   the   target   language   does,   rather   
than   looking   for   what   the   base   language   does   and   then   translating   
that.   Otherwise,   we   run   the   risk   of   leaving   huge   swaths   of   the   target   
language   uncovered.   In   contrast,   the   base   language   might   
represent   reality   in   some   way   which   the   target   language   neglects   to,   
and   for   this   reason   we   will   also   have   to   be   thinking   from   the   
perspective   of   the   base   language   when   we   create   our   panoramas,   
rather   than   looking   exclusively   at   the   target   language.   In   this   way,   
we   won’t   leave   huge   chunks   of   the   base   language   unrepresented.   
For   example,   in   English   we   have   a   continuous   present   tense   which   
in   another   language   might   just   be   represented   with   the   simple   
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present.   We   must   make   sure   that   the   continuous    idea    (even   though   
there   may   not   be   any   independent   continuous    form    in   the   target   
language)   is   included   in   our   panorama   when   we   represent   the   
simple   present   forms   of   that   language,   so   that   we   don’t   forget   to   
teach   how   these   forms   also   represent   the   continuous   present.   

Below   is   an   example   of   an   amalgamation   of   information   
encountered   in   various   grammar   books,   or   in   other   words,   a   
panorama.   Creating   this   panorama   helped   me   to   understand   how   a   
Swahili   verb   works   when   conjugated.   It’s   not   expected   to   make   
sense   to   anyone   but   me,   and   is   provided   just   as   an   example   of   what   
these   panoramas    might    look   like,   and   how   in   my   own   case   they   
tend   to   be   very   messy!   This   isn’t   by   any   means   a   model;   it   is   just   
one   of   the   only   times   I   stopped   to   take   a   photo   after   doing   this   (I   
think   I   was   scared   of   losing   that   one   piece   of   paper   which   was   the   
product   of   so   much   reading!).     
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There   are   quite   a   few   vertical   representations   included   in   it.   

Towards   the   top   of   the   image,   there   are   three   main   arrows   marked   
‘who’,   ‘when’   and   ‘to   who’   (nestled   within   other   notes).   This   is   
representing   the   information   of   subject,   tense   and   object.   Under   
‘who’   I   have   noted   the   affirmative   and   negative   persons,   under   
‘when’   the   affirmative   and   negative   tense   sounds   (the   strange   
arrows   represent   the   different   tenses),   and   under   ‘to   who’   I   have   
marked   only   the   personal   sounds   which   change   when   they   are   
objects   as   opposed   to   subjects   (having   noticed   that   most   don’t   
change).   

It   was   whilst   creating   this   panorama   that   I   had   the   thought   of   
how   it   might   make   sense   to   begin   teaching   the   negative   with   the   
future   tense,   as   this   tense   sound   doesn’t   necessarily   change   
(though   it    can    change)   in   the   negative   like   the   other   tense   sounds   
do.   It   was   also   when   I   decided   I   would   probably   save   the   first   
person   until   last   when   teaching   the   negative   due   to   the   irregular   
negation   of    ni ,   and   it   was   also   when   I   noticed   that   to   make   any   
movement   from   the   infinitive   to   a   conjugated   verb,   I   would   have   to   
address   two   pieces   of   information   or   mental   movements:   for   the   
personal   and   for   the   temporal   marker.   All   of   this   and   more   will   occur   
to   us   whilst   we   are   creating   our   panoramas.   

Whilst   we   are   mentally   experimenting   with   ideas,   
explanations   and   justifications,   we   must   be   inhabiting   the   mental   
theatre   of   our   learner   so   that   we   are   less   likely   to   fossilise   as   
explanations   those   descriptions   which   only   serve   ourselves.   For   
example,   we   might   look   at   the   Swahili   verbal   panorama   and   think   
about   how   the   object   sound   is   the   ‘third   sound’   in   our   list   of   prefixes   
which   help   create   the   verbal   clause.   We   probably   wouldn’t   want   to   
teach   it   like   that   though,   because   this   is   not   very   comfortable   in   
terms   of   the   thought   processes   involved   in   sentence   construction,   
where   we   think   of   the   first   element   only,   and   then   what   follows.   In   
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talking   about   the   ‘third   sound’,   we’d   be   cueing   our   learner   to   think   in   
terms   of   numbering   elements,   which   would   prove   to   be   bothersome   
for   many   of   our   thought   processes.   For   this   reason   and   others,   it   
makes   more   sense   to   explain   how   the   object   sound   comes   ‘after   the   
time   sound’,   rather   than   ‘in   third   place’   (the   latter   being   how   we   
might   have   been   thinking   about   it   for   ourselves).   But   before   we   give   
that   description,   we   would   want   to   check   whether   any   other   
occurrence   in   the   language   could   make   it   problematic.   We   might,   for   
example,   think   it   detrimental   to   the   idea   of   ‘object   after   time’   the   fact   
that   in   the   negative   present   there   is   no   time   sound.   But   if   we   are   
inhabiting   the   mental   theatre   of   our   learner,   we   should   understand   
sooner   how   absenting   is   also   a   type   of   presence   (insofar   as   our   
mental   processes   are   concerned),   and   thus   the   absence   of   the   time   
sound   is   quite   immaterial   for   the   explanation   at   hand;   we   can   be   
placing   the   object   sound   after   the   time   sound   even   if   we   omit   that   
time   sound,   because   omitting   it   is   still   a   thought,   still   a   type   of   
presence;   we   are   still   mentally   marking   that   time   sound   or   indeed   
the   ‘space’   it   leaves,   which   allows   us   to   still   place   things   ‘after’   it,   
even   if   it’s   not   there!   Most   of   this   mental   wrestling   can   occur   whilst   
we   are   creating   our   panoramas!   

Looking   at   my   Swahili   verbal   panorama,   I   also   had   to   leave   
some   questions   open   about   possible   reframes.   For   example,   ‘you’   
as   an   object   is   - ku-    (rather   than    u-,    as   a   subject).   This   means   that   
the   last   part   of   a   conjugated   verb   with   ‘you’   as   an   object   is   identical   
to   the   infinitive:    kuona    is   ‘to   see’,    nilikuona    is   ‘I   saw   you’,   and   ends   
with   - kuona .   It   was   an   extremely   doubtful   idea   but   as   we   don’t   leave   
any   stone   unturned,   I   would   have   to   leave   a   mental   path   open   for   
the   possible   reinterpretation   of   such   sentences;   maybe   later   I   would   
find   something   else   in   the   language   that   suggests   we   were   in   fact   
using   the   infinitive   in   such   a   situation   and   omitting   ‘you’,   contrary   to   
the   established   explanation   that    u-    becomes    -ku-    in   object   position.   
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It   was   a   very   unlikely   idea   (and   amounted   to   nothing   as   I   had   
expected)   but   it   was   a   thought   to   be   had   in   any   case.     

The   more   of   this   mental   wrestling   that   happens   outside   of   
course   writing   time,   the   less   our   workload   (planning   well   is   easier   
than   editing/rewriting),   so   we   really   should   take   advantage   of   this   
stage   to   ponder   over   how   our   course   might   end   up.   We   shouldn’t   be   
rushing   this.   As   long   as   we   are   trying   to   pose   questions   rather   than   
quickly   arrive   at   certainties,   the   construction   of   our   panoramas   will   
hack   a   big   chip   off   of   our   work   block!   What   takes   two   minutes   to   
discover   here,   might   take   two   hours,   two   days   or   longer   to   discover   
if   our   means   of   discovery   is   writing   ourselves   into   and   out   of   
problems   through   our   scripts.   

As   mentioned,   how   you   make   your   panoramas   is   your   own   
decision.   I   personally   prefer   covering   a   wall   with   paper   and   making   
freestyle   diagrams   and   arrowing   everywhere   with   hypotheses   about   
how   I   might   describe   what’s   happening   in   the   language.   You   can   
see   me   working   on   my   Arabic   wall   in   the   unforgiving   heat   of   Cairene   
summer   on   the   Introduction   to   Arabic   playlist   on   YouTube.   I   believe   
it   took   me   a   
month   or   two   of   
reading   and   
note-taking   to   
complete   the   wall   
for   Arabic,   but   
most   of   my   course   
was   planned   
mentally   whilst   
doing   that.   To   the   
right   we   can   see   a   
photo   of   a   very   
small   part   of   that   
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wall.   As   can   be   appreciated   and   as   previously   mentioned,   such   
representations   need   not   make   sense   to   anyone   but   the   course   
writer;   they   are   not   a   product,   simply   a   tool.   

We   are   also   unlikely   to   teach   everything   on   our   panoramas,   
not   because   we   intentionally   leave   blank   spots   in   our   courses,   but   
because   what   can   be   inferred   from   what    is    taught,   is   not   always   
directly   visited.   If   we   have   learnt   that   English   sometimes   makes   
plurals   in   odd   ways   through   words   like   ‘sheep’   and   ‘cacti’,   we   don’t   
necessarily   need   to   see   the   difference   between   ‘hypothesis’   and   
‘hypotheses’,   and   like   words—providing   we   fulfill   other   course   aims   
such   as   making   our   learners   analytical   and   confident   enough   to   
work   out   for   themselves   what   is   happening   in   such   examples.   But   
whether   we   expect   to   teach   something   or   not,   we   should   note   it   all   
down   anyway!   We   note   things   that   we   don’t   expect   to   teach—such   
as   seemingly   unimportant   irregularities   that   we   don’t   expect   to   form   
part   of   any   pattern—because   such   things   are   sometimes   important   
to   confirm   bigger   ideas.   For   example,   the   fact   that   in   Swahili   our  
future    -ta-    in   some   isolated   circumstances   might   become    -taka-    was   
something   I   noted   down   unsure   of   whether   I   would   need   to   teach   it   
in   its   own   right.   But   that   detail   had   its   moment   to   shine   in   Complete   
Swahili   when   it   helped   us   confirm   a   previous   suspicion   that   the    -ta-   
of   the   future   might   be   coming   from    kutaka ,   ‘to   want’,   just   like   how   in  
English   ‘will’   also   originates   from   the   Germanic   word   for   ‘want’.   That   
irregularity,   and   using   it   to   confirm   this   idea,   helped   us   increase   our   
general   language   consciousness   whilst   also   playing   with   the   tension   
contour   that   doubt   and   affirmation   generate.   

The   panorama   creation   stage   is   all   about   our   own   thought   
and   reference;   amassing   useful   and   potentially-useful   information,   
and   mentally   experimenting   whilst   doing   so.   We’re   not   building   our   
course   just   yet   with   these   panoramas   (although   we   can   practice   
writing   at   the   same   time),   but   are   using   them   to   help   us    think    about   
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how   we   might   teach   the   language   in   question   and,   equally   as   
importantly,   about   the   doubts   we   have   to   resolve   before   we   can   
decide   how   we   will   teach   the   language.   A   certain   type   of   inspiration   
can   come   whilst   making   the   panoramas,   and   another   type   when   we   
use   them   during   our   efforts   to   weave   their   content   together   in   
course   scripts.   Both   are   essential,   and   they   can   overlap;   maybe   we   
don’t   realise   there   is   a   panorama   we   need   to   create   until   we   write   
ourselves   into   previously   unchartered   territory.   

Something   we   should   bear   in   mind   when   we   are   reading   
through   grammar   books   and   the   like   in   order   to   create   our   
panoramas,   is   the   potential   these   publications   have   to   include   
mistakes.   One   might   imagine   that   published   language   materials   
must   be   beyond   mistakes   originating   from   the   simplification   of   
linguistic   rules   or   indeed   from   negative   language   transfer   (especially   
when   they   come   from   big   publishers),   and   so   did   I,   but   alas,   they   
are   unfortunately   not.   We   need   to   be   aware   of   this   general   fallibility   
as   we   read,   and   not   trust   something   blindly   just   because   it   is   in   
print.   Many   a   time,   I   have   noticed   errors   in   explanations   or   example   
sentences   which   are   identifiably   attributable   to   the   author’s   negative   
language   transfer,   be   that   from   their   native   language   or   other   
languages   they   write   about.   The   only   thing   we   can   really   trust   when   
deciphering   our   target   language   is   the   limits   of   our   own   critical   
thinking   and   investigations.   We   don’t   want   to   simply   accept   the   truth   
of   whatever   we   come   across   in   the   books   we   read,   but   rather   
compare   and   contrast   information   from   different   publications,   
cross-checking   that   with   our   own   exposure   to   the   language   whilst   
we   think   about   possible   reframes,   all   the   while   consulting   with   native   
speakers.   
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4.1.1   Thinking   and   Preparing   -   Vocabulary   Panoramas   
  

It   is   very   useful   for   us   to   have   some   lists   of   vocabulary   that   
we   might   want   to   use   in   our   course.   These   lists   or   panoramas   won’t   
be   of   ‘essential’   or   common   words   we   need   to   get   through   (although   
we   will   naturally   show   preference   for   more   common   words   when   we   
have   that   choice),   but   for   words   which   fulfil   other   aims   such   as   
teaching   us   more   about   the   nature   of   vocabulary   formation   in   the   
target   language,   or   about   particular   structural,   grammatical   or   
phonetic   issues.   

If   we   have   a   good   idea   about   vocabulary   formation   patterns   
from   the   outset,   then   we   can   start   straight   away   weaving   elements   
of   that   into   the   grammatical   explorations   which   shape   our   course   as   
a   whole.   A   fine   example   of   this   comes   in   the   beginning   of   Complete   
Greek,   which   weaves   the   teaching   of   the   present   tense   and   the   
negation   with   studies   on   vocabulary   formation;   we   explore   and   
manipulate   three   verbs   with   the   base   of    meno    ( meno ,   ‘to   stay’,   
perimeno ,   ‘to   wait’   and    epimeno ,   ‘to   insist’).   That   said,   it   is   likely   and   
acceptable   that   much   of   our   discovery   about   vocabulary   comes   
during   course   writing,   and   is   then   woven   into   the   course   later   while   
editing.   

Below   I   can   outline,   according   to   language   type,   useful   
vocabulary   patterns   and   other   considerations   that   have   arisen   
through   existing   LT   courses.   Your   own   target   language   may   do   
much   of   the   same   as   any   of   these   groups,   and/or   something   thus   
far   totally   unheard   of   in   the   LT   courses!   
  

Indo-European   languages   
  

I’ll   begin   with   the   Indo-European   (IE)   languages   for   which   we   
have   courses   (Spanish,   Italian,   French,   German,   English   and   
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Greek).   The   information   contained   here   arose   as   a   result   of   making   
these   specific   courses,   and   whilst   I   don’t   mean   to   imply   that   the   
features   described   below   occur   exclusively   in   IE   languages,   all   of   
the   languages   mentioned   behave   remarkably   similarly   when   it   
comes   to   vocabulary   formation.   One   of   the   most   prolific   
mechanisms   of   diversifying   vocabulary   for   these   languages   is   to   
combine   a   preposition   with   a   base,   as   in   the    meno    examples   above.   
We   can   think   about   this   in   terms   of   the   preposition   we   add,   or   in   
terms   of   the   base   to   which   we   are   adding.   This   is   easily   
demonstrated   with   both   the   Latin   and   Germanic   branches   of   
English:   
    

-Germanic   English   preposition   ‘up’.   Think   about   the   different   ways   in   
which   ‘up’   modifies   the   base   meaning   (i.e.,   the   verb   without   ‘up’):   
  

To   think   up   (to   conceive,   to   fabricate)   
To   come   up   (in   conversation)   
To   run   up   (a   bill)   
To   eat   up   (to   finish   one’s   food/get   on   with   eating)   
To   take   up   (a   hobby,   a   habit,   an   issue   with   someone)   
  

-Germanic   English   base   ‘to   take’.   Think   about   the   ways   in   which   the   
different   prepositions   modify   ‘to   take’:   
  

To   take   off   (aircraft)   
To   take   on   (staff,   a   challenge,   an   adversary)   
To   take   in   (to   provide   shelter,   to   digest   difficult   information/news)   
To   take   out   (to   kill)   
To   take   out   on   (to   vent   anger)   
To   take   over   (a   task,   to   assume   command)   
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The   Latin   branch   of   English   behaves   in   much   the   same   way,   

demonstrating   again   how   prepositions   or   other   prefixes   help   create   
vocabulary,   and   how   we   can   think   about   that   vocabulary   in   terms   of   
the   recurring   prefix,   or   the   recurring   base.   
  

-Latin   English   preposition    de-    (meaning   ‘of/from’):   
  

Decipher   (lit.   ‘from   zero’)   
Demonstrate   (lit.   ‘from   monster’   [omen])   
Deport   (lit.   ‘from   door/portal’)   
Demand   (lit.   ‘from   hand’)   
Desist   (lit.   ‘from   stand’)   
  

-Latin   English   base   ‘-sist’   (stand):   
  

Insist   (lit.   ‘stand   on’)   
Exist   (lit.   ‘stand   out’)   
Resist   (lit.   ‘stand   again/st’)   
Persist   (lit.   ‘stand   through’)   
Assist   (lit.   ‘stand   to’)   
Consist   (lit.   ‘stand   with’)   
  

For   the   examples   above,   verbs   have   been   used   but   the   point   
is   of   course   equally   demonstrable   with   other   word   groups   as   in:   
‘insistence,   existence,   resistance’   (which   are   nouns),   or   in:   
‘insistent,   existent,   resistant’   (which   are   adjectives).   

If   we   have   such   vocabulary   panoramas   ready   for   when   we   
write   our   courses,   we   can   use   them   to   weave   and   feed   into   
grammatical   points   we   are   exemplifying.   The   panoramas   also   give   
us   a   wealth   of   interesting   words   which   we   might   want   to   stop   and   
dissect   in   order   to   increase   language   consciousness,   whilst   
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resetting   a   tension   contour/cognitive   load.   For   example,   we   might   
muse   over   the   potentially   poetic   meaning   of   ‘to   exist’   (lit.   ‘to   stand   
out’,   maybe   from   inertness),   or   over   how   ‘decipher’   (lit.   ‘from   zero’)   
curiously   combines   a   Latin   preposition   ( de )   with   an   Arabic   word   
( sifr ).   Discussion   on   word   formation   might   also   be   used   to   access   
words   from   our   prefixes,   such   as    de    (from)   or    con    (with),   which   are   
functional   prepositions   in   the   Spanish   language.   

We   can   highlight   particularly   interesting   words   in   our   
panoramas   that   we   might   want   to   employ   for   special   uses   like  
resetting   cognitive   load,   such   as   with   the   ‘exist’   and   ‘decipher’   
examples   above.   Take   the   Greek    symperiferomai    and   the   Latin   
English   ‘comport   oneself’,   which   both   mean   the   same:   ‘to   behave’.   
These   word   forms   have   diverged   a   fair   bit,   but   they   are   still   quite   
literally   transcribing   the   same   idea,   if   we’re   looking!   In   
symperiferomai    we   have    syn/m    which   is    con/m    in   Latin,   both   
meaning   something   like   ‘with’.   Then   we   have    peri,    ‘around’   (which   is   
not   represented   in   the   Latin   English   word),   followed   by    feromai   
which   is   ‘bring/port   oneself’   (with   a   P   to   F   consonant   shift,   as   
described   below).    Symperiferomai    and   ‘comport   oneself’   are   very   
much   the   same   word   in   this   sense,   and   this   word   can   be   taken   
advantage   of   to   teach   any   number   of   things,   from   the   consonant   
shift   to   verbs   that   use   two   prepositions   in   Greek.   ‘Demonstrate’   is   a   
favourite   example   that   I’ve   used   more   than   once.   This   word   means   
‘from   monster’   because   deformed   animals   or   ‘monsters’   were   
considered   omens.   This    -mon-    which   relates   to   ‘showing’   is   also   
found   in   ‘monitor’,   ‘admonish’   and   even   ‘money’   (which    shows    or   
represents   value).   We   are   encouraged   and   inspired   (‘in-spired’,   lit.   
‘breathed   into’)   to   think   about   the   way   vocabulary   encodes   the   
world,   with   all   the   curious,   comical,   random   and   poetic   ways   in   
which   this   might   happen.   As   a   result   of   this   process,   we   assimilate   
vocabulary   with   forever   more   ease,   as   well   as   fulfil   other   general   
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and   specific   aims   in   our   courses.   General   aims   include   things   like   
increasing   language   consciousness   and   preparing   our   learner   to   
decode   and   assimilate   the   new   words   they   will   be   exposed   to   in   
their   learning   journey.   Specific   aims   refer   to   things   like   how   in   the   
case   of   Complete   Spanish,   ‘demonstrate’   ( demostrar )   is   used   to   
arrive   at   the   verb   ‘to   show’   ( mostrar,    which   is    demostrar    without   the   
de-) .    Mostrar    is,   in   turn,   an   important   supporting   element   to   the   
acquisition   of   the   indirect   object   pronouns   (we   show    to    somebody),   
and   serves   to   reinforce   the   phonetic   change   suffered   by   the   O   of   
mostrar    (and   other   verbs)   which   becomes   UE   when   taking   the   word   
stress.   If   we   know   (as   we   will)   that   we’ll   have   to   teach   that   phonetic   
change   and   those   indirect   objects   at   some   point,   then   we   should   
probably   have   lists   in   our   vocabulary   panorama   of   both   enlightening   
and   useful   verbs   ready   to   do   that   with.   In   the   same   way,   if   we   know   
that   we   must   teach   reflexive   verbs,   we   can   note   useful   and   
interesting   verbs   to   do    that    with,   which   might   conveniently   tie   into   
other   explorations,   too.   When,   as   writers,   we   are   focused   on   the   
structural   elements   of   our   course,   we   might   not   think   of   ‘to   give,   to   
send,   to   show’   and   other   obviously   useful   verbs   to   exemplify   the   
indirect   object   with,   and   so   we   should   highlight   such   words   in   some   
way   in   our   panoramas   so   that   we   can   have   recourse   to   them   during   
course   writing.   

Apart   from   combining   base   words   and   prepositions,   another   
very   important   way   vocabulary   is   diversified   within   Indo-European   
languages   is   via   consonant   shifts.   Consonant   shifts   might   occur   
within   any   language   group   but   are   much   more   conspicuous   
between   IE   languages   due   to   the   historical   diversification   of   these   
languages.   A   consonant   shift,   simply   put,   is   when   a   consonant   has   
become   another   consonant—or   from   our   perspective   of   moving   
between   languages— becomes    another   consonant.   This   is   usually   
enabled   by   sounds   being   pronounced   in   similar   places   in   the   mouth,   
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even   though   we   might   not   consider   them   to    sound    similar   (like   /p/   
and   /f/   for   example).   

Here   are   some   examples   of   consonant   shifts,   thinking   from   
the   perspective   of   the   phenomenon’s   utility   for   a   course   taught   in  
English:   
  

-English   P   shifts   to   German   F:   
  

To   help   -    helfen   
To   hope   -    hoffen   
To   ripen   -    reifen   
Ape   -    Affe   
Ship   -    Schiff   
  

-English   F   shifts   to   Spanish/French/Italian   P:   
  

Father   -    padre/père/padre   
For   -    por/pour/per   
Feather   -    pluma/plume/piuma   
Foot   -    pie/pied/piede   
Fable   -   — /parler/parlare    (to   speak)   
  

-English   F   shifts   to   Spanish   (silent)   H:   
  

Fable   -    hablar    (to   speak)   
Fervour   -    hervir    (to   boil)   
Fraternal   -    hermano/a    (brother/sister)   
Fugitive   -    huir    (to   escape)   
Fig   -    higo     
  

-English   T   shifts   to   German   S:   
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Water   -    Wasser   
What   -    was   
To   Eat   -    essen   
To   let   -    lassen   
Street   -    Strasse   
  

The   example   below   might   not   strictly   represent   a   true   
consonant   shift   as   much   as   simply   being   the   English   pronunciation   
of   the   Greek   /kh/   (pronounced   as   in   ‘lo ch ’   in   Greek),   but   its   utility   for   
us   as   course   writers   is   the   same   in   any   case.   

  
-English   /k/   sound   when   spelt   CH,   shifts   to   Greek   /kh/:   
  

Chaos   -   khaos   
Chrome   -   khroma   (colour)   
Character   -   kharaktiras   
Chronology   -   khronos   (time,   year,   a   while)   
Chamomile   (Lit.   ground   apple),   Chameleon   (Lit.   ground   lion)   -  
khoma   (ground/soil)   
  

Take   some   time   to   see   if   you   can   spot   any   
consonant/pronunciation   shifts   between   the   language   you   will   teach   
and   the   one   you’ll   teach   in,   or   indeed   within   the   very   target   
language   (as   in   Spanish    hierro,    ‘iron’   and    ferrocarril,    ‘railway’   lit.   
‘ironway’,   where   we   can   observe   the   F   to   H   shift    within    the   Spanish   
language).   

Depending   on   the   examples   in   question,   the   two   words   post   
shift   may   carry   quite   different   meanings!   ‘File’   in   English   gives   us   
hilo    (thread)   in   Spanish   post   shift,   and   so   we   can   appreciate   how   
between   some   words   these   shifts   can   be   a   little   less   than   obvious   to   
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spot.   When   we   do   spot   an   unlikely   shift,   they   can   be   quite   rewarding   
especially   when   we   have   some   expression   in   the   base   language   
that   confirms   the   doubtful   connection,   and   such   a   thing   can   be   used   
to   create   and   resolve   a   tension   contour.   For   example,   the   learner   
might   not   fully   believe   in   the   connection   between   ‘file’   and   ‘thread’   
until   we   quote   the   English   ‘in   single   file’   as   in   ‘to   queue   in   single   file’.   
There   we   can   easily   appreciate   how   it   means   something   like   ‘in   
single   thread’.   This   particular   word   pair   was   not   included   in   
Complete   Spanish   (it   has   only   occurred   to   me   now!)   but   is   the   kind   
of   golden   nugget   I’d   want   to   highlight   in   my   vocabulary   panorama   
precisely   because   of   how   it   gives   us   an   opportunity   to   play   with   
tension   contours   and   also   to   increase   language   consciousness   at   
the   same   time.   

As   mentioned   with   the   example   above   of    hierro    (iron)   and   
ferrocarril    (‘railway’,   or   more   literally,   ‘ironway’),   consonant   shifts   
might   be   applicable   within   the   target   language   itself.   ‘Fraternal’   
(being   a   Latin   ‘ -al    word’)   also   exists   in   Spanish,   so   there   again   we   
can   appreciate   the   shift   within   the   target   language   when   we   contrast   
the   word    hermano    (brother)   with    fraternal .   In   the   same   way,   we   get   
fumar ,   ‘to   smoke’   and    humo ,   ‘smoke’   (the   noun),    fervor   
(enthusiasm,   fervour)   and    hervir    (to   boil)   within   Spanish.   
Furthermore,   sometimes   consonant   shifts   are   more   or   only   relevant   
within   the   target   language   and   bear   little   or   no   relation   to   the   base   
language.   For   example,   in   Spanish   we   can   observe   movements   
between   LL,   CL   and   PL   as   in    llave    (key)   and    clave   
(musical/figurative   key   or   password),   or   between    lluvia    (rain)   and   
pluviosidad    (rainfall).   We   can   relate   this   to   the   base   language   too   in   
the   case   of   English   (‘clef’   of   course   exists   in   English),   but   the   shift   is   
much   more   relevant    within    Spanish.   

Another   important   way   that   IE,   and   of   course   other,   
languages   create   new   words   is   through   the   use   of   suffixes   (word   
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endings).   We   can   observe   three   different   endings   doing   their   thing   
in   Latin   English   below:   
  

Verbal   ending   ‘-ate’:   Demonstrate,   participate,   collaborate   
Adjectival   ending   ‘-ative’:   Demonstrative,   participative,   collaborative   
Noun   ending   ‘-ation’:   Demonstration,   participation,   collaboration   
  

We   often   have   more   than   one   suffix   giving   us   the   same   type   
of   word.   For   example   ‘-ance’   and   ‘-ation’   both   give   us   nouns:   
  

Defiance   -   Reliance   -   Alliance   
Explanation   -   Demonstration   -   Hesitation   
  

And   the   ‘-ive’   and   ‘-al’   endings   both   give   us   adjectives:   
  

Progressive   -   Aggressive   -   Collaborative   
Legal   -   Natal   -   Normal   
  

In   the   case   of   teaching   Romance   languages   (Spanish,   
French,   Italian   etc.)   from   English,   it   doesn’t   make   sense   to   spend   
much   time   drawing   attention   to   what   word   class   these   endings   give   
us,   i.e.,   whether   they   produce   nouns   or   adjectives   or   verbs.   This   is   
because   the   same   endings   achieve   the   same   word   classes   in   both   
base   and   target   languages,   and   explanation   of   that   is   unlikely   to   
serve   any   purpose   other   than   reinventing   the   wheel   and   creating   
mental   debris;   ‘items’   of   information   we   see   but   don’t   apply   
meaningfully   will   become   debris.   Of   course,   we   may   have   a   specific   
reason   for   mentioning   a   word   class’s   ending,   but   we   wouldn’t   do   
that   just   because   we   have    noticed    it.   If   we   were   learning   Spanish   
from   Turkish   or   Mandarin,   for   example,   then   we   might   very   well   
want   to   put   emphasis   on   these   endings   and   the   word   types   they   
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render   in   the   target   language.   If   the   base   language   is   English   (or   
one   of   many   other   IE   languages   to   varying   degrees)   we   can   simply   
use   these   endings   to   import   ‘convertible   vocabulary’   into   Spanish,   
and   then   take   advantage   of   that   importation   to   direct   our   focus   
elsewhere,   be   it   on   pronunciation,   word   stress,   language   
consciousness   or   a   mixture   of   those   things   and   anything   else.   This   
is   done   extensively   in   the   Romance   language   courses   and   is   one   of   
the   most   immediately   noticeable   (although   I   insist,   not   defining)   
elements   of   the   method.   Below   are   some   examples   of   such  
conversions:   
  

English   ‘-ive’   to   Spanish    -ivo :   
  

Aggressive   -    agresivo   
Passive   -    pasivo   
Formative   -    formativo   
Expressive   -    expresivo   
Negative   -    negativo   
  

English   ‘-al’   is    -ale    in   Italian:   
  

Legal   -    legale   
Illegal   -    ilegale   
Normal   -    normale   
General   -    generale   
Formal   -    formale   
Informal   -    informale   
  

Below,   we   can   list   some   more   common   features   of   IE   
vocabulary   which,   as   mentioned,   does   not   limit   these   features   to   
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this   language   group,   nor   will   all   IE   languages   demonstrate   such   
habits:   
  

-A   noun   might   change   gender   to   give   us   a   new   noun.     
  

In   Spanish:     El    capital    -   the   capital   (as   a   financial   term)   
          La    capital    -   the   capital   (city)   
          El    cura    -   the   priest   
          La    cura    -   the   cure   

  
-A   word   might   jump   word   class   to   give   us   a   new   word.   The   following   
examples   are   also   from   Spanish:   
  

Poder    -   to   be   able   (verb)   
El   poder    -   the   power   (noun)   
Paro    -   I   stop   (verb)   
El   paro    -   the   strike   (noun)   
Hecho    -   done/made   (verb   participle   or   adjective)   
El   hecho    -   the   fact   (noun)   

  
Whether   such   information   is   used   to   make   rules   such   as,   ‘the   ‘I   
form’   in   the   present   is   often   the   noun’,   or   is   taken   advantage   of   to,   
for   example,   warn   against   misidentifying   word   type,   will   depend   on   
the   particularities   of   the   language   in   question.   
  

-A   word   might   employ   both   of   the   above   steps.   It   might   change   word   
class,   becoming   like   a   noun,   to   then   also   change   gender.   Again,   
examples   are   from   Spanish   but   occur   in   most   or   all   Romance   
languages:   
  

Parado    -   stopped   (verb   participle   or   adjective)   
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La   parada    -   the   (bus,   taxi   etc.)   stop   (noun)   
Comido    -   eaten   (verb   participle   or   adjective)     
La   comida    -   the   food   (noun)   
Ido    -   gone   (verb   participle   or   adjective)   
La   ida    -   the   one-way   ticket/outbound   journey   (noun)   
  

-A   word   may   shift   its   stress   to   give   a   new   related   word.   
  

In   Greek    po te    is   ‘never’   and    po te    is   ‘when’.    Al la    is   ‘others’   and    a lla   
(‘otherly’)   is   ‘but’.   
English   too   sometimes   shifts   emphasis   to   get   a   new   word   category:   
‘to   per mit ’   vs.   ‘a    per mit'   or   ‘to   con duct’    vs.   ‘his    con duct'.   
  

-The   same   form   may   be   used   for   different   word   types.   
  

In   English,   the   ‘-ing’   in   ‘interesting’   and   ‘amazing’   gives   us   
adjectives;   in   ‘swimming’   and   ‘sewing’   verb   gerunds,   and   in   ‘thing’   
and   ‘spring’   it   gives   us   nouns.   This   is   potentially   problematic   as   it   
can   lead   to   misidentification   of   word   type.   Not   only   will   we   need   to   
both   weave   around   and   explain   this   busy   ‘-ing’   ending   to   avoid   
confusion   within   our   course,   but   also   to   avoid   disrupting   wider   aims   
we   have   which   reach   beyond   our   course   time.   If   a   learner   thinks   
that   ‘unbecoming’   must   be   a   gerund,   they   are   unlikely   to   understand   
the   sentence   in   which   they   heard   it,   and   thus   won’t   be   able   to   take   
advantage   of   that   sentence   in   order   to   learn   the   new   word   in   
context.   
  

-A   new   word   may   be   formed   with   a   diminutive   or   an   augmentative.   
  

These   words   are   often   counter-intuitive   (at   least   in   modern   word   
usage)   from   the   perspective   of   the   respective   size   changes   that   
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diminutives   and   augmentatives   tend   to   imply.   For   example,   in   
Spanish   we   have    un   bocado    which   is    ‘ a   mouthful’.   With   the   
diminutive    -illo    we   get    un     bocadillo,    ‘a   sandwich’,   literally   ‘a   little   
mouthful’,   but   surely   greater   in   size   than   a   mouthful!   
Pesado    means   ‘heavy’   in   Spanish,   and    pesadilla    or   literally   ‘a   little   
heavy’,   means   ‘nightmare’   and   refers   to   the   feeling   of   weight   on   the   
body   associated   with   paralysing   nightmares.   
Again   in   Spanish,    lima    is   ‘lime’   and   ‘lemon’   is    limón .   Whilst   we   have   
the   same   words   in   English,   looking   from   the   perspective   of   Spanish   
we   learn   how   ‘lemon’   just   means   ‘big   lime’.   A   lemon   is   in   fact   an   
unnatural   hybrid   created   from   the   pomelo   and   the   lime,   which   is   an   
interesting   detail   to   include   in   a   language   course!   If   such   discussion   
is   woven   into   a   course,   learners   are   more   likely   to   process   word   
parts   separately,   and   thus   words   ending   with    -illo    or    -ón    (and   there   
are   many   more   in   Spanish:    -ito,   -azo,   -ete,   -ín,    to   name   but   a   few)   
become   easier   to   digest.   
This   vocabulary   expansion   would   most   probably   be   interwoven   with   
a   discussion   about   the   natural   use   of   augmentatives   and   
diminutives,   like   when   we   use   them   to   alter   size   whether   literally   or   
figuratively   (using   the   latter   to   be   affectionate,   praising   or   even   
patronising).   Whether   we   would   make   literal/figurative   size   or   the   
formation   of   new   vocabulary   the   focus   of   our   investigation   into   
augmentatives/diminutives,   would   depend   on   other   things   that   are   
going   on   in   the   language   and   in   our   course.   

  
Swahili   (Bantu   languages)   
  

Swahili   has   a   Bantu   system   of   noun   classification   which   is   
sometimes   referred   to   as   gender.   This   noun   grouping   system   has   
historically   allowed   Swahili   to   create   new   nouns   related   in   meaning   
to   a   common   base.   The   nouns   also   often   draw   from   a   general   
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meaning   associated   with   the   noun   group   itself.   For   example,   we   
have   the   words:    kiti ,   ‘thing’   and    mti ,   ‘tree’.    Ki-    and    m-    represent   the   
noun   group,   and    -ti    must   mean   something   like   ‘entity’,   as   the    ki-   
group   relates   strongly   to   man-made   utilities   whilst   the    m-    group   
tends   to   contain   naturally   occurring   objects.   Thus,   a   ‘man   made   
entity’   is   simply   a   ‘thing’   and   a   ‘naturally   made   entity’,   is   a   ‘tree’!   
Similarly,   ‘friend’   is    rafiki    and   the   word   for   ‘friendship’   is    urafiki .   The   
u-    noun   group   is   used   to   give   us   the   general   concept   behind   a   
related   word   (much   like   the   English   suffix   ‘-ness’)   and   so    urafiki   
(‘friendship')   is   literally   something   like   ‘friendness’.   

As   verbs   are   the   backbone   of   most   courses—or   what   we   
consider   ‘verbal   meanings’   as   in   Introduction   to   Arabic,   which   
avoids   verbs—then   we   might   also   think   about   how   other   Swahili   
words   (such   as   nouns   or   adjectives)   look   in   relation   to   verbs.   For   
example,   we   have   the   verb    kupenda    (to   love)   and   the   noun    upendo   
which   is   ‘(the)   love’.   We   can   remove   the   infinitive    ku-    to   get    penda ,   
and   then   assign   that   to   a   noun   group   (adding   a   noun   group   prefix,   in   
this   case    u-,    which   gives   us   an   overriding   concept   like   with   ‘-ness’),   
before   finally   changing   the   last   vowel   to   an   O   to   get   the   noun   
( kupenda    →    penda    →    upenda    →    upendo ).   In   the   same   way   we   
have    kucheka,    ‘to   laugh’   and    kicheko ,   ‘laughter’.   Going   from   the   
verb    kucheka    we   do   the   same:   we   remove   the    ku-    as   we   are   no   
longer   dealing   with   a   verb,   we   add    ki-    to   assign   a   noun   group,   and   
then   we   change   the   last   vowel   to   an   O   as   is   typical   when   we   derive   
a   noun   from   a   verb.   In   this   case,   the   overall   meaning   of    ki-   
(man-made   objects)   doesn’t   coincide   too   well   with   the   noun,   but   
that’s   not   uncommon   in   Swahili;    kichwa    for   example   means   ‘head’!   
How   common   such   a   phenomenon   is   will   dictate   our   framing   of   it;   
maybe   we   use   this   knowledge   to   help   us   decipher   nouns   we   come   
across,   or   maybe,   if   it   is   more   reliable,   we   use   it   as   a   vocabulary   
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conversion   rule   in   order   to   arrive   at   new   nouns   ourselves   through   
related   verbs.   

Swahili   also   has   a   number   of   alternative   endings   or   suffixes   
to   apply   to   verbs   which   give   us   new   meanings.   Mostly,   these   
replace   a   preposition   or   prepositional   clause   but   they   are   not   
prepositions   in   themselves.   For   example:   
  

Kupiga   -    to   hit   
Kupigwa    -   to   be   hit   by   
Kupigia    -   to   hit   to/at   (as   used   in   ‘to   phone’,    kupigia   simu )   
Kupigana    -   to   hit   one   another,   to   fight   
  

These   prepositional   endings   can   also   be   combined   in   order   
to   produce,   for   example,    kupigiwa   simu    which   uses   both    -i-    (as   in   
kupigia )   and    -w -   (as   in    kupigwa ),   and   would   be   used   to   mean   ‘to   be   
phoned   by’.   

As   we   see   in   the   examples   above,   Swhaili   verb   suffixes   
represent   mainly   a   structural/grammatical   affair;   as   noted   we   are   
usually   just   representing   a   prepositional   clause   with   these   sounds,   
but   this   also   reaches   into   the   realm   of   what   is   strictly   vocabulary,   
too.   This   is   because   if   ‘to   fight’   (an   entirely   different   word   in   English   
to   ‘to   hit’)   is   just    kupigana ,   ‘to   hit   one   another’   literally,   then   from   our   
perspective   as   English   speakers   we   are   also   creating   new   
vocabulary   with   these   verbal   suffixes,   rather   than   doing   something   
as   mundane   as   simply   including   a   prepositional   clause!     

Depending   on   the   examples   we   find,   we’ll   decide   to   frame   
this   more   in   terms   of   grammar   or   vocabulary,   or   as   a   little   of   both.   
Either   way,   we’ll   want   to   fit   such   examples   as    kupiga    (which   uses   
many   different   suffixes)   into   our   vocabulary   panoramas   because,   as   
discussed,   we’ll   also   want   to   include   in   the   panoramas   words   that   
might   be   instrumental   in   teaching   certain   grammatical   features   of   
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the   language   (such   as   these   verbal   suffixes).   The   Swahili   verb   
kupiga    serves   as   a   great   example   of   how   these   verb   endings   work,   
as   with   it   we   get   to   see   many   of   them   applied   to   the   same   verb.   

Of   course,   we   might   not   know   much   about   which   
grammatical   features   we   need   certain   words   to   exemplify   until   we   
have   worked   on   our   grammatical   panoramas.   For   this   reason,   it   
makes   sense   for   our   vocabulary   panoramas   to   be   developed    after   
our   grammatical   ones   so   that   we   can   source   vocabulary   for   the   
structural   paths   our   course   might   take.   That   said,   things   might   also   
go   the   other   way   around   and   something   we   discover   about   
vocabulary   in   the   target   language   may   influence   our   course   
structure.   Echoic   verbs   in   Swahili   inspired   the   original   opening   of   
Complete   Swahili,   and   the   strong   presence   of   homophones   and   
homographs   in   English   influenced   the   structure   of   Introduction   to   
English.   In   some   languages,   vocabulary   might   dictate   much   more   of   
our   course   structure   than   what   is   usually   the   case,   such   as   in   
Arabic.   
  

Arabic   (Semitic   languages)   
  

In   Introduction   to   Arabic,   issues   pertaining   to   vocabulary   
essentially   defined   the   entire   course   structure.   As   with   all   semitic   
languages,   vocabulary   and   grammar   overlap   hugely   in   the   
interaction   of   what   we   can   call   roots   and   patterns.   Root   sets   are   
(usually)   three   consonant   sounds   which   relate   to   some   general   
meaning:   /h/b/b/   relates   to   ‘love’   as   in    h a b i b i    (my   friend/dearest),   
/s/f/r/   relates   to   ‘travelling’   as   in   ‘ s a f a r i’,   and   /s/l/m/   relates   to   ‘peace’   
and   ‘submission   to   god’   as   in   ‘mu sl i m ’   and   ‘i sl a m ’.   That’s   roots!   
Patterns   are   effectively   word   templates   we   can   stick   those   root   
sounds   into   in   order   to   get   new   words.   For   example,   we   can   think   of   
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a   pattern   as    ma-1-2-a-3 ,   and   replace   those   numbers   with   root  
sounds   in   order   to   get   new   words:   
  

/k/t/b/   roots   for   writing   -    ma kt a b    (desk/office)   
/T/b/kh/   roots   for   cooking   -    ma Tb a kh     (kitchen)   
  

Patterns   can   also   give   us   a   particular   type   of   word;   with   the   
above   pattern   we   get   the    place    something   occurs.   The   ‘desk’   or   
‘office’   is   the   place   of   writing,   and   the   ‘kitchen’   is   the   place   of   
cooking.     

As   there   are   also   patterns   for   verbs   in   Arabic   just   as   there   
are   for   nouns   and   adjectives,   the   phenomena   of   vocabulary   and   
grammar   are   inseparable   and   give   light   to   a   very   different   course   
format   compared   to   other   languages.   

Arabic   goes   a   little   further   than   just   using   patterns   though;   it   
can   also   make   consistent   modifications   on   patterns   to   form   new   
words.   Rather   than   thinking   of   these   modifications   as   new   and   
independent   patterns   (as   is   sometimes   done   for   Arabic),   it   makes   
much   more   sense   for   us   to   compute   them   in   terms   of   the   pattern   
from   which   they   constitute   a   variation.   For   example,   we   can   often   
add   a   T   to   an   existing   Arabic   pattern   to   add   the   meaning   of   ‘to   
cause   to’,   such   that   we   have   for   example    badris ,   ‘I   study’   and   then   
bat’dris ,   ‘I   teach’   or   literally   ‘I   cause   to   study’.   Other   modifications   
that   Arabic   makes   to   patterns,   which   I   imagine   occur   similarly   in   
other   Semitic   languages   too,   include   doubling   roots,   morphing   
flexible   root   sounds   into   related   sounds,   and   adding   a   prefix   or   suffix   
to   existing   patterns.   

In   any   course   for   a   Semitic   language,   I   imagine   that   roots   
and   patterns   would   take   centre   stage,   and   therefore   the   line   
between   grammar   and   vocabulary   would   be   beautifully   blurred   as   it   
is   in   Introduction   to   Arabic.   
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Turkish   (Turkic   languages)   
  

Turkish   is   more   or   less   in   its   own   little   language   niche,   but   to   
get   there   it   has   borrowed   extensively   from   other   languages.   The   T   
we   use   in   Arabic   to   get   the   meaning   of   ‘to   cause   to’   is   - tir-    in   
Turkish.   Take   the   verbs    gelmek    (to   come)   and    ge tir mek    (to   bring).   
Whilst   the   L   of    gelmek    has   been   repressed   in    getirmek ,   it   is   still   
easy   to   appreciate   how   ’to   bring’   is   ‘to   cause   to   come’,   according   to   
Turkish.   In   the   same   way,    anlamak    is   ‘to   understand’,   and    anlaşmak   
is   ‘to   agree’.   It   is   the   insertion   of    -ş-    (/sh/)   here   that   gives   us   the   
additional   meaning   of   ‘to   one   another’,   and   thus   the   idea   of   
‘understanding   one   another’   means   ‘to   agree’.   Understanding   how   
getirmek    or    anlaşmak    have   come   to   be   makes   it   difficult   to   forget   
those   verbs,   and   also   sets   up   our   learner   to   notice   infixes   in   words   
they   might   come   across,   in   order   to   process   those   infixes   
separately.   Such   things   can   shorten   the   longest   of   verbs   for   the   
learner,   making   them   much   more   digestible,   and   also   allow   the   
learner   to   guess   the   meaning   of   many   a   verb   they   may   come   across   
in   context.   

These   Turkish   examples   help   us   appreciate   how   we   might   
have   to   stretch   our   imagination   in   regard   to   how   meanings   are   
related   to   spot   such   features   in   our   target   language.   

  
Most   things   about   vocabulary   can   be   systematised   as   has   

been   described   in   the   sections   above,   but   vocabulary   does   a   whole   
bunch   of   fun   and   fascinating   stuff   we’ll   want   to   take   notes   on   even   if   
we   can’t   fit   it   neatly   under   some   heading   in   our   panorama.   Maybe   
we   want   to   use    ventana    in   Spanish   when   we   need   a   feminine   noun   
for   some   reason,   to   take   advantage   of   how   ‘window’   means   
‘wind-eye’   in   English   and   how    viento    is   ‘wind’   in   Spanish,   finally   
using   the   vowel   change   between    vent -   and    vient -   to   recap   that   
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pattern   in   Spanish.   And   wouldn’t   it   be   a   waste   to   teach    baab    (door)   
in   Arabic   without   mentioning   Babylon,   ‘the   gate   of   god’?   Or   to   teach   
numbers   in   the   Romance   languages   without   referencing   the   names   
of   the   months   in   English   (with   the   essential   additional   information   
about   how   our   calendar   used   to   have   ten   months,   and   December   
was   the   last)?   So   we   have   the   ‘dec-’   of   December   relating   to   ten   as   
in   Spanish    diez ,   the   ‘nov-’   of   November   relating   to   nine   as   in    nueve   
( diez    and    nueve    also   help   us   recap   our   vowel   shifts   in   Spanish),   and   
the   ‘oct-’   of   October   to   eight   as   in    ocho.   

The   days   of   the   week   shed   a   different   kind   of   light   on   many   
an   IE   language.   Thursday   is   ‘Thor’s   day’   and   of   course,   Thor   was   
the   god   of   thunder.   In   German,   ‘Thursday’   is    Donnerstag ,   literally   
‘thunder’s   day’   (with   our   TH   to   D   shift),   and   in   Spanish   it’s    jueves   
which   is   the   day   of   Jupiter   (the   planet   associated   with   storms!).   The   
rest   of   the   days   of   the   week   relate   back   to   celestial   bodies   too   in   
Spanish:   ‘Monday’   is    lunes    and    luna    is   ‘moon’,    martes    is   ‘Tuesday’   
and   also   the   planet   Mars,    miercoles    (Wednesday)   relates   to   
Mercury   and    viernes    (Friday)   to   Venus.   

I   usually   leave   corners   free   on   both   my   grammatical   and   
vocabulary   panoramas   to   note   such   things   of   utility   and   interest   that   
don’t   fit   easily   elsewhere.   

Before   we   end   this   discussion   on   vocabulary,   I   should   
mention   something.   By   far   the   great   majority   of   special   vocabulary   
connections   (such   as   those   described   above)   I’ve   only   come   across   
in   my   own   mind.   This   is   important   to   mention   so   that   writers   don’t   
think   they   need   to   source   such   connections   from   anywhere   but   their   
own   imagination.   If   we   are   excited   about   our   course   writing   and   are   
thinking   often   about   our   target   language,   as   well   as   using   exposure   
to   it   for   inspiration,   then   we   should   constantly   notice   connections   or   
indeed   suspected   connections   between   words.   We   can   then   check   
our   suspicions   with   etymological   references.   These   connections   can   
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be   super   impressive   and   satisfying   to   learners,   but   are   not   as   hard   
to   find   as   it   might   seem,   once   one   gets   in   the   habit   of   looking!   
Personally,   I’d   say   over   90%   of   connections   I   suspect   exist   are   then   
easily   proven   by   etymologies,   maybe   around   5%   of   words   still   have   
obscure   etymologies   and   couldn’t   be   confirmed   either   way   (which   
are   the   ones   I   find   most   exciting!),   and   5%   of   the   time   I’m   just   plain   
wrong.   That’s   a   pretty   good   turnaround,   so   do   try   to   spy   these   
connections   yourself;   it   gets   exponentially   more   easy   with   time,   and   
never   less   satisfying!   
  
  

4.2   Putting   Pen   to   Paper   
  

Once   we   have   our   panoramas—or   even   during   their   
creation—we   put   pen   to   paper   and   begin   writing   our   course   by   
means   of   an   exercise.   Writing,   in   fact,   should   always   be   an   
exercise,   and   we   shouldn’t   be   worried   about   whether   we   will   use   
what   we   are   writing   for   our   final   product   or   not.   We   will   probably   
trash   or   at   least   render   unrecognisable   through   editing   most   of   what   
we   write…   the   important   thing   is   where   that   writing   leads   to.   In   this   
way,   we’ll   never   know   if   we   are   writing   our   best   lesson,   or   are   simply   
writing   for   practice,   to   untangle   our   course   in   our   own   minds.   Either   
way,   it’s   very   difficult   to   get   our   heads   around   what   the   existing   
courses   do   (and   what   is   being   discussed   in   this   guidebook)   without   
having   a   go   at   it   for   ourselves,   so   the   sooner   we   get   writing,   the   
better.   

Course   writing   rarely   falls   together   into   neat   steps   and   
chunks   and   it   is   more   than   likely   that   we   realise   more   about   the   
language   in   question   whilst   writing   for   it.   When   we   do,   this   will   often   
require   some   backtracking   in   order   to   pre-insert   elements   of   the   
new   idea   earlier   in   the   course.   For   me   personally,   no   matter   how   
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much   planning   I   do,   course   writing   itself   always   brings   new   ideas   to   
light.   Knowing   that   this   is   likely   to   be   the   case,   we   can   just   begin   
writing!     

Sometimes,   there   is   one   clear   way   a   course   should   begin   
regarding   what   content   is   to   be   presented   first   and   why.   On   other   
occasions,   there   are   quite   a   few   options   which   all   represent   
compelling   arguments,   and   it’s   a   great   exercise   to   try   writing   out   all   
of   those   alternative   beginnings!   Knowing   that   whatever   we   write   we   
are   by   no   means   tied   to   it,   we   can   dive   right   into   designing   our   first   
lessons   as   an   exercise   to   consolidate   the   teaching   ideas   discussed   
herein.   Much   like   how   the   target   sentences   in   a   course   permit   us   to   
consolidate   ideas   necessary   to   speak   a   new   language,   our   attempts   
at   course   writing   will   help   us   internalise   the   ideas   and   perspectives   
necessary   to   write   a   great   course.   We   might   start   down   a   path   and   
realise   after   some   investment   that   it’s   a   dead   end,   but   we   shouldn’t   
be   demotivated   by   that;   it   is   never   a   waste   of   time   as   long   as   we   are   
learning   along   the   way.   

In   regard   to   language   content,   we   want   to   begin   a   course   by   
teaching   overarching   concepts   which   are   generally   applicable   in   the   
target   language   and   which   open   up   doors   for   other   lines   of   enquiry.   
With   the   exception   of   moments   of   artificial   friction   we   may   want   to   
include,   we   don’t   want   to   teach   anything   too   specific   (i.e.,   not   widely   
applicable)   nor   too   challenging,   rather   saving   such   material   for   
when   we   have   done   the   groundwork   for   it   through   other   areas   of   the   
language.   In   this   sense,   we   might   find   ourselves   avoiding   or   
‘weaving   around’   a   lot   of   content   towards   the   beginning   of   a   course.   
In   Introduction   to   Arabic,   we   begin   our   course   in   a   way   which   allows   
us   to   ignore   the   structure   of   verbs   (in   this   case   for   the   entire   
Introduction)   whilst   pre-inserting   everything   else   we   need   to   learn   in   
order   to   make   verbs   a   doddle   once   we   reach   them.   In   Complete   
Swahili,   we   avoid   the   negative   at   the   beginning   of   the   course,   and   in   
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Introduction   to   Turkish   we   avoid   the   interrogative.   This   is   of   course   
due   to   what   is   required   structurally   (or   for   our   principal   concern,   in   
regard   to   the   knowledge   and   thoughts   the   learner   must   have)   in   
order   to   manipulate   verbs   in   Arabic,   the   negative   in   Swahili   or   the   
interrogative   in   Turkish.     

At   the   same   time,   we   want   to   create   a   smooth   and   coherent   
opening   which   allows   us   to   also   focus   on   the   cues   regarding   how   
we   expect   our   learners   to   interact   with   the   course.   For   this   reason,   
we   will   want   to   require   some   extra   thought   on   occasion   which   we   
refer   to   as   ‘artificial   friction’.   Even   though   our   course   beginning   
could   be   flawlessly   smooth,   we   don’t   want   to   make   it    too    easy   and   
give   the   impression   that   the   course   can   be   done   on   autopilot;   the   
student   should   expect   to   need   to   pause   and   think.   In   this   way,   we   
can   again   appreciate   how   our   first   lessons   aren’t   just   about   teaching   
linguistic   material,   but   are   also   about   introducing   the   method.   Of   
course,   we   have   the   introduction   in   the   first   track   explaining   how   to   
interact   with   the   audios   (which   I   am   open   to   finding   a   new   solution   
for,   like   a   generic   video   for   all   courses),   but   most   of   this   likely   goes   
in   one   ear   and   straight   out   the   other   as   the   learner   is   keen   to   get   
started   with   their   course   and   see   what   all   this   fuss   is   about!   In   this   
way,   the   first   track   ends   up   acting   more   like   a   reference   the   learner   
can   return   to,   and   it   is   the   teacher   who   needs   to   remind   the   learner,   
both   explicitly   and   through   cueing,   what   is   expected   of   them   as   a   
participant   of   the   course.   Our   first   tracks   are   very   important   in   
consolidating   the   groundwork   for   this,   as   can   be   appreciated   in   the   
analyses   of   Part   3.     

So,   to   begin   writing   we   can   simply   ask   ourselves,   ‘where   
would   be   a   good   place   to   start?’.   We   can   be   guided   by   the   following,   
and   look   back   to   Part   3   to   be   reminded   of   how   current   courses   
respond   to   these   considerations   in   how   they   begin:   
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-We   want   to   build   sentences,   and   quickly,   both   in   order   to   empower   
the   learner   and   to   introduce   the   learning   mechanism.   We   should   
avoid   lengthy   intros   of   vocabulary   conversions   without   target   
sentences   or   lengthy   intros   of   other   kinds   (such   as   in   Introduction   to   
Arabic!)   in   order   to   favour   target   sentence   production.   It   is   the   
student’s   production   of   target   structures   that   will   help   them   begin   to   
decipher   the   nature   of   the   cues   we   give   during   course   time.   For   this   
reason   and   as   mentioned   in   Part   3,   this   would   be   the   first   major   
change   were   Introduction   to   Arabic   to   be   remade.   
  

-We   have   a   general   preference   for   common   language   (in   regard   to   
grammar/structure,   rather   than   phrases   or   words).   We   might   indeed   
start   with   the   past   or   future   tense   in   a   course   for   structural   reasons,   
and   this   is   entirely   justifiable   as   a   decision,   but   we   would   have   a   
general   preference   to   begin   with   the   present   tense   as   it   is   more   
common   or   immediately   tangible.   We   would   therefore   be   weighing   
this   preference   against   what   it   affords   us   to   begin   elsewhere.   In   the   
same   way,   we   would   have   a   preference   to   begin   making   sentences   
with   the   first   person   singular,   but   this   can   be   trumped   by   other   
structural   considerations;   it   might   make   more   sense   to   begin   with  
the   third   person   plural,   for   example.   In   this   way,   we   can   understand   
how   a   preference   to   begin   with   common   language   is   but   a   light   
preference,   and   only   really   holds   sway   when   such   choices   don’t   
truly   affect   our   structural   considerations.   
  

-As   far   as   possible,   we   want   few   explanations   that   will   have   very   
varied   applications.   With   the   exception   of   artificial   friction   offshoots   
we   might   make,   we   should   value   beginning   our   course   with   simple   
concepts   which   are   very   generally   applicable,   omitting   and   saving   
for   later   material   needing   more   specific   instructions   or   contrived   
justifications.   
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Of   course,   different   considerations   have   potential   to   compete   
against   one   another,   and   the   best   decision   will   depend   on   the   base   
and   target   languages   at   hand.   In   the   case   of   Complete   Greek,   the   
course   begins   with   present   tense   verb   conjugations,   the   negative   
and   the   idea   of   the   infinitive.   This   was   facilitated   by   an   exploration   of   
vocabulary,   allowing   us   to   mask   repetition   whilst   we   sourced   new   
verbs   by   identifying   Greek   prefixes   in   English   words.   But   we   might  
have   also   begun   the   course   with   a   focus   on   nouns   rather   than   on   
verbs.   In   this   way,   we   might   have   learnt    ekho    (I   have)   without   much   
or   any   focus   on   the   verb   itself,   in   order   to   create   target   sentences   
whose   focus   is   on   the   nouns   they   employ,   which   we   might   have   
chosen   to   pull   in   through   a   consonant   shift,   for   example.   The   use   of   
ekho    would   in   turn   leave   us   a   door   open   to   then   expand   our   focus   
into   verbs,   maybe   beginning   with   the   present   perfect,   which   uses   
this   verb.   There   are   various   problems   with   this   pathway,   such   as   
being   restricted   to   neuter   nouns   at   first   (due   to   Greek   grammatical   
case),   but   there   are   problems   which   need   to   be   woven   around   in   
any   course   beginning,   and   we   probably   won’t   realise   when   those   
problems   are   also   opportunities   until   we   get   writing!   We   need   to   
consider   different   course   paths   and   weigh   up   the   pros   and   cons   of   
each.   If   we’re   unsure   which   we   prefer,   we   can   try   writing   out   both   
versions.   When   we   get   to   writing,   we’ll   see   how   in   some   cases   the  
language   itself   seems   to   knock   us   back   every   time   we   try   to   make   a   
movement,   and   in   others   it’ll   open   paths   and   invite   us   to   follow,   
almost   making   decisions    for    us.   Some   very   complicated   languages   
might   seem   to   be   slapping   us   back   with   one   hand   after   the   other   
every   time   we   try   to   make   a   move;   maybe   we   need   objects   to   make   
complete   verbal   sentences   and   that’s   a   very   complicated   affair   in   
said   language,   or   maybe   phonetic   issues   make   hard   work   out   of   
what   would   otherwise   be   an   easy   beginning   (as   was   the   case   with   
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French,   comparing   it   to   Spanish   or   Italian).   Rather   than   slapping   us   
back,   the   language   might   be   guiding   us!   Once   we   get   the   ball   rolling   
with   a   good   sturdy   beginning   with   rules   that   are   generally   applicable   
throughout   the   language,   and   we   are   then   able   to   build   upon   that   
knowledge,   we   might   find   that   the   language   itself   restricts   and   
guides   us   much   less,   and   we   are   suddenly   freer   in   regard   to   the   
routes   we   might   take.   

If   we   manage   to   motivate   ourselves   well,   course   writing   won’t   
happen   just   when   we   are   sitting   at   the   computer,   but   also   when   we   
are   walking   in   the   park   or   exposing   ourselves   to   the   target   language   
in   question.   If   the   subconscious   mind   knows   that   this   is   important   to   
us,   it   will   throw   ideas   at   us   in   the   most   unexpected   moments…   
expect   to   drop   everything   and   take   notes!   
  
  

4.3   Working   with   Native   Speakers   
  

We   should   confer   with   native   speakers   of   the   language   we   
are   teaching   even   if   we   are   native   speakers   ourselves.   
Cross-checking   with   native   speakers   when   we   ourselves   are   not   
native   in   the   target   or   base   languages   is   a   no-brainer,   but   there   are   
also   things   we   might   misunderstand   or   not   notice   in   our   own   
language   which   other   native   speakers   can   help   us   get   to   grips   with.   
We   also   want   to   counter   the   effect   that   our   own   dialect   or   idiolect   
(individual   dialect)   can   have   on   our   course.   

We   don’t   tend   to   ask   native   speakers   for   rules   or   directly   ask   
them   to   confirm   or   contradict   our   own   rules   (although   more   
language-conscious   native   speakers   can   be   useful   for   this).   What   
we   tend   to   do   is   simply   use   our   native   speakers   to   experiment   on   in   
order   to   prove   or   disprove   some   linguistic   hypothesis   of   ours,   whilst  
keeping   our   native   speakers   ignorant   to   that   hypothesis.   In   this   way,   
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our   experiment   is   kept   unbiased.   For   example,   rather   than   asking   if   
our   learner   would   use   the   present   tense   when   they   say   X,   Y   or   Z,   
we   should   give   them   a   situational   context,   and   ask   them   what   they   
would   say   in   that   context.   Otherwise,   depending   on   the   native   
speaker,   they   may   be   prone   to   saying   that   many   things   which   do   not   
sound   natural   in   the   target   language    are    indeed   natural.   This   is   
because   when   thinking   about   language   consciously,   many   folks   
momentarily   lose   much   of   their   native   intuition.   So,   rather   than   
asking   a   native   speaker   how   to   form   a   sentence   with   a   certain   
element   emphasised   (such   as   ‘I’ll   see   you    tomorrow ’)   it   makes   more   
sense   to   give   the   situational   context   of   emphasis.   So   we   might   ask   
‘imagine   your   friend   says   ‘see   you   next   week’   and   you   respond   ‘see   
you    tomorrow ’,   reminding   them   about   your   party   tomorrow,   how   
would   you   say   that?’.   We   will   have   to   pose   this   question   in   different   
ways   (with   slightly   different   contexts)   to   different   native   speakers   to   
make   sure   we   are   getting   the   correct   answer.   

Below,   I   will   list   some   more   common   difficulties   in   working   
with   native   speakers   and   how   we   might   counter   them.   These   
descriptions   also   serve   to   further   exemplify   the   ways   in   which   we   
might   use   native   speakers.   
  

-Imagined   or   unimagined   context.   
When   checking   audio   files,   native   speakers   often   swear   that   
something   is   wrong   based   on   an   imagined   context   they   hold   in   their   
minds   for   the   target   sentence   in   question,   or   indeed   because   of   a   
context   in   the   audio   they    haven’t    picked   up   on.   This   often   happens   
because   they   are   not   paying   the   same   attention   to   the   explanations   
as   the   learner   should   be,   and   for   this   reason   haven’t   picked   up   on   
the   context   surrounding   the   target   sentence.   This   is   especially   
common   when   we   are   making   emphatic   sentences   which   might   
otherwise   sound   unnatural.   In   this   way,   when   we   get   our   feedback   
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for   the   audio   tracks,   we’ll   often   need   some   to   and   fro   with   the   
volunteer   to   check   if   the   errors   they   have   marked   are   actually   
mistakes.     
Sometimes,   a   native   speaker’s   imagination   is   so   strong   that   they   
cannot   see   anything   but   the   context   they   first   imagined,   even   when   
we   emphasise   our   intended   context.   If   we   suspect   this   is   happening,   
we   can   ask   the   same   thing   in   a   different   context   (with   a   different   
sentence,   masking   our   repetition!)   and   see   if   we   get   the   same   result   
or   not.     
  

-Assuming   knowledge.   
We   must   remember   that   most   native   speakers   have   little   
consciousness   of   how   their   languages   work.   In   a   similar   way   to   how   
we   don’t   do   so   with   learners,   we   must   not   assume   conscious   
knowledge   in   our   native   speakers   either,   which   can   be   of   huge   
detriment   when   we   are   trying   to   get   to   the   truth   of   a   matter.   Most   of   
the   time,   we   are   taking    advantage    of   a   lack   of   conscious   knowledge   
in   the   way   described   above;   we   often   give   a   situational   context   and   
solicit   a   translation   in   order   to   access   the   native   speaker’s   
subconscious   knowledge,   with   the   volunteer   often   none   the   wiser   as   
to   what   we   are   actually   asking.   But   at   other   times,   we   may   want   to  
impart   some   knowledge   to   our   native   speaker   in   order   to   make   
something   more   conscious,   and   improve   their   feedback.   This   was   
the   case   for   Introduction   to   Arabic,   where   sharing   ideas   about   roots   
and   patterns   with   native   speakers   was   essential   in   getting   them   to   
provide   examples   of   these,   and   also   to   spot   wrongly   provided   
examples.   Of   course,   script/audio   proofers   can   arguably   learn   about   
such   things   from   the   very   scripts   or   audios   they   are   checking,   but   if   
they   are   getting   their   heads   around   such   ideas   for   the   first   time,   at   
the   same   time   as   checking   for   errors,   it   is   easy   to   see   how   we   might   
greatly   reduce   their   proofing   capacity   in   this   way.   Teacher   errors   
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pertaining   to   the   grouping   of   roots   and   patterns   can   still   provide   
perfect   target   sentences,   which   means   this   type   of   error   is   not   as   
self-evident   as   others   might   be,   and   so,   we   shouldn’t   assume   that   
our   native   speakers   possess   the   conscious   knowledge   to   spot   such   
errors.   
  

-Writer   bias.   
People   tend   to   search   for   affirmations   of   their   hypotheses   and   so   it   
can   be   far   too   easy   to   get   the   responses   we   want   from   our   native   
speakers,   and   also   to    hear    the   responses   we   want.   Giving   ample   
context   and   withholding   our   linguistic   ideas   from   native   speakers   (as   
mentioned   above)   can   go   a   long   way   in   countering   our   own   bias   
and   our   volunteers’   possible   tendency   to   confirm   it;   depending   on   
personality   issues,   our   learner   may   be   more   or   less   likely   to   ‘please’   
us   by   confirming   our   own   biases.   If   our   native   speaker   doesn’t   know   
what   we   are   trying   to   confirm   or   disprove,   they   cannot   play   into   that   
subconsciously   or   otherwise.   Ultimately   though,   in   order   to   make   
good   use   of   our   native   speaker   volunteers   and   what   they   can   offer   
us,   we   as   course   writers   need   to   be   passionately   concerned   with   
finding   truth   rather   than   with   proving   ourselves   right.   In   this   way,   we   
should   play   devil’s   advocate   with   our   own   hypotheses,   actively   
trying   to   prove   them   wrong   and   using   our   native   speakers   to   help   us   
do   that.   
  

-Insufficient   knowledge   of   the   language   of   instruction.     
Our   native   speakers   of   the   target   language   may   give   us   inaccurate   
feedback   due   to   a   lack   of   knowledge   of   the   base   language.   Again,   
this   is   something   that   giving   situational   context   or   direct   
explanations   can   help   rectify;   if   the   native   speaker   at   hand   has   
missed   the   nuance   of   the   base   language,   they   can   get   it   from   the   
situational   context,   or   we   can   increase   their   knowledge   of   the   base   
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language   in   order   to   improve   their   feedback…   but   we   need   to   be   
aware   of   this   general   possibility   in   order   to   counterbalance   it.   
Focused   on   the   target   language,   we   might   not   immediately   realise   
that   it   is   a   misunderstanding   about   the   base   language   which   is   
leading   our   native   speaker   to   give   us   particular   feedback.   However   
we   decide   to   get   around   it,   we   must   not   cease   to   be   conscious   of   
how   problems   might   arise   from   the   native   speaker’s   understanding   
of   the   base   language,   in   which   they   are   not   native.   
  

-Insufficient   attention   to   the   base   language.     
Related   to   the   above,   our   native   audio/script   proofers   might   not   be   
paying   attention   to   our   explanations   and   base   language   sentences,   
but   only   to   the   isolated   target   language   sentences.   If   native   speaker   
volunteers   are   focused   only   on   the   target   sentence   they   may   not   
notice   that   it   doesn’t   exactly   correspond   to   the   base   language.   They   
might   also   miss   other   slip-ups,   like   when   we   ask   for   one   sentence,   
get   a   different   sentence   which   is   a   correct   sentence   (but   not   the   one   
we   asked   for),   and   don’t   notice   because   we   are   thinking   of   what   we   
will   teach   next   (this   shouldn’t   happen,   but   can…   we   are   only   
human!).   Native   speaker   proofers   can   help   us   spot   such   things,   but   
only   if   they   are   paying   as   much   attention   to   the   language   of   
instruction   as   they   are   to   the   target   language.   We   must   remind   our   
native   speakers   of   the   importance   of   this!   
  

-Dialect   and   idiolect.   
We   all   have   dialects   and   idiolects,   and   how   noticeable   this   is   
depends   on   the   language   and   individual   in   question.   Often,   a   native   
speaker   might   correct   us   for   their   own   dialect   or   idiolect,   only   to   be   
shot   down   by   other   native   speaker   volunteers!   For   this   reason,   it   
helps   to   have   native   speakers   from   different   regions   and   
generations.   An   interesting   example   that   springs   to   mind   is   how   
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some   of   my   pronunciation   for   Complete   Greek   was   being   corrected   
because   my   native   speakers   were   mostly   young(ish)!   Seeing   that   
my   habits   in   Greek   tend   to   come   from   older   folk   (in   the   diaspora),   I   
was   pronouncing   things   in   a   way   that   my   younger   native   speakers   
wouldn’t.   I   began   editing   those   corrected   pronunciations   before   I   
noticed   that   it   was   only   the   younger   folk   commenting   on   them,   and   
with   a   little   investigation   realised   that   my   pronunciation   was   entirely   
satisfactory,   only   that   younger   people   had   begun   dropping   the   N   I   
was   pronouncing.   For   example,   I   had   been   pronouncing    sindoma   
(soon),   which   younger   Greeks   pronounce   as    sidoma .   My   native   
speakers   had   to   check   with   their   parents   to   confirm   this!   This   is   
interesting   for   what   it   tells   us   about   how   native   speakers   hear   and   
remember   hearing   their   language;   they   had   not   realised   when   
listening   to   the   audios   that   my   pronunciation   was   the   same   as   their   
parents’,   only   that   it   was   different   to   their   own.   In   the   same   way,   I   
had   never   noticed   that   I   was   pronouncing   differently   to   much   of   the   
Greek   I   was   hearing,   I   was   effectively   ‘hearing’   the   absent   N   in   
sidoma .   
Of   course,   the   more   modern   pronunciation   would   have   been   
preferable   for   the   audios   (and   I   edited   in   many   examples   and   some   
discussion   of   it   once   it   had   come   up   in   proofing),   but   the   main   point   
here   is   that   if   I   hadn’t   noticed   the   generation   gap   mentioned,   I   would   
have   had   one   hell   of   an   editing   job   identifying   and   correcting   each   
and   every   one   of   those   corrected   pronunciations   (rather   than   simply   
providing   examples   of   both   variants).   
Something   very   fitting   to   discuss   here   is   the   effect   on   the   native’s   
idiolect   that   negative   language   transfer   can   cause,   especially   in   
more   impressionable   or   empathic   folk.   For   example,   my   Swahili   
student   was   a   native   French   speaker   living   in   Berlin,   and   she   also   
checked   some   of   my   Introduction   to   French   script.   She   made   
various   corrections   to   target   sentences   which   I   felt   were   very   
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strange,   and   they   turned   out   to   be   products   of   interference   from   her   
German.   She   was   correcting   a   perfectly   fine   French   sentence   into   
an   uncomfortable   or   wrong   one,   due   to   the   German   in   her   head!   
Now,   this   doesn’t   mean   that   she   necessarily   speaks   French   in   this   
new   curious   way,   only   that   getting   into   a   linguistically   analytical   
frame   of   mind   seems   to   exponentially   increase   the   potential   for   this   
type   of   confusion   in   which   the   native   speaker   loses   much   of   their   
linguistic   intuition.   Of   course,   the   native   speaker   is   often   comparing   
the   target   language   to   the   base   language,   rather   than   thinking   about   
the   target   language   independently,   which   brings   even   more   potential   
for   confusion.   When   she   realised   she   had   made   a   series   of   French   
sentences   with   German   word   order,   she   almost   couldn’t   believe   it!   
On   another   occasion,   for   Turkish,   I   got   my   first   bit   of   feedback   from   
a   new   volunteer,   which   was   that   the   sentences   I   was   using   to   mean   
things   like   ‘I   am   free/available’,   which   use   the   word   ‘empty’   ( boş    in   
Turkish) ,    sounded   like   ‘I   am   empty   in   the   head’   (i.e.,   stupid).   He   said   
he   had   never   heard   the   expression   ‘I   am   empty’   used   to   mean   ‘I   am   
free’.   If   I   had   gone   on   the   strength   of   this   one   piece   of   feedback   
(which   we   should   never   do,   always   cross-checking),   then   I   would   
have   decided   that   the   beginning   of   Introduction   to   Turkish   was   
unworkable,   and   would   have   needed   to   rewrite   and   re-record   it.   If   
the   new   writer   thinks   that   native   speakers   are   automatically   
infallible,   as   I   began   my   journey   in   foreign   language   learning   
believing,   then   the   feedback   of   just   one   volunteer   might   be   enough   
to   convince   the   (non-native)   writer   that   their   current   script   is   
impossible.   Now,   I   don’t   know   if   it’s   only   because   I   had   a   Cypriot   
grandfather   in   the   UK   which   gave   me   some   kind   of   intuition   for   
translated   old-school   insults,   but   immediately   I   asked   what   his   
‘linguistic   story’   was.   ‘You   got   me!’   he   replied.   His   parents   were   
Turkish   but   he   grew   up   in   Belgium,   and   so   he   wasn’t   exactly   a   
native   speaker   of   Turkish   (I   believe   this   used   to   be   termed   ‘false   
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native’,   but   that   term   sat   hard   on   politically   correct   ears!).   He   had   
never   heard   the   expression   we   were   using   either   because   he   was   
never   exposed   to   ‘young   Turkish’,   or   never   registered   the   
differences   consciously   enough   if   he   was.   In   a   similar   way,   I   noticed   
that   my   British-born   Cypriot   cousins   who   learnt   Greek   from   their   
parents   often   commit   errors   in   which   they   overgeneralise   rules   in   
the   language,   effectively   ironing   out   exceptions   native   to   the   
language.   For   these   reasons,   ‘false   natives’   are   not   native   speakers   
as   far   as   proofing   is   concerned,   and   will   almost   always   give   us   
much   more   work   than   sense   in   their   feedback,   as   good   as   their   
intentions   might   be.     
  

For   the   reasons   mentioned   above   and   more,   working   with   
native   speakers   can   be   tricky,   frustrating   and   treacherous,   and   
expecting   it   to   be   so   from   the   outset   will   help   us   stay   patient   and   
appreciative   of   their   input.   We   need   to   treasure   our   native   speaker   
proofers,   as   consistent   volunteers   will   be   few   and   far   between,   and   
we   need   to   invest   in   them   so   that   their   feedback   improves   with   time.   

Native   speakers   often   have   a   fascinating   time   of   it   during   
course   proofing.   Not   only   do   they   get   to   enjoy   the   insight   a   Thinking   
Method   course   provides   about   the   inner   workings   of   their   own   
language,   but   they   also   get   to   address   things   from   their   own   dialects   
and   idiolects   that   they   may   have   never   realised   weren’t   standard.   In   
this   way,   collaboration   with   native   speakers   is   very   much   an   
exchange,   and   framing   it   as   such   can   go   a   long   way   in   bringing   in   
the   right   kind   of   volunteer.   
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5.0   The   Competition   and   The   Direction   
Relationship     
  
  

The   release   of   this   book   marks   the   official   opening   of   the   
ongoing   competition   for   new   course   writers   to   form   part   of   the   (as   of   
yet   imaginary)   Language   Transfer   team!   This   section   is   all   about   
that   competition   and   the   relationship   between   myself   and   the   new   
writers.   

But,   before   we   begin,   a   heads   up!   This   section   is   very   direct   
because   experience   has   taught   me   that   it   absolutely   needs   to   be.   
Since   having   conceived   this   project,   I   have   been   tortured   by   
‘anti-volunteers’   who   make   promises   they   will   never   follow   through   
on.   These   are   not   a   special   breed   of   terrible   person,   they   are   the   
average   person.   They   have   been   people   who   have   ‘risen   to   the   
challenge’   and   offered   their   help   precisely   because   they   know   how   
often   I   have   been   let   down;   they   have   even   been   friends   and   
financial   supporters   too…   and   somehow   they   have   all   surprised   me   
(and   often   themselves)   in   how   easily   they   forget   about   or   abandon   
their   promises   to   Language   Transfer.   A   broken   promise   is   not   a   
neutral   element;   it   is   not   the   same   as   having   never   made   the   
promise   to   begin   with,   as   both   considerable   time   and   energy   are   
invested   into   these   promises   on   my   part.   Anti-volunteers   have   made   
my   work   with   LT   exponentially   more   difficult   than   it   would   or   should   
have   otherwise   been—whilst   of   course,   real   volunteers   have   made   
this   otherwise   impossible   labour   possible.   Although   new   course   
writers   will   not   be   volunteers,   this   experience   has   taught   me   that   it   is   
sensible   to   put   the   onus   on   the   new   collaborator,   rather   than   on   the   
project   (my   own   time).   For   this   reason,   I   have   created   this   
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competition   which,   as   a   system,   requires   that   the   initial   investment   
come   from   the   new   course   writer   and   not   the   project   creator.   
  
  

5.1   The   Competition   
  

For   the   first   round   of   this   competition   (after   which   I   imagine   a   
second   edition   of   this   book   will   come,   from   the   experience   of   
working   with   you   all!),   potentially   five   new   course   writers/writing   
teams   will   be   selected   to   create   courses   with   my   direction.    This   will   
be   for:   Mandarin,   two   existing   Intro   courses   to   be   made   Complete,   
one   new   language   from   the   top   ten   of   the   voting   campaign,   and   a   
'mystery'   language   where   the   new   writer/s   will   be   selected   entirely   
on   merit,   for   whatever   language   course   they   choose   to   build!   

Prospective   new   course   writers   will   create   the   first   five   tracks   
of   the   language   course   they   want   to   be   directed   for   (or   five   
continuation   tracks   in   the   case   of   existing   Intro   courses),   all   on   their   
own   and   using   what   they   have   learnt   in   this   book.   These   tracks   
should   be   treated   as   final   (as   an   exercise)   although   it   is   highly   
unlikely   that   the   tracks   will   be   a   final   product.   

  
Participants   should:  

  
-submit   tracks   in   writing   complete   with   justifications   (similar   to   Part   
3,   ‘Course   Analyses’),   but   with   a   special   focus   on   how   these   first   
tracks   are   setting   up   the   rest   of   the   course,   i.e.,   expose   your   plan!   

  
-record   tracks   with   a   test   student   and   edit   them   (editing   can   be   done   
with   free   downloadable   programmes   such   as   Audacity).   If   the   base   
language   is   not   English,   literal   translations   of   explanations   should   
be   provided;   these   translations   must   be   as   literal   as   possible.     
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-submit   either   a   rough   plan   and/or   grammatical   panoramas   for   the   
entire   course,   with   the   connections/ideas   expected   to   be   used   
during   the   course.   I   won’t   stipulate   the   format   of   these   grammatical   
panoramas   or   rough   plans,   although   they   should   contain   most   of   the   
key   material   that   is   to   be   taught,   in   the   rough   order   that   it   will   be   
taught,   and   come   with   supporting   justifications.     
  

Whilst   the   tracks   won’t   be   final   and   this   is   an   exercise,   they   
should   be   submitted   only   after   much   scrutiny,   editing   and   practice.   
This   is   an   opportunity   for   new   course   writers   to   demonstrate   both  
their   talent   for   course   writing,   and   their   ability   to   research,   learn,   act,   
and   create   through   their   own   motivation.   

The   competition   opens   with   the   publication   of   this   guidebook   
and   is   ongoing.   

  
  

5.2   The   Direction   Relationship   and   Practical   Issues   
  

Money   and   more   
  

I   understand   that   some   new   course   writers   may   already   be   
financially   secure   and   not   need   to   source   a   living   from   their   
collaboration   with   Language   Transfer,   but   the   collaboration   does   lay   
the   foundations   for   a   career   for   the   new   course   writer.   The   model   
discussed   below   takes   into   consideration   LT’s   current   limitations   in   
regard   to   resources.   When   there   are   enough   donations   coming   in   to   
hire   teachers,   then   an   additional   model   will   be   added   to   the   one   
described   below.   

The   teacher   will   be   able   to   earn   a   good   living   from   teaching   
their   course,   due   to   all   the   (well-deserved!)   hubbub   surrounding   LT.   
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During   training   and   script   testing,   new   writers   can   offer   private   
classes   at   a   discounted   rate.   When   writers   are   ‘fully   formed’   and   
their   course   is   online,   they   will   be   able   to   increase   their   rate   and   
also   enjoy   all   the   untapped   potential   of   the   LT   project   in   order   to   
secure   especially   well-paid   gigs   (in-company,   etc.).   The   idea   is   for   
the   teacher   to   enjoy   a   good   full-time   wage   with   just   two   to   three   
teaching   hours   per   day.   LT   teachers,   with   the   effort   our   courses   and   
teaching   require,   should   charge   the   same   as   a   high-end   lawyer   or   
consultant,   in   my   opinion.   There   is   no   shame   in   having   exclusively   
high   rates   if   our   material   is   also   free   for   all   the   world,   and   those   
rates   support   teachers   so   that   they   can   give   limited   classes—giving   
their   all   in   each   and   every   class—and   also   have   time   to   continue   
improving   and   creating   more   free   material.   

The   teacher—as   long   as   they   are   giving   private   classes   in   
the   name   of   LT—must   keep   to   certain   high   standards.   It   is   for   this   
reason   that   there   needs   to   be   a   limit   placed   on   daily   teaching   hours   
so   that   the   same   high   level   of   energy   that   the   method   requires   is   
consistently   given.   If   a   teacher   is   to   conduct   half-baked   classes   
without   the   energy   and   preparation   required,   they   will   be   doing   a   
disservice   to   the   method   and   the   project.   Neither   do   we   want   to   
have   any   embarrassment   regarding   the   exclusive   rates   being   
charged,   and   for   this,   teachers   must   be   on   the   top   of   their   game   for   
each   teaching   hour!   Teachers   should   also   be   using   their   teaching   
experiences   as   an   experiment   to   help   improve   their   course   and   their   
teaching,   as   feedback   for   their   process,   and   this   also   requires   
concentration,   energy   and   follow-up   time.   Teachers   cannot   let   
themselves   get   rusty   just   because   they   have   published   their   course   
already;   it   might   surprise   us   to   learn   how   quickly   we   can   forget   what   
we   know,   or   how   we   can   grow   out   of   touch   with   learners   if   we   are   
not   actively   thinking   about   teaching   and   learning.   The   limit   on   
teaching   hours   helps   keep   LT   teachers   off   of   autopilot,   energised,   
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refreshed,   and   forever   improving   their   courses,   rather   than   just   
struggling   to   keep   up   with   their   teaching   sessions.   

The   new   course   writer   will   also   be   invited   to   collaborate   by   
creating   visual   publications   for   their   language,   which   will   be   
available   as   free   PDFs,   as   hard   copies   in   the   non-shop,   and   for   the   
teacher   to   ‘gift   with   donations’   through   their   workshops.   This   is   not   
obligatory,   but   is   a   great   thing   to   know   for   those   motivated   by   
continuing   to   create   material   once   their   main   course   is   out.   

  
Our   relationship   
  

My   interaction   with   the   general   public   through   this   project   has   
been   both   wonderfully   uplifting   and   dauntingly   depressing.   On   the   
one   hand,   there   are   people   who   support   this   project   with   such   
goodwill   and   generosity   that   they   leave   me   in   shock.   On   the   other   
hand,   I   am   inundated   by   people   happy   to   respond   to   my   calls   for   
volunteers   with   empty   promises,   to   take   my   time   planning   with   
them,   and   to   disappear   without   a   trace.   This   has   been   an   endless   
source   of   frustration   and   despair   for   me,   and   something   that   has   
negatively   affected   my   relationship   with   the   project   and   even   with   
activism   as   a   whole.   Thus,   apart   from   not   wasting   LT’s   resources   
(my   time   and   the   donations   that   pay   for   it)   on   unsuccessful   
collaborations,   I   am   also   making   a   concerted   effort   to   protect   my   
own   emotional   environment.   With   all   this   in   mind,   below   we   can   
detail   the   new   course   writers'   responsibilities.   
  

-To   make   course   writing   their   main   activity   and   priority,   and   to   give   
everything   they’ve   got,   expecting   to   do   so   from   the   outset.   This   is   an   
immense   journey   that   should   change   you,   and   you’re   only   likely   to   
take   it   the   once,   so   give   it   your   best   shot   and   throw   all   of   yourself   
into   it!   We   can’t   do   this   by   halves,   and   this   can’t   be   your   side   
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project.   That   doesn’t   mean   you   can’t   do   anything   else   with   your   life   
(maybe   you   have   a   part-time   job   or   an   important   hobby),   only   that   
most   of   your   cognitive   energy   needs   to   be   dedicated   to   this,   for   now.   
  

-To   commit   to   a   certain   number   of   hours   per   week.   This   should   be   
decided   realistically   at   the   beginning   so   that   the   direction   schedule   
can   be   based   around   that.   This   can   be   flexible,   but   changes   in   
hours   must   be   discussed.   New   writers   should   be   dedicating   a   
minimum   of   15   hours   per   week   to   writing   and   teaching   practice.   
  

-To   receive   critique   on   their   scripts   eagerly   and   willingly,   and   to   
understand   that   I’m   not   doing   my   job   if   I   don’t   pick   apart   and   find   
holes   in   new   scripts!   Please   come   thirsty   for   my   insights   rather   than   
hoping   I’ll   tell   you   that   your   script   is   perfect,   and   losing   motivation   
when   this   is   inevitably   not   the   case.   As   discussed   herein,   my   own   
scripts   take   a   lot   of   revision   and   remodelling,   and   then   some,   before   
they   finally   hit   ‘the   big   screen’!   
  

-To   heed   advice   and   act   on   it.   For   example,   I   shouldn’t   be   presented   
with   scripts   again   until   previous   critiques   have   been   addressed.   If   I   
am   to   successfully   direct   for   five   different   languages   at   once,   I   need   
everyone   to   be   respectful   of   my   time   simply   by   being   proactive   and   
organised   themselves.   I’ll   have   a   lot   of   time   and   cheer   for   everyone   
as   long   as   I   can   see   that   it   is   being   respected.   
  

-To   stay   in   communication.   Trainees   should   communicate   if   they   are   
going   to   break   any   ‘deadlines’   or   need   a   timeout.   Not   fulfilling   
obligations   during   direction—and   not   communicating   that—is   a   
surefire   way   to   jeopardise   trust   and   generate   doubt.   In   order   for   this   
relationship   to   be   a   healthy   one,   I   cannot   be   doubting   whether   
trainees   will   come   through   in   the   end   or   not.   The   new   writer’s   
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consistency   will   generate   that   trust,   and   thus,   disappearances   and   
reappearances   are   not   well   tolerated.   
  

-To   source   and   work   with   native   speaker   volunteers   in   order   to   
cross-check   the   new   writer’s   understanding   of   the   base   and   target   
languages,   even   when   they   are   themselves   native   speakers.   
  

-To   help   create   (at   least   minimal)   media   to   share   their   experience   of   
course   creation   with   the   Language   Transfer   usership.   The   more   
open   one   is   to   this,   the   better,   although   I   do   understand   the   aversion   
many   might   feel   towards   the   exposure   this   can   entail.   Even   still,   a   
minimal   amount   of   this   is   expected   in   order   to   communicate   to   the   
usership   what   we   are   doing.   
  

-To   generate   and   nurture   their   own   motivation.   I   need   self-motivated   
individuals   who   are   raring   to   give   this   all   it   needs.    Everybody   is   
exploding   with   motivation   at   the   beginning,   but   turning   that   into   a   
working   life   (where   most   of   your   time   may   be   spent   working   alone)   
is   quite   something   else.    I   can   offer   some   advice   about   staying   
upbeat   from   my   own   experience,   but   it   is   ultimately   the   course   writer   
who   must   generate   the   buzz   they   need...   no   one   else   can   be   
responsible   for   it!   This   also   poses   the   question:   why   are   you   
creating   your   course?   Know   that   well   and   be   open   to   finding   new   
reasons   too...   you   may   need   to   remind   yourself   of   them   often!   
  

-To   respect   this   project!   It   is   a   terrible   waste   of   LT’s   very   limited   
resources   if   I   direct   someone   to   no   end.   My   time   is   paid   for   by   
supporting   users   of   LT,   and   all   new   writers   need   to   respect   that   as   
much   as   I   do.   That   doesn’t   mean   not   using   my   time   or   trying   to   use   
less   of   it   at   a   cost   to   the   material,   but   being   entirely   resolved   to   
create   something   from   it,   and   feeling   a   sense   of   responsibility   to   do   
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that   (think   of   it   as   being   carbon   neutral!).   A   new   course   writer   should   
be   entirely   intent   on   creating   at   least   an   Introduction   course   (around   
one   third   of   a   Complete   course)   before   accepting   my   direction.   
  

In   order   to   counter   any   residual   possibility   of   collaborating   
myself   into   more   dead   ends,   I   have   created   some   fail-safes   for   the   
direction   relationship:   
  

-It   is   understood   that   the   new   course   belongs   to   LT.   Whilst   the   
course   will   have   been   created   with   many   hours   of   the   new   writer’s   
time,   it   will   also   be   full   of   my   own   original   ideas   (which   I’ll   share   with   
new   writers   freely),   and   will   require   my   time   (paid   for   by   the   LT   
usership).   Therefore,   the   new   writer   enjoying   my   direction   cannot  
decide   to    not    share   their   course   freely   on   the   LT   site   or   to   
commercialise   it.   It   also   means   that   if   they   abandon   their   efforts   with   
the   course   (or   if   we   must   terminate   our   relationship   for   another   
reason),   that   the   material   still   belongs   to   LT,   and   will   be   saved   for   
future   writers   to   work   on.   
  

-Course   writers   will   be   writing   and   recording   in   batches   of   ten   
tracks.   Whilst   this   may   not   be   ideal   due   to   the   webbed   nature   of   the   
courses,   with   enough   preplanning   it   shouldn’t   pose   any   serious   
problems.   In   this   way,   if   a   new   writer   quits   at   any   stage,   the   course   
has   the   potential   to   be   continued   from   where   we   left   off.   It   also   
means   that   if   a   writer   must   quit,   they   can   do   so   in   the   least   
disruptive   way   possible:   alerting   me   to   their   intention   as   soon   as   
possible   and   working   to   complete   the   current   batch   of   tracks   (if   they   
have   already   received   considerable   investment).   
  

And   finally…   I   imagine   most   have   picked   up   on   this   by   now   
but   I   need   to   be   clear   and   unequivocal   about   it:   whilst   I   want   to   
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create   a   project   that   can   outgrow   me   in   the   way   I   envisage   
Language   Transfer   doing,   I   can’t   let   myself   make   more   
unsustainable   sacrifices   for   that   to   happen   either.   As   far   as   new   
language   courses   are   concerned,   the   onus   is   now   on   the   new   writer.   

The   brief   training   I’ve   done   with   potential   course   writers   until   
now   has   enthused   me   profoundly.   I   enjoy   working   with   people   after   
having   worked   alone   for   so   long,   and   I   enjoy   the   challenge   of   finding   
holes   in   other   people’s   course   scripts   and   directing   them   on   how   to   
close   those   holes.   But   in   order   to   enjoy   that   long-term,   I   need   to   
know   that   I’m   not   wasting   my   energy,   and   for   this   I   need   to   be   
convinced   that   I   have   someone   before   me   that   really   is   going   to   
take   it   all   the   way   and   write,   record   and   edit   a   course.   If   that’s   you,   
please    do    pull   out   all   the   stops   to   make   the   best   submission   you   
can,   and   show   me!   
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